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Executive Summary
The Lower Otter Restoration Project (LORP) entails restoring the natural functioning of the River
Otter’s estuary floodplain, to ensure the provision of vital habitat for this area and give lasting and
sustainable benefits to the local environment and people. A range of available sources, including the
Devon Historic Environment Record (HER), a walkover survey and aerial photographs, have been
utilised to establish the known archaeological baseline and archaeological potential of the LORP
area.
This assessment has established that no designated heritage assets would be directly physically
affected by the four scheme options currently under consideration. In addition, given the absence of
inter-visibility between the LORP area and most of the designated heritage assets in the vicinity, it is
considered that there would be no direct effects on these designated assets due to changes to their
settings.
The construction phase of the proposed scheme has the potential to directly impact upon known
non-designated archaeological assets within the LORP area including: an area of saltings to the south
and east of South Farm Road; a series of 19th century embankments; traces of agriculture and a
trackway recorded to the south-west of South Farm Road; and a disused kiln and railing shown on
historic mapping. The value of these assets is low, the magnitude of impact on them is moderate,
therefore there will be a slight significant negative impact at worst.
Excavation works in the estuary could also disturb previously unknown archaeological assets. This
assessment has identified that there is a potential for archaeological evidence dating from the
prehistoric period onwards to be present within the LORP area. This could include
palaeoenvironmental remains within the former river channels and further evidence of salt
production. Excavation works for the LORP could result in a moderate direct negative magnitude of
impact on such evidence. However, the presence and sensitivity of such assets are currently
unknown. It is recommended that a programme of geo-archaeological assessment and targeted
geophysical survey is undertaken to inform the need for, and scope of, any further archaeological
mitigation that may be necessary during the LORP. This approach has been discussed with the Devon
County Archaeologist Mr Bill Horner.

iii

Introduction
1.1 Purpose of this report
This report is a detailed historic environment (a term which comprises archaeology, both extant and
buried, historic structures and historic landscapes) assessment of the proposed LORP.
The preferred scheme option has not yet been finalised however, the development of the scheme
could have potential impacts on archaeology, the settings of designated assets and historic
landscape character. This assessment is a requirement of the planning process, including the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the local plans of East Devon District Council (EDDC).
It will be used to support a scheme planning application together with the results of any
archaeological investigations required, which together will inform planning determination. It will be
used to inform and design further archaeological investigations and highlight areas of high or low
archaeological potential.

1.2 Scheme background
The LORP forms part of the Exe Estuary Habitat Delivery Project, the aim of which is to provide 14.5
hectares of compensatory intertidal habitat. This is in response to habitat lost through coastal
squeeze caused by existing human influences in the Exe Estuary. Alternative areas within the Exe
Estuary are not available or not suitable for habitat creation.
CH2M has been contracted by the Environment Agency (EA) to develop options, complete a business
case and undertake associated environmental studies. This document reports on a historic
environment desk study undertaken in March and April 2017, which aimed to gain an overview of
the cultural heritage features in the Lower Otter Estuary and surrounding areas and highlight areas
of high or low archaeological potential.

Methodology
2.1 Report aims
The aim of this desk study is to collate the baseline historic environment (in this instance meaning
historic structures, buried archaeology, the palaeoenvironment and historic landscape character) of
the study area to inform assessment of the proposed scheme once scheme design is finalised.
The historic environment can be affected by the scheme in a number of ways, including, but not
exclusive to:
•

the removal of historic soil horizons and the resulting destruction of sensitive deposits
caused by the presence of heavy plant and the alteration of ground conditions which may
lead to the degradation of the quality and survival of buried archaeological remains;

•

the impacts of vibration from enabling works and construction on nearby historic structures;

•

the changes to the local historic landscape through the removal of field boundaries and
resulting loss of historic landscape signatures; and

•

changes to the setting of historic structures in visual and historic setting terms.

The historic environment can be enhanced by development schemes, when detailed design
considers all the above and appropriate mitigation is implemented. The proposed scheme will
provide new habitats to compensate for habitats lost through other schemes in the wider area. It
will provide opportunities for interpretation/education and the archaeological/historic environment
1

works associated with the scheme. Detailed design can also avoid or minimise impacts to the historic
environment through taking the setting of historic assets into account.

2.2 Methodology
This assessment was conducted to the standards set out by the Chartered Institute for Archaeologist
(CIfA) Standard and Guidance for Historic Environment Desk Based Assessment1 and the
Environment Agency’s Minimum technical requirements: Cultural heritage and archaeological
standards2. The report has examined the known historic environment resources present within the
study area. These comprise archaeological remains, both buried and extant, and historic structures;
primarily listed buildings. The historic landscape character has also been considered. The study area
comprises the area of the proposed LORP and a zone 500m in extent beyond this (see Drawing a to
Drawing f in Appendix B). The study area is thought to be sufficient to place the proposed scheme in
its wider archaeological context.
The resources referred to below may be nationally or locally designated (by registration, listing or
scheduling) and may appear in the national or local archaeological record, or may be identified here
from specialist scrutiny of the landscape and historic records.
In summary, the work has involved:
•

Identifying the sources available for consultation;

•

Assembling, consulting and analysing the available resources within the area possibly
affected by the proposed scheme; and

•

Preparing the report.

Consulted sources include:
•

Local planning authority websites for Conservation Areas, locally listed structures and
planning information;

•

The Devon County Council Historic Environment Record (HER) for archaeological sites and
monuments data;

•

Historic specialists at Devon County Council (DCC)

•

Designation data as supplied by Historic England (Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings,
Registered Parks and Gardens, Battlefields, Wreck Sites and World Heritage Sites);

•

Unpublished archaeological reports;

•

Aerial photographs;

•

LiDAR;

•

A site visit undertaken in March 2017;

•

The South-West Archives in Exeter;

•

Historic maps; and

•

Local historical publications.

1 CIfA 2014 Standard and guidance for historic environment desk-based assessment, Chartered Institute for Archaeologists 2014
2 Environment Agency 2015 Minimum technical requirements 801_14_SD01 Cultural heritage and archaeology standards
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2.3 Report structure
Section 3 of this report sets out the legislative and planning framework within which the scheme and
this assessment will be tested against.
Section 4 reproduces the scheme’s known baseline. The HER and designation data are utilised here
to provide a comprehensive statement of the known resource.
The same section also addresses the results of archaeological interventions within or near the
proposed scheme. Historic maps are examined with a view to establishing the presence of the
scheme within its historic context, and to examine how the environs around the River Otter have
developed since the earliest detailed maps were produced.
Section 5 addresses the potential for unknown archaeology within the study area.
Section 6 addresses the likely further work required for the scheme in terms of historic buildings and
buried archaeology.

2.4 Limitations to assessment
This assessment has been prepared based on the results of desk-based research. No intrusive or
non-intrusive field investigations or historic hedgerows assessment has been undertaken.

2.5 Assessment of significance
The NPPF defines significance of a heritage asset as the value of a heritage asset to this and future
generations because of its heritage interest, and that heritage interest may be archaeological,
architectural, artistic or historic3. DMRB HA208/07 provides a methodology for the assessment of
the value of cultural heritage assets and use of this methodology in this assessment aligns with the
guidance provided by the NPPF. The assessment was undertaken on a five-point scale of Very High,
High, Medium, Low and Negligible. DMRB provides a robust methodology for the assessment of
significance of heritage assets and is widely accepted by the main heritage bodies
Setting is recognised as contributing to the significance of heritage assets and the NPPF defines
setting as the ‘surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced’, the extent of which ‘is not
fixed and may change over time’4. The assessment of the setting of heritage assets was undertaken
in accordance with the guidance provided in Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning
Note 3: The Setting of Heritage Assets5.
Table 1 The value of cultural heritage assets

Sensitivity
Very High

Asset Type
•
•
•
•
•

World Heritage Sites
Buildings of recognised international importance
Assets that can contribute significantly to acknowledged international research
objectives Very High
Assets of acknowledged international importance
Extremely well-preserved historic landscapes with exceptional coherence, timedepth, or other critical factor(s)

3 Department for Communities and Local Government, 2012, National Planning Policy Framework; Annex 2
4 Department for Communities and Local Government, 2012, National Planning Policy Framework p56
5 Historic England, 2015, Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3
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Sensitivity
High

Asset Type
• Historic landscapes of international value, whether designated or not
Scheduled Monuments (including proposed sites) and those with standing remains
• Undesignated assets of schedulable quality and importance
•

Archaeological assets that can contribute significantly to acknowledged national
research objectives
• Grade I and Grade II* Listed Buildings
•

Other Listed Buildings that feature exceptional quality of their fabric or historical
associations
• Conservation Areas containing very important buildings
• Undesignated buildings and structures of clear national importance
•

Designated historic landscapes of outstanding interest
• Undesignated landscapes of outstanding interest
• Undesignated landscapes of high quality and importance, and of demonstrable
national value
• Well-preserved historic landscapes, exhibiting considerable coherence, time-depth
or other critical factor(s)
•

Medium

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Negligible

•

Unknown

•

Designated or undesignated assets that contribute to regional research objectives
Grade II Listed Buildings
Unlisted historic buildings that have exceptional fabric or historic associations
Conservation Areas that contain buildings that contribute to its historic character
Historic townscapes or built-up areas with built heritage integrity, or built settings
(street furniture etc.)
Designated special historic landscapes
Undesignated historic landscapes that would justify special historic landscape
designation, landscapes of regional value
Averagely well-preserved historic landscapes with reasonable coherence, timedepth or other critical factor(s)
Designated and undesignated assets of local importance
Assets compromised by poor preservation and/ or poor survival of contextual
associations
Assets of limited value, but with potential to contribute to local research objectives
Locally listed buildings
Historic unlisted buildings of modest architectural quality or historic association
Historic townscape or built-up areas of limited historic integrity in their buildings or
built settings
Robust undesignated historic landscapes
Historic landscapes with importance to local interest groups
Historic landscapes whose value is limited by poor preservation and/ or poor
survival of contextual associations

Assets with very little or no surviving archaeological interest
• Buildings of no architectural or historic note or buildings of an intrusive character
• Landscapes with little or no significant historical interest
The importance of the resource has not been ascertained
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Sensitivity

Asset Type
•

Buildings with some hidden potential for architectural merit of historic association

Magnitude of impact is the degree of change that would be experienced by an asset as a result of
the proposed scheme, as compared with a ‘do nothing’ situation. Magnitude of impact is assessed
without reference to the value of the receptor, and may include physical impacts upon the asset, or
impacts upon its setting or amenity value.
Assessment of magnitude with and without mitigation is based on professional judgement informed
by DMRB methodology and criteria for archaeological remains, historic buildings and the historic
landscape, set out in Table 2. Unless otherwise stated, all impacts are adverse.
Table 2 Magnitude of Impact Assessment Table

Magnitude

Factors in the Assessment of Magnitude of Impact
Change to most or all key archaeological materials, such that the resource is totally
altered.
• Change to key historic building elements, such that the resource is totally altered.
• Change to most or all key historic landscape elements, parcels or components;
extreme visual effects; gross change of noise or change to sound quality;
fundamental changes to use or access; resulting in total change to historic
landscape character unit.
• Comprehensive changes to setting

Major

•

Moderate

•

Minor

•

Low

•

No Change

•

Changes to many key archaeological materials, such that the resource is clearly
modified.
• Change to many key historic building elements, such that the resource is
significantly modified.
• Changes to the setting of a cultural heritage asset, such that it is significantly
modified.
• Changes to many key historic landscape elements, parcels or components, visual
change to many key aspects of the historic landscape, noticeable differences in
noise or sound quality, considerable changes to use or access; resulting in moderate
changes to historic landscape character.
Changes to key archaeological materials, such that the asset is slightly altered.
• Change to key historic building elements, such that the asset is slightly different.
• Change to setting of a cultural heritage asset, such that it is noticeably changed.
• Changes to few key historic landscape elements, parcels or components, slight
visual changes to few key aspects of historic landscape, limited changes to noise
levels or sound quality; slight changes to use or access: resulting in limited changes
to historic landscape character.
Very minor changes to archaeological materials, or setting.
• Slight changes to historic buildings elements or setting that hardly affect it.
• Very minor changes to key historic landscape elements, parcels or components,
virtually unchanged visual effects, very slight changes in noise levels or sound
quality; very slight changes to use or access; resulting in a very small change to
historic landscape character.
No change to fabric, setting.
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Magnitude

Factors in the Assessment of Magnitude of Impact
•

No change to elements, parcels or components; no visual or audible changes; no
changes arising from in amenity or community factors.

The significance of effects is determined through the combination of the value (or significance) of
the asset and the magnitude of the impact.
In Table 3 below, five levels of significance of impact are defined which apply equally to adverse and
beneficial impacts.
Table 3 Significance of Effects

Significance of Effect
Value/
Sensitivity

Magnitude of Impact
No
change

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major

Negligible

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral/
Slight

Neutral/
Slight

Slight

Low

Neutral

Neutral/
Slight

Neutral/
Slight

Slight

Slight/
Moderate

Medium

Neutral

Neutral/
Slight

Slight

Moderate

Moderate/
Large

High

Neutral

Slight

Slight/
Moderate

Moderate/
Large

Large

Very High

Neutral

Slight

Moderate/
Large

Large/ Very
Large

Very Large

Legislation and Planning
The following legislation and planning policies are relevant for this application.

3.1 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act 1990
3.1.1

Listed Buildings

The Town and Country Planning Act (1971) as amended by the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas Act) 1990 details the statutory protection afforded listed buildings. Section 66 of
the same states the special considerations affecting planning functions, including the consideration
of planning permission for development affecting listed buildings or their settings by local planning
authorities or the Secretary of State.

3.1.2

Conservation Areas

The Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires local authorities to
designate areas of ‘special architectural or historic interest’ as Conservation Areas with the aim of
preserving and enhancing their character and appearance. Historic England may need to be
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consulted with regard to proposed works within a Conservation Area and section 72(1) requires
Local Authorities to pay particular attention to Conservation Areas in the planning process.

3.2 Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013
This deregulatory legislation allows greater authority to local authorities in respect of Listed Building
Consent. It also allows greater definition of a Listed Building by allowing the exclusion of attached
buildings and structures and those within the curtilage of the principal Listed Building from
protection. It states that a certificate of immunity from listing may be applied for at any time and it
replaced Conservation Area Consent with planning permission.

3.3 Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act
1979
This Act of Parliament sets out the statutory protections afforded to selected nationally important
archaeological assets. The Act details the protection of scheduled sites and the need for written
consent prior to carrying out any works that might be deemed to have an impact on their physical
remains.

3.4 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) Adopted
March 2012
The policies below from the NPPF state the approach to be used by local planning authorities to
determine planning applications in relation to cultural heritage and listed building consent
applications. They apply to designated heritage assets, such as Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas, and to non-designated, but potentially significant, heritage assets such as buried
archaeological remains and other historic structures. These include non-designated historic buildings
that could make a positive contribution to the character of a Conservation Area.
Section 12: Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
‘128. In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to describe
the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting. The
level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to
understand the potential impact of the proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant
historic environment record should have been consulted and the heritage assets assessed using
appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on which development is proposed includes or
has the potential to include heritage assets with archaeological interest, local planning authorities
should require developers to submit an appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a
field evaluation.
131. In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take account of…..the
desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness.
132. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated
heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation….Significance can be harmed
or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting…
134. Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal,
including securing its optimum viable use.
135. The effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated heritage asset should be
taken into account in determining the application. In weighing applications that affect directly or
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indirectly non designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required having regard to
the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset.
138. Not all elements of a….Conservation Area will necessarily contribute to its significance. Loss of a
building (or other element) which makes a positive contribution to the significance of the
Conservation Area….should be treated either as substantial harm under paragraph 133 or less than
substantial harm under paragraph 134, as appropriate, taking into account the relative significance
of the element affected and its contribution to the significance of the Conservation Area….as a whole.
139. Non-designated heritage assets of archaeological interest that are demonstrably of equivalent
significance to scheduled monuments, should be considered subject to the policies for designated
heritage assets.
141. Local planning authorities should make information about the significance of the historic
environment gathered as part of plan-making or development management publicly accessible. They
should also require developers to record and advance understanding of the significance of any
heritage assets to be lost (wholly or in part) in a manner proportionate to their importance and the
impact, and to make this evidence (and any archive generated) publicly accessible. However, the
ability to record evidence of our past should not be a factor in deciding whether such loss should be
permitted.’

3.5 East Devon District Council Planning Policy
3.5.1

East Devon Local Plan (Adopted January 2016)

The East Devon Local Plan was adopted in 2016 and is used to make planning decisions. The plan
aims to provide appropriate planning polices for protecting natural and historic resources within East
Devon, while also allowing new development to flourish. The following policies within the plan are
relevant to Cultural Heritage present within the Lower Otter Restoration Project:
EN6 - Nationally and Locally Important Archaeological Sites
Development that would harm nationally important archaeological remains or their settings,
whether scheduled or not, including milestones and parish stones, will not be permitted.
Development that would harm locally important archaeological remains or their settings will only be
permitted where the need for the development outweighs the damage to the archaeological interest
of the site and its setting. There is a presumption in favour of preservation in situ in the case of
nationally and locally important remains. Preservation of locally important remains by record will be
required where the need for the development outweighs the need to preserve the remains in situ.
EN7 - Proposals Affecting Sites which may potentially be of Archaeological Importance
When considering development proposals which affect sites that are considered to potentially have
remains of archaeological importance, the District Council will not grant planning permission until an
appropriate desk based assessment and, where necessary, a field assessment has been undertaken.
EN8 - Significance of Heritage Assets and their Setting
When considering development proposals the significance of any heritage assets and their settings,
should first be established by the applicant through a proportionate but systematic assessment
following East Devon District Council guidance notes for ‘Assessment of Significance’ (and the English
Heritage guidance “The Setting Of Heritage Assets”), or any replacement guidance, sufficient to
understand the potential impact of the proposal on the significance of the asset. This policy applies to
both designated and non-designated heritage assets, including any identified on the East Devon local
list.
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EN9 - Development Affecting a Designated Heritage Asset
The Council will not grant permission for developments involving substantial harm or total loss of
significance of a designated heritage asset unless it can be demonstrated that it is necessary to
achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or loss, or all of the following apply:
a) the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site.
b) no viable use of the heritage asset itself can be found in the medium term through appropriate
marketing that will enable its conservation.
c) conservation by grant-funding or some form of charitable or public ownership is demonstrably not
possible.
d) the harm or loss is outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site back into use.
Substantial harm to or loss of a grade ll listed building, park or garden should be exceptional.
Substantial harm to of loss of designated heritage assets of the highest significance should be wholly
exceptional. Where total or partial loss of a heritage asset is to be permitted the Council may require
that:
e) A scheme for the phased demolition and redevelopment of the site providing for its management
and treatment in the interim is submitted to and approved by the Council. A copy of a signed contract
for the construction work must be deposited with the local planning authority before demolition
commences.
f) Where practicable the heritage asset is dismantled and rebuilt or removed to a site previously
approved.
g) Important features of the heritage asset are salvaged and re-used.
h) There is an opportunity for the appearance, plan and particular features of the heritage asset to
be measured and recorded.
i) Provision is made for archaeological investigation by qualified persons and excavation of the site
where appropriate.
Where a development proposal would lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, the harm will be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal,
including securing its optimum viable use. Favourable consideration will be given for new
development within the setting of heritage assets that enhance or better reveal the significance of
the asset, subject to compliance with other development plan policies and material considerations.
EN10 - Conservation Areas
Proposals for development, including alterations, extensions and changes of use, or the display of
advertisements within a Conservation Area, or outside the area, but which would affect its setting or
views in or out of the area, will only be permitted where it would preserve or enhance the
appearance and character of the area. Favourable consideration will be given to proposals for new
development within conservation areas that enhance or better reveal the significance of the asset,
subject to compliance with other development plan policies and material considerations. Loss of a
building or other structure that makes a positive contribution to the significance of a Conservation
Area will be considered against the criteria set out in Policy EN9.
9

Baseline
A total of 326 cultural heritage assets were found within the study area. These features include
archaeological remains, historic buildings and historic landscapes. Of the cultural heritage features in
the study area 103 have designations:
•

1 Registered Park and Garden

•

2 Scheduled Monuments

•

2 Grade I Listed Building

•

7 Grade II* Listed Buildings

•

91 Grade II Listed Buildings

Designated and non-designated assets have been assessed and provided with a value based on their
significance. Full details of all cultural heritage assets are available in a gazetteer in Appendix A. The
known historic environment features are reproduced on supporting drawings in Appendix B, which
are divided into archaeological remains and historic buildings (see Drawings a to j in Appendix B) and
historic landscape character assets (see Drawing 2 in Appendix B).
The Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site lies at the mouth of the River Otter which is
outside of the DBA study area.

4.1 Archaeological Remains
4.1.1

Very High Value

There are no archaeological remains of very high value within the study area.
The Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site lies at the mouth of the River Otter which is
outside of the DBA study area and outside of the footprint of the proposed scheme works.

4.1.2

High Value

There are two archaeological features of high value within the study area. The first is a barrow 130m
south east of St Mary's Church (asset 51; Scheduled Monument). This is a well-preserved example of
a Bronze Age bowl barrow that has remained largely intact despite landscaping and ploughing. The
asset will still retain valuable archaeological material relating to its use and information about the
landscape in which it was built. There is potential for the presence of secondary archaeological
remains associated with this asset.
The second Scheduled Monument is the Old Church (asset 52), the remains of a 15th century church
that was deliberately destroyed to form a folly. The rectangular roofed tower retains its original
height and much of the structure is from the original church, including the southern wall of the nave
(standing to eaves height). Further surviving traces are preserved as buried features. The building is
also designated a Grade I Listed Building and contains a high value mausoleum, that is described in
the Historic Buildings section below. The high value of this asset arises from its complexity as a
church altered into a folly and mausoleum, its connection to the Rolle family and the potential for
further archaeological remains associated with the structure to be uncovered.

4.1.3

Medium Value

There are seven assets of medium value within the study area. These are almost entirely designated
as Grade II Listed assets, though they are not actually buildings.
The Seven Stones (asset 59) is a Bronze Age stone circle, moved from its original site at Mutters
Moor (around 1830) to be a landscape feature in Bicton. They are currently utilised in The Japanese
10

Garden. The sub-surface archaeological remains associated with the stones are probably still in place
at its original location.
There is one industrial asset of medium value in the study area, north of Kersbrook, a disused lime
kiln (asset 106). The kiln is still intact and, uncommon for an asset of this type, it has not been
backfilled.
There are four prehistoric assets of medium value recorded in the HER, which are non-designated.
The earliest is an Acheulian handaxe found at Tidwell Mount (asset 218). There are two possible ring
ditches (assets 176 and 180), the latter of which is near The Warren and could represent a large
round barrow. There is potential for the presence of secondary archaeological remains associated
with these assets. There is also a Bronze Age occupation site located at Colliver (asset 296). The site
produced thousands of worked flints. The site is located on the east bank of the River Otter, where
there was a ford. The site seems to represent a fishing community, rather than a hunting
community, which is indicated by the lack of arrowheads and its position on the river. There is
potential for the presence of secondary archaeological remains associated with these assets.
Another asset represents an enclosure with interior trackways, which could be of modern or
prehistoric date (asset 307).

4.1.4

Low value

The 31 low value archaeological remains within the study area are all non-designated assets.
As part of the East Budleigh Conservation Area (asset 369) appraisal the cobbled paving on the High
Street has been noted. Two sections on Church Lane (asset 236) and High Street (asset 240) have
been recorded and their survival has been noted as remarkable.
There are two low value assets associated with St Mary’s Church: a pound on the road to the church
(asset 130) and a set of 18th century stocks (asset 132) south of the mausoleum.
The Bicton/East Budleigh parish boundary (assets 119, 120 and 121) is located at the northern side
of the study area and between the Exe and Otter estuaries for at least 9km. The boundary is
uncommonly straight and may represent the northern boundary of a Royal Estate or an ancient
roadway. The road would have linked Otterton with Exeter, and it would have joined the Roman
Exeter-Dorchester road at Bishops Clist.
There are five assets relating to aerial photographic evidence or cropmarks. Of these four relate to
former field boundaries (assets 179, 209, 222, and 294) and all of them may potentially represent
medieval boundaries.
The site of four saltings by the mouth of the river are recorded on the Ordnance Survey (OS) maps in
the early 20th century, though they could simply indicate areas of saltmarsh (assets 185, 198, 199
and 200). Salt production was a key industry in the area from the Roman period, even providing the
etymology for Budleigh Salterton6, so the presence of these sites on the around the mouth of the
river is unsurprising. Considering the long continuity of this industry in the estuary, more remains
related to the saltings could be found.
The proximity of the River Otter allowed milling activity to be undertaken within the study area and
this is reflected in the presence of four mill leat features (assets 151, 154, 212 and 245). A sluice is
also recorded north-west of Otterton Bridge (asset 382). There is also a weir south-east of Bicton
Farm (asset 381).
Three assets located within the Church of St Michael in Otterton are recorded in the HER: engraved
portraits of the children of the Duke family, dated 1640 and a monumental brass plaque with the

6 http://visitbudleigh.com/area/history accessed via World Wide Web 10th March 2017
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arms of the Duke family dated 1775 (asset 159); an overview of musical instruments purchased by
the church (asset 160); and a 1749 paten (asset 161).
The former railway is recorded in the HER three times, once for each parish it runs through: Bicton
(asset 146), Budleigh Salterton (asset 208) and East Budleigh (asset 149). The railway is still
noticeable in aerial photographs and archaeological features associated with this could be located
on the line of the route.
There are three military assets in the study area: a searchlight battery at Pulhayes Farm, East
Budleigh is visible on 1945 RAF photography (asset 303). There is an airfield near The Warren, north
of South Farm (asset 182) and an army camp (asset 289).

4.1.5

Negligible Value

There is a wide variety of negligible value archaeological assets within the study area, consisting of
finds, artefact scatters, cartographic records, documentary evidence, assets noted through
archaeological investigation and aerial photographic records among others. In total, there are 165
negligible archaeological assets.
Finds, findspots or artefact scatters have been found in a relatively high number within the study
area. Artefacts uncovered from these range in date from the prehistoric period to the post-medieval
period demonstrating a continuity of occupation from the Palaeolithic.
The 28 prehistoric finds, of this value, within the study area consist of flint artefacts (see Table 4),
except for an Iron Age bow and fantail broach (asset 142) found at Bicton Home Farm. Few of the
artefacts are dated in the HER, of those that are the earliest find in the area is Palaeolithic and later
assets are of Late Neolithic or Bronze Age date, such as a scatter of flint artefacts northeast of
Budleigh Salterton (asset 280) and another east of the River Otter (asset 193). Several of the finds
are now part of the Carter Collection (originally a collection of prehistoric finds amassed by G.E.L.
Carter), including those found at the Colliver site (asset 178) and a stone axe near The Warren near
South Farm (asset 308).
Table 4 Prehistoric finds, findspots and artefact scatters in the study area

Asset Number

Asset Name

142

Findspot to the Southeast of Bicton Home Farm, Bicton

147

Flint Findspot to the West of Otterton Bridge, Bicton

152

Flint Scraper North of Otterton

170

Stone Tools from the River Otter, Bicton, Colaton
Raleigh, Otterton

172

Findspot in the Parish of Bicton, Colaton Raleigh,
Otterton

178

Prehistoric Flints from the Colliver Area, Otterton

181

Prehistoric Flints from north and east of South Farm

187

Flint Scatter, South Farm, Otterton

188

Artefact Scatter to the Northwest of South Farm, Otterton

190

Artefact Scatter, South Farm, Otterton

193

Prehistoric Flints from east of the River Otter, Otterton

194

Flint Findspot, Otterton

195

Flint Findspot, Otterton

196

Flint Scatter recovered from land around South Farm, Otterton.
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Asset Number

Asset Name

197

Prehistoric Flints from east of the River Otter, Otterton

211

Artefact scatter in the Parish of Budleigh Salterton, East Budleigh

280

Prehistoric Flints from northeast of Budleigh Salterton

285

Findspot in the Parish of Bicton, Colaton Raleigh, East Budleigh, Otterton

295

Flint Scatter, Pulhayes Farm, East Budleigh

299

Stone Axe, Otterton Park, Otterton

305

Flint, Pulhayes Farm, East Budleigh

308

Stone Axe from The Warren, Otterton

309

Findspot, Flint Axe

315

Flint Scatter, South Farm, Otterton

316

Artefact Scatter in the Parish of Otterton

317

Flint Scatter North of South Farm, Otterton

318

Flint Scatter North of South Farm, Otterton

320

Prehistoric Flints from Otterton Park

Roman finds are limited, with only four artefacts uncovered: a cast glass centre-boss brooch of 3rd 5th century AD date (asset 137), an Antonine coin (asset 138), a Claudian coin (asset 204) and two
Faustina II coins (asset 322).
There is one early medieval to post-medieval find and one medieval find within the study area. The
former (asset 249) is an overview of the bells that have hung in the Church of All Saint’s tower. The
latter is an engraved gold finger ring found by a metal detectorist in 1998 (asset 124).
The post-medieval period is slightly more abundant, producing five findspots. These artefacts were
found by metal detectorists and include coins, spurs, a saddle-pommel and coin weights (assets 118,
122, 124, 125), one of these was part of a watching brief undertaken by P. J. Waddell that uncovered
16th century finds (asset 153).
The aerial photographic evidence notes the potential location of a quarry noted in the 1844 tithe
map (asset 174). The Warren itself is noted in documentary sources (asset 184) and is the site of a
rabbit warren (hence the name). The Warren formed part of Otterton Park (asset 298), which also
contained an enclosure for coppice and furs in the mid-19th century (asset 300).
The HER records a spread of charcoal and brick fragments exposed during excavations to the east of
Bicton Home Farm (asset 143), could potentially indicate the position of a kiln in this area; none
were found during the excavation. The potential kiln would have been well positioned as an area of
potential clay quarrying is noted by Home Farm as well (asset 145). A Saxon crossing across the River
Otter may have existed to the west of the current bridge (asset 148), depending on the changes in
the alignment of the river; most likely it has since been destroyed by the modern road.
The remaining negligible assets are documentary or cartographic references to assets that are no
longer extant (see Table 5). Twelve of these assets refer to items or aspects of All Saint’s Church that
have since been removed or destroyed, including: the west organ gallery (asset 252), a holy water
stoup in south porch (asset 253), the sedilia and aumbry (asset 267), among others. Several entries
in the HER are field names from the tithe maps that indicate possible past uses of the fields, such as
Pit Park in the East Budleigh Parish (asset 216), which may indicate the site of a pit feature and a
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series of small plots named burys (asset 311) that may indicate former earthworks (potentially
pillow mounds or artificial rabbit warrens).
The River Otter has altered significantly from the medieval period, with much of the river silting up
and preventing trade further up the river. While the river was already in the process of silting at this
point, the creation of embankments around 30 acres of mud-flats by Lord Rolle between 1810 and
1815 accelerated the process (asset 191). Other features in the estuary include drainage ditches
(asset 301) depicted on OS maps in the late 19th century (and still present in the landscape) and
boundary stones making the parish boundary on the same OS maps (asset 303).
A gravel pit (asset 220) that is no longer extant and a drawing of a road (asset 117) extending east
from current road at SY 0600 8598 to SY 0658 8574 then north to meet current road at SY 0660 8661
are both noted within the HER as well.
Several non-extant buildings have been identified from tithe maps: buildings to the north of
Hayeswood Lane (asset 229); buildings to the south of Russell Close (asset 232); Smith's Shop (asset
241); buildings to the east of East Budleigh Road (asset 312); buildings to the south of Kersbrook
House (asset 313); and buildings to the west of East Budleigh Road (asset 315). These assets are
usually referred to as houses and curtilage, some had attached barns or gardens.
Other non-extant buildings have been identified from historic Ordnance Survey maps. Frogmore is
noted as a settlement of three houses on an 1880s map (asset 286), a granary is noted to the east of
Granary Lane on the 1891 OS map of the area (asset 201) and a building to the west of East Budleigh
Road is noted on an 1801-4 OS surveyors map (asset 306).
Local records document several buildings in the environs of East Budleigh that are no longer extant.
These include a poor house in East Budleigh (asset 233), a Churchwardens House by All Saint’s
Church (asset 238), Gasworks (asset 203), a site of 13th century manorial mill is frequently alluded to
in rent documents up to the 18th century (asset 288) and a the former East Budleigh Town Mill (asset
292). At Otterton, there are two documentary assets which provide an overview of the history of the
monastic site that was present in the town from the late 12th century to the Dissolution (assets 156
and 158) and another on the Manor of Otterton (asset 173).
One asset has been recorded from aerial photographs; a cropmark representing what may have
been a barn structure (asset 175).
Table 5 Negligible assets noted via documentary, cartographic or aerial photographic evidence

Asset Number

Asset Name

117

Road to the North of Southfield Lodge, Bicton; Ordnance Survey surveyors' drawing
(1801)

128

Field Name Butt Park, Bicton

133

Bicton Manor, Bicton

144

Otterton Bridge, Bicton

150

Field Name, Rack Green, Otterton

156

Wall in the Parish of Otterton

158

Priory in the Parish of Otterton

171

Field System to the Southeast of Bicton, Colaton Raleigh, Otterton

173

Manor of Otterton

175

Possible Barn to the South of Catson Hill, Otterton

177

Orchards at Colliver Cross, Otterton

14

Asset Number

Asset Name

183

Field Name, Wall Field, Otterton

186

Field Name, Lime Pit Field, Otterton

192

Field Name, Mud Linhay, Otterton

201

Granary to the East of Granary Lane, East Budleigh

202

Field Name, Boat House Field, East Budleigh

203

Gas Works, East Budleigh

206

Field Name, Stone Barrow, East Budleigh

207

Field Name, Cross Park, East Budleigh

216

Field Name, Pit Park, East Budleigh

217

Field Names, Stanbury, East Budleigh

219

Field Name, Higher Lime Pit Park, East Budleigh

220

Gravel Pit to the East of Tidwell Mount, East Budleigh

221

Field Name, Cross Park, Budleigh Salterton

223

Butts Field Names, East Budleigh

225

Field Name, Beacon Park, East Budleigh

229

Buildings to the North of Hayeswood Lane, East Budleigh

230

Field System to the East of Lillage Lane, East Budleigh

231

Field Name, Loveditch, East Budleigh

232

Buildings to the South of Russell Close, East Budleigh

233

Poorhouse, East Budleigh

238

Churchwarden's House, East Budleigh

241

Smith's Shop, East Budleigh

246

Findspot in the Parish of East Budleigh

252

Gallery (non-specific) in the Parish of East Budleigh

253

Stoup in the Parish of East Budleigh

257

Sundial in the Parish of East Budleigh

265

Altar in the Parish of East Budleigh

267

Sedilia in the Parish of East Budleigh

274

Lych gate in the Parish of East Budleigh

275

Stile in the Parish of East Budleigh

281

Field Names, Barns Park, East Budleigh

286

Chapel in the Parish of East Budleigh

287

Railway Milepost to the Northeast of Thorn Mill Farm, East Budleigh

288

Manorial Mill, East Budleigh

15

Asset Number

Asset Name

292

Town Mill, East Budleigh

297

Pond to the North of Otterton Park, Otterton

302

Otterton/East Budleigh Parish Boundary Stone

304

Field Name, Pit Close, East Budleigh

306

Building to the West of East Budleigh Road, East Budleigh

310

Field System, East Budleigh

311

Burys Field Names, East Budleigh

312

Buildings to the East of East Budleigh Road

313

Buildings to the south of Kersbrook House, East Budleigh

314

Buildings to the West of East Budleigh Road

321

Budleigh Salterton Railway, East Budleigh

334

Sand Pit to the North of Kersbrook Lodge

336

Linear Feature East of The Warren, Otterton

384

Garden Wall, Roadside, 92 Granery Lane

4.2 Historic Buildings
4.2.1

Very High Value

There are no historic buildings of very high value within the study area.

4.2.2

High Value

There are 11 historic building of high value within the study area.
There are two Grade I Listed Buildings. The Church of All Saints in East Budleigh (asset 49) and Rolle
Mausoleum including The Ruins of the Old Church (asset 52). The Church of All Saints has origins in
the 13th century, but the building itself is predominantly of 15th century construction and reflects the
Perpendicular Gothic architectural style that was the dominant style during this period. The church
was restored in 1884 and a new vestry was added at this time. The church itself is rather typical for
its period, as noted by the NHLE description: “A good if unremarkable 15th century Perpendicularchurch”7. The value of the church comes from its early 16th century oak benches, their ends inscribed
with the families of East Budleigh and their professions, which provide an invaluable insight into the
town’s history. The most important pew in the church belongs to the family of Sir Walter Raleigh and
provides a connection between the man and his birth place. There are eleven non-designated assets
that fall within the church itself and are therefore included under this listing (individually they are of
medium to negligible value). These include stocks and an associated staple (asset 247; Low); the
book chains in the Bible (asset 248; Low); the Royal coat of arms (asset 256; Low); a piscina (asset
261; Low); the pulpit (asset 263; Low); a sandglass (asset 262; Negligible); a weather-vane (asset
269; Low); a rood screen (asset 272; Low) and an oak communion table (asset 273; Low). There is
another such asset located just outside of the church as well, but within the grounds, a sentry box
(asset 260; Low) provided for priests reading burial service on a rainy day.

7 https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1204468 accessed via the World Wide Web March 2017
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The Rolle Mausoleum (asset 52), including the Ruins of the Old Church, lies within Bicton Park. The
asset was originally a 15th century church, but was deliberately ruined in 1850 and transformed into
a folly. The east end was partially rebuilt to be as a mausoleum. The work was undertaken by Lady
Louisa Rolle as a memorial to her husband John. The architect was A.W.N. Pugin, a pioneer of the
Gothic Revival, whose other works include the decoration within the House of Lords and St.
Augustine’s Church, Ramsgate8. The chapel is where the 1850 alterations are focused, though there
may be some of the original fabric incorporated here. The mausoleum is intricately decorated with
friezes, bosses, wall plates, arcades and a stained-glass window. Tiles within the mausoleum are
decorated in the yellows and blue of the Rolle family. The Beerstone chest tomb of John Rolle was
designed by Pugin as well. The high value of this asset arises from its complexity as a church altered
into a folly and mausoleum, its connection to the Rolle family and the fact that the mausoleum was
designed by one of the periods most prominent architects.
There are two Conservation Areas in the study area: East Budleigh Conservation Area (asset 369)
and Otterton Conservation Area (asset 370). The former is relatively small incorporating the historic
buildings on the High Street from Wynard’s House to the Church of All Saint’s. The area also
incorporates Hays Lane up to Vicarsmead. The area focuses on the historic core of the town, but
there are more valuable designated and non-designated buildings of High, Medium and Low value,
such as Salem Church and Drakes Church Infant and Junior School, in the town. The latter
Conservation Area is larger in scale incorporating the entirety of the historic core of the village with
few exceptions. The study area intersects with the western half of the Conservation Area, which
contains the village green area that faces the cob and thatch cottages on The Green and the site of
the 12th century Mont St Michel Monastery that survives in part through the Church of St Michael.
Both areas contain high and medium value buildings and provides insights into the historic origins of
both towns.
The remaining High value assets in the study area are designated Grade II* Listed Buildings. They
consist of:
•

Salem Church (asset 3) was built in 1719 as a Presbyterian Chapel. The Church was later
used as a Congregational Chapel and has been in use as Evangelical Church since 1975. The
church was refurbished in 1836. The value of the church derives from how well preserved it
is and how unusually early it is for of a Non-Conformist Chapel.

•

Vicar’s Mead (asset 107), a well-preserved thatch and cob cottage with well-preserved
evidence for several phases from the 16th century to the 20th century, an associated thatch
capped wall (the only one in the village) and a hidden space that may have been used to
hide smuggled goods.

•

Basclose (asset 98) an especially fine example of the 16th century cob and thatch houses that
can be found throughout the area.

•

The Church of St Michael (asset 67) is the Otterton parish church, the building dates to the
11th century and was part of the Benedictine Priory in the town (that belonged to the Mont
St Michel). The church as it now stands primarily dates to the 19th century when Lady Louisa
Rolle renovated the church, the tower is the main remnant of the original 11th century fabric.

•

Otterton Mill including Mill Leat and sluices to north (asset 64) is an 18th century corn mill
(with substantial 19th century alterations) that is still in operation and functions as a
museum, educating visitors on corn milling. Much of the machinery, dating to the 19th
century, is still intact and in use.

•

The Church of St Mary (asset 54) is the church, which replaced the Old Church at Bicton, and
was erected by Lady Louisa Rolle. The church was designed by J. Hayward, a pioneer

8 https://www.britannica.com/biography/A-W-N-Pugin accessed via the World Wide Web March 2017
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architect of the Ecclesiological Movement and the church is an early example of this
architecturally movement.

4.2.3

Medium Value

There are 111 historic buildings in the study area of medium value, consisting primarily of Grade II
Listed Buildings. These are focused within three areas: East Budleigh, Otterton and Bicton Park.
The most prominent building type in this group are 16th-19th century cob and thatch residential
properties, ranging from cottages to farmhouses; includes some former barns as well. There are 51
assets of this type in the study area, though they do differ in the extent of preservation. Some have
had their thatch removed in place for tile, such as Grasshoppers, The Stores (asset 29); at 9 and 11
The Green (asset 92), the thatch has only been replaced with tile on the rear of the property, with
thatch retained in front. This building style characterises this area and its prevalence shows a strong
building tradition that survived from the 16th century through to the 19th century. East Budleigh’s
High Street has the densest concentration of this building type, forming a key part of the character
of the East Budleigh Conservation Area. A full table of these assets is provided below in Table 6.
Table 6 Assets which fall within the cob and thatch (or formerly thatch) building type

Asset
No.

NHLE Number

Asset name

2

1097533 Beech Tree Cottage, Wild Goose Cottage

4

1097534 The Cottage

5

1097510 Davey’s Cottage including Barn Adjoining to the West

6

1097505 Bridge cottage, Halfpenny Cottage, Little Thatch, The Very Cottage

7

1097506 Bridge Mews

8

1334041 Diamond Cottage

11

1204140 Christophers

12

1204158 Linhay approximately 7 metres west of Christophers

13

1097526 Old Budley Court

14

1334051 Priddle Cottage, Woodbrine Cottage

15

1204139 Pulhayes Farmhouse including Cider House adjoining to the north-west

19

1334048 Barton Farmhouse

20
24
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

1164683
1204442
1097537
1204452
1281154
1097544
1204515
1334016
1281204
1097538
1334017
1281206
1097539
1204462

Sauchenbush
Stable Block Approximately 3 Metres west of Wynards House
5, High Street
Maytree Cottage
Grasshoppers, The Stores
18 And 20, High Street
Sir Walter Raleigh Public House
9, High Street
11, High Street
Hollytree Cottage
15, High Street
17, High Street
Budleigh House
Church Stile Cottage
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Asset
No.

NHLE Number

39
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
63
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
99
100
101
103
105
108
109
110

1097540
1204516
1097545
1204552
1097546
1204589
1334022
1334040
1097497
1204920
1097496
1097495
1334072
1097494
1334071
1097493
1097487
1097492
1334070
1097485
1097491
1204956
1334015
1204399
1097535

Asset name
Church Cottage
34, High Street
Philomel Cottage
38, High Street
Angle Cottage
42, High Street
44, High Street
46, High Street
Mill House
Millside Cottage
15, The Green
9 And 11, The Green
7, The Green
3 And 5, The Green
1, The Green
Brook House
The Lawn Including Garden Wall Adjoining To South
Barn Approximately 1 Metre South East of Housetern Farmhouse
Housetern Farmhouse
Brooklyn Cottage
Cart Shed North Eastern Side of Flintstones
Conway
Hill Farmhouse
Pear Tree Cottage
Brook Cottage

While cob and thatch is the predominant building style of medium value buildings within the study
area, there are examples of different architectural types present. There are two on the East Budleigh
High Street, that do not fall into the cob and thatch asset type. The Old Bakery (asset 40) is the most
northerly and is a former bakery built in the mid-late 19th century, in contrast to its neighbours this
asset is of brick construction with a stucco venneer. The former bakery has retained its shop window
on the ground floor. Wynard’s House (asset 25) was built in the early 19th century, with the service
wing rebuilt in the 1901. The front façade of the house is exposed red brick, but the sides are
whitewashed. The house does have a cob and thatch converted garage (asset 26) to the rear that is
also designated as a Grade II Listed Building. These assets provide a greater variety of historic
buildings in the East Budleigh Conservation Area. Outside of the Conservation Area, but still in East
Budleigh, Drakes Church Infant and Junior School (asset 21) comprises the school and the school
master's house red brick construction with limestone ashlar detail and a slate roof, the asset was
built around 1862 and extended in the late 19th and 20th centuries. Temple Hill (asset 116) west of
East Budleigh, was constructed in 1850 and unlike any other in the study area is in the revival Tudor
Gothic style.
The majority of assets that do not conform to the cob and thatch style are found within or near
Otterton:
•

To the west of the town is Bicton Old Rectory (asset 18), primarily constructed in Flemish
Bond red brick with limestone cornice and coping. The Rectory does have a service wing in
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the traditional cob and thatch style. The asset is no longer in use as a rectory and functions
as a house.
•

A former vicarage in Otterton, Coleshayes (asset 104), was constructed from plastered brick
in 1850; Watering Farmhouse (asset 102) is of similar date and similarly constructed.

•

St Michaels Close (asset 66), is a former late 15th century manor house most likely built by
Richard Duke and later turned into an almshouse. The asset is constructed of sandstone
blocks with ashlar detail, with four cottages to the rear.

•

Stables approximately 1.5 metres west of Otterton Mill (asset 62), is a stable block
belonging to Otterton Mill (asset 63), a cob building, with pantile roof. The stable block is
constructed from sandstone blocks with red brick relieving arches to the windows. The
stables are contemporary in date with 19th century renovations to Otterton Mill, which is
originally 17th or 18th century in date.

Outside of the extant buildings there are several assets related to the designated churches in the
area, which are of medium value. While not buildings in themselves they are contained within their
churchyards so are placed here. The majority of these are mortuary monuments connected with the
three churches in the area: Church of All Saints (13 monuments), the Church of St Mary (2
monuments) and the Church of St Michael (22 monuments). Of these mortuary monuments 31 are
designated as Grade II Listed Buildings and six are non-designated assets (see Table 7).
Table 7 Mortuary monuments recorded within the study area

Asset
number

NHLE
Number

Asset Name

48

1334018

Anonymous Chest Tomb approximately 2 metres south of aisle of Church of All
Saints

50

1097542

Jeffrey Chest Tomb Approximately 13 Metres north of aisle of Church of All
Saints

55

1334025

Helman headstone approximately 4 metres south of Rolle Mausoleum

56

1203816

Le Marchant chest tomb approximately 4 metres south east of Rolle Mausoleum

68

1334043

69

1281093

70
71

1097514
1334044

72

1204715

73

1281055

74

1097515

75

1204730

76
77

1097516
1204719

78

1334045

Tedbury chest tomb approximately 4 metres south east of tower of Church Of St
Michael
Francis chest tomb approximately 5 metres south east of tower of Church of St
Michael
Way chest tomb approximately 3 metres south of aisle of Church of St Michael
Peedesen headstone approximately 6 metres south west of porch of Church of St
Michael
Wood headstone approximately 7 metres south of the porch of the Church of St
Michael
Paver headstone approximately 6 metres south west of porch of Church of St
Michael
Braddock headstone approximately 6 metres south of porch of Church of St
Michael
Ramson chest tomb approximately 12 metres south of porch of Church of St
Michael
Stoford headstone approximately 8 metres south of aisle of Church of St Michael
Dench headstone approximately 9 metres south of chancel of Church of St
Michael
Slader headstone approximately 10 metres south of chancel of Church of St
Michael
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Asset
number

NHLE
Number

Asset Name

79

1097517

80

1097518

81

1204724

82
83

1334046
1204736

84

1097520

85

1334047

86

1204738

87

1097521

88

1097519

89

1204733

111

1204511

112

1281191

113
114

1097541
1334019

115

1281188

134
259
266

N/A

Carter headstone approximately 9 metres south south east of tower of Church of
St Michael
Anonymous headstone approximately 11 metres south south east of tower of
Church of St Michael
Cook chest tomb approximately 11 metres south of chancel of Church of St
Michael
Bird chest tomb approximately 15 metres south of tower of Church of St Michael
Main chest tomb approximately 18 metres south of tower of Church of St
Michael
Paver headstone approximately 21 metres south of tower of Church of St
Michael
Shore chest tomb approximately 25 metres south of tower of church of St
Michael
Whyte headstone approximately 24 metres south of tower of Church of St
Michael
Crumpe headstone approximately 25 metres south of tower of Church of St
Michael
Grant headstone approximately 17 metres south east of chancel of Church of St
Michael
Porburry headstone approximately 16 metres south east of chancel of Church of
St Michael
Barlow chest tomb approximately 12 metres west of tower of Church of All
Saints
Shippard chest tomb approximately 4 metres west of tower Of Church of All
Saints
Daw chest tomb approximately 4 metres west of tower of Church of All Saints
Helleman Considine chest tomb approximately 10 metres north west of Church
of All Saints
Taylor Coleridge chest tomb approximately 2.5 metres north west of Church of
All Saints
Commemorative Monument in the Parish of East Budleigh
Commemorative Monument in the Parish of East Budleigh
Tomb in the Parish of East Budleigh

276
278
279

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Tomb in the Parish of East Budleigh
Tomb in the Parish of East Budleigh
Tomb in the Parish of East Budleigh

The designated mortuary monuments at the Church of All Saints are all chest tombs, a sarcophaguslike memorial that provided greater visibility of the deceased’s resting place and greater area for
decoration; despite their appearance the deceased was buried below the memorial and not within
them. An indication of prominent local families in East Budleigh’s history can be noted via these
monuments, one name that is still notable to visitors today is the poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge
(asset 115). There are also eight chest tombs at the Church of St Michael and one at the Church of St
Mary. These monuments range in date from the late 18th century through to the mid-late 19th
century. There are four non-designated assets present within the Church of All Saints, two are
incised slabs. One marks where Sir Walter Raleigh’s father’s first wife was interred in the centre aisle
(asset 134) and a memorial to the Reverend Ambrose Stapleton and his widow (asset 250) in the
chancel (who died in 1852 and 1869 respectively). The other assets (assets 266 and 279) encompass
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graves within the altar rails of the church containing the family of the Reverend Philip Westcote
(circa 1711) and Thomas Hearne (circa 1631). While these assets are not directly designated they are
probably included in the Grade I listing of the Church itself, as independent assets however they are
only of medium value. The other non-designated assets are present in the graveyard: The tombstone
of Susannah Gibbons and her daughter (asset 278) and the raised tomb of James Lackington (asset
277).
The monuments that make up the main bulk of the mortuary monuments are headstones, one is
present at St Mary’s and fourteen at St Michael’s. These are generally earlier in date than the chest
tombs, the earliest dates to 1650 (asset 71) and the majority of them are mid-18th century. The
latest example of this monument type is a 1793 headstone commemorating Richard Whyte (asset
86). As with the chest tombs these assets provide an understanding of prominent families associated
with each of the churches and also show changing trends in regards to headstone decoration from
the late 17th to late 18th century.
There are two remnants of crosses in the area. At St Mary’s Church, there are the remains of a crossshaft and base, contemporary with the original 15th century church on the site (asset 54); this asset
is designated a Grade II Listed Building. A non-designated cross is noted in the HER at All Saint’s and
is the remains of a gable cross, that is still partially present on the east gable (asset 131). There is
also a lych gate at St Mary’s (asset 57), built during the 1850 development undertaken by Lady
Louise Rolle and designed by J Howard. Interior features of the Church of All Saints are noted in the
HER, including the font (asset 136) and the seals of Walter Raleigh (asset 135). While these assets
are not directly designated they are probably included in the Grade I listing of the Church itself, as
independent assets however they are only of medium value.
There is one landscape feature associated with Bicton Park in the study area. South of Bicton is an
obelisk (asset 16) erected in 1730 by the Rolles family as a landscape feature. The obelisk is visible
from Bicton Park (asset 17) and the Bicton Cross (asset 1).
There are five further designated Grade II Listed medium value assets at East Budleigh:
•

Three examples of 19th century cast iron railings, made by the Kerslake Foundry of Exeter, in
East Budleigh (assets 9, 23 and 26). An unusual example of their asset type because of the
standards that are octagonal in section from top to bottom.

•

The Jubilee Pump (asset 22) installed for Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee in 1887, as part of
East Budleigh’s commemorations. The pump was set in a round-headed alcove, but is now
blocked from view by a plain flint architrave.

•

A small road bridge over Budleigh Stream (asset 10), built 1830-40.

There are two further medium value assets located in Otterton. The Otterton Bridge (asset 60), the
bridge over the River Otter built in 1840. The Otterton War Memorial (asset 65), a First and Second
World War memorial consisting of a granite cross on a two-stepped stone plinth.

4.2.4

Low value

There are 22 low value historic buildings within the study area, all non-designated assets.
Seven of the low value assets in the study area are cottages in East Budleigh, remodelled in the late
19th century by the Rolle Estate. Only two of these assets (assets 290 and 291) have the cob walls of
the main building type in the study area, the rest being exposed or rendered brick construction
(assets 234, 235, 239, 284 and 293). Two farmsteads in the town, Wynards Farm (asset 228) and Hill
Farm (asset 243) were also altered by the Rolle Estate at this time and currently serve as residential
properties.
There are several historic building of low value within Otterton. The former Otterton Wesleyan
Chapel (asset 157), which operated from its construction in 1896 until the late 20th century. As with
East Budleigh, there is a set of Rolle Estate cottages that do not fall within the cob and thatch
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building type, 66 and 68 Fore Street, Otterton (asset 164). Two farm estates are still extant:
Houstern / Houstin (166 and 167); and Otterton Barton (asset 169), an early to middle 19th century
farm now a house.
There are two assets at Kersbrook, consisting of a former mill complex, the mill building of which still
seems to be intact (asset 213), and Kersbrook Farm (asset 214), a farmstead remodelled by the Rolle
Estate in 1882. There is also one set of historic buildings of low value in Budleigh Salterton, north of
Stoneborough Lane, consisting of a row of buildings noted on the 19th century tithe map (asset 205).
There are three low value assets at Bicton Home Farm: the farm itself (asset 139), a water mill at the
farm built in 1863 (asset 140), and a barn (asset 141). The barn is the most notable asset as it has
brick pillars, more commonly found in market-houses or guildhalls, not barns. The site has been
owned by Bicton College since 1947 and utilised as a site to teach pastoral courses. Similarly rural is
South Farm (asset 215) to the south-east of the study area. This farmstead is a Rolle estate farm
complex built in 1869, it comprises a rectangle of buildings with the house on one side facing into
the yard. Opposite it is a two-storeyed range with a threshing barn in the upper storey. The estate
formerly had a cattle yard, but it is has been demolished. The site is currently a farm shop with other
retail spaces. Another set of Rolle Estate cottages (asset 329) are present to the west of the
embanked area, dated to 1905.

4.2.5

Negligible Value

The study area contains two historic building assets of negligible value. These two sets of 20th
century brick cottages on Middle Street in East Budleigh (assets 226 and 227).

4.3 Historic Landscapes
4.3.1

Very High Value

There are no Historic Landscapes of very high value within the study area.

4.3.2

High Value

There is one Historic Landscape of high value within the study area, the Grade I Registered Park and
Garden of Bicton (asset 17). The park incorporates early 18th century formal gardens with later 18th
and 19th century structures, set in 18th and 19th century parkland and pleasure grounds with a mid19th century arboretum, on which W. S. Gilpin, John Webb and J. C. Loudon advised. The park covers
the northern extent of the study area and an envelope of land around the Rolle Obelisk (asset 16).
The Garden of Bicton contains several Listed Buildings including Grade I, Grade II* and Grade II
designations and encompasses an extensive designed landscape.

4.3.3

Medium Value

There are limited areas of medium value landscape in the study area, with Historic Land
Characterisation (HLC) types recorded. These are the remnants of the medieval field systems in the
area that have not been significantly altered from their enclosure in the medieval period. While one
type is simply acknowledged as medieval enclosure (asset 347), another, medieval enclosures based
on strip fields (asset 353), indicates that two areas were most likely open strip fields. The fields may
have features associated with medieval farming practices still contained within them. The Historic
Settlement HLC type (asset 355) overlaps with the two Conservation Areas and also contains areas
excluded from the East Budleigh Conservation Area, it is of similar value to these areas.

4.3.4

Low value

There are four Historic Landscapes of low value within the study area. The HLC type that
predominantly occupies the river valley is the post-medieval enclosure (asset 359); these assets are
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typically 18th or 19th century in date, but the examples in the study area probably arose after the
embankment of the river by Lord Rolle in 1810-1815 when the land became accessible for
agriculture. Part of the estuary has not been enclosed and remains as marsh (asset 360). There is
one industrial complex noted in the HLC, on part of the former railway west of Otterton, but it is
limited in size (asset 358). South of Bicton and in the area around South Farm are Barton Fields
(asset 344), this HLC type dates to the 15th-18th century and encompasses large, regular enclosures.
Where present, curving boundaries may be following earlier divisions of pre-existing medieval fields.

4.3.5

Negligible Value

There are eight Historic Landscapes in the study area are of negligible value. Three of these are
modern developments, consisting of: recent settlement (asset 348), enclosure (asset 347) and
recreation ground (asset 351). Also of this value are: an area of rough ground by the River Otter
(asset 356), areas of former orchards (asset 345), a conifer plantation north of Kersbrook (asset
361), woodland with old field boundaries (asset 354), and sections of other woodland on the east
side of the river valley (asset 357).

4.4 Additional information
4.4.1

Site Visit

The study area was visited on 8th March 2017. Not every asset in the vicinity was visited due to
health and safety or access limitations:
•

The buildings to the north of Stoneborough Lane (asset 205);

•

Pulhayes Farm (asset 16);

•

The Kersbrook assets (assets 21, 213, and 214) and;

•

The assets on Frogmore Lane (assets 268, 4, and 2).

The study area is characterised by an undulating landscape, with low laying ground of the river
valley, rising up into hills on its periphery. Most of the settlements are located on rises by the river
valley (Budleigh Salterton) or behind rises (East Budleigh and Kersbrook), limiting visibility of the
area in which the scheme will take place. Otterton is the only village in the area that lies low enough
to be affected by any changes in water level in the River Otter; though there is a limited visual
envelope around the town that will prevent any visual intrusion from any works associated with the
scheme.
The East Budleigh assets were the first visited and the level of preservation of assets throughout the
town was found to be very good. The historic core of the town is focused on the High Street, which
rises from Wynard’s House (asset 25; Grade II Listed Building) uphill to the Church of All Saint’s
(asset 49; Grade I Listed Building). The High Street, and Hayes Lane to the west, is characterised by
the cob and thatch building type (Plates 1&2) There are outliers, such as the 19th century 18 and 20,
High Street (asset 30; Plate 1; Grade II Listed Building) and The Old Bakery (asset 40; Plate 3; Grade
II Listed), but these assets do have plaster/ whitewashed fronts so that they fit in with the character
of the cob and thatch buildings. Two other assets Wynard’s House (Plate 4) and Brookside Cottages
(asset 234; Plate 5), provide greater contrast with exposed brick fronts. The Conservation Area faces
inward and there is limited line of site to the outside of the area. The only asset that does have any
substantial visibility outside the Conservation Area is the Church of All Saint’s (asset 49; Plate 6;
Grade I Listed Building), which sits at the crest of the hill. The asset is located on an excellent
vantage point for looking out to the west of East Budleigh, but visibility is limited to the east by the
town itself and it is unlikely that any aspect of the LORP scheme will be visible. The church tower was
not accessible at the time of the site inspection due to the church being closed.
Within Lower Budleigh there is greater visibility within the area of the proposed scheme and the
river valley. The Grade II Listed Buildings of Priddle Cottage, Woodbine Cottage (asset 14), Old
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Budleigh Court (asset 13; Plate 7), Linhay (asset 12), and Christophers (asset 11) are all on the
eastern boundary of Lower Budleigh and are in a position to overlook the scheme from the rear of
these assets; though the inter-visibility is limited by hedge boundaries between fields and roadside
hedges (Plate 8). The assets on Frogmore Lane should share similar visibility over this area.
As with East Budleigh, there is limited visibility of the River Otter beyond Otterton from the Church
of St Michael (asset 67; Grade II* Listed Building) or Otterton Mill (asset 64; Grade II Listed Building).
Fore Street (Plate 9) lies to the north and north-east of the hill on which the Church of St Michael
(asset 67; Plate 10; Grade II* Listed Building) sits, blocking any possible visibility for the majority of
assets on the main thoroughfare. Only the assets on the western periphery of the village have any
inter-visibility with the river. The church has the greatest vantage point of any asset in the village,
however the view is blocked by Rolle Barton (asset 168) and Basclose (asset 98; Grade II* Listed
Building) and line of sight with the river valley is limited (Plate 11). These assets have views of the
river at Otterton, but any views further downstream of the village are restricted by vegetation on
the river’s edge.
On the west end of the village are Otterton Bridge (Asset 60; Plate 12; Grade II Listed Building) and
Otterton Mill (asset 64; Grade II Listed Building), both are in good condition, but have greatest intervisibility with the River Otter and would likely be the assets greatest affected any alterations cause
to the upstream sections of the river by the scheme. Views of the River Otter beyond this point are
limited by mature vegetation on the river banks to the north and south and the undulating
landscape beyond the village.
Beyond Otterton Bridge is another bridge, the former Railway Bridge (asset 342) that is not
documented in the NHLE or HER sources; the bridge was not visited on foot because of a lack of
footpath to the asset, lone working conditions and a high level of traffic at the time of the visit. The
bridge is situated over the old railway line and is of sheet metal construction. There are two plaques,
one on each side, the writing was not visible from the car during drive-by inspections of the asset. As
with Otterton Bridge much of this asset’s visibility of the wider area is blocked by vegetation.
On the junction between the Sleep Hill Road and the B3178, is the Bicton Cross (asset 1; Plate 13;
Grade II* Listed). The surrounding roads have hedges on the verges and the view south is blocked by
a rise in the land, so any visibility with the area of the scheme is blocked. The Rolle Obelisk (asset 16;
Grade II Listed) lies to the north-west of the Bicton Cross and is situated on a rise and has greater
visibility of the entire study area. This rise also blocks Bicton Park (asset 17; Grade I Listed Park and
Garden) and assets within the park from the view of the rest of the study area.
The southern third of the study area was accessed via the South West Coast Path adjacent to the
River Otter. The route contains several information boards, primarily on the natural features of the
area, but some also contain historical information (Plate 14). The ditches in the embanked land
(Plate 15) by the river are in good condition and seem to be maintained as part of the wider wetland
area that occupies much of the estuary. There is one crossing of the River Otter in this area, at White
Bridge (asset 366; Plate 16), formerly known as South Farm Bridge. The bridge is the most recent
iteration of this crossing that has been in place from the at least 1844, where it is present on the
Otterton Parish Tithe Map. The Warren (asset 184) is visible from White Bridge, if partially obscured
by vegetation, the hill does not show any obvious signs of archaeological activity from below.
To the east of the bridge is a semi-detached house with a date of 1874 painted on the front along
with the initials M.R. (asset 367; Plate 17). The asset is not mentioned in the HER or NHLE sources,
but seems to be a brick structure with rendered exterior and a tile roof. Beyond this asset lies South
Farm (asset 189), now used as retail premises, including a farm shop. Much of the original farm
features have been utilised and overall show a good state of repair. The farm is hidden in a dip in the
landscape and has limited inter-visibility with other assets in the wider area (Plate 18).
Kersbrook was the last area visited during the site visit. The hamlet is situated in a dip in the
landscape and its visibility of the river valley is blocked by a mature tree-line of the East Budleigh
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Road. Overall the assets are in good condition, but in terms of setting they are cut off from the rest
of the study area.
Plate
Number
1

Description

Image

The High Street in East Budleigh, with the
characteristic cob and thatch buildings.
18 and 20, High Street’s (asset 30; Grade
II Listed Building) exposed brick flank can
be seen within the photograph. This 19th
century asset is of brick, but partially
plastered on the front to fit in with the
other assets on the street. Photograph
taken from the bridge on the street facing
north.

2

The northern end of the High Street in
East Budleigh, with the characteristic cob
and thatch buildings. Photograph taken
from the entrance to the Church of All
Saint’s facing north-east.

3

The Old Bakery (asset 40; Grade II Listed
Building), is one of the assets on High
Street that is not made of cob and thatch.
It still blends in because of its plastered
façade. Photograph taken from the
entrance to the Church of All Saint’s
facing south-east.

4

Wynard’s House (asset 25; Grade II Listed
Building), the front face of the house is
unplastered, making it stand out on a
street that contains very few assets with
exposed brickwork. Photograph taken
from the north-east of the house.
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Plate
Number
5

Description

Image

The Brookside Cottages (asset 234)
provide a contrast to the rest of the
buildings in the conservation area with
their exposed brick and slate rooves.
Photograph taken from Wynard’s House
facing north.

6

The Church of All Saint’s (asset 49; Grade
I Listed Building) has the greatest vantage
point in East Budleigh, but in the
direction of the scheme parameters it is
blocked by the town itself. It is unlikely
that this asset will be affected in any
noticeable way by the proposed scheme.
Photograph taken from west of the
church doors.

7

Old Budley Court (asset 13; Grade II
Listed Building) on the B178. Photograph
taken from the opposite side of the road
toward the asset.

8

The assets that make up the eastern edge
of Lower Budley have the greatest
visibility of the River Otter Valley than
any other assets within East Budleigh or
Lower Budleigh. Pictured Christophers
(left, asset 11; Grade II Listed Building)
and Linhay (right, asset 12; Grade II Listed
Building).
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Plate
Number
9

Description

Image

Fore Street, the main street in Otterton,
is the street on which most of the historic
assets within the town are located. The
assets on the left-hand side are Millside
Cottage and numbers 15, 11, 9, 7, 3 and 1
The Green, all Grade II Listed (assets
90,91,92, 93, 94, and 95).

10

The Church of St Michael (asset 67; Grade
II* Listed Building) with the War
Memorial (asset 65; Grade II Listed
Building) in the foreground. Photograph
taken to the north of the assets.

11

View from the Graveyard, facing the river
valley. A non-designated headstone is in
the foreground and Rolle Barton (asset
168) in the background.

12

Otterton Bridge (asset 60; Grade II Listed
Building) from Otterton Mill’s (asset 64;
Grade II Listed Building) car park
entrance.
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Plate
Number
13

Description

Image

View of the Bicton Cross (asset 1; Grade
II* Listed Building) from the east side of
the B3178. The Rolle Obelisk (asset 16:
Grade II Listed Building) is visible in the
background and sits on a rise, making it
visible at quite a distance.

14

Historical information on one of several
information boards along the SW Route
in the River Otter estuary. Photograph
taken at the board located by White
Bridge (SY 07481 83025).

15

One of the drainage ditches in embanked
land, west of River Otter (asset 301). The
asset is in good condition and shows clear
signs of maintenance. Photograph taken
facing west at SY 07412 82367.

16

White Bridge (asset 366) taken from the
south-west.
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Plate
Number
17

18

4.4.2

Description

Image

The 1874 Detached-House (asset 367).
The asset was photographed to the
south-west White Bridge facing north.

South Farm (asset 189). Much of the farm
has remained intact, though a more
modern farm house is present on the
site. Taken from the top of a ridge to the
south-west of the farm.

Geology and soils

The underlying geology is taken from the British Geological Surveys mapping9.
The superficial geology present in the area is not fully recorded with significant blanks on each side
of the River Otter. The river valley consists of saltmarsh deposits, tidal river or creek deposits, and
alluvium; all of these are primarily made of clay and silt, with significant amounts of sand and gravel
in the alluvium. The superficial geology corresponds to the nature expected of a river valley and
estuary. Adjacent to the river valley are significant pockets of gravel river terraces with some
stretches of head geology to the west of the River Otter (sand with clay and gravel).
The underlying bedrock in the area is entirely Otter Sandstone Formation. This sandstone formation
was “formed from rivers depositing mainly sand and gravel detrital material in channels to form river
terrace deposits, with fine silt and clay from overbank floods forming floodplain alluvium, and some
bogs depositing peat; includes estuarine and coastal plain deposits mapped as alluvium10”.

4.4.3

Borehole Data

There are 27 boreholes recorded within the British Geological Surveys mapping. Of these five are of
a depth between 0-10m, two between 10m-30m, 12 of a depth greater than 30m, one is unknown
and two are restricted.
The 30m+ boreholes vary in the amount of detail they provide about the underlying strata; some
provide detailed accounts of each layer encountered and on the other end of the spectrum some
provide only a general overview of the geology encountered. The boreholes confirm the underlying
presence of Otter Sandstone, consisting of red sandstone and sandy or clayey soils. On the west side
of the River Otter the Otter Sandstone formation is underlain by Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds
“formed from rivers depositing mainly sand and gravel detrital material in channels to form river

9 https://www.bgs.ac.uk/discoveringGeology/geologyOfBritain/viewer.html accessed via the world wide web March 10th 2017
10 ibid
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terrace deposits, with fine silt and clay from overbank floods forming floodplain alluvium, and some
bogs depositing peat; includes estuarine and coastal plain deposits mapped as alluvium”11.
The under 10m borehole logs did not provide any information on strata in the area, though this is
not surprising considering their limited length. The 10-30m boreholes are similarly vague.

4.4.4

Archaeological Investigations

There has been only limited excavation in the area, likely arising from the fact that much of the study
area lies within the river valley and is undeveloped.
Direct archaeological intervention is rare, with one watching brief at Otterton Bridge (asset 374) and
two trench evaluations, one at Budleigh Salterton Cricket ground (asset 377) and the other at
Pulhayes Farm (asset 371). The Otterton Bridge watching brief uncovered part of a 19th century
revetment and unstratified timber stakes were recovered from the site. The evaluation at the cricket
ground found Palaeolithic river deposits and that at Pulhayes found two prehistoric flint finds. There
is an environmental report on France-Alderney-Britain (FAB) Link Interconnector: UK Cable Route
available (asset 378), that identifies that the proposed cable-route has a potential to impact on
archaeological assets. Construction of the cable-route is not due to commence until 2018.
The remaining archaeological investigations have been surveys or site visits: a site visit to the Bicton
Cross by the Ordnance Survey (asset 373), a dendrochronological assessment at Barton Farm House
(including building recording) (asset 375), a survey of the south gable wall at Old Budley Court (asset
372) and a preliminary survey of 22 farmsteads in Devon including at Pynes Farm House (asset 376).
An Archaeological watching brief was completed by Mr Thomas Wellicombe during the ground
investigation of the site undertaken by Structural Soils Ltd in August 2017. No in-situ archaeological
remains were recorded during the investigation. The Archaeological watching brief report can be
found in Appendix D.

4.4.5

Historic maps

The historic Ordnance Survey maps consulted for this study have been accessed via Old Maps
Online12, the tithe maps for the parishes of East Budleigh (1845) and Otteron (1844) have been
accessed online via the Devon County council website and were also viewed in person during a visit
to the South West Archive in Devon on 9th March 2017. Another map was attached to a report on
the embankments west of the River Otter undertaken in the 1850s-1860s by the Admiralty and was
also accessed at the same time as the tithe maps.
East Budleigh has steadily become more densely developed since the mid-19th century. The earliest
map is the East Budleigh Parish tithe map, which shows that the village was concentrated on the hill
around the Church of All Saints (asset 49; Grade I Listed Building) and Hayes Lane; essentially what
now forms the Conservation Area. A 1938 map shows a similar picture (though there is greater
development along the High Street between the two areas), showing that it is a relatively recent
development that Lower Budleigh and East Budleigh are connected, most likely as the result of postwar development (Figure 1). The area to the west of High Street is noticeably undeveloped by 1938
and was likely developed during the latter half of the 20th century as well.

11 ibid
12 http://www.oldmapsonline.org accessed via the world wide web 22nd March2017
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Figure 1 The East Budleigh Tithe Map and the 1938 Ordnance Survey Map showing that there was little
development in the area between the two. Development of the town, especially to the west of the High Street
most likely occurred during the mid-late 20th century.

Otterton has not changed dramatically between the 1844 tithe map and the present day. Some
development has been undertaken on Behind Hayes road and Lea Street, but the town has retained
the same layout and has not been developed to the same extent as other towns in the area (see
Figure 3). Otterton Mill (asset 64; Grade II Listed Building) is noted on all available maps and the
associated mill leat is also marked on them, however a weir feature is noted to the south of the mill
on the 1888 map of the area, but not the earlier 1844 tithe map or the later 1908 and 1938 maps.
This seems to have been a short-lived feature or the weir feature may simply have been hidden by
poor text placement. There is no weir currently in place and no weir in this location recorded on the
HER or in association with the Mill’s listing. This feature has been noted as asset 343.

Figure 2 The Lower Otter Estuary in 1808
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Figure 3 Otterton in 1844 and 2017, the town has not altered significantly from the earliest map available.

Figure 2 shows the estuary before the area was reclaimed and turned to
marsh and farmland. The tithe maps record the land within the embanked
areas as marsh utilised for pasture.
The field divisions of this area are still visible in the 1938 and seems to still
have been in use for this purpose in the southern half of the embanked
area. The northern area is marked as marshland in this map and the 1908
map, and may not have been used to the same extent, because of waterlogged conditions (see Figure 4). The embanked
area is noted to contain boundary stones, marking
the parish boundary along the River Otter. These
are present on all available maps.
The cricket ground is another latter 20th century
Figure 4 The northern
development within the embanked area and does section of the
not appear on the 1938 map. A granary is noted
embankment as
opposite where the cricket ground will be on the
depicted in the 1908
edge of Budleigh Salterton and while no longer
map.
extant seems to have been the reason place name
for Granary Lane which forms the town’s easternmost street.

Figure 5 The Railway line
through the area, east of
Budleigh Salterton on
the 1908 map

The railway through the area noted in the HER is visible through the area
(assets 146, 208, and 149; see Figure 5). The routes pass to the east of the
River Otter, from east of Otterton to Budleigh Salterton, from where it
runs toward Exeter.

The detached house located to the north west of South Farm (asset 367)
is noted on the 1888 Ordnance Survey map onwards as South Cottages. Its
appearance on the Ordnance Survey maps and not the tithe maps confirm
that these are the same assets built in 1874 and that there were no previous assets at their location.
Otterton Park (asset 298) is marked on the historic Ordnance Survey maps in the area covering land
north and north-west of The Warren (asset 184). The Warren itself is also noted on the available
Ordnance Survey maps and is called the Great Warren in the tithe appointment, but is being utilised
for pasture by 1844.
The Admiralty report map is not overly detailed, mainly providing an overview of the embanked area
and the River Otter up to Otterton. However, because of this focus on a singular area the map notes
several features not present on the other map or the HER these are:
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•

The Site of Stony Wall Pond (asset 362) at SY 07493 84088; site of a pond feature prior to
the report in the mid-19th century. The line of the feature is still visible on current satellite
imagery, but now resembles a stream.

•

Site of Clamor Bridge (asset 363): considering wording of this map feature, it may not have
been extant at the time of the report. The road it sat on (still extant) was not accessible
during the survey and therefore was not visited to see if it was still intact.

•

Railings on the River Otter (asset 364): the railings stretched from the northern tip of an
island in the river to the west bank of the river at approximately SY 07447 82794. The
channel the railings sat within has now silted up completely.

•

Disused Lime Kiln (asset 365): Lime Kiln located west of South Farm on the River Otter’s east
bank. Considering it was already in disuse by the 19th century, it may not have survived to
the present day. The east river bank in this area was visited during the walkover survey and
no asset resembling a lime kiln was uncovered. The asset is located by a field called Lime Pit
Field on the Otterton tithe map (asset 186).

•

Three quays or docks on the western edge of the estuary: Bankley Wharf; Kersbrook Quay;
and Granary Dock. Bankley Wharf was located near to Pulhayes Farm (asset 16) and there
are documentary references of deliveries of stone to this wharf at the beginning of the 19th
century. Kersbrook Quay was located immediately north of the present South Farm Lane.
Granary Quay was further to the south, to the east of the junction between Raleigh Road
and Granary Lane.

4.4.6

Aerial photographs

A visit to the Historic England aerial photograph archives in Swindon was undertaken on the 1st
March 2017. The photographs range in date from 1945 to 2003 (see Appendix C for a list of the
photographs reviewed).
The clearest features on the aerial photographs are the palaeochannels resulting from previous
alignments of the River Otter. These are most visible between East Budleigh and the River Otter, but
can be seen to a lesser extent throughout the river valley.
There are limited cropmarks in the study area, with five noted during the review of availible
photographs. Of these one has been noted in the HER as a cropmark north of Kersbrook (asset 307);
it may represent a prehistoric structure or a modern feature. Another, the former railway (assets
146, 149 and 208) is noted via map and documentary sources in the HER, and is visible as a cropmark
througout the study area.
There is a circular feature not present in the HER to the south of Lower Budleigh (asset 337). The
cropmark is most visible on oblique photographs taken in 1992, though is shown to be under plough
in several earlier photographs and in the earliest photographs, taken in June 1945, the field it is
present in is subdivied into two. Nothing in the historic maps available indicates the presence of a
feature at this location. This may represent a prehistoric feature or be more modern in nature.
In the embanked land adjacent to the River Otter agricultural marks and field boundaries (asset 338)
are clearly visible as late as 1968, providing an insight intio the layout of the embanked land while it
was still under agricultural use. The final set of cropmarks are in a field centred at SY 08102 84233
(asset 339). The cropmarks take the form of two parrallel lines with smaller marks that may be
natural features. It is uncertain what these features could represent.
The area has a few features that are present in the photographs that are no longer extant. These
mostly consist of field boundaries that have been lost as some fields have been consolidated into
larger fields. They also include trackways that have since fallen into disuse, one of which crosses the
embanked land (asset 340) and drainage ditches on a north-south alignment and another around
the crest of the Warren (asset 341).
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4.4.7

LiDAR

Open-source LiDAR datasets were acquired from the
Environment Agency Open Source website13. A 2m
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and 1m Digital Surface
Model (DSM) were used in this assessment (see
Drawings 3 and 4 in Appendix B). The former was found
to lack sufficient detail for interpretation and only the
DSM has been utilised for research.
The DSM is similar to the DTM in that it also displays
sharp contrast between the River Otter valley and the
surrounding upland areas. However, there is more
detail visible in this dataset, as it incorporates surface
features as well as terrain. Field boundaries, hedge
rows, roads and buildings are all visible (see Figure 6).
Unfortunately, the dark tone of the river valley means
that the palaeochannels visible on the aerial
photographs are not visible here.

Figure 6 The Frogmore road (highlighted in
yellow) and field boundaries to the west.

LiDAR made available by the EA (see Figure 7) provides
a clearer image of the river valley and estuary, but is limited to these areas. This image provides the
clearest overview of palaeochannels within the embanked land along the west side of the river,
especially at the northern-most point centred around SY 07405 83919. The agricultral marks and
field boundaries in this area (asset 338), not overly visible on modern basemapping are very clear on
this LiDAR image.

Figure 7 The embanked land and field
boundaries within the area as noted on the
EA LiDAR.

13 http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/survey/#/survey accessed via the World Wide Web 10th March 2017
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Archaeological Potential
There is high potential for archaeological remains in the study area, which has been occupied from
the prehistoric period to the present day.
Prehistoric flints finds suggest the presence of settlement during this era, especially during the Late
Neolithic and Bronze Age. It is possible that further prehistoric finds could be uncovered by the
proposed scheme. The cluster of flint scatters in the vicinity of South Farm, Otterton, (assets 181,
187, 190, 196, 315, 317 and 318) suggests a heightened potential for evidence of prehistoric activity
in this area.
Finds dating from the Roman period are less prolific in the area, but Roman use of the area to
produce salt is known14 and a villa with hypocaust was uncovered on the coast near the River Otter.
The presence of further evidence of Romano-British occupation in the LORP area cannot be entirely
ruled-out.
The medieval period is not overly well represented in the HER, but there is potential to uncover
remains from this period related to trade on the River Otter as well as utilisation of the land
surrounding it for salt production and agriculture.
The post-medieval period is the most represented in terms of archaeology, with many remaining
structures and finds dating to this period. However, these are mostly found outside the river valley
and estuary. The main activity related to this period within the river valley are the embankment
works undertaken by Lord Rolle between 1810 and 1815 (asset 191) and former quays/docks shown
on historic mapping. Any works around the River Otter may uncover evidence of the process of
silting that took place during this period and the embankment works that accelerated this process.
Extensive industrial activity occurred at the river mouth, predominantly salting sites, but also kilns
and remains related to these activities could be located during works; though the salting sites
indicated on the maps, may in fact be saltmarsh.
Given the nature of the LORP area, there is also a high potential for the presence of
palaeoenvironmental remains within the former river channels and sediments that could yield
information of the areas’ past environments. Given the waterlogged conditions, the survival of
preserved organic matter cannot also be ruled-out.

Impact Assessment
The design of the scheme is at an early stage and four options are being explored:
•

Option 1 involves realigning the main river along a more meandering route through its
floodplain by digging new river channels. All manmade obstructions in the floodplain are
removed, including the old municipal tip (present to the south of South Farm Road) and
embankments. South Farm Road is raised on a bridge, the South West Coast Path diverted,
and the cricket field moved off site

•

Option 2 is similar to Option 1, but does not involve creating a new meandering channel for
the River Otter. Instead, it removes obstructions, such as the embankments and part of the
old municipal tip. South Farm Road is raised, the South West Coast Path diverted, and the
cricket field moved off site.

•

Option 3 is similar to Option 2, but keeps most of the embankments where they are.
Breaches in Little Bank, Big Bank and the River Otter embankment allow water to flow

14 http://visitbudleigh.com/area/history accessed via World Wide Web 10th March 2017
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through the line of the embankments. South Farm Road is raised and the cricket field moved
off site.
•

Option 4 involves no work to the north of South Farm Road. It stops the flow of salty water
under South Farm Road towards the north using one-way valves. South Farm Road is raised
and the cricket field moved off site.

4.5 Construction Impact Assessment
No designated heritage assets would be directly affected by construction phase of the four options
under consideration. In addition, given the absence of inter-visibility between the LORP area and
most of the designated assets in the surrounding area identified by this assessment, and the
relatively unintrusive nature of the overall scheme, it is considered that there would be no indirect
effects on these designated assets due to changes to their settings.
The construction phase of the proposed scheme has the potential to directly impact upon known
and unknown non-designated archaeological assets within the LORP area. The level of potential
archaeological impact is greatest with Option 1, which involves the realignment of the River Otter
and removal of the 19th century embankments (asset 191). The level of impact reduces for each
subsequent option.
The embankment (asset 191) would be entirely removed (Options 1 and 2) or breached (Option 3).
This would count as a major direct negative magnitude of impact (Options 1 and 2) or a moderate
direct negative magnitude of impact (Option 3). The significance of effect has been assessed to be
slight (Options 1 and 2) and neutral/slight (Option 3) respectively.
The raising of the South Farm Road (all options) would have no archaeological impact along its
alignment. However, if land either side of the road is impacted on as part of the proposed scheme,
there could be some impact to archaeological remains, if present, which could include the identified
area of saltings to the east (asset 185). If such assets were impacted, there would be a moderate
direct negative magnitude of impact and the significance of effect would be assessed to be slight.
The drainage ditches to the east of asset 191 (asset 301) would be reprofiled or infilled (all options).
This would be a moderate direct negative magnitude of impact respectively. The ditches have been
maintained since the embankment of the land, meaning that any sedimentation would have been
removed. The significance of effect has been assessed to be slight.
The works in the estuary, including the realigning of the main river channel (Option 1), the removal
of the Budleigh Brook aqueduct and restoration to a natural channel (all options), and the creation
of creeks to the south-west of South Farm Road and former landfill site (all options), have the
potential to impact non-designated archaeological assets. These include: the area of saltings (asset
185) to the south and east of South Farm Road; a railing (asset 191) shown in one of the creeks on
the admiralty report map; the evidence of agriculture and a trackway (assets 338 and 340) recorded
to the south-west of the former landfill site; and the disused kiln noted on the admiralty report map
(asset 365). There would be a moderate direct negative magnitude of impact on these assets, if
present, as the proposed scheme could damage, or entirely remove, these features. The significance
of effect has been assessed to be slight (assets 185, 191, 338, 340 and 365).
The works in the estuary also have the potential to disturb unknown archaeological assets including,
but not limited to, palaeoenvironmental remains within the former river channels and further
evidence of salt production. The magnitude of impact on these remains would be moderate direct
negative impact, if present, as the proposed scheme could damage or entirely remove such deposits.
The value/sensitivity of such assets, if present, is currently unknown.
The removal/partial removal and capping of the former municipal tip site to the south of South Farm
Road (all options) would have no archaeological impact. Any archaeological assets in this area are
likely to have been entirely removed by the former landfill site.
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The non-designated South Cottages (asset 367) and a set of Rolle Estate cottages at 1 - 3 South Farm
Road (asset 329) would have their settings impacted on during the construction phase from visual
and noise intrusions. However, considering the short duration of the construction phase, it is a
negligible impact and the significance of effect has been assessed to be neutral.
The Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site would not be impacted as a result of the
proposed scheme.

4.6 Operational Impact Assessment
There would be limited impacts in the operation phase as the intrusive works would have been
completed at the end of the construction phase.
The main potential for an impact from the proposed scheme to cultural heritage in this phase would
be to 1-3 South Farm Road (asset 329) and the South Cottages (asset 367) as their settings would be
altered by the creation of the new habitat areas on the west bank of the River Otter. The South
Cottages would not have great inter-visibility with the altered areas as vegetation on the west bank
is blocked by a mature tree-line on the river side by the South-West Coast Path. The main impact will
arise from the alteration of the South Farm Road. The magnitude of the permanent impact has been
assessed to be negligible and the significance of effect has been assessed to be neutral.
1-3 South Farm Road will have very limited inter-visibility with the proposed development as it lies
just to the west of the embanked area and the new habitat will be obscured by vegetation and rises
in the landscape around this asset. The asset itself sits above the surrounding fields and so should
not be directly affected by the conversion to wetland and the increased possibility of flooding. The
main impact will be from the road. The magnitude of the permanent impact has been assessed to be
negligible and the significance of effect has been assessed to be neutral.

Recommendations for Further Work
Consultation with Mr Bill Horner, the Devon County Archaeologist (via email dated 27th April 2017)
confirmed that a geo-archaeological approach will be required to identify potential
palaeoenvironmental remains.
A geo-archaeological survey could identify sediments related to salting activity in the estuary
(related to assets 185, 198, 199 and 200) and provide further insights into the potential for the
survival of palaeoenvironmental remains.
Considering the area of the proposed scheme has altered significantly from the silting of the estuary,
there is also potential for salting activity to also be located within the embanked areas adjacent to
the river. For these dryer areas, a geophysical (magnetometer) survey is recommended.
The results of these investigations will inform the need for, and scope of, any further archaeological
mitigation that may be required in the areas affected by the LORP.
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Appendix A
Gazetteer of Historic Environment
Assets

A

I

J

Type

Value

Period

NGR

Reference1 Refernce2

Walkover

Cross and route-marker at crossroads. Dated 1743. Red brick pier with Beerstone base, plaques, pedestal and cross. Tall, square-section, brick pier has moulded Beerstone base and cap and contains a rectangular plaque on each face. Above the cap is a Beerstone pedestal, square II* Listed
in section with a soffit-moulded cap and on top of this sits a small latin cross on a plain stepped base. The sides of the pedestal and the plaques are inscribed in Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. The plaques indicate the routes whilst the pedestal contains appropriate
Building
quotations from prayers. The West side: Woodbury, Topsham, Exeter. Her ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace. The South side: Bodley, Littleham, Exmouth. Make us to go in the paths of thy commandments, for therein is our desire. The East side: Otterton, Sidmouth,
Culliton, AD 1743. 0 that our ways were made so direct that we might keep thy statutes. The North Side: Bicton, Ottery, Honiton. O hold up our goings in thy paths that our footsteps slip not. Bicton Cross was undoubtedly erected by the Rolles of Bicton House [1]. At the
crossroads, 1km west of Otterton, is a small cross of rectangular section, with chamfered edges, and with the bottom of the shaft splayed out, mounted upon a tall pedestal consisting of a square masonry base surmounted by a chamfered plinth, on which rests a square column of
brickwork above which there is a projecting moulded cap on which rests the rectangular socket-stone of the cross. This has a projecting top edge, moulded, and the splayed base of the cross shaft rests upon it. The pedestal was erected by Lady Rolle of Bicton in the 18th century as
a direction post, and on each of the four faces of the brickwork column there is a tablet bearing an inscription:- 'To Woodbury, Topsham, Exeter. Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace'. 'To Bicton, Ottery, Honiton. O hold up our goings in thy paths that our
footsteps slip not'. 'To Otterton, Sidmouth, Culliton, AD 1743. O that our ways were made so direct that we might keep thy statutes'. 'To Budley, Littleham, Exmouth. Make us to go in the paths of thy commandments, for therein is our desire'. These inscriptions are now nearly
illegible [2].

Extant
Building

High

PostMedieval

SY 07173
85326

[1] National [2] East
Heritage List Devon
for England Historic
Environment
Record

Site visited 8/3/2017: The cross sits P93
just off the B1378 on the east side of
Sleep Hill. The asset is well preserved
despite its position on the road. The
cross is only a small part of the
monument, which mostly consists of
the brick base, with concrete plaques
on each side bearing the inscriptions.

Beech Tree
Cottage, Wild
Goose Cottage

2 cottages, originally a single house. Late C16- early C17 origins, refurbished and enlarged in C19, thoroughly modernised circa 1965. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings, brick and stone rubble extension; brick and stone rubble stacks topped with C19 and C20 brick; thatch roof, II Listed
thatch, tile and slate to outshots. 2 adjoining 2-room plan cottages facing south. Beech Tree Cottage on the left and Wild Goose Cottage to the right. The orginal house appears to include the 2 rooms of Wild Goose Cottage and the adjoining room of Beech Tree Cottage. The
Building
original layout however is not possible to determine at present because of the extent of later alterations. The party wall may well be an original crosswall. Wild Goose Cottage has a right end stack with a winder stair rising alongside. Circa 1960 lean-to garage outshot on right end
and circa 1970 service outshots to rear. Beech Tree Cottage has a probably late C19 1-room plan extension on the left end and it appears that the former end stack has been turned round to serve the new room. On the left end but set back from the front is a circa 1965 porch
which returns along the back as service outshots. Main block is 2 storeys. Irregular 5-window front overall comprising C19 and mostly C20 casements with glazing bars, 3 to Beech Tree Cottage and a more or less symmetrical 2-window arrangement to Woodbine Cottage. Woodbine
Cottage has a central C20 plank door and a contemporary porch with semi-conical thatch roof on plain posts. Beech Tree Cottage has a C20 glazed door at its right end with a porch identical to its neighbour. The main door however is through the porch. The late C19 extension has
a ground floor C20 curving bay window with thatched roof. The main roof is gable-ended to right and hipped to left after the eaves and ridge rise over the late C19 extension. Interior has been much rebuilt in the C19 or C20. The only exposed late C16 - early C17 features are in the
older room of Beech Tree Cottage. The crossbeam is soffit- chamfered with one step stop (the others have been knocked off). Above the roof is carried on a plastered jointed cruck roof. The roof space shows the top of the truss to be charred. Thus it seems likely that the house was
much rebuilt after a fire in the C18 or C19. In Woodbine Cottage the main heated room has a teak crossbeam introduced circa 1970 and the fireplace was reduced in size with C19 brick. The roofspace here is inaccessible but the plastered feet of A-frame trusses show [1].
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PostMedieval

SY 07392
85152

[1] National
Heritage List
for England

MDV69662

Salem Church
including Boundary
Walls and Assembly
Room

Built as a Presbyterian chapel, later Congregational chapel, Evangelical Church since 1975. 1719, refurbished 1836 according to the date plaque. Plastered walls are thick enought to be cob on stone rubble footings; slate roof. Square building facing south-east with entrances left
II* Listed
and right of the front under the gallery at this end. A C19 vestry projects at right angles from rear to right (north-eastern) side. Front wall contains 2 panelled doors in low segmental headed arches. High in the wall in the centre is a rectangular limestone plaque inscribed, 'Salem
Building
Chapel, built 1719', and the sill is inscribed, 'enlarged 1836', (referring to an increase in seating capacity rather than structural alterations). The wall is lightly incised as ashlar and the corners have stucco quoins. Roof is hipped each end on all sides. Each side wall contains 2 tall
segmental-headed windows containing replacment mullion-and-transom windows with glazing bars. The rear wall contains 2 tall and narrow round-headed windows with the 1836 pattern of glazing bars intersecting at the top. Interior. The gallery across the front end is original
with fielded panels over a dentil cornice. Those along the sides were added in 1836. These are supported on slender cast iron circular columns with moulded caps. They have a lower frieze comprising a fret pattern below panels with concave corners which contain rosettes. The
moulded and bracketed cornice is original; so too is the vaulted ceiling rising at the centre from an iron post which replaced the original timber post. The timber preaching desk and benches are probably late C19 but some earlier box pews remain in the galleries. C18 painted clockface on north-east gallery. The small vestry contains late C19 4-panel door and 3-light casement with glazing bars. The assembly room in the eastern corner of the churchyard has a 2-window front of early C19 30-pane sashes, one either side of a later 4-panel door. Another 30pane sash on the left end and on the right end a wide doorway to a basement. The small churchyard is enclosed by a whitewashed rubble and brick wall, more brick to the front. Front wall has plain square gate piers and contains C19 cast iron double gates (spear headed rails
alternately full height and to the lock bar) and wrought iron overthrow enriched with scrolls and including a lamp holder. A well preserved and unusually early Non-Conformist Chapel [1].
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[1] National
Heritage List
for England

1097534

MDV83713

The Cottage

Cottage. Mid-late C17. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; cob or stone rubble stacks topped with C19 brick; thatch roof. 2-room plan cottage facing south. End stacks. The larger room is that to right (east) and this has a gable-end entry in front of the stack. However, a
II Listed
cupboard alcove inside suggests the possibility that the original door was at the right end of this front. Newel stair in rear projecting turret. The left room was originally divided into 2 small rooms by an axial partition but this has now been removed. The stack this end may be
Building
secondary. C20 kitchen extension left end rear. Main cottage is 2 storeys. 2-window front of C20 casements with glazing bars. Doorway containing C20 door now in right end. The original doorway was possibly ground floor right. Roof is gable- ended. Interior: in the larger room the
orginal soffit-chamfered crossbeam is exposed but the fireplace is blocked by a C20 grate. The smaller room has a C20 beam marking the line of the axial partition and the grate is C20. The roof over the larger bed- chamber is carried on a side-pegged jointed cruck roof truss.
Roofspace is inaccessible. A well-preserved example of a very small C17 house. Houses of this size and date are rare in Devon. If the gable-end entry is the original then the plan form is again rare for Devon, though not so in Somerset [1].
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1097510

MDV83711

Daveys Cottage
including Barn
Adjoining to the
West

House, former farmhouse. C17, possibly earlier, rearranged, extended and refurbished probably in mid C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble and brick stacks all topped with C19 brick; thatch roof, slate to outshot and corrugated asbestos to the barn. L-shaped II Listed
house facing south. The main block has a 2-room plan each with end stacks. But right room is larger. Winder staircase alongside right (eastern) stack. In the mid C19 1-room plan extension built at right angles in front of the right end. It has a large inside lateral stack. The main block Building
extends further left (west) as a barn which now includes a utility room adjoining the house. It was reduced in height in C20. Probably C20 service outshot on the front end of the extension. House is 2 storeys. House has irregular 2-window front of C19 and C20 casements most with
glazing bars. However the oldest first floor window contains rectangular panes of leaded glass, another similar on the inside wall of the extension. End of the extension has C20 first floor casement. Roof over is half-hipped. Main roof hipped to right and gable-ended to left. Barn
also gable-ended and contains C20 window to the service room and contemporary plank door. Interior: much reorganized in C19 but main block is still basically a C17 building. Both ceiling beams, an axial one in the left room and a crossbeam in the right room, are boxed in but
their size betrays their C17 date. The crosswall exposed in the roofspace is a C17 oak frame with rod-and-cob infil. The open truss over the large room is an A-frame of large scantling with a pegged lap-jointed collar. The stack serving the smaller may be an addition but the other is
original. Although the fireplace has been reduced in width its ovolo-moulded lintel shows. Despite later alterations the C17 house appears to survive substantially intact [1].
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n

1097505

MDV83723

Bridge cottage,
Halfpenny Cottage,
Little Thatch, The
Very Cottage

4 cottages. Probably late C18-early C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with plastered brick; thatch roof, tile to outshots. Row of four 1-room plan cottages facing south behind the roadside stream. The outer cottages, No.2 to right
II Listed
(east) and No.5 to left (west), have end stacks whilst Nos. 3 and 4 have rear lateral stacks. In fact No.5 now includes 2 rooms with lateral stacks in a rear block at right angles. These extra rooms were formerly more 1-room plan cottges. Continuous outshots across rear. Main block is Building
2 storeys. Overall regular but not symmetrical 5-window front comprising mostly C19 and C20 casements with glazing bars. A couple of the C20 casements do not have glazing bars. No.4 has a ground floor C19 tripartite sash containing a central 12-pane sash. Nos. 3, 4, and 5 each
have a doorway on the right side and single window each floor to left No.2 however has the door on the left side and an extra first floor window over. Nos 2 and 5 have C19 6-panel doors whilst Nos. 3 and 4 have C20 part- glazed and panelled doors. It may be that No.5 is an
addition since the front is set back slightly from the rest and the roof ridge level drops down to No.5. The roof is hipped each end. The rear block faces into the courtyard with similar arrangement of mostly C20 windows and doors. Interiors not inspected. A row of 1-room plan
cottages is a rare survival in Devon and this example forms a group with other attractive listed buildings [1].
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[1] National
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Site visited 8/3/17: A set of cob and P49
thatch buildings typical of those
found throughout the study area and
East Devon. Well-preserved and
forms an attractive part of this area.
The cottages are fronted by a small
stream and each entrance possesses
a corresponging bridge

7

n

1097506

MDV83724

Bridge Mews

House. Probably mid C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks and one Rolle Estate chimney pot; thatch roof, tile to outshot. 3-room plan building built gable end onto the street to the south and with.its long window front facing left (west). The
front 2 rooms have right-side lateral stacks and the rear room has a rear left-side corner stack. 2-storey service outshot to rear. Main house is 2 storeys. The gable end has a canted bay window on ground and first floors. The upper one is probably C20. Sashes have been replaced
by circa 1980 PVC windows with glazing bars. The left side has an irregular 3-window front of various C19 and C20 casements with glazing bars and including a circa 1980 PVC window ground floor right. This last window is blocking a former doorway. The present doorway,
immediately to left of this contains a C20 stable-type door with a contemporary gabled and felt-roofed hood. Roof is gable-ended. Tall brick chimney shafts. Rear outshot also gable-ended and first floor is weatherboarded. Interior. No carpentry detail shows on ground floor.
Joinery detail is all C19 and C20. Roof not inspected. Bridge Mews is separated from the road by Budleigh Stream and is one of an attractive group of buildings [1].

II Listed
Building
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[1] National
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Site visited 8/3/17: A 19th century
P50
cob and thatch building typical of
those found throughout the study
area and East Devon. Well-preserved
and forms an attractive part of this
area. The house is fronted by a small
stream and has a bridge to cross it.

8

n

1334041

MDV86883

Diamond Cottage

House. Mid C19, possibly earlier core. Plastered walls are thick enough to be cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 brick; tile roof (formerly thatch). 2-room plan cottage facing south but set back from the street. Central staircase. Left (western) II Listed
room has rear lateral stack and right room has end stack. Integral service outshots across back. Main block is 2 storeys. Regular but not symmetrical 4-window front. All are mid C19 3-light casements with diamond patterns of glazing bars. Doorway is right of centre and contains a Building
C19 panelled door. The larger top panel is glazed with margin panes. Contemporary porch with ornate timber trelliswork and now has hipped felt roof. Main roof is gable-ended. Rose Cottage overlaps the right (western) end of the front and, were it not there, Diamond Cottage
would probably have a symmetrical 5-window front. The rear roof is carried down continuously over the outshots. Interior. No carpentry detail is exposed on the ground floor. The joinery detail and other features are consistently mid C19. Roof not inspected. Diamond Cottage is
one of an attractive group of listed buildings [1].
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n

1097507

MDV83725

Late C19. Cast iron by the Kerslake Foundry Exeter. Iron railings along the northern side of the road fencing the road from the Budleigh Stream which runs alongside. The standards are octagonal in section from top to bottom but shaped; tapering stems and a broad band taking the II Listed
circular rails and narrower bands above and below and round caps. Some bear the founder's legend. They are interrupted by small bridges to the house the other side of the stream. These unusual railings are an attractive feature of the village [1].
Building
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n

1097509

MDV83710

Railings around
road between
Brookfield Road
and East Budleigh
Road
Bridge at SY 069
843

Site visited 8/3/17: A brick rendered P50
building with tile roof, provides a
pleasing contrast to other cob and
thatch houses on the same street.
Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of this area. The
house is fronted by a small stream
and has a bridge to cross it. A high
hedge is in front of the house and
Site visited 8/3/17: Asset in good
P52
condition and adds character to the
street it sits on.

Small road bridge over Budleigh Stream. Circa 1830-40. Brick arch faced with blocks of dressed local sandstone front and back. Small single-span bridge comprising a low elliptical arch with neatly-shaped voussoirs. Projecting plain dripcourse at road level and very low parapet with II Listed
rounded weathering. The parapet curves outward each end to plain terminal piers projecting outwards only. Now C20 iron railings have been set into the coping [1].
Building
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MDV86864

Christophers

Cottage. Probably late C18 to early C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 brick; thatch roof. Long 3-room plan cottage facing west set back from the road. The entrance is between the left-hand and central rooms. The left room
has an end stack, the centre room has an axial stack and there is a projecting right end stack. 2 storeys. Irregular front fenestration of similar late C19 - early C20 casements with glazing bars, 5 on the ground floor and 4 on the first. Front doorway is set a little left of centre and
contains a C19 6-panel door (the top 2 now glazed) and a C20 trellis porch. Roof is gable-ended. In the left end wall there is a first floor pointed arch beaded window containing ? tracery glazing bars and within that narrow margins of leaded glass. Interior not available for
inspection at time of survey but is said to have plain carpentry detail. According to the owner the building was industrial before it became a house [1].

II Listed
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1204158

MDV86865

Linhay, now used as garage, workshop and stores. Probably C18. Cob on stone rubble footings; thatch roof. 5-bay linhay facing east and backing onto the road. It was originally open-fronted with full height posts (Alcock's type B linhay). The roughly soffit-chamfered crossbeams
which carry the hayloft are tusk-tenoned to the posts. The posts carry A-frame trusses with lap-jointed collars. Most of the front has been filled with plastered framing and the right end wall is partly weather-boarded. The roof butts the adjoining property to left and is half-hipped
to right [1].
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1097526

MDV81058

Linhay
approximately 7
metres west of
Christophers
Old Budley Court

House. Circa 1830-40, renovated in early C20. Plastered stone rubble including some cob; brick or stone rubble stacks with plastered brick chimney shafts, 2 with Rolle Estate chimney pots; slate roof (originally thatch). Tall T-shaped house. Main block faces south. It has a 2-room
II Listed
plan with central cross passage back to the rear block. The stairs rise off the left of the passage to left (south) of the front room. Front rooms have gable-end stacks. Kitchen and service block with end stack projecting at right angles from the middle of the main block. 2 storeys with Building
attics and basement to main block. Symmetrical 3-window front arranged around central doorway. C19 4-panel door and fanlight with radial glazing bars. Queen Anne style hood on shaped consoles is probably Edwardian. Doorway is flanked by Venetian windows containing
dashes with top radial glazing bars. First floor 12-pane sashes. Plain eaves and roof is gable-ended. Each end wall contains a segmental-headed casement with glazing bars. Right end has a 12-pane sash and left end has a round-headed sash similar to those in the front Venetian
windows to the stairs. Roof of rear block has hipped end. Interior is well-preserved with C19 chimneypieces and a great deal with original joinery detail including an open string stick baluster stair. The roof however was rebuilt in the early C20 leaving only the lower sections of the
original principals. These have a noticeably steeper pitch than the later roof indicating that the original roof was probably thatched [1].
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MDV86884

Priddle Cottage,
2 cottages. Mid to late C17, a C19 extension. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble footings topped with late C19 brick and Rolle Estate chimney pots; gable-ended thatch roof. Pair of contemporary adjoining mirror-plan cottages facing south. Each cottage comprises II Listed
Woodbrine Cottage a main room served by an end stack and with small unheated rooms (maybe diaries originally) between, the one belonging to the right (eastern) cottage behind the one belonging to the left (western) cottage. Now both unheated rooms belong to the right cottage which is
Building
Woodbine Cottage. Direct entry into each cottage is towards the outer end of each heated room. The left room is Priddle Cottage which also now includes a C19 former store on the left end. Priddle Cottage still has the orginal winder stair alongside the fireplace whilst Woodbine
Cottage has a secondary stair up the back wall. 2 storeys. Once symmetrical 4-window front of C19 and C20 replacement casements with glazing bars. A fifth first floor window at the right end would make the original front symmetrical. The doors are at either end. The right one to
Woodbine Cottage is a C20 part-glazed door with a contemporary semi-conical hood. The left one to Priddle Cottage is a C20 plank door with a gabled and felt-roofed porch. The roof is gable- ended. So too is the roof of the extension which has a plank door to a woodshed and a
casement with glazing bars above. Interior. Both main rooms have crossbeams. That in Priddle Cottage is certainly original with deep soffit chamfers but the shallow soffit-chamfered crossbeam with runout stops in Woodbine Cottage may be a replacement. Both fireplaces are
blocked by later grates. Roof structure is only exposed in Woodbine Cottage and comprises side-pegged jointed crucks with pegged lap-jointed collars. Joinery, detail is C19 and C20. Woodbine Cottage and Priddle Cottage are a pair of small C17 cottages with interesting plan forms
[1].
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Pulhayes
Farmhouse
incluidng Cider
House adjoining to
the north-west
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A cob and thatch building typical of P57
those found throughout the study
area and East Devon. Well-preserved
and forms an attractive part of this
area. Set back behind a high wall and
only partially visible from the
Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P53
range, with the typical construction
style of the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
Site visited 8/3/17: A well preserved P54
19th century building. The windows
seem to be the original set.

14

Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P55
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of this area. The asset
has a thatched porch, which is an
interesting charcter feature not
present on any other assets viewed
in the study area.

15

II Listed
Farmhouse and adjoining cider house. Mid C17, barn and wing added in early C18, refurbished in late C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks topped with C19 brick; thatch roof. The original house had a double depth plan facing south-west. Central
through passage blocked to rear in C20 with a principal front room and narrow service room to rear either side. The rear rooms are housed in an integral outshot. The hall is to left (north-west) of the passage with the main stair (now a C19 replacement) rising to rear of it. Left room Building
was a kitchen. Hall and kitchen have end stacks, the former originally projecting. Service room behind hall also has an end stack but this may be a secondary insertion. In the early C18 a 1-room plan extension built at right angles projecting forward and overlapping from the right
end and it has an outside lateral stack. At about the same time a block was built onto the left (north-western) end, its end terraced into the hillslope. It contains a narrow unheated cold store adjoining the hall, the rest being a cider-house. The main block has a not quite
symmetrical 3-window front of C19 and C20 casements with glazing bars around the central front passage doorway; a C19 6-panel door and a good contemporary flat hood with double scrolled brackets, panelled soffit and moulded entablature with modillion cornice. Another
window each floor on the end of the wing and another each floor to the cold store; all C19 and C20 casements with glazing bars. Cider-store front is blind apart from a plank door at the left end onto the first floor because of the rise in ground level. Rear of house has irregular
collection of C19 and C20 casements most with glazing bars, one PVC, one containing a probably C18 iron casement containing rectangular panes of leaded glass, a gabled dormer over the blocked rear passage doorway, and, to the room rear of the hall, a canted bay window.
Lower 2 steps survive from former external service stair. The main roof is gable-ended to right, as too is the front wing, and hipped to left. The eaves step up from main house to the extension. Interior. The C17 house is well-preserved. Both sides of the passage are lined by oak
plank-and-muntin screens, the muntins are chamfered with straight cut stops. Both main rooms have 3-bay ceilings with soffit-chamfered crossbeams and double bar- scroll stops; those in the kitchen have been mutilated. The hall fireplace is built of dressed blocks of local
sandstone and contains a blocked side oven doorway. The oak lintel has the same finish as the crossbeams. The kitchen fireplace is blocked by a C19 fireplace but its large size can be appreciated. Also one end of the oak lintel can be examined in a cupboard; it is soffit-chamfered
with scroll stops. The present kitchen is in the narrow room behind the original includes part of an oak door-frame with a chamfered surround and bar-scroll stop. It may be reset.
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The doorway from passage to hall is a round-headed arch with an early C18 architrave and there is another similar from the hall to the stairs. The wall between front and rear service rooms is timber-framed and incorporates the rear posts of the jointed cruck roof trusses. Only one
of the side-pegged jointed cruck trusses is exposed but the roofspace shows that the roof is all one build. The exposed truss over the kitchen has a small inscription; TF 1644. It is written upside down as if done before the timbers were erected. If this can be believed it might date
the house. The truss collars are pegged and lap-jointed with unusual dovetail halvings. The front wing has a roughly-finished crossbeam and a probably C18 round-headed cupboard. The chimneypiece here is C20. The coldstore alongside the hall has a plastered over axial beam and
the internal partition reuses a C17 oak 2-light window; the mullion ovolo-moulded on the outside and chamfered internally. The cider house has soffit-chamfered crossbeams of massive scantling and a roof of A- frame trusses with pegged lap-jointed collars. It still contains the
complete C19 cider-making machinery. Pulhayes is a well-preserved farmhouse and the original features are consistent with the date of 1644 inscribed onto the roof truss. It is also now very unusual for a complete set of cider-making machinery to survive [1].
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MDV83779
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Rolle Obelisk
Including
Surrounding Area
Railings
Bicton

Obelisk. Limestone ashlar; cast iron railings on granite kerb. 18th century (1730 according to Hoskins). Tall stone needle on a large square-section pedestal with soffit-moulded cap and moulded plinth. It is fenced in by spear-headed iron railings with more ornate clustered-shaft
corner posts. The obelisk is uninscribed and apparently built simply as a landscape feature. Its situation dominates the horizon from the Orangery and Italianate Gardens [1].

II Listed
Building

Park and
Extant
Early 18th century formal gardens with later 18th and 19th century structures, set in 18th and 19th century parkland and pleasure grounds with a mid-19th cnetury arboretum, on which W S Gilpin, John Webb and J C Loudon advised [1]. Report - Survey. Green, C, 03/2013, The
Garden (Grade Building
Glasshouses, Bicton College, East Budleigh, Colaton Raleigh (Draft) Historic building evaluation carried out on glasshouses located within the walled garden at Bicton to assess their historic significance.
I)
The glasshouses date between 1842 and 1889 and are situated within the norther side of an earlier Grade I Listed walled garden. The evidence reveals the existance of three separate glasshouse structures as opposed to one long structure as previously believed.
The glasshouses are in a poor state of repair and have deteriorated rapidly in the last four years. While it is possible they are beyond saving, there are several features of historical importance that should be retained. Also, the significance of the historical roof and the possible vine
arch in glasshouse B, should be established. Formal gardens and parkland of Bicton date from the 18C. Extensively developed with planting of trees in 19C, at most extensive c150ha, and in divided use and ownership since 1957. Walled kitchen garden 150m to north of house.
Conservatories 1/2km to south east. Late 18C orangery - the temple - with curving wings, facing formal gardens to southsouthwest. Domed glasshouse. Lake of c5ha, with two islands. Park and garden activity is uncertain before c1735. Henry Rolle had the formal garden - the Italian
garden laid out 600m to southeast of the house. In 1839 the monkey puzzle avenue was laid out (with a mound for each tree). Later 20C development includes 1 1/2km railway through grounds. The property has been divided into three distinct freeholdings since 1957 (1) Bicton
College of Agriculture with Aldergrove Lodge and monkey puzzle avenue of trees and Sidmouth Lodge (2) Bicton Park Trust Company, centred on the orangery and Italian garden (3) Bicton Arena to the southwest of Bicton College.
Report - non-specific. Fisher, J., 1999, East Devon Conservation Area Appraisals: East Budleigh; of further note in the locality are Bicton Gardens (one mile north), designed by Andre Le Notre, who also planned the gardens at Versailles.
English Heritage, 2003, Bicton House, Devon Archive - Survey. Exeter Archaeology, 2003-2004, East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Archaeological Survey Bicton House. Late 18th century mansion with extensive wings and outbuildings. Original mansion and park built
16th century on site of County prison. Now agricultural college. Listed Grade II*. 16th century deerpark Listed Grade 1. Features of interest (many with Listed Building status) within the extensive grounds include summerhouse, lodge gateposts, Palm House, Orangery, formal
gardens and parkland, grotto, 19th century stone circle, forge, icehouse, ponds.
SMR. Plans showing changes to be made in 2005 to Bicton Arena in the southwest corner of Bicton Park including tree planting along the boundary between Bicton & Colaton Raleigh parishes running from SY05948611 to SY06308621 & replacing the modern buildings at
SY06408597. Other details: ARCS No 9708.
Article in Serial. Auston, K., 2011, Mr. Gilpin's Wiggles. The Nineteenth Century Parkland at Bicton The Western Outer Park, in which Bicton Arena is situated, is first recorded on a plan of 1825. It was probably created from farmland by Lord John Rolle (1756-1842). New planting laid
out by William Gilpin (1761/2-1843) included his trademark irregularly shaped tree clumps. These tree clumps together with an irregularly shaped lake are shown on the Tithe Map of 1844 and the 1889 Ordnance Survey Map [2].

Site visited 8/3/17: The obelisk
P2
overlooks the study area, in part
because it sits on the top of a hill. It
seems to be in good condition and is
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Bicton Old Rectory House, former rectory. Early or mid C18, remodelled and extended in early C19, C20 extension. Main house is Flemish bond red brick with limestone cornice and coping, rear service wing of plastered cob on rubble footings and timber-framed secondary stair turret; brick stacks with II Listed
Building
plastered brick shafts and many C19 chimney pots; slate roofs. House faces south-east. The main block is rectangular and has a double depth plan with 2 front and back rooms. Axial stacks between front and back rooms. The stair is set between the 2 rear rooms and the rear left
(south-western) room is the entrance lobby. A small courtyard behind is enclosed by service rooms. These are mostly late C18 and single storey but the left (south-western) wing is 2 storeys and built of cob; it may be earlier. From the front of this wing the C19 secondary stair turret
rises against the rear wall of the main house. In fact it seems most likely that the early-mid C18 house had a central front doorway to the stairs but was rearranged in the early C19 to the present layout; a garden front with verandah and side entrance. The house itself is 2 storeys
with attics. Symmetrical 3- window front. C19 and C20 ground floor windows, a horned 12-pane sash flanked by French windows with margin panes. Early C19 first floor 12-pane sashes. All have flat skewback arches over and the centre window is narrower than the others. Early
C19 verandah across the front with later timber posts and boards making wide segmental arches between and carrying a tented zinc roof. There is a soffit-moulded limestone eaves cornice and a parapet above with plain coping, probably part of the early C19 refurbishment. The
roof is hipped each end. The end return walls are similar in style without the verandah. The left (south-western) end contains the present main doorway just left of centre; a C19 6-panel door and overlight with diagonal glazing bars, panelled reveals and a flat hood with moulded
edges on shaped brackets. There is a 12-pane sash to left and another over the door and 2 attic dormer windows with hipped roofs. The right (north-eastern) end has a 2-window front of 12-pane sashes (some of them C18 with thick glazing bars), and a C19 French window with
glazing bars in a bow window ground floor left. 2 more attic dormers this side. On this side the single storey service wing continues without a break in the brickwork. The service wings include various C19 and C20 casements, most with glazing bars. The rear of the main house
includes a large round-headed fixed pane window with glazing bars in the centre and lighting the main stair. The secondary stair turret includes a round-headed sash window with glazing bars. In fact, the secondary stair window appears to be C18 with thick glazing bars. Perhaps it
was removed from the main stair window and reused here in the early C19. It is plastered and partly slate hung on the south-western side. On the main roof is a wrought iron weather vane, probably C19. The C20 extension on the left (south- western) side is built of brick in a
similar style to the main house and includes horned sashes with glazing bars. Interior includes much late C18 and C19 detail including joinery, marble chimneypiece and moulded plaster cornices. The main stair is original. It is dogleg stair built of oak with open string and shaped
stair brakcets, turned newel posts, turned balusters with blocks, moulded flat handrail, curtail step and scrolled wreath. The secondary stair is C19 with stick balusters. No carpentry detail shows in the cob service wing. Roof not inspected [1].

Extant
Building

Site visited 8/3/2017: The house sits P74
beside the Church of St Michael.
Overall the asset is in good condition
and is relatively unaltered from its
original condition.
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MDV83674

Barton Farmhouse House, former farmhouse, probably monastic origins. Early C16, radically refurbished and rearranged circa 1850. Plastered stone rubble raised with C19 brick; stone rubble and brick stacks topped with C19 brick and including some Rolle Estate chimney pots; slate roof. Double
II Listed
depth plan house facing south-west. The main 3 rooms are on the front with narrower service rooms to rear. Cross passage between centre and left rooms to stairs in rear part. The left room has an end stack and there is a large axial stack between the other 2. The right room was Building
the kitchen. Low range of stores at right angles to rear of left end and outshot across rear added in 1985. Contemporary porch on right end. 2 storeys. Irregular 4-window front of C19 casements with glazing bars and contemporary front door left of centre. Roof half-hipped each
end. Interior is nearly all the result of the C19 refurbishment. The only feature which may be earlier is the fireplace of the middle room. It is blocked by a C19 fireplace but the original was apparently very large. The kitchen fireplace backing on to this one is C19, built of brick with a
reused oak beam as the lintel. Throughout the rest of the house the joinery detail is consistently mid C19 so to is the king post truss roof. However, on the first floor and in the roof, there is evidence of the original house. It had stone rubble walls which still survive on the long sides
to its full height. On the north-west end is the gable but not the other end. The walls were raised approximately 2m in the C19. The original 5-bay roof also survives but the trusses have been cut off just below collar level. They are true cruck trusses of enormous scantling with the
remains of chamfered archbraces and windbraces. Other contemporary features may be concealed in the outer walls. Barton Farmhouse is interesting because of the partial survival of the early C16 building. This is intriguing. The standard of carpentry suggests it was a house but if
so evidence of smoke-blackening may be expected. Possibly the house was built originally as a barn belonging to the monastry which occupied the site of the adjacent churchyard before the Dissolution [1].
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MDV83790

Sauchenbush

Circa C18 plastered cob cottage range with back to road. Thatched roofs with gabled ends, east end lower level. Two storeys. Four window range. Casements. Brick chimney stacks at gable ends of west section. Back to road has plank door. Two small fixed-light windows with leaded II Listed
panes and two-light casement. Lean-to at west end and outbuilding at east end with corrugated iron roof [1].
Building
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MDV83726

Drakes Church
Infant and Junior
School

School and master's house. Circa 1862 with late C19 - early C20 extensions. Red brick with limestone ashlar detail; slate roof. The school faces west and comprises the schoolmasters house, 2-rooms deep with left lateral stack, which is built gable end onto the front. On either side, II Listed
set back from the front are 3-bay wings that make up the school and there are porches on each gable end. Later in the C19 the schoolmasters house was extended back 1 more room with another lateral stack and behind the right (southern) end there is a late C19- early C20
Building
extension at right angles and it ash an outer lateral stack. The house is 2 storeys, the school wings are tall but single storey. Tudor Gothic style. Nearly symmetrical 1:1:1:2:1:1:1 - window front, all limestone mullion-and-central- transom windows with hoodmoulds. The only window
not 2 lights is the 3-light window on the ground floor of the house. All on the front have plain C20 glazing although the school room casements have glazing bars. However some windows on the rear and that at the left end still preserves the original patterned leaded glass. The
front of the house has 1 ground floor window, 2 first floor windows and a ventilator slit in the gable. The gabled porch to right of the window has a stone Tudor arch containing a plank door with ornate strap hinges. The wings each have a central gabled bay projecting slightly
forward with a stone panel in the gable containing a sunken quatrefoil panel and the gable is surmounted by a chimney shaft. Each bay is flanked by buttresses with weathered offsets and each wing is gable-ended with stone bellcotes over. The chimney shafts are tall and circular
in 2 stages with broad projecting coping. At each gable end there are gable-ended porches with 2-light stone windows in the ends and stone 2-centred arches facing forward. Only the right one still contains the original plank door with ornate strap hinges. Either end, over the porch
is a 2-light window flanked by single lights with central transoms set slightly lower at the top but dropping down a lot further at the bottom. Also slit ventilators in each gable. Rear of school wings similar to the front. Rear of house is the addition which includes horned 4-pane
sashes. The other extension has large timber-mullion-and-transom windows with glazing bars and the stack has projecting brick pilasters. Interior not inspected [1].
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Site Visited 9/3/17: the two buildings P42
that make up the school are in good
condition. As part of the current use
the asset is surrounded by a modern
playground and a significant amount
of fencing.
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MDV86898

Jubilee Pump

Water pump. Dated 1887. Flint with granite plaque. The pump is disused. It was erected in a concave curving wall of rough flints between square terminal piers. The piers have plain projecting caps with upright flints on top and the wall too is capped with upright flints. The pump
was set in a round-headed alcove, now blocked, with a plain flint architrave around. Above the alcove a granite plaque is set in the wall inscribed with plain capital letters. It reads: '1887. This tap with eight others was erected as a memorial of the Jubilee Year of H. M. Queen
Victoria for the benefit of the present and future inhabitants of East Budleigh. The mains were provided by the Hon. Mark Rolle at a cost of 320 pounds and the taps by the inhabitants at a cost of 23 pounds. God save the Queen' [1].

II Listed
Building
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Railings alongside Railings alongside road between - Wynards Road and War Memorial GV II Railings. Late C19. Cast iron made by the Kerslake Foundry of Exeter. Iron railings along the eastern side of the road fencing the road from the Budleigh Stream which runs alongside. The standards are
Road Between
octagonal in section from top to bottom but shaped; tapering stems and broad band taking the circular rails and narrower bands above and below and round caps. Some bear the founder's legend. These unusual railings are an attractive feature of the High Street [1].
Wynards Road and
War Memorial

II Listed
Building

Extant
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for England

Site visited 9/3/17: The asset is
P41
blocked from view as indicated in the
HER. The plaque remains in place
though you have to appraoch it to be
able to read what its says as there is
Site visited 8/3/17: Asset in good
P1
condition and adds character to the
street it sits on.
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STABLE BLOCK
APPROXIMATELY 3
METRES WEST OF
WYNARDS HOUSE

Stable block approximately 3 - metres west of Wynards House GV II Stables and garage, probably a domestic house originally. C16 origins, much-altered and partly rebuilt in late C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings, patched and rebuilt with C19 brick in places; interlocking II Listed
red tile roof. 2-room plan building facing Wynards House to the north-east. The left (south- eastern) room is a stable with tack room, the right room has been converted to a garage entered from the right end. The upper floors are used as haylofts and stores. The building has been Building
so reorganised that its original domestic layout can not be ascertained in a brief survey. 2 storeys. Irregular 2-window front of late C19 casements with glazing bars, that ground floor right under a low brick segmental arch, and a C17 oak 2-light casement with chamfered mullion
ground floor left. (It has never been glazed). In the middle are 3 plank doors, the right one to the garage. Roof is gable-ended. The right (north- western) gable end includes a wide C20 garage entrance and a first floor C19 casement with glazing bars. Also here there are 2 very small
and unglazed but much earlier windows set either side just above first floor level. Both are 2 lights and built of oak. The left one is C17 with chamfered mullion and the right one is C16 with triangular heads and cut from a single piece of oak but now the mullion has been cut
through. On the rear, near this end are 2 3-light oak windows similar to those on the end, a ground floor C16 oak window again with triangular heads and first floor C17 window missing its mullions. Interior: the 2 rooms are divided by a cob crosswall rising to eaves level and
continued into the roofspace with timber framing. In the garage there is a half beam across the building. This is either reused or it marks the position of a demolished partition. The inner bay contains a C17 axial beam, soffit-chamfered with bar-step stops. The stable beams appear
to have been reused. They too are C17, soffit-chamfered with straight cut stops. C19 king post truss roof and one disused C16 or C17 jointed cruck post survives [1].
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MDV79401

WYNARDS HOUSE

House. Early C19, refurbished and service wing rebuilt in 1901 according to the owners. Flemish bond brick including some burnt headers, whitewashed end walls and rear but wing is exposed brick; brick stacks with late C19 Rolle estate chimney pots; slate roof. 2-room plan house II Listed
facing north-east onto High Street. Central staircase and each room has a rear lateral stack. The service wing is built at right angles to rear of the main block. It is 2 rooms with an axial stack between. Main block is 2 storeys with attics, the service wing is 2 storeys. Symmetrical 3Building
window front comprising outer C19 tripartite sashes containing central 12-pane sashes and first floor centre a narrow 12-pane sash. All have flat brick arches over. Central doorway contains a 6-panel door, an overlight with a pattern of curving glazing bars, and a doorcase which is
fluted with beaded enrichment with similar caps and a fluted entablature with roundels similar to the decoration on the larger eaves cornice. Unusually deep eaves to front carried on a series of shaped brackets. The roof is gable-ended. The right end contains a late C19 squarecornered bay window containing a 12-pane sash window to ground floor; a horned 12- pane sash to the first floor and a lunette to the attics. The other end is similar and both show the unusual roof structure; it has a normal pitch to the front but a mansard arrangment to rear.
The service wing is gable-ended with a 3-window north facing front containing casements with glazing bars under low segmental arches. Interior shows mostly early C19 joinery detail including a stick baluster stair. Wynards House marks the beginning of High Street. It forms part of
a group of attractive and varied buildings, most of them listed, which line the street as it rises to the Church of All Saints [1].
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RAILINGS
ALONGSIDE ROAD
APPROXIMATELY
2.5 METRES WEST
OF NOS 2-10
(EVEN) HIGH
STREET

Railings alongside road - approximately 2.5 metres west of Nos. 2-10 (even) High Street GV II Railings. Late C19. Cast iron made by Kerslake Foundry of Exeter. Iron railings along the eastern side of the road fencing the road from the Budleigh Stream which runs alongside. The
standards are octagonal in section from top to bottom but shaped; tapering stems and a broad bend taking the circular rails and narrower bands above and below and round caps. Some bear the founder's legend. These unusual railings are an attractive feature of High Street.

II Listed
Building
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MDV79404

5, HIGH STREET

Cottage, formerly 2 cottages. Parts may have C16 origins, rearranged as cottages probably in late C17 or early C18, refurbished in late C19, united to form a single cottage in C20. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks topped with late C19 brick and C19
II Listed
chimney pots; thatch roof. Rear brick outshot with slate roof. Formerly a pair of cottages facing east onto High Street. The left (southern) cottage has a 1-room plan with an end stack. The right cottage has a 2-room plan with a central axial stack serving back-to-back fireplaces and Building
front lobby entrance. The right room here maybe once have been the service end room of a C16 3-room-and- through-passage plan house; the rest of that house now occupied by adjoining Maytree Cottage (q.v.). Both former cottages have tight winder stairs rising to rear of the
stacks and C19 service outshots across the rear. 2 storeys. Regular 3-window front; 1 to the former left cottage and a symmetrical 2-window arrangement to the former right cottage. At the left end there is a C19 horizontal sliding 12-pane sash and a plank door to right. To right of
this 2 late C19 -early C20 casements with glazing bars, 1 either side of a C19 5-fielded panel door. Directly above each of these windows is a C19 3-light casement containing rectangular panes of leaded glass. The roof is gable-ended to left and runs continuously with that over
adjoining Maytree Cottage (q.v) to right. High up on the wall at the left end there is a small plaque which records the demolition in 1977 of a toll house with unusually fine architectural detail which formerly stood in front here. Interior is largely the result of the C19 refurbishment
although this was probably superficial. All the fireplaces are blocked by C19 and C20 grates and little structural detail is exposed. A single axial beam is exposed in the left end room. It has a neat soffit chamfer; probably late C17 - early C18. The roofspace is inaccessible and the
lower parts of the pinicpals which do show are plastered over. Nevertheless they indicate a roof of A-frame trusses. Some of the plaster is backed onto water reeds rather than wooden lathes. This type of plaster is usually C17 but could be later. No.5 High Street only hints at a C17
date. However the adjoining Maytree Cottage (q.v.) has C16 features and it seems likely that the right end room here at least belonged to that house. Possibly the row of cottages were made by dividing up and extending a large early house. If so C16 and C17 features may be
hidden here in No.5. The cottage is one of a group of attractive and varied outbuildings, most of them listed, which line High Street as it rises to the Church Of All Saints [1]
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P4
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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MAYTREE COTTAGE Cottage. C16, probably refurbished in C17 and C18, definitely in late C19 and modernised circa 1980. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 and C20 brick; thatch roof. Plastered brick outshot with slate roof. 2-room plan cottage facing II Listed
east onto High Street. This appears to be the remains of a C16 3-room-and-through-passage plan house with the inner room at the right (northern) end. If so it is a remarkably small survival of this type. The front door is at the left (southern) end of the front and there is a doorway Building
in the opposite rear wall but no partition between this putative passage and hall. The inner room (the right/northern end) has an end stack and the putative hall (the left room) has a rear lateral stack. This interpretation relies on the the adjoining left room in 5 High Street (q.v)
being the service end room originally. C19 outshots across the rear. 2 storeys. 2-window front, C20 casements with glazing bars on the ground floor and C19 casements containing rectangular panes of leaded glass on the firt floor. The front doorway contains a C20 door. The roof is
gable-ended and runs continuously over adjoining No.5 High Street (q.v.) to left. Interior. The main room, possibly the hall shows only a C20 crossbeam, possibly marking the line of the upper passage screen. The fireplace is also a C20 rebuild. However at the upper end of is an
unusual oak plank-and-muntin screen. The muntins are chamfered but instead of the usual chamfer with masons mitres over the panels on the head beam it has chamfers with rounded corners. Maybe these were added later or else it is very unusual and maybe early. The small
inner room has no early carpentry detail. On the first floor the hall truss is plastered over and the roofspace is inaccessible. Nevertheless its shape suggests a jointed cruck to rear and straight principal to front. Maytree Cottage is one of a group of attractive and varied buildings,
most of them listed, which line High Street as it rises to the Church of All Saints [1].
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P4
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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MDV79406

GRASSHOPPERS,
THE STORES

Grasshoppers GV II 2 shops with accommodation above and a house. C18 refurbished in C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 and C20 brick; slate roof. Long building facing west onto High Street. No.14, The Stores, is on the right II Listed
and comprises a shop with a room over and at the right (southern) end a 2-room plan house with central staircase plan. The left room has a rear lateral stack and the right room has an end stack. No. 16 Grasshoppers, on the left (northern) end, had a 2-room plan but now they
Building
have been knocked together on the ground floor to form a tea shop. The larger of the 2 room-spaces to the right has a rear lateral stack. Here the stairs rise against the wall to rear of the left room. 2 storeys throughout. Grasshoppers has a nearly symmetrical 2-window front of
C19 and C20 replacement casement windows with glazing bars and with a central part-glazed C20 door. The house at the right end, part of The Stores, has a balanced but not symmetrical 2- window front of C19 and C20 casements with glazing bars and a central C19 6-panel door
(the top 2 now glazed). The Stores-shop has a projecting bay window; late C19- early C20 entablature but the glazing replaced without glazing bars. Part-glazed door in the centre. Above this is a small 16-pane sash window with a vallance above. Small extra casement to right of it.
Interiors of both houses shows mostly C19 joinery detail and other features. However the shop in The Stores and the room to right both nave axial beams with broad neat soffit chamfers without stops. These must be C18 if not late C17. The roof here might be C18 too. It
comprises A-frame truss with iron-spiked lap-jointed collars and x-apexes. The Stores and Grasshoppers make up part of a group of attractive and varied buildings which line High Street as it rises towards the Church of All Saints [1]
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18 AND 20, HIGH
STREET

Pair of cottages. Late C19. Brick, plastered to front; brick stacks topped with C19 chimney pots; thatch roof. Pair of contemporary cottages facing west onto High Street. No. 18, to right, is a 1-room plan cottage with right (south) end stack with stairs against left party wall. No.20,
II Listed
between No. 18 and the Sir Walter Raleigh Public House (q.v.) is a 2- room plan cottage with central staircase and end stacks in the party walls. Both are 2 storeys. Overall symmetrical 3-window front. No.20 has original horizontal sliding sashes with glazing bars but these have been Building
replaced by casements with glazing bars in No.18. Both doorways have elliptical headed arches and contain original 6-panel doors. Roof runs continuously with that over the Sir Walter Raleigh public house (q.v.) to left and is hipped to right. Interiors not inspected. 18 and 20 High
Street are a pair of cottages amongst an attractive and varied group of buildings, most of them listed, which line the High Street as it rises to the Church of All Saints [1]
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Site visited 8/3/17: The House is in
P3, P5, P10,
good condition. The roof seems to be P21, P26
a new addition and makes the
building seem a bit top heavy. The
original door and its surround is still
in place and forms an attractive
entrance for the house. The name of
the asset has been painted on the
surround above the door.
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Site visited 8/3/17: Of later 19th
P7
century construction, this asset is not
of the cob construction that
characterises the study area. The
brick building is plastered to the
front allowing it to fit in whith the
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MDV79413

SIR WALTER
RALEIGH PUBLIC
HOUSE

Public house, former house. Early C16, rearranged and refurbished in late C18, converted to public house in C20. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 and C20 brick; thatch roof. 2-room plan house facing onto the street to the west.
It has a central through passage which contains the stairs and end stacks. The left (northern/uphill) stack is a C20 insertion and it seems that there was a service through passage here formerly. C20 outshots to rear. Main block is 2 storeys. Irregular 4-window front of C19 and C20
replacment casements with glazing bars. There are 3 doorways; the main one right of centre, another inserted to the bar in the left room, and a third to the former left end passage. All contain C20 panelled doors. The roof butts the party wall of 24 High Street to the left and runs
continuously with that of 20 High Street (q.v.) to right. Interior shows only C18 and later features except for the roof. It is 4 bays. The lower sections of the trusses are boxed into the first floor partitons but are probably jointed crucks. In the roofspace however the timbers can be
seen and the roof is smoke-blackened from end to end indicating that the original house was divided by low partitions and heated by an open hearth fire. A hip arangement at the right (southern) end indicates that that end was always the end. The arrangement at the other end
might suggest that the C16 house extended further northwards. The 2 trusses at that end were closed probably in the C16 and the infil is blackened on the inner faces. The space between these trusses appears too narrow for a hall or room of any kind. Maybe it is a smoke bay but
if so that is very rare for Devon. Alternatively it may have been part of a hall reduced in size by a jettied or part-floored chamber. The later alterations make it impossible at present to interpret the layout of the C16 house but care should be taken during any modernization work
since some of the crosswalls may contain C16 or C16 oak framing. On the ground floor each room has an axial beam but both are boxed in. The stairs are C19 and in the right room the fireplace contains a C20 grate. However alongside to the left is an C18 cupboard; its surround
has fluted pilasters with moulded caps and there is a dentil cornice. The Sir Walter Raleigh public house is an intriguing building. Only the roofspace shows the real antiquity of the building. It is part of an attractive and varied group of buildings, most of them listed, which line the
High Street as it rises towards the Church of All Saints. It was formerly known as the Kings Arms [1].

II Listed
Building
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P7 and P9
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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9, HIGH STREET

Cottage, formerly 2 cottages. Parts may have C16 origins, rearranged as cottages probably in late C17 or early C18, refurbished in late C19, united to form a single cottage in C20. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks topped with late C19 brick and C19
II Listed
chimney pots; thatch roof. Rear brick outshot with slate roof. Formerly a pair of cottages facing east onto High Street. The left (southern) cottage has a 1-room plan with an end stack. The right cottage has a 2-room plan with a central axial stack serving back-to-back fireplaces and Building
front lobby entrance. The right room here maybe once have been the service end room of a C16 3-room-and- through-passage plan house; the rest of that house now occupied by adjoining Maytree Cottage (q.v.). Both former cottages have tight winder stairs rising to rear of the
stacks and C19 service outshots across the rear. 2 storeys. Regular 3-window front; 1 to the former left cottage and a symmetrical 2-window arrangement to the former right cottage. At the left end there is a C19 horizontal sliding 12-pane sash and a plank door to right. To right of
this 2 late C19 -early C20 casements with glazing bars, 1 either side of a C19 5-fielded panel door. Directly above each of these windows is a C19 3-light casement containing rectangular panes of leaded glass. The roof is gable-ended to left and runs continuously with that over
adjoining Maytree Cottage (q.v) to right. High up on the wall at the left end there is a small plaque which records the demolition in 1977 of a toll house with unusually fine architectural detail which formerly stood in front here. Interior is largely the result of the C19 refurbishment
although this was probably superficial. All the fireplaces are blocked by C19 and C20 grates and little structural detail is exposed. A single axial beam is exposed in the left end room. It has a neat soffit chamfer; probably late C17 - early C18. The roofspace is inaccessible and the
lower parts of the pinicpals which do show are plastered over. Nevertheless they indicate a roof of A-frame trusses. Some of the plaster is backed onto water reeds rather than wooden lathes. This type of plaster is usually C17 but could be later. No.5 High Street only hints at a C17
date. However the adjoining Maytree Cottage (q.v.) has C16 features and it seems likely that the right end room here at least belonged to that house. Possibly the row of cottages were made by dividing up and extending a large early house. If so C16 and C17 features may be
hidden here in No.5. The cottage is one of a group of attractive and varied outbuildings, most of them listed, which line High Street as it rises to the Church Of All Saints [1]
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P7
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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11, HIGH STREET

Cottage, formerly 2 cottages. Parts may have C16 origins, rearranged as cottages probably in late C17 or early C18, refurbished in late C19, united to form a single cottage in C20. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks topped with late C19 brick and C19
II Listed
chimney pots; thatch roof. Rear brick outshot with slate roof. Formerly a pair of cottages facing east onto High Street. The left (southern) cottage has a 1-room plan with an end stack. The right cottage has a 2-room plan with a central axial stack serving back-to-back fireplaces and Building
front lobby entrance. The right room here maybe once have been the service end room of a C16 3-room-and- through-passage plan house; the rest of that house now occupied by adjoining Maytree Cottage (q.v.). Both former cottages have tight winder stairs rising to rear of the
stacks and C19 service outshots across the rear. 2 storeys. Regular 3-window front; 1 to the former left cottage and a symmetrical 2-window arrangement to the former right cottage. At the left end there is a C19 horizontal sliding 12-pane sash and a plank door to right. To right of
this 2 late C19 -early C20 casements with glazing bars, 1 either side of a C19 5-fielded panel door. Directly above each of these windows is a C19 3-light casement containing rectangular panes of leaded glass. The roof is gable-ended to left and runs continuously with that over
adjoining Maytree Cottage (q.v) to right. High up on the wall at the left end there is a small plaque which records the demolition in 1977 of a toll house with unusually fine architectural detail which formerly stood in front here. Interior is largely the result of the C19 refurbishment
although this was probably superficial. All the fireplaces are blocked by C19 and C20 grates and little structural detail is exposed. A single axial beam is exposed in the left end room. It has a neat soffit chamfer; probably late C17 - early C18. The roofspace is inaccessible and the
lower parts of the pinicpals which do show are plastered over. Nevertheless they indicate a roof of A-frame trusses. Some of the plaster is backed onto water reeds rather than wooden lathes. This type of plaster is usually C17 but could be later. No.5 High Street only hints at a C17
date. However the adjoining Maytree Cottage (q.v.) has C16 features and it seems likely that the right end room here at least belonged to that house. Possibly the row of cottages were made by dividing up and extending a large early house. If so C16 and C17 features may be
hidden here in No.5. The cottage is one of a group of attractive and varied outbuildings, most of them listed, which line High Street as it rises to the Church Of All Saints [1]
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P7
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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HOLLYTREE
COTTAGE

II Listed
Cottage. Late C17 - early C18, refurbished mid to late C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks with late C19 brick tops and one Rolle Estate chimney pot; thatch roof. L-shaped house in a terrace facing east onto High Street. 2-room front block with central
Building
cross passage and stairs rising to right against the rear wall. Rear service block at right angles behind right (northern) room. Left room has rear lateral stack and right front room has end stack in party wall shared with No.15 High Street (q.v.) adjoining. Rear block has a projecting
lateral stack. 2 storeys. Symmetrical 2-window front of mid to late C19 2-light casements (those on the ground floor taller than those on the first), all with the same glazing bars, rectangular panes with a pattern of diagonal bars across the top. Central doorway now contains a C20
part-glazed panelled door with a contemporary segmental hood. Directly above there is a recessed oval panel. The main roof runs continuously over the neighbouring cottages and the rear block is gable-ended. Interior is mostly the result of the mid to late C19 refurbishment and
most of the joinery detail and chimneypieces date from this period. There are however some indications that the late C17 - early C18 structure is still basically intact. The left room has an exposed crossbeam and the rear block has an axial beam. Both have neat deep soffit chamfers
and are unstopped. The roofspace is inaccessible but the scantling of the feet of the principals suggest that the original A-frame truss roof survives intact. There are also a couple of original 2-fielded panel doors. Hollytree Cottage in one of a group of attractive and varied buildings,
most of them listed, which line High Street as it rises to the Church of All Saints [1]
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P7
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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15, HIGH STREET

Cottage. Probably C18, possibly earlier, refurbished in late C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks topped with C19 brick; thatch roof. 2-room plan cottage in a terrace facing east onto High Street. The left room is larger than the right one. Central entrance II Listed
hall and staircase and end stacks. 2 storeys. Irregular 4-window front, mostly C19 and C20 casements with glazing bars but including 2 relatively small 12-pane sashes first floor left. Doorway is set a little right of centre and contains a C20 part glazed 4-panel door. Roof is gableBuilding
ended to Hayes Lane to right and runs continously over Hollytree Cottage (q.v) to left. Interior not available for inspection at time of survey but the owner reports no exposed carpentry and the roof not accessible. 15 High Street is one of a group of varied and attractive buildings,
most of them listed, which line High Street as it rises to the Church of All Saints [1]
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17, HIGH STREET

Cottage. Probably C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stack topped with C19 brick; thatch roof. 2-room plan cottage does not actually front onto High Street. It has been made from a rear block of No.15 High Street (q.v.) which it butts to east. It
actually faces Hayes Lane to north. Left room has front corner stack in party wall with No.15 High Street. 2 storeys. Irregular fenestration with 2 ground floor and 1 first floor casements with glazing bars. The roof butts No 15 High Street to left and is half-hipped to right. The right
end contains a C20 door with contemporary casement over. Interior. No carpentry detail exposed on ground floor and roof not inspected. 17 High Street, although not actually on the High Street, is one of a group of varied and attractive buildings, most of them listed, which line
High Street as it rises to the Church of All Saints [1]
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BUDLEIGH HOUSE

House. Early C19. Plastered walls, probably cob and stone rubble; brick or stone rubble stacks topped with late C19 and one with contemporary Rolle Estate chimney pots; thatch roof. Double depth plan house facing east onto High Street and comprising a front and back room
II Listed
either side of an entrance hall and stair. There is a rear lateral stack to right (north) and end stack to left (south). The short 1-room rear block projecting at right angles behind the left back room originally extended further but the service rooms there have been demolished and the Building
end wall of this block rebuilt in C20. 2 storeys. Symmetrical 3-window front comprising ground floor 4-pane sashes of mid to late C19 date and original first floor 9-pane (3/6) sashes. Central doorway contains original 6-panel door (the top 2 now glazed) and an overlight with a
pattern of curving glazing bars. The porch is probably mid to late C19; it is flat roofed with tapering octagonal timber posts with moulded caps and a moulded entablature. The roof runs continuously with that over Church Stile Cottage (q.v.) to right and is hipped to left. The rear
block is gable-ended. Mostly C20 casements with glazing bars to rear and the left (southern) end wall is blind. Interior includes a good deal of original joinery detail including an open string stair with stick balusters and mahogany handrail. Budleigh House occupies a prominent
corner site facing onto High Street on the uphill side of Hayes Lane. It is one of an attractive and varied group of buildings, most of them listed, which line the High Street as it rises towards the Church of All Saints [1]
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P10
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P10
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P10
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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CHURCH STILE
COTTAGE

House. Probably C16 origins but whole house was reorganised and enlarged in the mid to late C17, modernised in mid C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks with brick chimney shafts, one of them of mid-late C17 brick (unusual survival for Devon); thatch II Listed
roofs. The house apparently originated as a 3-room-and-through-passage plan house facing onto the High Street to east and with the service end room on the uphill right (northern) end. In the mid to late C17 the house was enlarged and much rebuilt. Only a small part of the
Building
original rear wall survives behind the former inner room. The house was broadened to accommodate a double depth plan with new service rooms and stairwell behind the former hall and inner room. The passage was extended through the new rear extension. It seems that the
projecting front lateral stack to the hall was built (or rebuilt) at this time. At the same time the service end was enlarged and built out even deeper than the rest and provided with a massive end stack. In fact the stack appears to serve back-to-back fireplaces and it seems that the
adjoining block beyond (now Church Cottage (q.v)) was built as a brewhouse or kitchen at the same time. The house was modernised in the mid C19, probably the time that Church Cottage was divided off from the main house. At this time the service end room was divided into
two and the front room upgraded to a parlour or dining room. Behind the inner room there is a block at right angles to the main range. This was probably a store of C18 or C19 date. It was originally detached but the circa 1970 it was partly rebuilt and connected to the main house.
Irregular 3-window front of late C18 or early C19 oak flat-faced mullion windows. All are 3 lights except for a 4-light window first floor left. The ground floor windows are taller than those on the first floor and all contain rectangular panes of leaded glass except for 2 lights with
glazing bars in the 4-light window. The front passage doorway is right of centre. It contains a C19 6-panel door with a contemporary flat hood on shaped brackets. The hall stack has a tiny fire window looking downhill from the left side and a tall double chimney shaft of C19 brick.
The service end chimney shaft is built of thin mid to late C17 bricks (possibly imported Dutch). It has soffit-moulded coping and was extended a little with late C19 brick. The roof is continuous with neighbouring Budleigh House (q.v.) to left and Church Cottage (q.v.) to right.
Interior. Although nothing shows which definitely predates the mid to late C17 refurbishment parts of the original house may survive behind late plaster. The partition between the hall and inner room has been knocked out and a C20 beam inserted. In the inner room section the
soffit-chamfered half beam across the end wall is propped by C20 posts. In the rear wall there is a late C17 - early C18 cupboard with moulded surround, dentil cornice, shaped shelves and panelled doors hung on H-hinges. In the hall the large soffit-chamfered crossbeam has had
its stops knocked off. The large stone fireplace has chamfered sides but the soffit of the oak lintel has been cut back. The rear doorway of the passage is C17, oak and has a chamfered surround. Since the C19 the service end room has been divided into two. The rear room is now a
kitchen with a mid to late C17 soffit-chamfered axial beam with double bar-scroll stops. In the end wall half of a massive fireplace is exposed; dressed stone sides and soffit-chamfered oak lintel. The other side of the partition the rest of the fireplace has been demolished and
replaced by a brick stack with an Adams style chimneypiece. On the first floor there are several late C17 - early C18 2-panel doors hung on H-L hinges. The stairs however are C20 and apparently have been turned round so that they now lead up from the passage rather than the
hall. The chamber over the hall has a small C17 fireplace; its oak lintel is ovolo-moulded with scroll stops. The chamber over the service end has a C19 grate. Where the internal partitions show their structure in the roofspace they are timber-framed with cob nogging. The roof
throughout is made up of A-frame trusses in which the rear principals are longer carrying the roofs lower over the rear rooms. They have pegged lap-jointed collars. This is an attractive house with an interesting development. It seems that the adjoining Church Cottage (q.v.) was
originally part of the same house. The layout of the building and its proximity to the church may suggest that this was the original church house. Church Stile Cottage is one of an attractive and varied group of buildings, most of them listed, which line High Street as it rises towards
the Church of All Saints [1]
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P10
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area. Differs from other assets in the
Conservatio Area, because of
projecting Chimney stacks on the
street-side of the cottage.
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CHURCH COTTAGE Cottage, once part of a larger house. Mid to late C17, refurbished and rearranged mid or late C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stack with a chimney shaft of mid to late C17 brick (a very rare survival for Devon); thatch roof. 2-room plan cottage set back a
II Listed
little from the road and adjoining Church Stile Cottage (q.v.) and facing east. It seems that was divided from Church Stile Cottage and refurbished in the C19, at which time a porch and stairwell was built onto the front left (southern) end in the angle between the cottage and the
Building
end wall of Church Stile Cottage. The stack is also in the party wall and is shared with Church Stile Cottage. 2 storeys. Irregular front fenestration comprising 3 late C19 - early C20 casements with glazing bars to the ground floor and a fourth on the end of the stair turret, and 2 first
floor C19 casements with rectangular panes of leaded glass. C20 plank door in the side of the stair turret. The roof is gable-ended to right, it runs down continuously over the stair turret and continuously with the roof of Church Stile Cottage alongside. The chimney shaft breaks
forward and back around the individual flues of both cottages. It is built of very thin (possibly imported Dutch) bricks with soffit-moulded coping, then extended a short distance with C19 brick and with C19 chimney pots. The gable end has another C20 plank door and a first floor
pair of tall C19 casements with glazing bars and a ventilator at the top. There are C19 shaped bargeboards to the gable. Interior shows mostly C19 features. The fireplace appears to be enormous but is blocked. The roof is inaccessible but the bases of the principals show indicating
A-frame trusses, their scantling large enough to suggest that the roof is C17. It appears that Church Cottage was originally part of a larger house with Church Stile Cottage (q.v.). It was built as part of a general mid to late C17 refurbishment of the property. The suspected size of the
fireplace and its relationship to the adjoining house suggests that this had some semi-industrial use, a brewhouse or bakehouse for instance. Church Cottage is part of a group of attractive and varied houses, most of them listed, on the village High Street as it rises towards the
Church. Indeed the proximity of Church Stile Cottage and Church Cottage to the church may suggest that this was the original church house [1].
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P10
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area. Has an attractive porch with
doric columns to the front of the
building.
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MDV79420

THE OLD BAKERY

House with shop. Mid to late C19. Stucco on probably brick; brick stacks and C19 chimney pots; slate roof with crested ridge tiles. Double depth plan house facing onto the High Street to west. The main rooms are on the front and broader than those to rear. Service through
II Listed
passage at left (northern) end, shop adjoining and then entrance lobby to the house before the right end room. Right end stack and left rear lateral stack. 2 storeys. Irregular 3-window front of small horned 12-pane sashes. The ground floor has the shop window. Although C20 it
Building
has glazing bars and is the same size as the original. Over the top is the C19 fascia board with moulded cornice and shaped brackets each end. It is flanked by the shop doorway to left and house doorway to right; both have C20 doors. At left end is a plank door to the through
passage. All the windows have flat stucco architraves and there are flat pilasters each end. The on the left side the stucco breaks forward below first floor level to include all 3 doors and the shop window. Plain deep eaves and low pitch roof. Interior not inspected. The Old Bakery is
one of a group of attractive and varied buildings on the High Street as it rises towards the Church of All Saints [1]
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34, HIGH STREET

Cottage. Probably C17 origins, much rebuilt in the early C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or cob footings topped with C20 brick; thatch roof. 2-room plan cottage with central entrance lobby and staircase plan facing onto the High Street to west. The larger II Listed
left room has a-rear lateral stack. 2 storeys. 2-window front of late C19 - early C20 casements with glazing bars; 3 lights to left, 2 lights to right. C20 part-glazed door between them and slightly right of centre. On the right end high in the wall are a few surviving stucco quoins. The
Building
roof runs continuously with that of Philomel Cottage (q.v) to left and butts the gable of The Old Bakery (q.v.) to right. Interior. The ground floor partitions and ceiling joists are C19 and the fireplace is blocked by a C20 grate. Roof not accessible and trusses are boxed into the
partitions. Nevertheless earlier features may be suspected here since it appears to be one of a pair of cottages with adjoining Philomel Cottage (q.v.) and that contains early C17 features. The two were probably made by dividing the C17 house in the early C19. 34 High Street is one
of a group of attractive and varied buildings, many of them listed, on the High Street as it rises to the Church of All Saints [1]
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PHILOMEL
COTTAGE

Cottage. Early C17, modernised circa 1960. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks topped with late C19 brick and one has late C19 Rolle Estate chimney pots; thatch roof. 2-room plan cottage with central staircase (now knocked into one ground floor room)
II Listed
Building
facing west onto the High Street. There is a service through passage on the right (southern) end between this cottage and adjoining 38 High Street (q.v). The right room has a rear lateral stack and the left room has an end stack in the party wall there. 2 storeys. 2-window front of
late C19 - early C20 casements with glazing bars; 3 lights to left and 2 to right. Part-glazed C20 door between them and right end passage has no door. Roof runs continuously with the neighbouring cottages although to left (north) the eaves step up from Philomel Cottage to 38
High Street (q.v.) Interior was modernised circa 1960 and most of the joinery detail, including the stairs, date from then. Both fireplaces are blocked. The left room however has an early C17 soffit-chamfered and step-stopped crossbeam and one side-pegged jointed cruck roof truss
is exposed on the first floor. The truss is of relatively slender scantling and the roofspace runs continuously northwards over adjoining No.38 High Street (q.v.) and the party wall between the two is a C17 oak frame with close-set studs and cob infil. This and the adjoining 34 High
Street (q.v.) seem to be a pair of cottages probably made by dividing a C17 or earlier house in the early C19. They also form components of an attractive varied group of buildings, most of them listed, in the vicinity of the Church of All Saints [1]
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P12
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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38, HIGH STREET

Cottage, once part of a larger house. C16 origins, much rebuilt in the C17 and modernised circa 1980. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with late C19 brick and contemporary Rolle Estate chimney pots; thatch roof. 2-room plan cottage
II Listed
facing west onto High Street. The right room has an end stack in the party wall there and the left room has an axial stack backing onto the right room. In fact the cottage appears to comprise the hall (to left) and former passage and small service end room (to right) of a C16 3-room- Building
and-through-passage plan house with the hall stack backing onto the former passage. The lower passage partition no longer survives but there are still opposing front and back doorways. The house was probably split up in the C18 or early C19 at which time the inner room
became a separate cottage; now No. 40 Angle Cottage (q.v) adjoining to left (north). 2 storeys. Irregular 3-window front of C20 casements with glazing bars except that first floor left which is probably C18; a 3-light flat-faced mullion window containing rectangular panes of leaded
glass. Front passage doorway right of centre contains a C20 door. The roof runs continuously right and left over the neighbouring cottages. Interior. The former hall is the left room. The fireplace has been rebuilt, it is plastered with a C20 replacement timber lintel. At the upper end
crosswall (now the party wall with Angle Cottage) is probably C16 and a series of close-set oak studs are exposed. The hall was floored in the late C16-early C17 with a soffit-chamfered and step-stopped crossbeam. No carpentry detail is exposed in the right room and the fireplace
there is blocked. The roof is carried on side-pegged jointed cruck trusses. They are probably C17 since they are of relatively slender scantling and clean. However the one at the upper end of the hall is C16 and is smoke-blackened from an open hearth fire. Its plastered infil is
secondary and clean. From the roofspace it is possible to see that the southern party wall (with No.36, Philomel Cottage (q.v.)) is oak-framed with close-set studs and cob infil. Furthermore the C17 roof continues over that cottage. 38 High Street is one of a group of attractive and
varied group of buildings, most of them listed, in the vicinity of the Church of All Saints [1]
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Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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ANGLE COTTAGE

Cottage. C16 origins, much rebuilt in C17. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stack topped with C19 brick and contemporary Rolle Estate chimney pot; thatch roof. Small cottage, once with a 2-room plan but now knocked into one, facing west onto High Street.
II Listed
End stack in the left (northern) party wall and also a C19 lobby projects forward from this end. Newel stair turret projects from right end of rear wall C20 service outshot to rear. In fact this cottage appears to have been made by the subdivision, probably in the C18 or ealy C19, of a Building
larger house. This cottage occupies the inner room of a 3-room-and-through-passage plan house, the hall, passage and service room are now occupied by 38 High Street (q.v.) to the south. 2 storeys. Irregular 2-window front to right of the projecting lobby. The ground floor has a
C19 3-light casement and a C20 door to left. Above the window is a C17 oak 3-light window frame with chamfered mullions, and above the door a C20 single light window. All contain rectangular panes of leaded glass. The lobby has a C20 casement with glazing bars in the side wall.
The roof runs continuously with that over adjoining 38 High Street (q.v.) to right and butts the party wall of 42 High Street (q.v.) to left. The thatch runs down continuously over the front lobby and rear newel turret. Interior: the ground floor was a single room in the C17. The
crossbeam is mid C17; soffit-chamfered with double bar-scroll stops. The fireplace is blocked by a C20 grate. The roof is 2 bays and carried on a side-pegged jointed cruck truss. The roofspace is inaccessible and the first floor ceiling plaster is old (probably C17) being laid onto water
reeds rather than wooden lathes. The only evidence of C16 work comes from the southern party wall with No.38. This is mostly plastered over but from the roofspace next door the top of the closed truss principals can be seen to be smoke-blackened. The truss was probably filled
in the late C16 - early C17 when the hall fireplace (in No.38) was inserted since the plaster is not smoke- blackened. Angle Cottage is one of an attractive and varied group of listed buildings in the vicinity of the Church of All Saints [1]
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P12
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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42, HIGH STREET

Cottage and former barn. C18, house refurbished in C19, whole modernised circa 1980 when the barn was brought into domestic use. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings, one end is timber-framed; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with late C19 brick; thatch roof. Long
II Listed
building facing west onto the High Street. The original house is at the left (northern) end and has a 2-room with central staircase plan. The right room has a rear lateral stack and the left room has an end stack in the party wall there. The building continues to right as a former barn Building
with a carriageway through the right end. House is 2 storeys. The former barn is still open to the roof. The house section has a symmetrical 3-window front of C19 casements with glazing bars and central part-glazed door is probably contemporary. To right there is a fourth window
to the former barn; a similar casement to the ground floor and blind recess at first floor level. The right end has large double plank doors to the carriageway and above it is a full height window of circa 1980 with plain timber mullions. The roof is continuous across the whole
building. To left it butts the party wall of 44 High Street and to right it is gable-ended rising above the adjoining Angle Cottage (q.v.). The gable here is weather boarded. Interior of house shows no carpentry detail and only C19 and C20 joinery detail. The roof of the former barn
however is exposed and is carried on a series of C18 A- frame trusses with pegged lap-jointed collars. 42 High Street is one of a group of attractive and varied buildings, most of them listed, in the vicinity of Church of All Saints [1].
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P12
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throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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44, HIGH STREET

Cottage. Mid to late C19. Plastered walls, probably brick; brick stacks with late C19 Rolle Estate chimney pots; slate roof. Small 2-room plan cottage facing west onto High Street. Central staircase and stack on left party wall shared with adjoining 46 High Street (q.v.). 2 storeys.
Symmetrical 2-window front of C19 2-light casements with glazing bars and contemporary central 6-panel door. Roof butts those of its neighbours. Interior not inspected. 44 High Street is one of a group of attractive and varied buildings, most of them listed, in the vicinity of the
Church of All Saints [1]
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46, HIGH STREET

Cottage. Mid to late C19. Plastered walls, probably brick; brick stacks; thatch roof. L-shaped house. The main block faces west onto the High Street and has a 2-room and central staircase plan. A third room to rear of left (northern) room. Front rooms have end stacks. 2 storeys.
Symmetrical 2-window front of C20 casements without glazing bars and central C19 6- panel door. Roof butts that of adjoining 44 High Street (q.v.) to right and is hipped to left. Interior not inspected. No. 46 High Street is one of an attractive and varied group of buildings, most of
them listed, in the vicinity of the Church of All Saints (q.v). It is the last house on this side at the top of the High Street [1].
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ANONYMOUS
Anonymous Chest Tomb approximately 2 metres south of aisle of Church of All Saints GV II Chest tomb. Probably mid C19 (the inscription is illegible). Limestone with grey basalt lid. Unusually severe chest tomb with flat, square-cornered lid, plain sides and slightly projecting plinth. II Listed
CHEST TOMB
The inscription on the lid is illegible due to weathering [1].
Building
APPROXIMATELY 2
METRES SOUTH OF
AISLE OF CHURCH
OF ALL SAINTS
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Site visted 8/3/17: This 19th century P11
building withits original shop front
provides a pleasant contrast to the
cob and thacth cottages that
charcterises the rest of the
conservation area. The asset itself is
in very good condition and is now a
Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P12
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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Parish Church. C13 origins, now all C15 (probably 1420-55) since arms of Bishop Lacy survive in glass in the north aisle, restored 1884 with new vestry by R.M. Fulford. Roughly coursed dressed blocks of local conglomerate sandstone with quoins variously of conglomerate
I Listed
sandstone, red sandstone and Beerstone; original Beerstone detail, C19 restoration in Bathstone; slate roof, formerly shingles and north aisle was thatched until the late C18.) Vestry built of Torquay limestone with Bathstone detail. The west tower appears to be the oldest part
Building
since the aisles butt it. However it looks C15. The nave with north and south aisles and porch date from Bishop Lacy's rebuild. The chancel has a lower roof and is set at a slightly different axis to the nave. Parts may derive from the C13 church. If so it was also renovated in the C15
and in 1884 it was lengthened and a new vestry was built on the north side. There is a road turret in the angle of the north aisle and chancel which was reopened in 1891. Tall west tower of 3 stages. It has a chamfered plinth, diagonal buttresses to the west end and set back
buttresses to the east; weathered offsets and stop below the belfry. Embattled parapet. Semi-octagonal stair turret on the north side rising a little higher than the tower with its own embattled parapet, tiny slit windows and surmounted by a brass weather cock. If it is the one
mentioned in the 1785 churchwardens accounts then it has been restored in the C20. The belfry has square- headed 2-light windows with cinquefoil heads and hoodmoulds. There are slit windows to the ringing loft on the north and south sides. On the west side is a doorway with
a 2-centred arch and moulded surround with roll stops. It contains a C19 plank door with ornate strap hinges. Directly above is a rebuilt 3-light window with Perpendicular tracery. The tower dripcourse is carried round the bottom of the window and there is a hoodmould over. The
south aisle has a soffit-moulded eaves cornice and an embattled parapet with moulded coping. Both are carried round the south porch. All the windows here have new mullions and Perpendicular tracery but the hoodmoulds and labels carved as heads are original. They are all 3lights except that at the east end which has 4-lights. Most of the labels are very weathered but those at the west end are well-preserved and one represents a monk with a very pained expression. The porch has a large restored Beerstone outer arch, a 2-centred arch with richlymoulded surround, and in the side walls are Beerstone slit windows. To left there is a window and to right are 2 more separated by a buttress and there are buttress each end. The rood turret is 3-sided with large Beerstone and red sandstone quoins and contains a slit window
made from a single piece of limestone. The chancel has C19 fenestration. On the south side there are 2 windows. The left one is a 2-light window with Perpendicular tracery and hoodmould. The right one is square-headed, 2 lights with cinquefoil heads and hoodmould. The head
actually looks old but if so it has been reused. Between the 2 is a narrow priests door, a 2-centred arch with hollow chamfered surround with hoodmould. There are setback buttresses on the east end which are plastered with Bathstone ashlar offsets. The east end contains a large
3-light window with Decorated tracery and a hoodmould with ball labels carved as fruiting vine. On the north side there is a lancet with Decorated tracery in the short distance between the vestry and north aisle. The gable ends of the chancel, nave and north aisle have ashlar
coping and apex crosses. The eastern end of the vestry is flat roofed with a moulded cornice and parapet, the taller western end has a pitched roof at right angles to the chancel with half- hipped roof. On the north side the doorway is a pointed segmental arch and to right is a
trefoil-headed lancet, then a similar twin lancet and on the north side a triple lancet. The end of the taller part includes a rectangular window with trefoil-headed tracery either side of a projecting stack with a chimney shaft with weathered offsets. All the windows of the north aisle
are C19 replacements with Decorated tracery and hoodmoulds. Good interior: the porch has a flagged floor and stone benches along either side. High lean-to roof with 4-panel interesecting beam ceiling, moulded beams and central carved oak boss featuring a rose. The south
doorway is a Tudor arch with a moulded surround enriched with fourleaf decoration and with large roll stops. It contains a restored but essentially ancient studded oak plank door. Above the door is a large painted board recording charity bequests from the 1830's. The roof and
structure: the nave has a fine 7-bay ceiled wagon roof. It has moulded ribs and purlins and good carved oak bosses.

Site visted 8/3/17: The asset is
P13, P16, P17,
prompently positioned on a hill
P18
overlooking the High Street and East
Budleigh. The Church is well
preserved and has impressive
Perpendicular Gothic windows with
delicate tracery. Despite its height it
has limited views outside of the
town.
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The crenellated wall plate is carried round shield-shaped corbels below each truss-and these are carved with heraldic badges. The bosses and badges regilded and repainted to a high standard in 1974 by Peter Stoff of Vienna. The 4-bay ceiled wagon roof over the chancel with
moulded ribs and purlins must be C19. Both aisles have plain ceiled vaults although a moulded purlin shows along the apex of the north aisle. The tower arch is tall with a chamfered double arch ring dying into the plain responds. The chancel has a large Beerstone arch. The
responds are moulded exactly the same as the arcades with caps to the shafts only which are carved with fleur-de-lys and flowers. Each side of the nave has a 4-bay Beerstone arcade. The piers are moulded (Pevsner's Type B) with caps to the shafts, which are also carved with a
variety of floral and foliate motifs. The central pier of the northern arcade has an image bracket half way up on the nave side. Its corbel is carved with a green man motif below a cornice of 4- leaf decoration. The rood stairs were opened up in 1891 with plain square-headed
doorways top and bottom and contains a squint across between south aisle and chancel. The north side of the chancel contains a large C19 blind arcade with double-chamfered arch ring. It once housed the organ console. Alongside to right is the vestry doorway with a flat trefoilarched head. Halfway along the south side is the C15 trefoil-headed piscina marking the position of the altar before the chancel was lengthened. The walls are whitewashed but probably what were C16 painted frescoes were discovered on the aisle walls in the C19. The traces of
ancient colour depicted an arcade of columns in crude perspective with a cherub and inscription (described by T.N. Brushford). The floor is flagged and contains some old graveslabs. The oldest is the remarkable late C16 graveslab set in a prime position in the nave in memory of
Joan Raleigh, widow of Otto Gilbert and first wife of Walter, father of Sir Walter Raleigh. It is inscribed with a fleuree cross on a pedestal framed by an inscription done in mirror writing. It reads: 'ORATE PRO AIA JOHANNE RALEYH OXTS WALTRI RAILE ARMIG QUE OBIIT X DIE MENSI
JUNII ANO D...' (The year has worn away). Furniture and fittings: in the chancel the sanctuary is lined on the sides with C18 fielded-panel wainscotting but the rest of the chancel furniture was replaced in Gothic style in the 1930's. The oak chancel screen is C15 although much
repaired. It is relatively plain without fan-coving. It is 5 bays, 2 each side of a doorway. The wainscotting with blind arcading is C19 replacement work but the windows appear mostly original; square-headed with slender Perpendicular tracery (Pevsner's A- type). The crenellated wall
plate is probably C19. Ornate late C19 oak pulpit designed by Fellowes Prynne, carved by Harry Hems of Exeter, and erected in memory of R. H. Lipscomb, steward of the Rolle Estate, who died in 1892. It is an octagonal drum pulpit. On each corner are small saintly figures, one on
top of the other with nodding ogee canopies. Each side has a Biblical scene delciately carved in high relief with canopies and undercut tracery and under the top a cornice of carved foliage. The stem has blind cusped panels each side. The Gothic sytle lectern may be as late as C20.
The glory of the church is its complete set of C16 oak benches of high quality workmanship. All are slightly different giving rise to the impression that they were acquired over a period rather than being a single scheme. The frontals and backs of each set have blind ogee-headed
arcades. Most of the bench ends have a frame of wreathed foliage with small urn stops around a carved panel. All deserve attention, but the space here does not permit individual description. Examples include; the Raleigh pew dated 1537 and featuring a shield (the arms are
defaced) with greyhound supporters and above a helmet in profile with antler crests; a very early representation of a North American native; a wool merchants pew featuring shears, comb, bowl of wool balls and Bishop Blaize; a C16 ship riding the sea with a castle, possibly
Plymouth Barbican, in the corner, and others bearing arms, symbols of trade, individual profiles including some obvious characatures. It is a unique series, Gothic in style but none with tracery and wholly secular without a single sacred emblem. The C19 reseating created more
space which has been made up with C20 benches, their ends carved to complement the originals. The benches contain a fine set of 250 embroidered kneelers made between 1974-76. The font is probably early C15, contemporary with the Bishop Lacy rebuild. Built of Beerstone it
has an octagonal bowl, each face with a sunken quatrefoil panel with a floriated centre.
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There is a band of carved foliage around the base and the stem has blind cinquefoil-headed arcade around over a moulded base. It stands on a C20 2-step plinth. There is a C20 timber screen across the tower made as a copy of the chancel screen and above that is the organ which
was moved from the chancel and rebuilt here in 1967. The tower itself was inaccessible at time of survey. Memorials: there are no monuments in the chancel but, north of the altar hangs a large painting of the Virgin and Child in Pre-Raphaelite style signed E.Aveling Green, 1900. A
painted board with the royal arms also hangs on the north wall of the chancel. According to the churchwardens accounts it was painted (or repainted) in 1724. Over the north arcade are white marble monuments on grey-black grounds; one in memory of Frances Yeates (d.1816)
with pedimented head over a cornice, the other in memory of Anna Millar (d.1817) which has a rosette in each concave corner. Most of the monuments are found in the south aisle. They are all C19 and mostly white marble on grey-black ground; the best are those similar two in
memory of Samuel Waley (d.1819) and John Hine (d.1859). Also a good Gothic style white marble memorial to George Compton Read (d.1886) his wife Maria (d.1837) their thier children Chandos and Catherine: the surround stands well proud of the plaque and features on ornate
cusped arched enriched with crockets and a large poppyhead finial and carried on half-engaged columns with carved foliate caps. Also here and spreading to the rear of the nave are a number of brass plaques to members of the Torriano Family; Genoan but chose to live in East
Budleigh and for several generations fought in the English army. The north aisle has a notable white marble plaque on grey-black grounds, the best is the memorial to Henry Flanke (d.1810) which includes a framing lamp and is signed Kingwill of Sidmouth. Some of the C19 stained
glass was designed by Fulford as part of the 1884 renovation and were made by Drake; and there is some early C20 stained glass in Art Nouveau style in the chancel. A good if unremarkable C15 Perpendicular-church boldy situated at the top of East Budleigh Village High Street. It
appears to be basically a one period church as renovated in 1884 with a longer chancel. The nave roof has good C15 carved bosses. The church however is most remarkable for its complete set of early C16 oak benches with their wonderful secular early C16 bench ends which are so
evocative of the families and occupations of East Budleigh at the time [1].
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JEFFREY CHEST
Chest tomb. Dated 1851 in memory of Anne Jeffrey. Limestone. Chest tomb with chamfered plinth and flat, square-edged lid. Square corner piers project very slightly from the sides and each face includes a trefoil-headed panel defined by a shallow rebate. Each side contains a
concave-cornered panel defined in the same way. The south side is inscribed. The first word, 'Sacred', is in Gothic lettering. The rest in plain capitals. The inscription records the death of Anne Jeffery in 1857 [1].
TOMB
APPROXIMATELY 13
METRES NORTH OF
AISLE OF CHURCH
OF ALL SAINTS

II Listed
Building
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Bowl barrow 130m Bowl barrows, the most numerous form of round barrow, are funerary monuments dating from the Late Neolithic period to the Late Bronze Age, with most examples belonging to the period 2400-1500 BC. They were constructed as earthen or rubble mounds, sometimes ditched, Schduled
south east of St
which covered single or multiple burials. They occur either in isolation or grouped as cemeteries and often acted as a focus for burials in later periods. Often superficially similar, although differing widely in size, they exhibit regional variations in form and a diversity of burial
Monument
Mary's Church
practices. There are over 10,000 surviving bowl barrows recorded nationally (many more have already been destroyed), occurring across most of lowland Britain. Often occupying prominent locations, they are a major historic element in the modern landscape and their
considerable variation of form and longevity as a monument type provide important information on the diversity of beliefs and social organisations amongst early prehistoric communities. They are particularly representative of their period and a substantial proportion of surviving
examples are considered worthy of protection.
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The bowl barrow south east of St Mary's Church survives as a very distinct monument in a commanding position. Despite some probable modification of its original form (either by landscaping or ploughing) which has elevated its profile, it will retain archaeological information
about the barrow and the landscape in which it was constructed.
The monument includes a Bronze Age bowl barrow situated on the summit of a small hill which overlooks the western bank of the lower course of the River Otter; it has commanding views in all directions. The barrow survives as a flat-topped mound surmounting a near vertical
rim about 2.5m in height which is found around the entire circumference. This elevated profile could be the result of earlier ploughing or a landscaping modification. The barrow is 15.5m in diameter and it displays no visible sign of having possessed an encircling ditch. Excluded
from this scheduling is all fencing, a stile, and a cattle trough, although the ground beneath these features is included [1]. Vis=6/10/1989 (os) a prominent round mound situated at sy07348562 on a low hill se of bicton church. It is fenced off from the surrounding grassland. The
mound is near-circular with a diam of 15.5m and a height of at least 2.5m. It has steep sides, with a slight change in the severity of slope towards the perimeter. The top is small and flattish and is crowned by a single, mature tree. The mound appeard to be made up of the local red
sand and pebble topsoil. It is scheduled as a tumulus, but at a slightly erroneous ngr sy073858. Depicted but not described on os 1/12500 1956 (nmr, citing os). Vis=est -/12/1997 (salvatore) at sy07348567. Flat-topped mound surmounting a near-vertical rim about 2.5m in height
which
is found around entire circumference. Diam 15m. No sign of surrounding ditch. Ploughing around base may have contributed
to its steep-sided profile, or it may have been modified as a tree clump enclosure. At time of visit a large, mature pine was
growing from the centre and the barrow was fenced off from surrounding pasture field (mpp) [2].
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Old church
(remains of)

The tower and part of the nave of a 15th century church 27m west of St Mary’s Church in Bicton Park.
Schduled
A parish church is a building, usually of roughly rectangular outline and containing a range of furnishings and fittings appropriate to its use for Christian worship by a secular community, whose members gather in it on Sundays and on the occasion of religious festivals. Children are Monument
initiated into the Christian religion at the church's font and the dead are buried in its churchyard. Parish churches were designed for congregational worship and are generally divided into two main parts: the nave, which provides accommodation for the laity, and the chancel,
which is the main domain of the priest and contains the principal altar. Either or both parts are sometimes provided with aisles, giving additional accommodation or spaces for additional altars. Most parish churches also possess towers, generally at the west end, but central towers
at the crossing of nave and chancel are not uncommon and some churches have a free-standing or irregularly sited tower. The main periods of parish church foundation were in the 10th to 11th and 19th centuries. Parish churches have always been major features of the landscape
and a major focus of life for their parishioners. They provide important insights into medieval and later population levels or economic cycles, religious activity, artistic endeavour and technical achievement. Despite partial deliberate destruction, the tower and part of the nave of a
15th century church 27m west of St Mary’s Church in Bicton Park still retains many of its original 15th century features and has been deliberately monumentalised. It lies within an historic garden and has associations with a very important local family. Its deliberate re-use as part of
a mausoleum complex indicates the prevalent fashion of the time for folly building as specific garden features and is should also be viewed in this context. One of the most famous architects of the time was employed to achieve this objective thus making the result an unusual and
highly important example.
This record was the subject of a minor enhancement on 9 November 2015. This record has been generated from an "old county number" (OCN) scheduling record. These are monuments that were not reviewed under the Monuments Protection Programme and are some of our
oldest designation records.
This monument includes the tower and part of the nave of a 15th century church situated within Bicton Park on low lying ground close to the western bank of the River Otter. The church was partially demolished and monumentalised in 1850, its eastern end being rebuilt as a
mausoleum for members of the Rolle family. The 15th century church survives as a small rectangular roofed tower and the southern wall of the nave standing to eaves height. Any other surviving traces are preserved as buried features. The tower has rendered exterior walls, a slate
roof and is simple low and unbutressed. The belfry has plain lancet windows and there is an arched doorway on the western side. On the south side is a memorial probably of 17th century date. The southern wall of the nave originally had three perpendicular traceried windows
with mullions below although the central one has been converted to form an archway. Of the north wall only a stub is left standing. The church was deliberately ruined in 1850 by Lady Rolle who commissioned A W N Pugin to build a mausoleum for her husband John in the eastern
end of the old church and had a new church erected to the east. The interior of the nave has also been subsequently used as a graveyard. The church and mausoleum are listed Grade I and the church lies within a Grade I registered garden [1].Ruined remains of original parish
church.15th century in date, deliberately ruined in 1850 and the e end rebuilt as mausoleum. Vis=estimated -/-/1951(pevsner) the remains of the old church consist of a small west tower and one wall of the nave with windows in the perpendicular style.
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The old east end was converted into a mausoleum by pugin and contains the rolle monument and a fine 17th century tomb to denys rolle (1638) and his wife and child. Tower, possibly 13th century, part of old bicton church. Vis=19/7/1953(os) age difficult to judge due to
plastering. Crude windows of lancet shape. Western doorway crudely moulded with painted arch. Roofmark of nave visible on east side of the tower. "tower" marked on os 6" (1906) map (os). Vis=15th century west tower of the church remains. Relatively low, plain and
unbuttressed. Plain lancet windows in belfry. Beerstone memorial on s side (see doe list for full details). 19th century mausoleum, built by lady rolle in 1850 to commemorate her husband's death. It was commissioned from pugin who called it a mortuary chapel. It is sited north
east of the old church. Rolle mausoleum. It is gable-ended with shaped kneelers enriched with four leaf-style decoration, has coping and ron ornate fleuree apex crosses. Buttresses. See doe list for full details [2].
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Rolle Mausoleum including the - 30.6.61 ruins of the Old Church, adjoining to west, the whole being approximately 12 metres west of the Church of St. Mary GV I Mausoleum (Pugin preferred to call it a mortuary chapel), and ruined remains of the original parish church. The church I Listed
is C15. In 1850 it was deliberately ruined and a small part of the east end was rebuilt as the Mausoleum. It was built by Louisa, Lady Rolle, as a memorial to her husband John. The architect was Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin. The surviving church walls are plastered stone rubble Building
with Beerstone ashlar detail; slate roof to the tower. The chapel is stone rubble faced with Beerstone ashlar; Beerstone ashlar detail; shaped tile roof with fleur-de-lys crested ridge tiles. The C15 west tower of the medieval church remains height. From each side the walls of the
nave project north and south. The north wall is left as a stub acting as a buttress. The chapel lies at the east end of this wall. Parts of the chapel may be C15 but the chapel, as it is, is basically Pugin's work of 1850. The tower is relatively low, plain and unbuttressed. It has a low pitch
gable-ended roof probaby of 1850 and includes and has a chimney shaft-like projection on top of the west end gable. The belfry has plain lancet windows. On the west side there is a 2-centred arch doorway of local sandstone ashlar and with a broad chamfered surround. On the
south side is a much-defaced Beerstone memorial. It is probably C17, pedimented over a moulded entablature and containing 2 round-headed tablets above a scrolled apron featuring a cherub. 3-window front to south wall of the aisle. The central window is missing its mullions
and the wall below removed to create an archway. The tracery above is unusual and probably put there in 1850. The flanking windows have conventional C15 Perpendicular tracery. Nothing else of the church survives although some architectural fragments lie on the ground along
the west side of the churchyard. The Mausoleum is a very fine piece of work. It is gable-ended with shaped kneelers enriched with four leaf-style decoration, has coping and ornate fleuree apex crosses. There is a moulded plinth around the building and coved eaves cornice each
side. The diagonal corner buttresses and central buttresses each side have weathered offsets. Each end has 3-light window with elegant early Perpendicular-style tracery, external fragments and hoodmoulds with plain square labels. Each has a quatrefoil window above. On the
north side is the remains of a trefoil-headed piscina from the old church. The doorway is on the left end of the south side; a 2-centred arch with moulded surround and hoodmould with circular labels including florets. The plank door includes all the original ferramenta. The C15
masonry on the east end has a great deal of early graffiti on it including sketches of sailing ships. Beautiful and complete interior. It has a 3-bay wagon roof with intermediate trusses. It has moulded ribs and purlins and a series of delicately carved oak bosses along the soffits of the
intermediate trusses. From the moulded soffit of each main truss there descends a fragile arcade, the finials carved as flowers and the crest connected by a cable. The wall plates are moulded and include a band of undercut flowing foliage. The vault is boarded. On the north side
there is a broad boarded coved cornice below the wall plate. It is divided into panels by moulded ribs and along the bottom is a moulded frieze containing a carved band like the wall plate above. The roof is painted to Pugin's design. The bosses, wall plates, arcades, frieze and ribs
are guilded. All the boarded panels are square and each contains a painted octagonal design in the centre. There are many variations on the same basic pattern. They are delicate giving the impression of lacework and framed by borders in the same style on the natural wood
ground. The panels in the coved cornice include a series of painted heraldic achievements. The walls are plastered and the floor laid with encaustic tiles made specifically for here, and comprising heraldic achievements alternating with geometric patterns. The dominant colours are
blue and cream but some white and maroon-brown is included. It houses 2 very different monuments. Against the south wall is the Baroque monument of Denys Rolle (d. 1638). It is superior quality and made of black, grey and white marbles. It comprises a shaped tomb chest on a
moulded base and black plinth. The massive lid above, made of layers of black and white marble and moulded along the edges, sits clear of the chest below. It is supported on the front corners by free standing Ionic columns and along the front there are 3 Ionic caps between the
chest top and lid. On the lid are the expertly-carved full-size figures of Denys Rolle and his wife in white marble framed by a round headed alcove.
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She lies recumbent on a pillow with one hand pointing to a book which lies open in her other hand. He is dressed in armour and reclines on one arm, his other arm fingering the hilt of his sword. Below the chest a carved baby lies on the plinth. The quality of the carving and
particularly the detail such as Denys' hair and lace ruff has led to speculation that it is the work of Nicholas Stone; if so it is his only work in Devon. An epitaph is painted on the back of the alcove and the arch is surmounted by a heraldic achievement flanked by smaller arms in
cartouches. Against the north wall is Pugin's own elaborate monument to John Rolle, Bart., (d.1842). It comprises a rectangular Beerstone tomb chest, its sides panelled with deep and ornate quatrefoil decoration and including the initials J.R. Its black marble lid is inlaid with a
foliated brass cross. The wall behind has a large 2-centred arch with moulded surround filled with blind Perpendicular tracery. The panels are filled with Gothic carving; shields with heraldic achievements, supporters and angels, all set amongst deeply undercut foliage. A brass
plaque set in the floor in front of the tomb records the erection of the mausoleum by Louisa, Lady Rolle, in memory of her husband. The stained window glass was designed by Pugin and executed by Hardman. Pugin was given a free hand in designing the mausoleum and the
result, though small, is very important being a complete conceived scheme [1].
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CROSS BASE
APPROXIMATELY 2
METRES SOUTH
WEST OF ROLLE
MAUSOLEUM
HELMAN
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 4
METRES SOUTH OF
ROLLE
MAUSOLEUM
LE MARCHANT
CHEST TOMB
APPROXIMATELY 4
METRES SOUTH
EAST OF ROLLE
MAUSOLEUM
LYCH GATE
APPROXIMATELY 12
METRES SOUTH
WEST OF CHURCH
OF ST MARY

Base of a churchyard cross-shaft and plinth. Probably C15. Sandstone shaft, local stone rubble plinth with dressed limestone edges. Thin stump of a cross-shaft with chamfered edges and standing approximately 600mm high. It is set on a large octagonal 2-step plinth [1].Cross at st II Listed
mary's church, bicton. Pedestal diam 2.2m, lower step heig 0.1m, upper step(height 0.4m, diam 1.6m), shaft(height 0.5m, thic 0.3m). Cross base approx 2m sw of rolle mausoleum. Base of churchyard cross-shaft and plinth. Probably 15th century. Sandstone shaft, local stone
Building
rubble plinth with dressed limestone edges. Thin stump of a cross-shaft with chamfered edges and standing approx 600mm high. It is set on a large octagonal 2-step plinth [2].
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Headstone. Dated 1778 in memory of Thomas and Mary Helman. Limestone. Broad upright slab standing approximately 1.2 metres high with a shaped head and rebated frame. At the top is a carving of a cherubs head over a ribbon on which is inscribed a Biblical quote. Below this
a line is cut to describe 2 adjacent round- headed tablets, both given tiny architectural imposts. These are inscribed. The first word of each is in gothic lettering enriched with scrolls and flourishes; the rest is Roman serif upper and lower case lettering and records the death of
Thomas and Mary Helman (both died in 1778). Across the bottom is an elegy [1]. Helman headstone approx 4m south of rolle mausoleum. Dated 1778 in memory of thomas and mary helman. Limestone. Broad upright slab [2].
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Chest tomb. Dated 1822 in memory of the Revd. Joshua Le Marchant. Limestone ashlar. Chest tomb with moulded plinth and lid, the latter has a very low hipped and ridged top. Inset each corner is a Doric quarter column. The long sides have flat oval fielded panels with beadII Listed
moulded surrounds whilst the ends have similar upright oval panels. The panels on the long sides are inscribed with Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. The south side records the death of Joshua Le Marchant in 1822 and the north side includes some of his relatives [1]. Le Building
marchant chest tomb approx 4m se of rolle mausoleum. Dated 1822 in memory of the revd joshua le marchant. Limestone ashlar [2].
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Lych gate. Circa 1850 probably by J Hayward. Local pinky-brown conglomerate sandstone with lightly-tooled rusticated grey limestone ashlar quoins and cream- coloured sandstone detail; red tile roof with fleur-de-lys crested ridge tiles. Both sides are identical. They contain wide 2- II Listed
centred chamfered arches. The ends are buttressed and have weathered offsets. The top of each arch is flanked by circular medallions with moulded frames and contain fleuree crosses in bas relief. Along the top is a moulded cornice with ballflower enrichment. The roof is hipped Building
each end. The lych gate contains timber double gates. These are panelled with diagonal planks below the lockrail and open above containing vertical struts with chamfered edges and the top rail cut to give ogee arches over the gaps. The top rail has a cast iron crest of fleur-de-lys
[1]. Lych gate. Circa 1850 probably by j. Hayward. Approx 12m sw of church of st. Mary. Local pinky-brown conglomerate sandstone with lightly-tooled rusticated grey limestone ashlar quoins and cream-coloured sandstone detail. Red tiled roof.
The lych gate contains timber double gates. These are panelled with diagonal planks below the lockrail and open above containing vertical struts with chamfered edges and the top rail cut to give ogee arches over the gaps. See doe list for full
details [2].
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Parish Church. Foundation stone laid 1848 and Church consecrated 1850. Built at the expense of Louisa, Lady Rolle; J. Hayward, architect. Snecked grey limestone and larger ashlar block with faint rustication on the quoins and buttresses; Hamstone ashlar detail, interior Caen stone II* Listed
ashlar detail; roof of scallop-shaped red tiles with fleur-de-lys crested ridge tiles. Cruciform plan church. The nave is taller than the chancel and transepts. The north transept contains the Rolle Pew and the north porch alongside gave the family their own entrance. Tower over the Building
end of the south transept which also includes the vestry. South porch towards west end of the nave. Single phase church in Decorated Gothic style. There is a chamfered plinth round all the church. A short distance above this is a moulded dripcourse and there is another above
that at window sill level. Like the plinth these follow round the buttresses. The windows contain Decorated style tracery. All the windows and arches, except those on the tower have hoodmoulds with labels carved the heads of Kings and Queens. All around the church are iron
gutters with embossed fleur-de-lys on the sides and a crenellated top. All the gables have shaped kneelers, some enriched with carved heads, coping and fleuree apex crosses. The west end has angle buttresses. There are lancets each end with cusped tracery and a large oculus
towards the top. On the south side there is another lancet at the left end. Then the porch; it is gable ended with low diagonal buttresses and small trefoil-headed windows in the side walls. The outer arch is 2-centred with a moulded surround and half-engaged shafts with moulded
caps and bases. Above the arch is a sunken trefoil panel containing the date 1850. To the left are two 3-light windows with Decorated tracery separated by a buttress and, at the right end, another lancet with cusped tracery. Tall south tower of 3 stages with angle buttresses
stopping below the belfry. The stair turret projects a little from the south-west corner and its stone roof hips into the walls at belfry level. Its chamfered corner splays out to a square corner just above the upper dripcourse. It has small quatrefoil lights and an external door on the
west side, a segmental pointed arch with the dripcourse carried over as a hood. It contains a plank door. The parapet is open and contains cusped tracery over a moulded frieze containing a series of carved gargoyle heads. Large 2-light belfry windows with Decorated style tracery.
They are filled with a stone lattice of quatrefoil shapes. On the west side the lower stage contains 2 trefoil-headed lancets, one over the other. The south side has an oculus with tracery in the middle stage, a trefoil-headed lancet towards the top of the lower stage and, at the
bottom, a 2-centred arch priests doorway with moulded surround and the dripcourse carried over as a hood. On the east side of the tower the lower stage includes a segmental pointed arched 2-light window. The transept to right has a single lancet with tracery. The chancel has
angle buttresses, a 2-light window each side and a large 5-light window in the east end. The north transept also has angle buttresses and a 4-light window in the end. The north porch is gable-ended and has a 2-centred outer arch similar to that on the south porch and it contains a
plank door with ornate strap hinges. There is a twin lancet window in the side. The north side of the nave has 3 3-light windows with buttresses between and a lancet with cusped tracery at the right (western) end. The carvings of royal heads on the labels and on the kneelers in fact
form a complete series of the monarchs of England and in order beginning immediately right of the south porch. Some are very distinctive eg. Philip and Mary on the north transept. Queen Elizabeth is in the corner just above. A place is even found for Oliver Cromwell, the kneeler
of the north porch. The north windows of the nave have the Stuarts to William and Mary, the Georges on the west end, and the series is completed by Queen Victoria and Prince Albert on the south porch. Interior preserves the 1851 scheme in its entirety and is of high quality. The
south porch has a stone flagged floor and an open roof of scissor-braced common rafter couples. The south doorway is a 2-centred arch with a moulded surround and a plank door with Gothic-style wrought iron strap hinges. The nave has an open 8-bay roof of king post trusses
with moulded arch braces springing from stone corbels carved as human heads. The heads represent the Divines of the English Church. There is a moulded stone cornice along the wall top. The roof is backed by pine boards. The transepts and chancel have boarded vaults with
moulded ribs and carved boss over the crossing.
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Here is the same moulded stone cornice and more carved stone corbels, the largest in the church in each corner of the crossing. The chancel arch is a moulded stone arch with clustered column responds, carved foliate caps and a hoodmould with carved angels on the labels. The
walls are plastered and the windows have chamfered rear inner arches. The tiled floor includes patterns of encaustic tiles. The floor of the crossing is bordered with encaustic tiles and features a panel of the Royal Arms and the initials VR repeated around. A marble step up to the
sanctuary has tiles featuring the Rolle Arms and insignia and the sanctuary floor itself is rich with encaustic tiles featuring symbols of the Evangelists amongst others. The furniture is of oak and Gothic style. The altar front has a blind arcade with carved spandrels. The altar rail is on
a sturdy arcade. The Rolle pew in the north transept and stalls in the south transept have blind arcades to the frontals and carved tracery and poppyhead finials on the bench ends. The oak eagle lectern is dated 1907 in memory of Mark Rolle. The drum pulpit has blind arcaded
sides and crocketted finials. The benches in the nave are plainer than the others with blind tracery on the ends and moulded tops. The font is very ornate; it is made of Caen stone carved by Samuel Rowe of Exeter. It is octagonal and Perpendicular Gothic in style. The sides have
cusped arches springing from the heads of of praying angels and with crocketted pinnacles on the corners and carved foilage in the spandrels. The stem is plain under a band of foliage. The stepped base includes a painted Biblical quotation. There are no memorials in the church.
The painted arms of George III hang on the north side of the nave. All the windows except those on the south side are original and in consistent Decorated Gothic style. The east window contains representations of the apostles and the Virgin Mary. This church replaced the original
medieval church which was ruined and converted to the Rolle Mausoleum (q.v) by Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin. It became a feature of the landscaped concept of Bicton Park and its Italianate Gardens (q.v.). The importance of the church however goes beyond its
completeness, quality and landscape value. Lade Rolle employed Hayward, a pioneer architect of the Ecclesiological Movement and this is a good early example of a church which adheres to their principles [1]. The church of saint mary replaced the old 12th century church in 1850.
Stone carvings of the 25 monarchs of england with their wives adorn the mouldings of the windows and the copings of the gables. Inside the building, on the corbels supporting the rafters are a series of divines from wycliffe onwards. The east window contains 15 full-length figures
representing the apostles and the virgin and child. A preaching cross stands in the churchyard [2].
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THE SEVEN STONES Stone circle with outliers. Originally Bronze Age but moved here and erected as a garden feature probably in the first half of the C19. Red-brown coloured conglomerate sandstone. 8 irregularly-shaped upright stones make up a rough circle and there is another off centre inside the II Listed
circle and another outside close by on the west side. A short distance to the south are 2 more recumbent stones. Although there are now 12 stones it is thought that these made up the Bronze Age Seven Stones Circle which once stood on nearby Mutters Moor between the Otter Building
Valley and Sidmouth. According to O.S. maps the exact location is SY 107 878. Several of the stones appear to have been broken which accounts for the discrepancy in numbers. The stones now form the centre of what is known as The Japanese Garden, the furniture of which is not
included in the listing [1]. The grotto and the gardens of Bicton House were examined in an attempt to identify the seven stones removed from
Muttersmoor in about 1820. The north entrance to the grotto is flanked by eight tabular stones. Two of these look as if they had originally been one stone. The stone appeared similar to that of the hard conglomerate bands in the Keuper sandstone at the foot of high peak. These
may be the stones from the Seven Stones, though this is undecided.Most sources state that the 'Seven Stones' were removed from 'Mutters Moor' c1830 and taken to 'Bicton Gardens'. The stones appear to have been moved around the gardens. They had been part of the
'American Garden' rockery then moved to the 'Oriental Garden' c1985. In 1996 the stones were lying behind a hedge away from the formal gardens close to the 'Countryside Museum' [2].
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OTTERTON BRIDGE Road bridge over River Otter. Circa 1840. Local conglomerate ashlar with some granite detail. 3-span bridge of low segmental arches springing above a plain projecting impost above vertical abutments. Plain vaults with large carefully-shaped voussoirs. The projecting cutwaters
II Listed
have pointed ends and rise to impost level with low coping of granite. Directly above the cutwaters the wall breaks forward very slightly rising to the coping. A dripcourse projects at road level ramping up towards the middle. The coping on the parapet slopes very slightly outwards. Building
The parapet curves outwards each end with terminal piers projecting only externally [1].
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GARDEN WALLS
APPROXIMATELY
1.5 METRES WEST
OF MILL HOUSE

Garden walls belonging to Mill House (q.v.). Mostly late C17 but patched with later brick. A part rebuilt after it was destroyed by a flood in 1967 once included a date, thought to be 1691, picked out in black bricks. Hand-made local red brick including some burnt black bricks, stone II Listed
rubble footings (and some patching to rear); doorway of coarse yellow sandstone ashlar. The bonding is erratic. Sections can be found of English garden wall bond but most tends to a stretcher bond. Tall brick walls enclosing a rectangular garden separated from Mill House only by Building
the mill leat. The south-western front wall (facing the road) has been raised with C19 brick at the right end and near the right end it includes a C17 stone doorway. Most of the brickwork is original but a section of the left (north-western) side was rebuilt in 1967 and the top of the
rear wall is patched with stone rubble. The footings line the bank of the mill leat on the right and the bank of the leat overflow channel to rear. The walls have steep coping sloping outwards to a projecting cornice and part of the front wall has a diagonal dentil cornice of projecting
brick corners. The front wall contains the only original doorway. It is a low segmental arch with a projecting keystone and an ovolo-moulded surround. It was undoubtedly erected with the wall in the late C17 but it looks awkward as if made up and adapted from pieces of an earlier
arch. Maybe the stones came from the ruins of the monastery which once stood on nearby Church Hill in the village. This is quite an early use of brick in rural Devon, a reflection of the status of the Duke family who owned the nearby mill and manor house. The initials RD were
associated with the date destroyed in the 1967 flood. These garden walls along with Mill House (q.v.), Otterton Mill (q.v.) and its stables (q.v.) form a strong group on the western approach to Otterton village which itself contains many attractive listed buildings [1].
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STABLES
Stable block belonging to Otterton Mill (q.v.). Mid C19, contemporary with Otterton Mill. Largish roughly-dressed blocks of brown-coloured local conglomerate sandstone with red brick relieving arches to the windows; slate roof. The stables with hayloft over face east towards
II Listed
APPROXIMATELY
Otterton Mill. The gap between them is a carriageway from the road to a courtyard behind the mill. Symmetrical front comprising central plank door flanked by casement windows and with a C20 replacement door to the hayloft above. Roof has plain eaves and is hipped each end. Building
1.5 METRES WEST Interior not inspected. These stables form a group with Otterton Mill (q.v.) and the other listed buildings of The Green, Otterton Village [1].
OF OTTERTON MILL
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MILL HOUSE

House, belonging to Otterton Mill. C17 or C18 origins, much rebuilt in the early C19. Main walls of plastered cob stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 brick; pantile roof. Double depth plan house facing south-south-west, say south. The principal
II Listed
rooms are those on the front, service rooms in narrow continuous rear outshot. The main block has a 3-room-and-through-passage plan. The passage is between the centre and right (eastern) rooms and the stairs are off to left at the back in the outshot. The left front room is
Building
small and has its own entrance and therefore might have been the mill office or something similar. Axial stack between this room and the centre room and end stack to right front room. Left end stack to service outshot which also projects further than the main block at the right
end. All 2 storeys. Irregular 4-window front but the centre and right 3-window section is symmetrical about a central doorway. Early C19 6-panel door with reeded panel frames and overlight. 12-pane sash directly above. Both flanked by 16-pane sashes. At the left end there is
another identical door with overlight and a blind window recess overhead. Deep plain eaves and roof is hipped each end. The rear pitch is carried down over the outshot. The front corner of the projecting outshot is rounded and contains a C20 door with a casement window with
glazing bars above. More similar casements with glazing bars to rear. Interior shows only C19 joinery detail and the original layout and detail is well- preserved. No evidence of earlier work is exposed. Mill House, its garden walls (q.v.), Otterton Mill (q.v.) and its stables (q.v.) form a
strong group on the western side of Otterton Village which also contains a high number of attractive listed buildings.
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OTTERTON MILL
INCLUDING MILL
LEAT AND SLUICES
TO NORTH

Working corn mill and museum. Present mill is C18, much rebuilt in the mid C19, but is on the site of a monastic mill which is probably one of the 3 around here mentioned in the Domesday survey. Largish roughly-dressed blocks of brown-coloured local conglomerate sandstone
II* Listed
with red brick relieving arches over the windows; slate roof. Corn mill built over a leat containing 2 breast shot waterwheels and milling machinery in a block facing on to the road to the north-north-east (say north). An outshot to right rear now contains a bakery but once housed Building
some machinery belt- driven from the machinery in the main block. Most of the mill appears to be mid C19 but sections of the rear wall are more rubbley and are probably C18 or earlier. Main block is 2 storeys with lofts. Regular but not symmetrical 4-window front of C19 and C20
replacement casements, all with low segmental arches of brick. The leat runs under the mill to right of centre. To right and left are 2-window sections but the left pair have a ground floor doorway and first floor loading hatch between; both are C19 plank stable-type doors. Deep
plain eaves and roof is hipped each end. Similar casements on first floor each end. The rear elevation is less regular but includes similar windows and doorways each end (the left one behind the outshot). The window to left of the right window has stone jambs and is presumably
from the pre-C19 mill. Bakery has leanto roof and 4 flight of external steps up outer side to the loft over. Good interior. The structure is intact and complete with water wheels and machinery. The wheels and machinery divide the floors into workshops of unequal size; the eastern
ones larger than the western ones. The structural carpentry is plain and sturdy and all of it is exposed. Even the steep staircases appear to be original (that is to say mid C19). There is one set each end of the building. The 2 breast shot sheels are set between brick crosswalls with a
corridor along the front which contains the sluice controls. The left wheel has timber buckets and is not used. The working wheel has iron buckets. 2 sets of machinery rise through the building either side of the wheels. The eastern set of machinery is working, the other set is less
than complete. They are separated by a brick crosswall which is taken up into the loft space as high as the eaves. The roof is mid C19; 7 bays, tie beam trusses with queen posts and raking struts. The queen posts provide a passageway through the loft which is raised above timber
storage bins and grain hoppers each side. The platform and floors below include hatches for the hoisting of sacks of grain. On the working side there is an iron chain and mechanical hoist arrangement connected by a belt to the machinery below. The wheel of the other hoist
mechanism is a reused crown wheel maybe as old as the C17. The rest of the machinery is basically mid C19 although some of it has been reused from earlier machinery and there are later mendings. The gearing on the ground floor is complete both sides, the main wheels with
applewood cogs. There were 4 pairs of grindstones on the first floor, 3 are still in situ. 1 set of composite stone wheels is working in a C20 timber housing. The sets not working are French. They have cast-iron ballances and are inscribed around the centre; one reads 'This stone first
used tis true, May 1 1862', the other was first used in 1859. The mill now produces about 3/4 ton of wholemeal flour each week. The mill leat probably has pre-Conquest origins. To north of the mill it leaves the River Otter above a weir. The flow is controlled by a late C19 cast iron
vertical sluice set into stone rubble walls. Some of the leat is still lined with elm planks. Nearer the mill a second sluice comprising 2 narrow vertical timber gates separated by a granite post. Both sluices are still working. Otterton Mill is an important working water mill that has been
little altered since the mid C19. Because of this it is an excellent museum and interpretation centre. It is also visually an important building in the attractive village of Otterton and close to other buildings with which it is historically connected. The monastry which originally owned a
mill here stood on nearby Church Hill and the C12 tower of the Church of st Michael (q.v.) survives from the monastry. At the Dissolution the mill was bought by Richard Duke whose family memorials can be found in the church and whose arms are displayed on the porch of the
former manor house, now 1, 2, 3, and 4, St Michaels Close (q.v.) next to the church. Duke initials were once displayed on the garden walls (q.v.) opposite the mill. In 1785 the mill was sold to the Rolles of Bicton House and this family rebuilt the church as it now stands and indeed
most of Otterton Village. Sources. Devon SMR and conversation with Densa Greenhow, Director of Otterton Mill museum [1].
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WAR MEMORIAL

War Memorial. Granite. A two stepped square stone base surmounted by a chamfered granite cross on a square plinth. On the stone plinth to the base of the cross is the inscription:
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II Listed
Almhouses, former manor house built on monastic site. Early or mid C16, some C18 improvements, radically altered and rearranged in late C19 and again circa 1970. Roughly-squared stone blocks, mostly local conglomerate sandstone but including some of other sandstones and
Building
some volcanic trap; Beerstone ashlar detail; stone rubble and brick stacks topped with late C19 brick; slate roof. 4 adjoining cottage almshouses facing west. Nos.1 and 2 are at the left (northern) end and each is 1 room wide a 2 deep and there is an axial stack between the two.
Nos. 3 and 4 are 2-room plan cottages served by an axial and 2 gable end stacks at the right (southern) end. No. 3 occupies the front rooms and its doorway is through a 2-storey porch slightly right of centre of the whole block. No. 4 occupies rear rooms and is entered through the
back. 2:1:3-window front. Nos. 1 and 2 to left of the porch have 1 window each, all circa 1970 casements without glazing bars and with concrete lintels. Either end of this section are contemporary part-glazed doors. The masonry here is random rubble and has been much disturbed
in the C19 and C20. The gabled porch outer arch is a richly-moulded Beerstone four-centred arch. Inside is a moulded cornice. There is a C20 front door into No.3. Directly above the outer arch is a Beerstone plaque. Here set between pilasters and below a moulded entablature is an
heraldic achievement in bas relief; the arms of William Duke (mayor of Exeter in 1460) quartered with those of Cecily Poer. Above this is a C20 mullion-and-transom window under a probably C18 Beerstone flat arch with keystone. There are blocked windows each side of the porch
and in the angle between porch and main block right is what appears to be part of a disused first floor chimney stack. Most of the 3-window section right of the porch contains C16 2- and 3-light limestone windows with 3- centred heads to the lights and sunken spandrels. The
ground floor centre and right windows are timber casements with flat-faced mullions, possibly as early as the C18. All these contain timber casements and rectangular panes of leaded glass. The roof is gable-ended. All the gables, including that of the porch, have shaped kneelers,
coping and stone finials. The north end, overlooking Otterton village, contains a blocked window on each floor; a massive 4-light mullion-and-transom window to the ground floor and a 2-light first floor window. All the lights have 3-centred heads with sunken spandrels and both
windows have hoodmoulds. The windows look C16 but are built of a different limestone to those on the main front. The rear elevation is plastered and contains only circa 1970 fenestration. The right (southern) end is blind. Here, however, the lower section of the rear chimney
shaft is limestone ashlar. Interior: Nothing shows earlier than the late C19 and most detail dates from circa 1970. Roof not accessible but is believed to date from late C19 or C20. Some early features may survive behind later plaster and there is a tradition in the village of a blocked
cellar under the south end with stone doorways. Although the arms seem to date from the late C15 it is thought that this building was erected after the dissolution of the monastery here in the C16. The surviving detail would support a C16 rather than C15 date [1]. Almshouses,
formerly a probable 16th century manor house, built by Richard Duke in the time of Henry VIII.Almshouses, former manor house built on monastic site. Formerly listed as the priory. Early or mid c16, some c18 inprovements radically altered late c19 and circa 1970. Cottage
almshouses adjoin to n and s. C16 2- and 3-light windows, possible c18 mullioned windows. Local tradition of a blocked cellar under the s end [2].
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Site visited 8/3/12: The bridge has
P59, P60
retained much of its original features
and is in good condition. The main
alterations to the asset have been to
the topside of the bridge to allow it
to continue to be used by traffic. This
has mainly taken the form of new
Site visited 8/3/17: The wall is in
P61, P63
good condition for its age provides a
pleasant feature noticeble for those
entering the village.
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Site visited 8/3/17: The stables are in P62
good condition and have been
converted for use as part of the farm
shop which now occupies the site of
the mill.
Site visited 8/3/17: An attractive
P64
asset on the edge of Otterton.
Formerly two cottages, seems to
have been consolidated into one,
though it retains both doors. One
window has been bricked up.
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Site visited 8/3/17: The asset is in
good condition. It is currently in use
as a farm shop and coffee shop. It
seems to be a popular destination
within Otterton.

P62

71

THIS MEMORIAL/WAS ERECTED BY THE PARISHIONERS/TO THE GLORY OF GOD/AND IN REMEMBRANCE OF/THE MEN OF OTTERTON/WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES IN THE GREAT WAR/1914-1918/THESE MEN OF OURS, UNSELFISH, UNAFRAID/WENT TO THE WORLD-WIDE FIGHT/FORGET
NOT HOW THEY FOUGHT, AND HOW WE PRAYED/FOR ENGLAND AND THE RIGHT/THEIR NAMES LIVE FOR EVERMORE/R.I.P./(NAMES)/1939-1945/(NAMES)
HISTORY: The war memorial was unveiled by Lord Clinton on 1 August 1920. In 2008 the base and perimeter path was restored.
REASONS FOR DESIGNATION: The Otterton War Memorial is designated at Grade II, for the following principal reasons: * An eloquent witness to the impact of tragic world events on this community * The competent design and craftsmanship of this war memorial, with large
chamfered granite cross [1].
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ST MICHAELS
CLOSE

Site visited 8/3/17: Located just in
P72
front of the church, this memorial is
a well tended featuresurrounded by
iron railings. The cross itself is short
in stature, with limited arm span. The
base of the cross contains the names
of those lost in the First and Second
World Wars from Otterton. The base
sits on a plinth. Remberance wreaths
were in place during the visit.
[1] National [2] East
Site visited 8/3/2017: The former
P80
Heritage List Devon
almshouse is currently in use as a
for England Historic
residential property. As part of this,
Environment two new entrance have been added
Record
to the buildings and new windows
installed. Apart from these additions
much of the exterior fabric of the
building is still intact, including the
some windows which have not been
renovated.
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Parish church. Late C11 tower, though much altered, is a relic of a priory of that date which belonged to the Benedictine Abbey of Mont St Michel, Normandy. The rest is a rebuild of 1870-1, done at the expense of Louisa, Lady Rolle, with Benjamin Ferrey the architect, Henry
II* Listed
Burridge the builder, and carvings by Harry Hems of Exeter. It contains a C15 font. The tower is built of roughly coursed blocks of pale brown-coloured local conglomerate sandstone; the rest is built of coursed blocks of rock-faced Torquay limestone with yellow sandstone detail
Building
(tower also has contemporary detail). Interior is lined with Beerstone. Roof of red tiles including fishscale bands. The plan is wholly that of 1870. Originally the tower was central. By the C19 it was at the east end. Now it projects from the south side of the chancel. The rest is made
up by nave and lower chancel with large north and south aisles. There are north and south porches, a crypt, and the vestry is the ground floor of the tower. The style of the restoration is Decorated Gothic and the tower was converted to the same style then. However it also
includes a few Transitional and Early English Gothic details in places. All the blocks are gable-ended with soffit-moulded coping and apex cross: Iona cross to the chancel, fleuree crosses elsewhere. All the windows have pointed heads, they contain Decorated Gothic tracery and
have hoodmoulds with carvings of medieval heads as labels (monks, jester, kings etc). The 2-stage tower has a very low pyramidal spire surmounted by a brass weather cock and fenced by a parapet carved with blind quatrefoil panels. A gargoyle waterspout projects from each
corner. 2-light belfry windows. On the lower part of the southern side there is the dripcourse of an original roof over a contemporary round- headed arch with Beerstone voussoirs. The arch is now blocked by a shallow projection of the vestry which contains a 3-light window in the
gable end. C19 stair turret projects from the east side rising up to belfry level with its stone roof pitched with rounded hip, a prominent finial and corbelled eaves cornice. The corners of the upper stage have broad chamfers whilst the lower stage is square. It has slit windows and
an external door, the latter square-headed with small columns with waterleaf capitals inset into the jambs and a band of natural leaf enrichment along the head. Both of the aisles are the same size. The east end of the south aisle contains only a trefoil-headed lancet because the
tower covers most of it but the other ends contain 4-light windows with ventilator slits in the gable. Each of the side walls is 4 bays containing a porch and three 3-light windows. There are buttresses with weathered offsets and steeply gabled heads between and setback
buttresses. The south porch lies right of centre whilst the north porch is by the west end. Both are identical. They are gable-ended with wrought iron apex crosses. The 2-centred outer arches have richly-chamfered heads but broad chamfers to the jambs. Double- lancet windows in
the side walls. On the east end, the nave projects very slightly from the aisles; it contains a 5-light window, ventilator in the gable and an inscribed foundation stone near the ground. The chancel continues the same style; 2-light windows on the sides and a 3-light east window.
Here however the side walls have a coved eaves cornice carved with acanthus leaves and the east window is flanked by half engaged columns with stiff leaf capitals. Ground level the north side of the church is lower than that on the south. Because of this the north porch and the
priests door to the chancel are reached by flights of stone steps. Interior is basically that of the 1870-71 restoration. Both porches have open common rafter roofs and have chequer-pattern floors of red and black tiles. The north and south doorways are each a 2-centred arch with
moulded surround and contain plank doors with Decorated style strap hinges. The interior is completely lined with Beerstone ashlar. All the roofs are pine and backed with pine boards. The nave has an open 4-bay roof of hammer beam trusses, each with moulded arch braces,
octagonal king post with moulded cap, raking queen struts and spaces above collar filled with open cusping. The hammer beams terminate with plain shields and the arch braces supporting them rest on shaped corbels. The wall plate is a board with crenellated head, pierced by
small quatrefoils over dogtooth frieze. The end trusses are scissor-braced with cusped infill. Each aisle has an open 4-bay roof of arch-braced trusses with foliage carved in the spandrels. The arch braces rest on large Beerstone corbels carved as human heads under soffit- moulded
caps. The purlins are moulded and the wall plate is a simpler version of that in the nave. The chancel has a 5-bay boarded wagon roof with moulded ribs and carved (possibly oak) bosses.
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Tedbury chest tomb approximately - 4 metres south-east of tower of Church of St Michael GV II Chest tomb. Dated 1863 in memory of Louisa Tedbury. Limestone ashlar. Chest tomb with low-ridged iid moulded around the edges and standing on a moulded plinth. The corners have II Listed
slight chamfers. Each side contains rectangular panels defined by shallow rebates. The long sides have large central panels flanked by narrow upright panels: The south side is inscribed with plain capital letters and records the erection of the tomb in memory of Louisa Tedbury
Building
(died 1863). The northern side records the deaths of some relatives [1].
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Francis Chest tomb approximately - 5 metres south-east of tower of Church of St Michael GV II Chest tomb. Dated 1861 in memory of John Francis. Limestone ashlar. Chest tomb with low-ridged lid moulded around the edges and standing on a moulded plinth. The corners have
small chamfers. Each side contains rectangular panels defined by shallow rebates. The long sides have large central panels flanked by narrow upright panels. The southern side is inscribed ; the first line with Gothic capitals, the rest in plain capitals. It records the erection of the
tomb in memory of John Francis who died in 1861. The other sides are similarly inscribed and record the deaths of several relatives [1].
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Chest tomb. Mid C18 in memory of Way family. Limestone ashlar. Chest tomb with unusually thick soffit-moulded lid and standing on a moulded plinth. Each long side is divided into 2 panels by plain flat pilasters and similar pilasters clasp the corners. The panels are inscribed with II Listed
bold Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. Most of the inscriptions are very worn and are hardly legible. However the left of the north-facing panels records the death of John Way in 1740 and other members of the Way family can be detected elsewhere. This is an unusually Building
early chest tomb for this part of Devon since Beerstone is such a soft stone [1].
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Headstone. Dated 1650 in memory of John Peedesen. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 400mm high with a square head and rounded corners. The front is inscribed with large Roman capitals only and records the death of John Peedesen in 1650 [1].
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Wood headstone approximately - 7 metres south of the porch of the Church of st Michael GV II Headstone. Mid C18 in memory of Mary Wood. Limestone. Upright slab with square head standing approximately 900mm high. The front contains a round-headed panel the front of
which bows forward a little. It has a moulded surround surmounted by a carving of a winged cherub head in low relief. The spandrels either side have carved ribbons with tassled ends. 'Here lieth', the first 2 words of the inscription, are ornamental Gothic lettering, the rest in
Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. It records the death of Mary Wood but the date is buried [1].
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The 2 bays over the sanctuary are more elaborate having cusped frames around the panels. The truss between sanctuary and chancel is broader than the others and has a descending crest of open cusps. This truss also springs from vaulting shafts which comprises marble shafts
resting on large corbels carved as angels. The chancel arch is a large 2-centred arch with a very richly moulded head and broad chamfered sides. The inner mouldings spring from vaulting shafts; marble shafts with beerstone stiff leaf capitals, moulded bases on pedestals enriched
with balls of coloured marble, and supported on large corbels carved as angels (one holding flowers, the other playing a lute). Each side of the nave there is a 4-bay arcade; moulded beerstone arches with hodmoulds springing from corbels carved as various foliages. The piers are
marble and circular in section with Beerstone caps carved with stiff leaf decoration and occasionally with human heads. The tower arch is on the south side of the chancel. It is a relatively low 2-centred arch with a double- chamfered arch ring, the inner ring springing from plain
imposts and the outer carried down the jambs. Directly above the voussoirs of a probably Cll round- headed arch are exposed. The chancel also has an internal coving frieze with acanthus leaf enrichment. The inner arches of the chancel windows have marble nook shafts with
Beerstone stiff leaf capitals and hoodmoulds over springing from the abaci. Nave and aisle floors are a chequer pattern of red and block tiles. The chancel floor contains patterns of encaustic tiles, more densely employed in the sanctuary which is raised by marble steps. Nearly all
the furniture and fittings are from the 1870-71 rebuild and done in a consistent Transitional-Early English Gothic style. Ornate Beerstone reredos. The centrepiece breaks forward from a blind arcade of trefoil-headed arches supported on slender marble shafts with Beerstone stiff
leaf capitals, sunken cusped panels in the spandrels and a moulded cornice enriched with a band of trefoils, recessed to coloured marble, over ballflower frieze. The panels are painted, some geometric patterns, others prayers and commandments. The centrepiece has a central
blind trefoil-headed arch with crockets and a large poppyhead at the apex rising through the frieze. It too rests on small marble shafts with stiff leaf capitals and it frames a sunken quatrefoil containing the scared monogram in mosaic. Either side are symbols of the Evangelists in
bas relief in square sunken panels. Each corner of the sanctuary contains a Riddel post, a tall turned timber post surmounted by a gilded angel, put there in 1921. Oak altar rail on a trefoil-headed arcade. Oak stalls in which frontals contain open early Decorated Gothic style tracery
and benches have large poppyhead finials. Brass candle holders here now converted to electric lights. Chancel also contains a wrought iron and brass corona lucis also now converted to electric light. Ornate Beerstone pulpit with marble enrichment. The drum is square with
chamfered corners with blind arcade each side; 2 arches on the larger sides with a rosette in the tympanum and sunken quatrefoils in the spandrels, and the chamfered corners contain narrow trefoil-headed panels. There are slender marble stiff leaf capitals on each corner and on
the broader sides. Carved stiff leaf cornice and natural leaf around base. It is supported on a large central pier and corner piers, all with stiff leaf capitals. It has stone steps with a brass handrail with twisted balusters. Brass lectern with twisted stem and scrolled enrichment. Plain
deal benches still with their original numbers on the bench ends. C15 Beerstone font; octagonal bowl, its sides containing quatrefoil panels alternately containing 4-leaf motifs and shields, carved foliage around the base, stem has trefoil-headed panels and moulded base. The flat
oak cover is probably C17. Memorials. The oldest and the best is the Duke altar tomb now set in the tower. It is built of Beerstone, dated 1859 but has no inscription. Below the lid there is a frieze of interlace with acanthus leaves which is supported by 3 flat pilasters. The panels
between are decorated with strapwork patterns. 3 Ionic columns stand on the lid carrying on entablature with modillion cornice. Behind the columns are 2 panels with strapwork panels around oval bosses. On top of the entablature there is an uniscribed plaque flanked by flat
pilasters and with a plain entablature. The shaped wings either side are also decorated with strapwork. Above is the date plaque and it is surmounted by the Duke arms.
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The tower also contains rectangular black marble mural plaques, 1 in memory of Richard Crossing (died 1689) with his arms, another in memory of William Simmons (died 1782), and a third in memory of Henry Austin (died 1700). A C16 Beerstone graveslab is fixed to the wall in the
south aisle; its black letter inscription records the death of Mr John Courtenay in 1593. The chancel contains a marble plaque erected in 1905 in memory of the two members of the Venn family who were rectors in the C17. Other small late C19 and early C20 marble or brass
plaques. A painted board in the south aisle dated 1745 records charity bequests. Below the west window a brass plaque records the 'restoration' of the church at the expense of Lady Rolle. Alongside to the left several brass plates are fixed to the wall. They appear to be coffin
plates salvaged from the demolition of the Duke vault in 1870. The oldest and most ornate are 2 dated 1641, one in memory of Richard Duke, the other in memory of Sarah Duke. In 1870 they were mounted in the tower around the altar tomb there but have since been moved
here. In the south aisle an oak chest is inscribed IM and WB, 1762. A display box on top contains one of the C15 oak bosses removed in 1870 and a couple of old prints showing the Church before it was rebuilt. Both east and west windows contain stained glass, the former by
Warden Hughes, was given by the Hon.Mark Rolle. The Church of St Michael is mostly the result of Ferrey's rebuild of 1870-71. Even the tower, the only survival from the earlier church, was massively restored and shows only little evidence of its C11 origins. The C15 font was
retained. Ferrey provided a light and spacious church which still contains furniture and fittings of that date. The craftsmanship is good but the architecture rises only to the dignified. The best feature in the church is the Duke altar tomb of 1589. Sources. Church guide. (This includes
a reproduction of a drawing of the church in 1842 by W J Spreat) [1]. The parish church of St Michael, Otterton, has been rebuilt except for the bulk of the tower which is a relic of the late 11th century priory, a dependency of Mont St Michel in Normandy. Part of the monastic
buildings were converted into a mansion, now northwest of the church, by Richard Duke after the reformation. Rebuilt 1870-1. A plan of the old church, made for a faculty petition of 1869, shows much the same arrangement of the early
medieval tower oddly placed at e end of s aisle. This has led grimaldi and others to argue that the priory church originally adjoined the tower to the ne. The discovery of some flat tombstones in this area in 18c (reported by polwhele) has been regarded as supporting evidence. The
tower itself has been much rebuilt and early features are set in 19c masonry. However, an old, steeply pointed, double-chamfered arch survives on n side, leading into chancel, and this cuts into the base of a roundarched opening (now blocked) above. On s side is a less sharply
pointed arch. Marks on the outside show that a building originally abutted this at right angles, but it must have been replaced at an early date; since spratt's print of the old church (see harrison) shows a late medieval second s aisle with roof parallel to tower. E + w walls of latter
have no openings, nor are any shown on 1869 plan (laithwaite) [2].
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TEDBURY CHEST
TOMB
APPROXIMATELY 4
METRES SOUTH
EAST OF TOWER OF
CHURCH OF ST
MICHAEL
FRANCIS CHEST
TOMB
APPROXIMATELY 5
METRES SOUTH
EAST OF TOWER OF
CHURCH OF ST
MICHAEL
WAY CHEST TOMB
APPROXIMATELY 3
METRES SOUTH OF
AISLE OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL
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PEEDESEN
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 6
METRES SOUTH
WEST OF PORCH OF
CHURCH OF ST
MICHAEL
WOOD HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 7
METRES SOUTH OF
THE PORCH OF THE
CHURCH OF ST
MICHAEL
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Site visited 8/3/17: The church is an P72, P73
extremely well-preserved example of
19th century revival Gothic. The
windows are set in sandstone,
highlighting them against the
greystone that makes up much of the
church. The 11th century tower
stands out as weel with it's plainer
facade. The tower has four garoyles
perched near its top. Overall the
church is an incredibly valuble asset
within the Conservation Area.
Limited views of the valley below are
possible.
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PAVER HEADSTONE Paver headstone approximately - 6 metres south-south-west of porch of Church of St Michael GV II Headstone. Dated 1761 in memory of William Paver. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 400mm high, its head somewhat damaged and irregular. The front has a simple II Listed
APPROXIMATELY 6 incised border and is inscribed with large Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. It records the death of William Paver in 1761 [1].
Building
METRES SOUTH
SOUTH WEST OF
PORCH OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL
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BRADDOCK
Headstone. Circa 1750 in memory of Mary Braddock. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 700mm high with shaped head. The front has a bolection- moulded frame rising to a bifurcated scroll at the head. Below this there is a winged cherub head in bas relief flanked by II Listed
HEADSTONE
a skull and crossbones. The front bows out slightly and is inscribed with Roman serif upper and lower case lettering after the first 2 words, 'Here lieth', which are Gothic. It records the death of Mary Braddock but the date is buried [1].
Building
APPROXIMATELY 6
METRES SOUTH OF
PORCH OF CHURCH
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Chest tomb. Dated 1792 in memory of Simon and Elizabeth Ramson. Limestone ashlar. Chest tomb with richly soffit-moulded flat lid; the plinth is buried. On each long side the central plaque breaks forward very slightly. The northern side is inscribed with Roman serif upper and
RAMSON CHEST
TOMB
lower case lettering and records the death of Simon Ramson in 1792 and his wife, Elizabeth, in 1787. The tomb is bordered by a kerb containing the settings for iron boundary rails [1].
APPROXIMATELY 12
METRES SOUTH OF
PORCH OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL
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PostMedieval
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STOFORD
Headstone. Dated 1754 in memory of John Stoford. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 500mm high with simple shaped head. The front is inscribed with bold Roman serif upper and lower case lettering and records the death of John Stoford in 1754 [1].
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 8
METRES SOUTH OF
AISLE OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL

II Listed
Building

Extant
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Medium

PostMedieval

SY 08010
85133

[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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Headstone. Dated 1776 in memory of Andrew Dench. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 700mm high with a shaped top. The front has a moulded frame and is inscribed with Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. It records the death of Andrew Dench in 1776
[1].
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Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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DENCH
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 9
METRES SOUTH OF
CHANCEL OF
CHURCH OF ST
MICHAEL
SLADER
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 10
METRES SOUTH OF
CHANCEL OF
CHURCH OF ST
MICHAEL

Headstone. Dated 1754 in memory of Andrew and George Slader. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 800mm high with shaped head. The front has a moulded frame and the legend is inscribed in Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. It records the death of
Andrew Slader in 1754 and his son George (date illegible) [1].
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Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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Headstone. Dated 1773 in memory of Susanna Carter. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 500mm high with square top. The front bows very slightly forward with a moulded frame. In the top centre there is a winged cherub head in low relief. The first word of the
CARTER
inscription, 'here', is ornate Gothic lettering, the rest Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. It records the death of Susanna Carter in 1773 [1].
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 9
METRES SOUTH
SOUTH EAST OF
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL

II Listed
Building

Extant
Building

Medium

PostMedieval

SY 08019
85138

[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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ANONYMOUS
Headstone. Dated 1739 and although the full legend is legible no name is mentioned. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 800 mm high with shaped head. The flat front has a moulded frame terminating in a bifurcated scroll at the top. Below this is a winged cherub
II Listed
HEADSTONE
head in low relief. The inscription is in Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. It records the death of an anonymous lady in 1739 finishing with a biblical quote. Though worn the inscription is legible and most unusual in that no name is recorded. It begins: 'Here lyeth the body Building
APPROXIMATELY 11 of her who departed this life....(etc)' [1].
METRES SOUTH
SOUTH EAST OF
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL
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PostMedieval

SY 08024
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[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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COOK CHEST TOMB Chest tomb. Dated 1790 in memory of George Cook. Limestone ashlar. Chest tomb with low ridged and soffit-moulded lid and standing on a moulded plinth. There are large vase-like pilasters square in section inset into the corners and the long sides contain fielded panels with
APPROXIMATELY 11 bead-moulded surrounds. Both panels are inscribed with Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. The north-facing panel records the death of George Cook in 1790 and the south-facing panel records the deaths of some of his relatives although here the inscription is very worn
METRES SOUTH OF [1].
CHANCEL OF
CHURCH OF ST
MICHAEL

II Listed
Building

Extant
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PostMedieval

SY 08031
85141

[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of several
chest tombs within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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BIRD CHEST TOMB Chest tomb. Dated 1791 in memory of John Bird. Limestone ashlar. Chest tomb with flat lid moulded around the edges and moulded plinth. Inset into each corner is bold vase-shaped square-section column. Each side contains a fielded panel in a bead-moulded frame. The north
APPROXIMATELY 15 side is inscribed with Roman serif upper and lower case lettering and records the death of John Bird in 1791. The tomb is enclosed by a stone kerb containing the settings for iron boundary railings which are missing [1].
METRES SOUTH OF
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL
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PostMedieval

SY 08015
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[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of several
chest tombs within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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MAIN CHEST TOMB Chest tomb. Dated 1770 in memory of John and Agnes Main. Limestone ashlar. Chest tomb with flat lid moulded around the edges and standing on a moulded plinth. Each of the long sides has 2 panels separated by a fluted flat pilaster and similar clasping pilasters on each corner.
APPROXIMATELY 18 Both the northern panels are inscribed with Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. The left one records the deaths of John and Agnes Main in 1763 and 1770 respectively. The right-hand panel records the deaths of other members of the family in the late C18 and early C19
METRES SOUTH OF [1].
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL

II Listed
Building

Extant
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Medium

PostMedieval

SY 08018
85126

[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of several
chest tombs within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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PAVER HEADSTONE Headstone. Dated 1750 in memory of Roger Paver. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 1.lm high with shaped head. The front is bowed a little outwards and has a bolection-moulded frame terminating at the top in a bifurcated scroll. Below this is a winged cherub head II Listed
Building
APPROXIMATELY 21 in low relief flanked by a skull and crossbones. The inscription begins with the word 'here' in ornamental Gothic lettering followed by Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. It records the death of Roger Paver in 1750 [1].
METRES SOUTH OF
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL
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SY 08015
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[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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SHORE CHEST
Chest tomb. Dated 1822 in memory of William Shore. Limestone ashlar. Chest tomb has flat lid moulded around the edges and stands on a moulded plinth. There are quarter round columns with moulded caps and bases inset into each corner. The long sides have panels with bead- II Listed
TOMB
moulded surrounds and flanked by beaded upright strips. The panels have concave corners filled with sunbursts. The north-facing panel contains the inscription of which the first line is Gothic capitals, the rest Roman upper and lower case lettering. It records the death of William Building
APPROXIMATELY 25 Shore in 1822 [1].
METRES SOUTH OF
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL

Extant
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PostMedieval

SY 08018
85114

[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of several
chest tombs within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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WHYTE
Headstone. Dated 1793 in memory of Richard Whyte. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 600mm high with shaped head. The front is inscribed with Roman serif upper and lower case lettering and records the death of Richard Whyte in 1793 [1].
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 24
METRES SOUTH OF
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL
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[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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MDV82995

CRUMPE
Headstone. Dated 1787 in memory of Jane Crumpe. Volcanic stone. Upright slab standing approximately 200mm high with shaped head. The front is inscribed with Roman serif upper and lower case lettering and records the death of Jane Crumpe in 1787 [1].
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 25
METRES SOUTH OF
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ST MICHAEL

II Listed
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Extant
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Medium

PostMedieval

SY 08022
85116

[1] National
Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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MDV82978

Headstone. Dated 1778 in memory of Sarah Grant. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 60 mm high with a flat top and rounded corners. The front is inscribed with relatively crude Roman serif upper and lower case lettering which records the death of Sarah Grant in
GRANT
1778 [1].
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 17
METRES SOUTH
EAST OF CHANCEL
OF CHURCH OF ST
MICHAEL

II Listed
Building

Extant
Building

Medium

PostMedieval

SY 08058
85138
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Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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PORBURRY
Headstone. Mid C18 in memory of John Porburry. Limestone. Upright slab standing approximately 200mm high with shaped head. The front is inscribed with bold Roman serif upper and lower case lettering and records the death of John Porburry; the date however is illegible [1].
HEADSTONE
APPROXIMATELY 16
METRES SOUTH
EAST OF CHANCEL
OF CHURCH OF ST
MICHAEL

II Listed
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PostMedieval

SY 08062
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Heritage List
for England

Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
headstones within the St Michael's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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MDV82985

MILLSIDE COTTAGE House, formerly 2 cottages. Late C18-early C19, thoroughly renovated circa 1975. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 brick, one stack with Rolle estate chimney pots; thatch roof, pantile to outshots. 3-room plan cottage facing
north onto the Green and at the west end of a row of contemporary cottages. The right (western) end room is an addition. The centre room has an axial (former end) stack to right and the left room has an end stack in the party wall shared with the adjoining cottage, No. 15 (q.v.).
2-storey outshots to rear of centre and left rooms. Although these have been rebuilt there was originally a kitchen outshot to rear of the left room served by a stack backing onto the main block. At some time (probably when the third front room was added) the house was divided
into 2. One of these cottages occupied the left room and kitchen outshot, the other occupied the other 2 front rooms. Now they have been reunited to a single house. 2 storeys. The original part has a symmetrical 3-window front of C19 casements, all with rectangular panes of
leaded glass except the central first floor casement which has glazing bars. Central doorway with C19 4-panel door and monopitch hood an shaped brackets. Another identical door and hood immediately to right and beyond that another C19 casement with leaded glass. There is a
painted window on the first floor. Roof is gable-ended to right and continuous with the roof of No. 15 to left. Interior is mostly the result of the circa 1975 modernisation. The fireplaces are blocked and the first floor is now carried on boxed in RSJs. Roof not inspected. Millside
Cottage is one of an attractive row of cottages near the Church of St Michael (q.v.) and Otterton Mill (q.v.). These cottages are an unusual mixture of vernacular cob and thatch with more polite C19 detail on the doorways and some of the windows [1].
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MDV82984

15, THE GREEN

Cottage. Late C18-early C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 and C20 brick; thatch roof to front, replaced with slate to rear. 2-room plan house facing north onto The Green. Central cross passage containing stairs and end stacks II Listed
shared with the adjoining cottages, No. 17 (q.v.) and No. 11 (q.v.). 2-storey rear outshot behind left room containing original kitchen with stack backing onto the main block. 2 storeys. Symmetry of 3-window front upset by different sized windows. Left ground floor window is a 20- Building
pane sash and above it a C19 horizontal sliding sash. The rest are late C19-early C20 casements with glazing bars. Central doorway contains original 6-fielded panel door and contemporary moulded doorcase with a pediment. Roof continuous with adjoining cottages. Interior
includes C19 joinery detail. Roof not inspected. No. 15 is one of an attractive row of contemporary cottages near the Church of St Michael (q.v.) and Otterton Mill (q.v.). The cottages are an unusual mixture of vernacular cob and thatch with more polite C19 detail in the doorways
and some of the windows [1].
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MDV82983

9 AND 11, THE
GREEN

2 cottages, originally one. Late C18-early C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 and C20 brick; thatch roof, replaced with slate to rear. The original house had a 2-room plan facing north onto the Green. It has a central cross
passage containing the stairs and end stacks shared by the adjoining cottages Nos. 7 and 15. 2-storey kitchen outshot to rear of left room with stack backing onto the main block. Probably in the mid or late C19 the house was divided into 2. No. 11 occupies the right room with a 2storey outshot added to rear. The rest is occupied by No. 9. 2 storeys. Symmetrical 3-window front of late C19 - early C20 casements with glazing bars. Central doorway (to No. 9) contains original 6-panel door with a pediment over the door, possibly the remains of a doorcase. At
the right end is an inserted doorway to No. 11 containing a C19 6-panel door. Interior shows no carpentry detail and most of the joinery detail is C19. The fireplace in the right room (No. 11) is exposed; stone rubble with soffit-chamfered oak lintel. The kitchen fireplace (in No. 9)
contains a C19 range bearing the founder's legend, Gosling of Otterton. Roof not inspected. Nos. 9 and 11 are in an attractive row of contemporary cottages near the Church of St Michael (q.v.). The cottages are an unusual mixture of vernacular cob and thatch with more polite
detail to the doorways and some of the windows [1].
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7, THE GREEN

Cottage. Late C18 - early C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 and C20 brick; thatch roof, corrugated asbestos to the outshot. 2-room plan cottage facing north onto The Green. Central through-passage containing the stairs. End II Listed
stacks in party walls shared with adjoining cottages, Nos. 5 and 9. Single storey kitchen outshot to rear of left room. Main block is 2 storeys. Symmetrical 3-window front of late C19 - early C20 casements with glazing bars. Central doorway contains mid C19 4-fielded panel door and Building
contemporary doorcase with elaborate pedimented overdoor with castellations and pinnacles. Roof is continuous with the adjoining cottages. Interior: No carpentry is exposed and most of the joinery detail is C19. Roof not inspected. No.7 is one of an attractive row of
contemporary cottages near the Church of St Michael (q.v.) and Otterton Mill (q.v.). The cottages are unusual mixture of vernacular cob and thatch with more polite detail to the doorways and some of the windows [1].
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3 AND 5, THE
GREEN

II Listed
2 cottages, originally one house. Late C18-early C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 and C20 brick; thatch roof, replaced with slate to rear. The original house has a 2-room plan facing north onto the Green. Central throughpassage containing the stairs. End stacks shared with adjoining cottages, Nos.1 and 7. Kitchen outshot to rear of right room with stack backing onto main block. In the mid or late C19 the house was divided into 2. No.5 occupies the right room and kitchen outshot. No.3 occupies the Building
passage, right room and rear outshot. 2 storeys. Symmetry of front is upset by different sized windows. Ground floor left is an early C19 curving bay window. It is fixed pane with glazing bars and 30 panes. The frame has flanking panelled pilasters and a plain entablature with a
narrow dentil cornice. The sill has a wrought iron basket-like window-box. The rest are late C19-early C20 casements with glazing bars. Central doorway (to No.3) contains 4- fielded panel door with pedimented doorcase, the entablature of which is enriched with lozenge-shaped
florettes. At the right end is the inserted doorway to No.5, a C19 6-panel door. Interior. No carpentry is exposed. Most of the joinery detail is C19. Roof not inspected. Nos. 3 and 5 The Green form part of a row of attractive contemporary cottages near the Church of St Michael
(q.v.) and Otterton Mill (q.v.). The cottages are an unusual mixture of vernacular cob and thatch with polite detail to the doorways and some windows [1].
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1, THE GREEN

Cottage. Late C18 - early C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 and C20 brick; thatch roof. 2-room plan cottage facing north onto the Green. Central cross-passage containing stairs. End stacks, the right one shared with adjoining
cottage, No.3. Kitchen outshot to rear of right room. 2 storeys. Symmetrical 3-window front of late C19-early C20 casements with glazing bars. Central doorway contains C19 6-panel door. Roof continuous with adjoining cottage to right, gable-ended to left. Interior contains C19
joinery detail. No.1 the Green is the left (east) end cottage of a row of attractive contemporary cottages. The cottages are an unusual mixture of vernacular cob and thatch with more polite detail to the doorways and some of the windows [1].
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MDV83663

BROOK HOUSE

House, originally 2 houses. Late C18 - early C19. Plastered stone rubble and brick with some cob in places; brick outshots with slate roof. It appears that this was originally a pair of contemporary 2-room plan cottages facing onto Fore Street to the north. Each has a central staircase II Listed
and a single rear lateral stack. Continuous outshots across rear are probably secondary. Main block is 2 storeys. Irregular 4-window front, but looks as though 2 first floor windows have been blocked to upset the original symmetrical arrangement. The left (eastern) former cottage Building
still has the original 3-window arrangement around a central doorway. The doorway contains a later C18 - early C19 6-panel door, contemporary 12-pane sash directly above and both are flanked by 16-pane sashes. The right (western) cottage was apparently once the same but 2
of its first floor windows are gone. The right end corner is a broad curve from Fore Street to Maunders Hill. Plain deep eaves. Roof abuts adjoining property to left and is hipped to right. Interior not inspected. Brook house is one of a number of attractive listed buildings along
Otterton Fore Street [1].
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THE LAWN
INCLUDING
GARDEN WALL
ADJOINING TO
SOUTH

House. Probably C18, refurbished in late C19. Plastered walls, probably cob on stone rubble footings, one end wall of exposed late C19 brick, one with Rolle Estate chimney pots; thatch roof, slate to outshot. 3-room plan house facing south-south-east, say south, and set well back II Listed
from the street. The right room has a rear lateral stack and left room has large gable end stack. Continuous outshots across rear may be integral and the right end one has a stack. Secondary outshot on left (western) end. Main house is 2 storesy. Irregular fenestration, 4 to the
Building
ground floor, 3 to the first floor; all are late C19 casements with glazing bars and contemporary plank door right of centre. Roof is gable-ended and at the left front end the eaves are carried down over the stack there. Interior not available for inspection at the time of survey. From
the right (eastern) front corner a tall plastered cob wall on rubble footings with tile coping extends forwards along the eastern side of the garden. The Lawn is one of a number of attractive listed buildings which line Otterton Fore Street [1].
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BASCLOSE

House. Probably C16 with major late C16 and C17 improvements, one dated 1627 according to date plaque. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks with some Beerstone ashlar detail, one with its original stone chimney shaft and all topped with C19 brick, one II* Listed
Rolle Estate chimney pot; thatch roof. 3-room-and-through-passage plan house facing south onto Fore Street with the service end room at the left (western) end. Both inner and and service end rooms have gable end stacks, the former projecting. The hall has a projecting front
Building
lateral stack. 1-room plan rear block projecting at right angles behind inner room. Since interior inspection was not possible its probable development from an open hall-house has to be left for future determination. 2 storeys. Regular but not symmetrical 4-window front. First floor
windows are probably C17 oak frames with chamfered mullions; ground floor has C20 replacement casements, all with rectangular panes of leaded glass. Those on the first floor rise a short distance into the thatch. The front passage doorway is left of centre and contains a C19
plank door and has a C20 rubble-walled porch with thatch monopitch roof. Immediately to right is the hall stack. The stone is exposed and very attractive. It is built of coursed brown-coloured local conglomerate stone blocks with cream- coloured Beerstone quoins. It has
weathered offsets and a tall original double chimney shaft only the very top of which is built of late C19 brick. At the base of the shaft there is a Beerstone date plaque inscribed IC 1627. Small fire window on right side. The roof is gable-ended, so too is the rear block which also
includes casement windows similar to those on the front. Interior was not available for inspection at the time of the survey, but the occupants claim it has been carefully modernised and the carpentry detail is mostly C16 and C17. However, the development of the house remains
to be sorted out. The date of 1627 presumably dates the flooring of the hall since the double shaft indicates a first floor fireplace. Basclose is the most attractive house on Fore Street which contains a fine group of varied buildings, many of them listed [1]. Basclose, 56 fore street,
grade ii*. A house of 3-room and through- passage plan, facing s onto fore st. With the service end to the left (w). A single-room block projects from the service room to the rear. It is probably 16c with major late 16c and 17c improvements, one of which is dated by a stone plaque
on the lateral chimney stack reading" ic 1627". This probably involved provision of a first floor to the hall, to judge by the double chimney shaft. The fabric is plastered cob on stone rubble footings with stone rubble chimney stacks (2 gable ends, one front lateral). The front lateral
stack has fine beerstone quoins and is virtually complete save for a small brick cap. The first floor windows are probably 17c oak frames. The most attractive house on fore street [2].
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BARN
Barn. C18. Cob on stone rubble footings, some C19 brick patching; thatch roof. Threshing barn on north-west/south-east access, the latter end terraced into the hillside. Central full height C19 plank doors to threshing floor each side. On the south-west side there is a loading hatch
APPROXIMATELY 1 to right of the doorway. Roof hipped each end. Interior: open from ground to roof. 5-bay roof carried by A-frame trusses with pegged and spiked lap-jointed collars [1].
METRE SOUTH
EAST OF
HOUSETERN
FARMHOUSE
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MDV83661

HOUSETERN
FARMHOUSE

House, former farmhouse. Early or mid C16 with major C16 and C17 improvements, C18 rear block, modernised circa 1980. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks, one with its original chimney shaft, the others topped with late C19 brick; thatch roof. L-shaped II Listed
house. The main block has a 3-room-and-through-passage plan house facing north-north-west, say north, with the inner room at the right (western) end. The inner room is relatively small and has an end stack, maybe inserted in the C19. The hall has a large projecting front lateral Building
stack and the service end room has a rear lateral kitchen stack. C18 2-room plan rear block projecting at right angles to rear of the kitchen. 2 storeys. Irregular 4-window front of C19 and C20 replacement casements containing rectangular panes of leaded glass. Front passage
doorway left of centre contains a late C19 part-glazed panelled door. Alongside to right is the hall stack. It is plastered but its shape with weathered offsets and stone rubble chimney shaft indicate a C17 date. Roof is hipped each end. The rear of the hall has a circa 1980 PVC French
window. The rear block also includes a first floor casement with external iron bars, probably C19. Good interior of a multi-phase building. The oldest feature exposed is the roof. The 4-bay roof is carried on side-pegged jointed cruck trusses with cranked collars. It appears that the
whole house was originally open to the roof although the evidence is not absolutely conclusive. The roofs over the service end and inner rooms might be considered slightly sooted from the original open house divided by low partitions and heated by an open hearth. If so it was
not long before the end rooms were partitioned off and possibly floored. The hall section however was left open and is heavily smoke-blackened from an open hearth fire. The crosswalls are plastered but probably include C16 carpentry. The inner room has a plain axial beam of
indeterminate date and the fireplace is C19. The hall was floored in the second half of the C16 with a 16-panel intersecting beam ceiling made up of soffit- chamfered beams. The fireplace is probably contemporary. It has jambs made from single slabs of local conglomerate
sandstone and a replacement lintel. The double shaft on the stack suggests a first floor fireplace, now blocked. The kitchen is C17. Both the soffit-chamfered crossbeam and the rubble fireplace with its soffit- chamfered and scroll-stopped crossbeam date from then. The oven was
inserted or relined in the C19. The rear block has A-frame roof trusses with pegged lap-jointed collars and X-apexes. Most of the joinery detail is C19 and C20 although there are a couple of C18 2-panel doors. Houstern is an attractive house with some good internal features and is
one of a number of listed buildings along Otterton Fore Street [1].
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BROOKLYN
COTTAGE

Cottage. Second half of C17, modernised in C19 and again circa 1970. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or cob stacks with c19 and C20 brick tops; thatch roof. U-plan house. Main block faces south-south-east, say south, onto Fore Street with short rear blocks
II Listed
projecting at right angles behind each end. The right (eastern) rear block is probably secondary. Main block has a 2-room plan with central through passage (now containing C20 stairs). Right room has a gable end stack and left room has an axial stack backing onto the passage. 2
Building
storeys. Irregular 3-window front of C20 replacement casements with glazing bars. The front passage doorway is set left of centre and contains a C20 panelled door and above it is the pediment of a C19 doorcase. Roof is gable-ended to right and hipped to left. Both rear blocks are
gable-ended and rear includes casements similar to those on the front. Interior is largely the result of C19 and C20 modernisations but there are some features from the original house exposed. The left front room crossbeam and the left rear room axial beam both have neat soffit
chamfers but are unstopped. The only truss which shows is that over the right room and it is plastered over. Nevertheless its shape indicates a jointed cruck truss. The fireplaces are blocked. Brooklyn Cottage is one of a number of attractive listed buildings along Otterton Fore
Street [1].
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WATERING
FARMHOUSE

House, former farmhouse. Mid C19. Plastered brick; brick stacks with plastered brick chimney shafts; slate roof. L-shaped house. Main block faces south-south-east, say south, onto Fore Street. It has a 2-room plan with a central through passage and a rear 1-room plan kitchen
block at right angles to rear of the right (eastern) room. The stairs rise from the back of the passage to right against the rear wall of the right front room. Front rooms have end stacks and rear block has gable end stacks. Small outshot, probably secondary, in the angle of the 2
wings. House is 2 storeys. Symmetrical 3-window front of C19 casements with glazing bars arranged around the central doorway which contains a C20 door and an overlight with glazing bars. Deep plain eaves and roof is hipped each end. Interior contains a good deal of original
joinery detail. Watering Farmhouse is one of a number of attractive houses along Otterton Fore Street [1]. Mid 19th century farmhouse [2].
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CART SHED NORTH Cart shed, probably a barn originally. C18, possibly earlier, refurbished in late C19. Walls of various materials. The oldest parts are cob on stone rubble footings (at least 2 builds), some C18 English bond brick, some flint rubble and late C19 brick, late C19 brick quoins; thatch roof.
EASTERN SIDE OF Cart shed, now a garage, with blind long walls, garage doors in the north-west front end and a doorway in the rear end wall. Roof is hipped each end. Interior is open to 5-bay roof of A-frame trusses with spiked lap-jointed collars and X-apexes. The cart shed is one of a number of
FLINTSTONES
attractive listed buildings along Otterton Fore Street [1].
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COLESHAYES

House, former vicarage. Circa 1840. Plastered brick or stone rubble walls; brick stacks with plastered brick chimney shafts; slate roof. T-plan house. The front block faces south-west and contains the principal rooms, one each side of the central entrance hall and staircase. Both
these rooms have rear lateral stacks. 2-room plan rear block projecting at right angles from rear centre. End stack and integral outshoot behind. Kitchen and service room in angle of front and rear blocks behind the front left (north-east) room. 2 storeys with attics to front block.
Symmetrical 3-window front around the central doorway. 6-panel door and fanlight with radial glazing bars, panelled reveals and flat-roofed stucco porch with round- headed outer arch flanked by square columns containing panels of rustication and a moulded entablature.
Doorway is flanked by canted bay windows containing front 12- pane sashes and narrow side sashes. First floor has central 12-pane sash flanked by large tripartite sashes containing 12-pane sashes. These windows have moulded architraves and hoodmoulds supported on scroll
consoles. There is a plat band at first floor level and stucco quoins on the end corners. Deep eaves carried on shaped brackets. Low pitch roof is hipped each end. The right end contains French windows under an elliptical head containing radial glazing bars. Hipped dormers
containing casements with glazing bars each end of front block. The right (south-west) side of rear block is similar to the front with a 2-window front of 16-pane sashes. The rear outshot this side contains a 6-panel door and its roof is hidden by a parapet. The kitchen block has a
roof parallel to the rear block and has ground floor casements and a first floor 16-pane sash. Interior includes a good deal of original detail. The joinery includes an open string stair with stick balusters [1].
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CONWAY

Small house. Probably C18, possibly earlier. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or cob stacks topped with C20 brick; thatch roof. 3-room-and-cross-passage plan house facing onto the road to west. The left (northern) section comprising 2 rooms with passage
II Listed
between maybe earlier than the right (southern) room since this room is set forward front and back from the rest. The central room has a rear lateral stack and the left room has a large projecting gable end stack. 2 storeys. Irregular 3-window front of C19 and C20 casements with Building
glazing bars. 1 single window in right section projecting forward. Front passage doorway left of centre contains a late C19 passage door. Roof is gable-ended to right and half-hipped to left. Interior not available for inspection at time of survey. It may include carpentry detail earlier
than the C18 [1].
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LIMEKILN AT SY 068 Disused limekiln. Mid-late C19. Red brick and local stone rubble. The kiln is terraced into a natural hillslope and faces south-west. It is made up of a circular, funnel-shaped burning chamber lined with brick and which could be loaded from the hilltop. The hill slope is cut away on the II Listed
835
front and the sides are revetted with local stone rubble. The front of the kiln curves forward. It is built of brick and contains a segmental-headed raking hole at the bottom with a crank-headed relieving arch over. Just below the brick parapet there is a large oak strengthening girder Building
set into the front. The lime kiln is complete and has not been back-filled [1].
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VICARSMEAD
INCLUDING
BOUNDARY WALLS
ADJOINING TO
EAST AND WEST
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P36
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area. The cottage also has the only
thatched wall in the village and is an
interesting feature.

Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P35
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P35
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. Well-preserved and forms an
attractive part of the conservation
area.
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House, a vicarage until 1852. Early C16 with later C16 and C17 improvements, modernised and reduced in size circa 1690, southern end altered and wing built (or rebuilt) there to provide a parish room in early C19, and modernised again circa 1930. Mostly plastered cob on stone
rubble footings; stone rubble stacks topped with plastered brick, the hall stack apparently rebuilt with circa 1930 brick; thatch roof. A much altered 3-room-and-through-passage plan house originally facing west but now facing east and with the service end room at the right
(northern) end. The inner room (if one existed) was demolished in the early C19 when south wing built at right angles projecting forward. Service end room has end stack and hall has rear lateral stack. C19 and C20 rear outshots. Rear end of passage has 2-storey (originally front)
porch but the doorway is now blocked converting the lower part to a small room. 2 storeys. Irregular 4-window front to the main block. They are flat-faced mullion windows with casements and the oldest are of oak and date from circa 1690. They contain rectangular panes of
leaded glass, some of them very old. The hall window left of the passage doorway includes the signatures of C18 and C19 vicars scratched onto the glass and the casement here has a shaped wrought iron catch. The passage doorway has an early C19 6-panel door with panelled
reveals and a C20 porch with semi- conical thatch roof resting on rustic timber posts. The inner side of the left-hand south wing has 2 ground floor 2-light casements (one each side of a blocked doorway) and there is another on the end, this one below an early C19 Venetian
window with glazing bars. The main block is gable-ended and the wing has a half-hipped roof. The rear outshots have been built out further than the former porch which has a gabled roof. That to left has a thatch roof continued down from the main roof. All the windows here are
C20 casements with glazing bars. Good interior showing the work of all the main building phases. The oldest feature is the remains of a face-pegged jointed cruck roof truss over the service end room. The upper part has been removed and with it has gone any evidence of smokeblackening from an open hearth fire. The rest of the main roof, over the passage and hall is early or mid C16. It is 3 bays with side-pegged jointed cruck trusses with moulded archbraces. On the rear side one set of double windbraces have survived and the purlin below has ancient
colour, a mid or late C16 painted scrolls and part of a Latin quotation on a black ground. The paintwork suggests that the hall had a fireplace by this time but the stack has been rebuilt and there is a C20 grate on the ground floor. It is not known whether the original fireplace
remains. No beams show in the hall and therefore the date of the flooring is not known. A mid C16 oak window frame has been reset at the upper end of the hall, 2 lights with crank-headed lights. The service end room has probably C17 soffit-chamfered crossbeams. The plain
sides of the sandstone fireplace have knife-sharpening depressions and it contains an oven which has been relined with C19 brick. The lintel is a replacement but using a C17 moulded beam. The stairs and much of the joinery detail is C19. In the parish room wing the carpentry
detail is C19 and C20. There is a hidden space in the thickness of the first floor wall. Since the early C19 incumbent, the Reverend Ambrose Stapleton, built this wing and is known to have organised smuggling in this area; this might have been built in order to hide contraband. The
service end has its gable end onto Hayes Lane and from each side high walls of plastered cob on stone rubbe footings extend both east and west as boundary walls. The western wall has tile coping and the eastern wall, which contains C20 double gates, has thatch coping.
Vicarsmead is an exceptionally picturesque house, and the result of several builds. It contains some high quality features, notably the hall roof. It was formerly known as Brooklands and the Old Vicarage. The earliest documentary reference is from 1513. A terrier of 1679-80
describes 5 ground floor rooms; hall, parlour kitchen and 2 butteries or milk houses. In 1690 Mr. Duke, the patron, the vicar and churchwardens appealed to the bishop for a restoration of the building which was described in a ruinous state and this was granted [1]. Within the
village are a wealth of stone or cob walls, for example a fine thatch-capped wall at Vicar's Mead.The old vicarage, called brooklands, budleigh. The earliest reference is contained in a deed of 1513, relative to a dispute between the prioress of polsloe and the vicar of budleigh.
Situated on the road leading to hayes barton, a short distance from the south side of the churchyard, and on land forming a portion of the glebe. Mentioned in terriers of 1625 and 1673, and described in one of 1679-1680.
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In 1690 it was reported to be in a ruinous condition. The bishop agreed for it to be repaired and reduced in size. Continued to be the vicar's residence until 1852 when a new vicarage was erected in 1856. The old vicarage was still habitable in 1894. Two storey, of cob and with a
thatched roof. According to the terrier of 1679-1680 there were 'five ground roomes: a hall, a parlour, a kitchen, and two butteries or milke houses'. It had a frame- work of oak which rested on the stone foundation and was embedded in the cob walls. There is no sign of the
reduction in size requested in 1690. The house was built close to a steep hill, part of which was cut away. Wing of the house built against this. At the beginning of the 19th century rev. Stapleton had the hill cut away to leave a wide space between it and the house. He constructed a
separate entrance to the first floor by means of an external flight of steps, for which purpose the west angle of the wing was taken down. New fireplace and chimney fitted in the large room. Secret passage found alongside this room. No mode of access to this room, though
evidence of a blocked trap-floor in the cellar below. May have been used by smugglers. The old vicarage, called brooklands, budleigh. The earliest reference is contained in a deed of 1513, relative to a dispute
between the prioress of polsloe and the vicar of budleigh. Situated on the road leading to hayes barton, a short distance from the south side of the churchyard, and on land forming a portion of the glebe. Mentioned in terriers of 1625 and 1673, and described in one of 1679-1680.
In 1690 it was reported to be in a ruinous condition. The bishop agreed for it to be repaired and reduced in size. Continued to be the vicar's residence until 1852 when a new vicarage was erected in 1856. The old vicarage was still habitable in 1894. Two storey, of cob and with a
thatched roof. According to the terrier of 1679-1680 there were 'five ground roomes: a hall, a parlour, a kitchen, and two butteries or milke houses'. It had a frame- work of oak which rested on the stone foundation and was embedded in the cob walls. There is no sign of the
reduction in size requested in 1690. The house was built close to a steep hill, part of which was cut away. Wing of the house built against this. At the beginning of the 19th century rev. Stapleton had the hill cut away to leave a wide space between it and the house. He
constructed a separate entrance to the first floor by means of an external flight of steps, for which purpose the west angle of the wing was taken down. New fireplace and chimney fitted in the large room. Secret passage found alongside this room. No mode of access to this room,
though evidence of a blocked trap-floor in the cellar below. May have been used by smugglers (brushfield). [2].
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HILL FARMHOUSE

Farmhouse. Probably C18, possibly earlier, refurbished in C19, C20 outshots. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble stacks topped with C19 brick and one Rolle Estate chimney pot. 3-room-and-cross-passage plan house facing south. The cross passage is right (east) of II Listed
centre. The right room has an end stack and the centre room has a large projecting rear lateral room. Although the plan appears to be C16 or C17 the right room is set on a different axis from the rest and therefore might be an addition. 2 C20 outshots to rear. Main house is 2
Building
storeys. Irregular 4-window front of C19 and C20 casements with glazing bars. Front doorway contains C20 part-glazed plank door and contemporary flat hood on shaped brackets. Roof butts the adjoining Pear Tree Cottage (q.v) to right and is half-hipped to left. Interior not
available for inspection at time of survey. Hill Farmhouse is one of an attractive group of thatched buildings. It is set back from the front of Pear Tree Cottage (q.v) adjoining to right [1].
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PEAR TREE
COTTAGE

Cottage including former shop. Probably C18, enlarged and refurbished in late C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings; stone rubble or brick stacks; thatch roof. Originally a 2-room plan cottage with end stacks facing south-east. In C19 a 1-room extension containing a shop
was built on left (south-western) end and the former end stack projects into this extension. 2 storeys. Irregular 5-window front of various C19 and C20 casements with glazing bars, a larger one ground floor left to the former shop. The original cottage 4-window section is more
regular but not symmetrical and alternate first floor windows are blind. Both doors, one to the cottage and another to the former shop, are C20. The roof butts the neighbouring houses each end. The eaves drop abruptly and the ridge drops gently from cottage to former shop.
Interior not available for inspection at time of survey. Pear Tree Cottage is one of a group of attractive thatched buildings. It is set back from the front of Brook Cottage (q.v.) adjoining to right but projects forward from Hill Farmhouse (q.v.) adjoining to left and is set on a different
axis from both.
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MDV79429

BROOK COTTAGE

Cottage, once 2 cottages. Probably C18, refurbished in late C19. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings, some is exposed to rear and also part of rear faced with C19 brick; stone rubble or brick stacks topped with C19 brick and Rolle Estate chimney pots; thatch roof. Formerly a 2room plan cottage facing east with a left end stack and at the right end a 1-room plan cottage with a stack in the party wall. The right cottage is on a slightly different axis and may be an addition. Both have been knocked together to create a single house. 2 storeys. Irregular 4window front of various C19 and C20 casements with glazing bars. The front doorway is at the right end of the former large cottage and contains a plank door. The former doorway to the smaller cottage is blocked alongside to right. Roof is gable-ended. Interior not available for
inspection at time of survey. Brook Cottage is one of an attractive group of thatched buildings. It stands forward from Pear Tree Cottage (q.v.) adjoining to left.
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BARLOW CHEST
TOMB
APPROXIMATELY 12
METRES WEST OF
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ALL SAINTS

Barlow chest tomb approximately - 12 metres west of Tower of Church of All Saints GV II Chest tomb. Dated 1869 in memory of Captain Benjamin Barlow. White marble. Moulded plinth and pitched and hipped roof-like lid. On each long side there is a central sunken panel with
Tudor arched head which is enriched with cusping. The end bays break forward a little and the lid is hipped. These bays contain a geometric pattern of sunken panels which are enriched with cusping. In the top centre a lozenge-shaped panel includes a 4-leaf motif and this panel
rises aboves the cornice and has a small gablet over. The ends have similar geometric patterns. The side panels are inscribed with lead lettering sunk into the marble. The north side records the death of Captain Benjamin Barlow in 1869 and the south side records the death of his
wife Mary Ann in 1900 and their daughter Clara in 1909. The tomb is enclosed by limestone coping stones which include socket holes from original iron railings [1].
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SHIPPARD CHEST
Chest tomb. Dated 1836 in memory of Henry Shippard. Limestone. Moulded plinth and lid with very low pitched ridge and moulded edges. Each corner is bead-moulded and a vertical sunken beadmould close by gives the impression of corner piers. Rectangular fielded panels each II Listed
TOMB
side are framed by beadmoulds and those on the long sides are flanked by similar verticals. The north side panel is inscribed. The first word is in Gothic script, the rest in Roman serif capitals and including some italics. It records the death of Henry Shippard in 1836 [1].
Building
APPROXIMATELY 4
METRES WEST OF
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ALL SAINTS
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Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
tombs within the All Saint's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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DAW CHEST TOMB Chest tomb. Dated 1859 in memory of John and Philippa Daw. Limestone. Moulded plinths and flat lid with moulded edges. Each corner is bead-moulded and a vertical sunken beadmould gives the impression of corner piers. The rectangular panels each side are framed by similar
APPROXIMATELY 4 sunken beadmoulds and those on the long sides are flanked by similar verticals. Both north and south sides are inscribed with Roman serif capitals. The south side records the deaths of John and Phillipa Daw (1850 and 1859 respectively). The north side records the deaths of
METRES WEST OF William and Mary Kendall (1840 and 1809 respectively), two of their children and finishes with a Biblical quote. The tomb stands on a platform which holds the sockets from former area railings [1].
TOWER OF CHURCH
OF ALL SAINTS
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Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
tombs within the All Saint's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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HELLEMAN
Chest tomb. Dated 1856 in memory of Daniel Helleman Considine. Limestone with grey basalt lid. Unusually severe chest tomb with flat, square-edged lid, slightly projecting square corner piers and plain slightly projecting plinth. The lid is inscribed with plain capitals and records
CONSIDINE CHEST the death Daniel Helleman Considine [1].
TOMB
APPROXIMATELY 10
METRES NORTH
WEST OF CHURCH
OF ALL SAINTS
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Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
tombs within the All Saint's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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TAYLOR COLDRIDGE
CHEST TOMB
APPROXIMATELY
2.5 METRES NORTH
WEST OF CHURCH
OF ALL SAINTS

Chest tomb. Dated 1871 in memory of Samuel Taylor Coldridge (sic), signed by Collings of Exmouth. Limestone with granite base. Gothic style chest tomb. The lid has a very low-pitched ridge, moulded edges and coved cornice below enriched with four leaf decoration and rosettes. II Listed
The moulded plinth follows round the angle buttresses which have weathered offsets. There is one panel each end and two each side, the pairs separated by a similar buttress. Each panel is sunken and contains a 4-centred arch with cinquefoil head and trefoils in the spandrels.
Building
Most of the panels are inscribed, all Roman serif upper and lower case lettering. The west end records the death of Samual Taylor Coldridge (sic) in 1871, the southern panels record the deaths of John and Elizabeth Coldridge in 1851. The tomb sits on a granite platform which has a
series of sockets indicating that the tomb was once enclosed by iron railings.
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Site visited 8/3/17: A chest tomb
with gothic arches on the sides. The
tomb is well-preserved.
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TEMPLE HILL

House. Circa 1850, carefully modernised circa 1983. Stucco walls, mostly brick but some stone rubble; brick stacks with plastered chimney shafts; slate roof, some tile to rear. Main block faces south-west with double depth plan. It is 2 rooms wide. The main domestic rooms are
those 2 on the front the these have end stacks. Main entrance is to rear of left (north-western) side directly into a large entrance hall and stair behind the front left room. Small room to rear of right front room and behind that an integral 2-storey outshot. Behind the entrance hall
is the kitchen block projecting at right angles and projecting a little from the left end. It has a gable-end stack. Behind the house a small courtyard is enclosed by service buildings but also includes a tall single storey block, lit from the top and with an end stack; probably once a
billiard room. House is 2 storeys and main block has attics. Tudor Gothic style. Symmetrical 3-window front. In the centre at ground floor level is a tall round- headed niche with flat architrave and hoodmould. It contains a moulded lions head water spout and lobed half basin. The
niche is flanked by flat-roofed bays, projecting square with panelled corner shafts, moulded cornice and containing original French windows. The cornice is carried across over the central alcove as a dripcourse. The first floor windows have Tudor-style hoodmoulds and contain
horned 4-pane sashes with unusual horizontal glazing bars. All the windows have shaped vallances for external blinds. The stucco front is lightly incised as ashlar with quoins on the corners. Moulded eaves cornice and low parapet with soffit-moulded coping. The parapet is
interrupted by 3 attic dormers; horned round-headed sashes without glazing bars and architrave with panelled imposts, moulded head and resting on large blocks on shaped brackets. Roof is hipped each end. The chimney shafts have soffit-moulded coping. On the left end, the
entrance front, the main block has the main doorway to rear with another horned sash with hoodmould above and a round-headed dormer above that. The doorway contains a part-glazed door with margin panes and lies behind a flat- roofed porch flush with the kitchen behind.
It contains a part-glazed panelled door with fanlight and side lights. Stucco imposts and moulded head with a rusticated keystone which interrupts the eaves cornice. The moulded coping of the low parapet is the same used on the kitchen block. The kitchen has a 2-window front;
horned sashes with hoodmoulds and soffit-moulded sills to the ground floor and twin round- headed lancets to first floor. The right end wall has an irregular 2-window front with a third to the outshot, all horned sashes but only the latter with hoodmoulds. Interior is largely
original and remarkably well-preserved. The main rooms have marble chimneypieces and moulded plaster cornices, the latter in a kind of Jacobethan style. The joinery detail is high quality. It includes a large open well stair, again vaguely Jacobethan in style. It has an open string
with shaped stair brackets, square newel posts with pyramid caps, mahogany handrail and turned balusters. It is lit by a skylight. Even many of the brass door handles etc are original. The front ground floor rooms have ornate brass bell pulls enriched with openwork patterns and
painted porcelain handles. In the service outshot the bells remain, each with a different tone [1].

II Listed
Building

Extant
Building

Medium

PostMedieval

SY 06549
85090

[1] National
Heritage List
for England
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MDV116974

Road to the North
of Southfield
Lodge, Bicton

Archive - Survey. Exeter Archaeology, 2003-2004, East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Archaeological Survey Ordnance Survey surveyors' drawing (1801) depicts road extending east from current road at SY 0600 8598 to SY 0658 8574 then north to meet current road at
SY 0660 8661. Not shown on Ordnance Survey 1:10560 1891 map. Ordnance Survey 1801 Surveyprs' Drawing 40 pt 4 [2].

None

CARTOGRA Negligible
PHIC
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval
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MDV58088

Findspot to the
West of The
Rookery, Bicton

Archive - Survey. Exeter Archaeology, 2003-2004, East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Archaeological Survey
Objects found at Bicton by detectorist include 17th century spurs, 16th/17th century saddle-pommel, coins of 16th-19th
century date, 19th century ammunition pouch badge and other items of Post-medieval date [1].

None

FIND

PostMedieval
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n

MDV44365

Boundary between The very straight East Budleigh/Bicton parish boundary, running for 9km between Exe and Otter estuaries forms the northern
East Budleigh and boundary of a probable royal estate. Also forms a major road of probable ancient origin, linking Otterton with Exeter, and joins
Bicton
Roman Exeter-Dorchester road at Bishops Clyst [1].
Parishes.

None

PARISH
Low
BOUNDARY

Undated
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n

MDV44366

Boundary between The very straight East Budleigh/Bicton parish boundary, running for 9km between Exe and Otter estuaries forms the northern
East Budleigh and boundary of a probable royal estate. Also forms a major road of probable ancient origin, linking Otterton with Exeter, and joins
Bicton
Roman Exeter-Dorchester road at Bishops Clyst [1].
Parishes

None

PARISH
Low
BOUNDARY

Undated

121

n

MDV44648

ROAD in the Parish The parish/estate boundary was also a major road likely to be of ancient origin. It links otterton, which
of Bicton
possessed a market at the time of domesday, with exeter, and joins the roman exeter-dorchester road at bishops clist
(weddell) [1].

None

ROAD

Low

Roman;
Early
Medieval
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y

MDV58092

Artefacts to the
Detectorist finds along s edge of obelisk field. Includes 5 centimes piece of napoleon iii (1857), a 5 reis and a 3 reis of john v
Northwest of Brick of portugal (c.1706-50), a maravidis of philip iv of spain (c.1621-1660) (cobley). Objects found at Bicton by detectorist include 17th century spurs, 16th/17th century saddle-pommel, coins of 16th-19th
Cross, Bicton
century date, 19th century ammunition pouch badge and other items of Post-medieval date [1].

None

FIND

Negligible

PostMedieval
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MDV58093

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of Bicton

Detectorist finds include a late george iii half penny trade token, a 17c nuremberg jetton and late c16 cast copper alloy square
coin weights from antwerp (latter=read 820) (cobley) [1].

None

FIND

Negligible

PostMedieval
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MDV69964

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of Bicton

Medieval engraved gold finger ring found by detectorist in 1998. Some confusion over ngr which was given as sy007-856(dcms) [1].

None

FIND

Negligible

Medieval
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MDV58089

Findspot to the
West of The
Rookery, Bicton

Cast copper-alloy saddle-pommel found by detectorist. Dated to 16th or 17th century [1].

None

FIND

Negligible

PostMedieval
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y

MDV58090

Artefacts to the
West of The
Rookery, Bicton

Concentration of coin finds made by detectorist just west of the Rookery. Includes: Edward I penny, Henry VII halfpenny, Mary
Queen of Scots groat (c.1553), Elizabeth 2 pence (1594-1596), Elizabeth 6 pence (1591), James I two pence (1604-5),
Charles I sixpence (1628-29), Charles I rose farthings, Charles II farthing (1672-1679), William III sixpence (exeter - 1696),
George II halfpenny (1750), George III sixpence (1816), George IV shilling (1825) [1].

None

FIND

Negligible

Medieval;
PostMedieval
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Record
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Record
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Record
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Environment
Record
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Devon
Historic
Environment
Record
SY 0696 8562 [1] East
Devon
Historic
Environment
Record
SY 0703 8566 [1] East
Devon
Historic
Environment
Record
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Site visited 8/3/17: A cob and thatch P35
building typical of those found
throughout the study area and East
Devon. The asset was being
refurbished at the time of the visit,
with the front being replastered.
Site visited 8/3/17: One of many
tombs within the All Saint's
Churchyard. The asset is in good
condition.
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Negligible
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130
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P19
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MDV58091

Artefacts to the
North of Brick
Cross, Bicton

Detectorist finds. Sheet copper-alloy ammunition pouch badge. Bicton rifle volunteers, 1875. Also 17c horse boss [1].

None

FIND

Negligible

PostMedieval
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y

MDV117537

Field Name Butt
Park, Bicton

Field called Butt Park on Tithe Map/Tithe Apportionment (Tithe Apportionment No. 38). May relate to medieval open field
system [1].

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE

Medieval
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y

MDV58094

Artefacts to the
Detectorist finds comprising two cast copper-alloy oval cross belt plates. One 1758-1853 North Devon Militia, one 1798-1802
North of Bicton Old armed association.
Rectory, Bicton

None

FIND

Negligible

PostMedieval
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MDV18445

Bicton Pound,
Bicton

None

POUND

Low

131

y

MDV10390

CROSS in the Parish All saints. The remains of the original gable cross are on the east gable [1].
of East Budleigh

None

CROSS

Medium

Early
Medieval;
Medieval;
PostMedieval
Undated
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y

MDV10578

Stocks to the South Modern stocks, in good condition, probably not in situ, protected by tiled wooden canopy. In workable condition, with hinged
of Mausoleum,
iron frame. Three pairs of ankle holes, outer pairs of smaller diameter than inner. Mounted on apparently original oak
Bicton
supports. Probably 18th century at earliest [1]

None

STOCKS

Low

133

y

MDV38064

Bicton Manor,
Bicton

Bechatona' is mentioned in the Domesday book. Bicton appears throughout the middle ages and spelt in different ways. It
probably means 'beocca's farm'.

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE

Early
Medieval;
Medieval
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y

MDV10383

COMMEMORATIVE
MONUMENT in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

None

COMMEMO Medium
RATIVE
MONUMEN
T

PostMedieval
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y

MDV10385

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. Walter raleigh's first wife was interred in the church. The incised slab to her memory is in the middle line of the
centre aisle. It is let into the floor, square with rough edges. It is not of slate as is usually though, but of purbeck marble. The
centre of the slab has a cross fleury. The inscription runs along the four borders formed by cutting away the adjacent surface.
It is difficult to decipher as it is worn away. It is reversed, but reads:- 'orate pro aia iohanne raleyh vxor waltr i rale armig qve
obit x die mensi ivnii ano d. ' she must have died before 1534. Commemorates joan, 1st wife of walter raleigh, father of the
distinguished statesman. Inscription possibly a later insertion onto an ancient memorial [1].
All saints. The seals of walter raleigh are in the church at east budleigh [1].

None

FINDSPOT

Medium

PostMedieval
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y

MDV10377

FONT in the Parish All saints. The font is of beer stone. It consists of a flat bowl supported on a pedestal. It is of the perpendicular period. The bowl is octagonal, each face having a small quatrefoil with an afloriated centre. Its under-surface is adorned with sculptured fruit and leaves. The pedestal is
of East Budleigh
of the same form as the bowl, and each face is panelled. Traces of the original colours were discovered when the coat of oil paint was removed from its surface. The cover is oak, octagonal and rising to an apex by ogee-shaped sides [1].

None

FONT

Medium

Medieval;
PostMedieval
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MDV58034

Findspot to the
Cast glass centre-boss brooch of c. Ad250-5th century found by detectorist. Oval with abraded perimeter and missing boss [1].
North of Bicton
Home Farm, Bicton

None

FIND

Negligible

Roman
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y

MDV58037

Findspot to the
Antonine coin found by detectorist [1].
North of Bicton
Home Farm, Bicton

None

FIND

Negligible

Roman

139

y

Bicton Home Farm Rolle Estate's Home Farm, built 1863. Bicton Farm is shown on Ordnance Survey 1891 map. Contains barn with massive brick pillars resembling guildhall or market house. Associated buildings and a pump shown on late 19th-early 20th century OS maps [1].

None

FARMSTEA Low
D;
Cartographi
c Evidence

PostMedieval
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MDV18619;
MDV75923;
MDV75926;
MDV75929;
MDV75930;
MDV75931;
MDV75932;
MDV75933
MDV18620

Mill at Bicton Farm, At Bicton Farm, Bicton, a general purpose water mill. Power is supplied by a large overshot wheel driven by overflow water,
Bicton
via a leat from bicton lake. The fine millhouse was built in 1863 of brick and slate [1].

None

MILL

Low

141

y

MDV16878

BARN in the Parish A barn, presumably at bicton farm, bicton, is described as a lofty wooden superstructure resting on massive brick pillars. It is
of Bicton
also illustrated. The design resembles the common type of guildhall or market-house [1].

None

Barn

Low
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y

MDV58031

Findspot to the
Bow and fantail broach of 1st-2nd century BC found by detectorist. Umbonate centre with four of six peripheral knobs
Southeast of Bicton surviving. Traces of orange and blue enamel in the form of cinquefoil and sunburst. Fragmented copper-alloy hinge pin
Home Farm,
Bicton

None

FIND

Negligible

Early
Medieval;
Medieval;
PostMedieval
Early
Medieval;
Medieval;
PostMedieval
Iron Age
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y

MDV40298

Kiln Waste Dump to
the East of Bicton
Home Farm,
Bicton

Possible kiln waste dump on line of the otterton dotton water main. Spread of charcoal and brick fragments exposed in
excavation, probably the upper level of a waste dump of wastes, misfired bricks etc. Also found were glazed pebbles which
had been subjected to high temps. No actual kiln found within area (4.2m x 2.3m). The waste had been deposited within a
brick pit cut into an old river channel which had been used as a clay source [1].

None

KILN

Negligible

Undated
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MDV10564

Otterton Bridge,
Bicton

Otterton bridge. Vis=estimated -/-/1937(henderson, c. + jervoise, e. ) a bridge is known to have existed in 1480. The present
bridge is 19th century. The previous bridge had three arches and splayed ends, and carried a narrow roadway. It stood just
above the present bridge. Vis=9/7/1953(os) no remains of the old bridge are visible. The possible continuation of the old road
on the west side suggests that the old bridge was on the site of the present one [1].

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE
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y

MDV40299

Clay Quarry to the
East of Bicton
Home Farm,
Bicton

Clay quarrying. The river course has changed at different times and meandered across the flood plain leaving abandoned
channels containing silts, clays (and sandbanks) which could be used for brick-making. The clay was of poor quality as were
the resultant bricks and contained many pebbles. The high sand content was also responsible for partial glazing of bricks [1].

None

CLAY PIT

Negligible
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y

MDV22494

RAILWAY in the
Parish of Bicton

Railway in bicton parish [1].

None

RAILWAY

Low

PostMedieval
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y

MDV40302

Flint Findspot to
the West of
Otterton Bridge,
Bicton

Three waste flakes found during fieldwalking on a line with the otterton - dotton water main [1].

None

FIND

Negligible

Prehistoric

148

n

MDV38993

Crossing Place on Possible saxon crossing place to Otterton. No evidence found in excavation (pipeline) but River Otter has shifted eastwards.
River Otter, Bicton, The alignment of the parish boundaries and roads suggest such a crossing (the realignment of the modern road to cross the
Otterton
railway may have destroyed such a site) [1].

None

CONJECTUR Negligible
AL
EVIDENCE
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139

Bicton Pound. At corner of approach road to st. Mary's Church. Rectangular in plan with cement capped rubble walls, and
modern iron gate.
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PostMedieval
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Early
Medieval;
Medieval;
PostMedieval
Undated
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Historic
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Record
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Devon
Historic
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Record
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Devon
Historic
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Record
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Devon
Historic
Environment
Record
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Devon
Historic
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Record
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Devon
Historic
Environment
Record
SY 0790 8548 [1] East
Devon
Historic
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Record
SY 077 853 [1] East
Devon
Historic
Environment
Record
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Record
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MDV22495

RAILWAY in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

Railway in east budleigh parish [1].

None

RAILWAY

Low

150

y

MDV38067

Field Name, Rack
Green, Otterton

Field called Rack Green on Tithe Map/Tithe Apportionment (Tithe Apportionment No. 1096). Part of Otterton Mill tenement. Indicates that mill used as fulling mill at some time [1].

None

PLACENAM Negligible
E EVIDENCE
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y

MDV69665

LEAT in the Parish
of Otterton

Site of 'mill leat' shown on os 25" (1880s) map running south from a weir on the 'river otter' at sy08058550 via a sluice to 'otteron mill' & rejoining the river to the south of a weir at sy07888506 [1].

None

CARTOGRA Negligible
PHIC
EVIDENCE
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y

MDV35896

Flint Scraper North Scraper found on path north of Otterton [1].
of Otterton

None

FINDSPOT

Negligible

153

y

MDV81073

Artefacts, Otterton Report - Watching Brief. Weddell, P. J., 2011, Otterton Bridge, Otterton, Devon: Results of an Archaeological Watching Brief No archaeological remains or features were visible during the watching brief. Upon a return visit to observe metal detector operations on exposed surfaces, None
Bridge
four copper alloy objects were recovered, all from the topsoil. The artefacts date from the 16th century and include a book clasp, George IV farthing, George III halfpenny and a 19th century button component [1].

FIND

Negligible

154

y

MDV40304

Leat

CARTOGRA Negligible
PHIC
EVIDENCE
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y

MDV29889

156

y

MDV60662

WALL in the Parish Sixty yards east of otterton bridge is a garden wall believed to be part of the old priory walled garden and a doorway to a
None
of Otterton
house. The doorway has a heavy stone frame with three centred arch and heavy keystone. The wall is made of old bricks and
has a saddle-back coping with the remains of a dentil course of cornerway bricks. On the west side there is a blocked
doorway on which is placed in cut brick the letters rd for richard duke and below the date 169? (doe). Vis=est=-/-/1986 (doe)
garden walls belonging to mill house. Mostly late c17. A part rebuilt after destruction by flood in 1967 once included a date,
thought to be 1691, picked out in black bricks. Erratic bond - some english garden wall, but mostly stretcher bond. Includes
c17 stone doorway [1].
WALL in the Parish Sixty yards e of otterton bridge is a garden wall believed to be part of the old priory walled garden and a doorway to a house. The doorway has a heavy stone frame with 3 centred arch and heavy keystone. The wall is made of old bricks and has a saddle-back coping with the
None
of Otterton
remains of dentil course of cornerway bricks. On the w side there is a blocked doorway on which is placed in cut brick the letters rd for richard duke and below the date 169?.0/1. The former manor house had its e front built in 1690, so that the wall and doorway may belong to it.
They might also be part of the alien priory as the mansion incorporated remains of it. But their situation, within 60 yards of otterton bridge, suggests that they may be part of otterton barton - which was part of otterton manor when it was owned by richard duke, or might even be
part of his cornmill. Sections can be found of english garden wall bond but most tends to a stretcher bond. Tall brick walls enclosing a rectangular garden separated from mill house only by the mill leat. The sw front wall (facing the road) has been raised with 19c brick at the right
end and near the right end it includes a 17c stone doorway. Most of the brickwork is original but a section of the left (nw) side was rebuilt in 1967 and the top of the rear wall is patched with stone rubble. The footings line the bank of the mill leat on the right and the bank of the
leat overflow channel to rear. The walls have steep coping sloping outwards to a projecting cornice and part of the front wall has a diagonal dentil cornice of a low segmental arch with a projecting keystone and an ovolo-moulded surround. It was undoubtedly erected with the wall
in the late 17c but it looks awkward as if made up and adapted from pieces of an earlier arch. Maybe the stones came from the ruins of the monastery which once stood on nearby church hill in the village [1].
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MDV10577

Otterton Wesleyan Former Wesleyan Chapel at Quail Cottage. Opened 1896, closed late 20th century.
Chapel
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MDV10545

PRIORY in the
Parish of Otterton
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y

MDV10543

160

y

161

159

160

161

162

163

Mill leats on the line of the otterton - dotton water main. Two manmade watercourses run down the west side of the otter
floodplain. One originates from the river opposite paves farm and the other from grims ford weir. The former is cut by the
pipeline at sy07938536 and the latter at sy07768534 and sy07988574. The leats still function as drainage ditches. No
evidence found of a mill site [1].

None
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SY 0773 8512 [1] East
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Record
Undated
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Record
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Medieval
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Record
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Neolithic
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Environment
Record
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Medieval
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Environment
Record
Undated
SY 079 853 [1] East
Devon
Historic
Environment
Record
Early
SY 0797 8530 [1] East
Medieval;
Devon
Medieval;
Historic
PostEnvironment
Medieval
Record

WALL

Low

WALL

Low

Early
Medieval;
Medieval;
PostMedieval

SY 0796 8528 [1] East
Devon
Historic
Environment
Record

None

WESLEYAN Low
METHODIS
T CHAPEL

PostMedieval

SY 080 853

Otterton priory. An alien priory of benedictine (black) monks, a dependent of Mont-St. Michel. The Manor of Otterton and other endowments were granted by William I, (before 1087) with King John founding a priory for four monks in the late 12th/early 13th century. Some
suggested that there was already a cell in 11th century and that King John increased endowments, and erected better buildings. Suppressed 1414, and granted to Syon Abbey some years later.At the dissolution of this abbey in 1539 the property was purchased by Richard Duke,
who converted part of the monastic building into his mansion [1].

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE

Medieval

SY 0802 8517

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of Otterton

The parish church of st michael, otterton. Engraved portraits of the children of the Duke family, dated 1640. Monumental brass with arms of the Duke family dated 1775.

None

FIND

Negligible

PostMedieval

SY 0799 8516

MDV10544

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of Otterton

The parish church of st michael, otterton. A bass viol and two or three treble instruments were owned by the church. A barrel
organ was added in 1793. A new violoncello was purchased in 1823-1824, and bass viol and clarionet fittings were among the
expenses of the same period. A new clarinet was purchased in 1834-1835.

None

FIND

Negligible

PostMedieval

SY 0799 8516

y

MDV44013

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of Otterton

Paten, 1749, by William Parry [1].

None

FIND

Negligible

PostMedieval

SY 0799 8516
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MDV107282

66 and 68 Fore
Street, Otterton

Rolle Estate cottages [1].

None

CARTOGRA Low
PHIC
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval

SY 0808 8526
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y

MDV16281

Church House,
Otterton

Otterton Church House, not precisely located. According to the records of the charity commissioners of 1818 it was then
being used as a poorhouse [1].

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval

SY 0808 8518
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MDV107263

46 to 54 Fore
Street, Otterton

Rolle Estate cottages built 1902 [1].

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval

SY 0818 8528
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MDV107279

Watering Farm,
Otterton

Cartographic. Ordnance Survey, 1880 - 1899, First Edition Ordnance Survey 25 inch map 'Watering Farm' marked on south side of road [1].

None

DOCUMENT Medium
ARY
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval

SY 0825 8527
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MDV107278

Houstern Farm,
Otterton

Cartographic. Ordnance Survey, 1880 - 1899, First Edition Ordnance Survey 25 inch map 'Houstern Farm' marked [1].

None

CARTOGRA Low
PHIC
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval

SY 0820 8525
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y

MDV22217

Houston Farm,
Otterton

Houston Farm. Possible cruck recorded [1].

None

FARMSTEA Low
D

PostMedieval

SY 082 852
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MDV107230

Rolle Barton,
Church Hill,
Otterton

Part of Rolle Barton was remodelled by Rolle Estate in 1867 [1].

None

CARTOGRA Negligible
PHIC
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval

SY 0795 8510
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MDV10563

Otterton Barton,
Otterton

Otterton house, formerly otterton barton. Appears largely early-mid 19c. Upper storey, however, contains 5 pairs of cruck trusses of impressively wide span, their tops sawn off just above floor-level in the roof-space. They have chamfered archbraces to the collars and heavy
tenoned windbraces. Their feet project from the bedroom walls, but are not visible on ground floor. One of the trusses is chamfered with a diagonal-cut stop just above first-floor level, suggesting that the crucks always stood on a thick wall corresponding to the existing ground
storey. The trusses are clean, so this cannot have been a house in the middle ages, although a chamfered upper-floor beam in the ground floor suggests that it was so by 17c. An early 19c painting at otterton mill shows a house with mullioned windows (then used as a barn)
immediately w of the church, and it is possible that this had been the farmhouse at one time [1].

None

FARMHOUS Low
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Site visited 8/3/2017: The asset
forms what is predominantly a new
development, but some of the
original Rolle Barton is still present,
through the former barn buildings
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Two stone tools were found at the bed of the River Otter, above Otterton. One large heavy stone of an uneven quadrangular
shape with two vertical sides, one sloping tip and one flat bottom surface. Irregular pointed ends, worn; bottom surface
smooth and shiny, the rest coated with a whitish deposit. One deep honey-coloured chert flake, under surface clear flake,
upper surface slightly worked with much cortex remaining, point one end, wedge-shaped other end. Very shiny and worn. A
possible rubber/smoother [1].
Field System to the Tenement at Otterton described in 1305 with its elongated curtilage, and bounded by another tenement and curtilage on each
Southeast of
of its longer sides and stretched in length from a road to the terra arabilis of the village [1].
Bicton, Colaton
Raleigh, Otterton

None
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FINDSPOT in the
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Colaton Raleigh,
Otterton
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Prehistoric
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Early
Medieval;
Medieval

SY 08 85

Quarry to the
Possible quarry visible on 1946 aerial photograph + described as the Great Catson and Waste on the 1844 Tithe Map
South of Park Lane, Apportionment [1].
Otterton

None

AERIAL
Negligible
PHOTOGRA
PHIC
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval

SY 0805 8491

MDV117767

Possible Barn to the Area of disturbance visible on aerial photograph, possibly a former barn [1].
South of Catson
Hill, Otterton

None

AERIAL
Negligible
PHOTOGRA
PHIC
EVIDENCE

Undated

SY 0795 8463

y

MDV63208

Possible Ring Ditch Circular feature which may be a ring ditch showing as a cropmark on 1946 aerial photograph [1].
on Catston Hill

None

AERIAL
Negligible
PHOTOGRA
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EVIDENCE

Prehistoric

SY 0799 8454
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MDV113445

Orchards at Colliver Tithe Mosaic, approximately 1838-1848 Plots 1300, 1323 and 1349 are recorded as Orchards on the Tithe Map and Apportionment (1298 does not appear to be listed).Royal Air Force, 1946 - 1949, Royal Air Force Aerial Photographs
Cross, Otterton
Orchards visible, although the northernmost one does not appear to be so well planted as the others [1].

None

CARTOGRA Negligible
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PostMedieval
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MDV10404

Prehistoric Flints
from the Colliver
Area, Otterton

Part of the Carter collection.424 specimens in the colliver area. Two main types of flint were found. A black flint from beer was used for the best worked implements, and a mottled grey flint of local origin with a large cherty content. A semi-translucent brown flint is also
None
represented and there are pieces of worked chert. The majority of worked flints are scrapers, about 300 specimens which fall into the divisions of end, double-ended, side and disc. The rest of the worked flints are piercers, awls and slug knives. A considerable number of well-struck
narrow flakes, some of which have been serrated and others utilized, were found. Associated with the flints are beach pebbles, probably used as sling-stones [1].

FINDSPOT

Prehistoric
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MDV105809

Curvilinear
Cropmarks West of
Home Down Barn,
Otterton

CROPMARK Negligible

Medieval

SY 0824 8363
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MDV105808

A Possible Ring
Ditch East of The
Warren, Otterton

Curvilinear cropmarks visible on aerial photographs of April 2000 to the west of Home Down Barn, are possibly evidence for
None
removed banked and ditched field boundaries potentially of medieval date. The cropmarks do not correspond with any
boundaries depicted on the tithe map for Otterton and might therefore have been removed a considerable time prior to the
1840s. The surrounding field pattern has been characterised from the Ordnance Survey first edition 25inch map as Barton
Fields, probably laid out between the 15th and 18th centuries. Barton fields can retain some curving boundaries following
boundaries based on medieval field patterns. The cropmarks appear in part to run parallel to the curvilinear field boundary to
the east which flanks a track. This might support the interpretation that the cropmarks are evidence of an earlier, medieval
enclosure pattern [1].
A possible ring ditch of prehistoric date is visible as a narrow cropmark in pasture on aerial photographs of 1946 on the high ground to the east of The Warren, Otterton. The cropmark is approximately one metre wide and encloses an area approximately 25 metres in diameter. This None
is relatively large size but could represent the remains of a sizeable monument such as a round barrow. The ring ditch is not visible on the other aerial photographs available to the survey but due to the monument’s location in a field used for pig farming in recent years the
opportunity for good cropmarks have been limited. As of 2012 the field appears to be under pasture and further investigation by geophysical survey and targeted aerial survey is recommended [1].
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MDV74342

Prehistoric Flints
Prehistoric flints recovered from fields to the north and east of South Farm [1].
from north and
east of South Farm

None

ARTEFACT
SCATTER

Negligible
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MDV106337

Inter War Airfield at An inter-war airfield is recorded as operating at The Warren, near East Budleigh. A field north of South Farm is noted as being known locally as Flying Field. It is probable these sources refer to the same field. The most probable site for an airfield in this area is immediately to the
The Warren
east of the field known as The Warren. It is possible this field was used as an Emergency Landing ground during the Second World War [1].

None

AIREFIELD

Negligible
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MDV109873

Field Name, Wall
Field, Otterton

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE
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MDV43237

Rabbit Warren east Site of a rabbit warren to the east of the River Otter [1].
of River Otter,
Otterton

None

PLACENAM Negligible
E EVIDENCE
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MDV109895

Saltings at the
A large area of saltings are labelled at the mouth of the River Otter on the Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map. It is possible that this indicates evidence for coastal salt production, although it is perhaps more likely that the term refers to an area of estuarine or coastal
mouth of the River land that is frequently covered by the tide [1].
Otter, Otterton

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE
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MDV109874

Field Name, Lime
Pit Field, Otterton

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE
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MDV114524

Flint Scatter, South Flint Scatter recovered from land at South Farm, Otterton Worked flint scatter recovered from land at South Farm. The artefacts include cores, blades, scrapers and awls [1].
Farm, Otterton

None

FIND

Negligible
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MDV41873

Artefact Scatter to 447 flints and small scatter of Roman pot found northwest of South Farm. The finds come from a small hollow leading down to
the Northwets of
the River Otter, some 900m north of a possible villa site and are likely to indicate a further occupation site.
South Farm,
Otterton

None

FINDSPOT

Negligible
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MDV61858;
MDV117704;
MDV74852;
MDV74853

South Farm,
Otterton

South Farm was built by the Rolle Estate and has the date 1869 over the entrance gate. It comprises a large rectangle of buildings with the house on one side facing into the yard. Opposite it is a two-storeyed range with a threshing barn in the upper storey. Shippons occupied the None
ground storey and there were other animal houses in the single storeyed flanking ranges. The Tithe Map of 1844 shows a similar but less tightly enclosed farmyard. To the east of the main farmstead was a detached cattle yard, now demolished. A barn is located to the north of the
complex. Three pumps are noted within the complex on the 1880's-1890's OS maps of the area [1]

FARMSTEA Low
D
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MDV10412

Artefact Scatter,
South Farm,
Otterton

Part of the Carter Collection. Two possible sling-stones, flint flakes, and worked flint found at South Farm [1].

None

FIND

Negligible
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n

MDV29634

Embankments west Embankments marked on 1880s-1890s 25 inch Ordnance Survey map encircling low lying area to west of River Otter.The enclosure of some 30 acres of mudflats by the Rolle Estate damaged harbour by decreasing tidal scouring and caused silting [1]. The case of the embankment
of River Otter
silting up the River Otter was investigated during the mid-1800's by the admiralty and is documented within a report and two newspaper articles availible in the South-West Archive in Exeter. The reports provide the date of the embankent as taking place from 1810-1815 [2].

None
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Stone Tools from
the River Otter,
Bicton, Colaton
Raleigh, Otterton
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182

Two stone tools were found at the bed of the river otter, above otterton. One large heavy stone of an uneven quadrangular
shape with two vertical sides, one sloping tip and one flat bottom surface. Irregular pointed ends, worn; bottom surface
smooth and shiny, the rest coated with a whitish deposit. One deep honey-coloured chert flake, under surface clear flake,
upper surface slightly worked with much cortex remaining, point one end, wedge-shaped other end. Very shiny and worn. A
possible rubber/smoother [1].
Manor of Otterton Manor of Otterton given to the monastery of St Michael, Normandy (Mont St Michel) by Gytha, mother of King Harold. Manor
appears in Domesday as 'Otritona' probably meaning farm by the River Otter [1].
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Field called Wall Field on Tithe Map/Tithe Apportionment (Tithe Apportionment No. 1404). Possible former structure although lane to west now called Wallclose Lane suggesting boundary wall. Otterton Tithe Map/Tithe Apportionment 1844/1843 [1].
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Plot 1433 on the Otterton Tithe Map of 1844 is recorded as 'Lime Pit Field' within the Tithe Apportionment. The field name may indicate the presence of a lime pit within the vicinity, although no features are depicted within this field on the Tithe Map or the later First Edition 25
inch Ordnance Survey map [1].
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Site Visit 8/3/2017: The site lies in a
valley between two hills and has a
limited gview of the surrounding
area. The historic barn ranges seem
to still be intact, though have been

[2] South
West Heritage
Trust: Devon
Archive
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MDV109875

Field Name, Mud
Linhay, Otterton

Plot 1443 on the Otterton Tithe Map of 1844 is recorded as 'Mud Linhay' within the Tithe Apportionment. The field name may indicate the presence of a linhay within the vicinity, although no buildings are depicted within this field on the Tithe Map or the later First Edition 25 inch
Ordnance Survey map [1].

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE

Undated
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MDV59676

Prehistoric Flints
from east of the
River Otter,
Otterton

17 pieces flint found, possibly Neolithic/Early Bronze Age [1].

None

FINDSPOT

Negligible

Prehistoric
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MDV10418

Flint Findspot,
Otterton

Unworked nodule of black flint, possibly a prehistoric import, found by Mr G. E. L. Carter on the surface of a bluff near the sea at Otterton [1].

None

FIND

Negligible

Prehistoric
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MDV58837

Flint Findspot,
Otterton

Flint found on surface of ploughed field, close to path. There is a heavy outwash from these sandy fields so flint possibly came from further up the hill to the east [1].

None

FIND
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Prehistoric
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MDV106796

Flint Scatter
Several pieces of worked flint were recovered from land around South Farm and likely date from the Neolithic to the Bronze
recovered from
Age period [1].
land around South
Farm, Otterton.

None
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Negligible

Prehistoric
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MDV59677

Prehistoric Flints
from east of the
River Otter,
Otterton

None

FIND

Negligible

Prehistoric
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MDV51072

Saltings northwest Site of saltings shown on early 20th century map in the estuary to the northwest of Otterton Point [1].
of Otterton Point,
Budleigh Salterton

None

CARTOGRA Negligible
PHIC
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval
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MDV51061

Saltings northwest Saltings are annotated on the Ordnance Survey early 20th century map on two island in the Otter estuary to the north of Otterton Point. It is unlikely that this denotes saltworking activity and is probably an alternative term for the estuarine saltmarsh [1].
of Otterton Point,
Budleigh Salterton.

None
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PostMedieval
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MDV51062

Saltings northwest 1904 - 1906, Second Edition Ordnance Survey 25 inch Map
of Otterton Point, Site of 'Saltings' shown on early 20th century maps on two islands in the estuary to thew northwest of Otterton Point [1].
Budleigh Salterton

None

CARTOGRA Negligible
PHIC
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval
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MDV117039

Granary to the East Granary' marked on Ordnance Survey 1891 map [1].
of Granary Lane,
East Budleigh

None

CARTOGRA Negligible
PHIC
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval
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MDV109889

Field Name, Boat
House Field, East
Budleigh

Plot 492 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 is recorded as 'Boat House Field' within the Tithe Apportionment. The plot is located on the western bank of the River Otter, and the field name may indicate the presence of a boat house, although no structure is shown within the
field on the Tithe Map [1].

None
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EVIDENCE

Undated
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MDV111507

Gas Works, East
Budleigh

A 'Gas Works' is labelled and illustrated on both the First and Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey maps. The gas works
are not marked on the Ordnance Survey Master Map as the area has since been developed for housing [1].

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
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EVIDENCE

PostMedieval
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MDV37221

Roman Coin,
In 1934 a coin of claudius (identified by dr blackie) was found in a gas pipe trench in budleigh salterton. In 1989 the coin was in the possession of mr bob burch of exmouth (exmouth journal) [1].
Budleigh Salterton,
East Budleigh

None

FIND

Roman
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MDV109934

Buildings to the
A row of buildings are shown within Stoneborough on the 19th century Tithe Map. Buildings are still present in this location on
North of
the Ordnance Survey Master Map [1].
Stoneborough Lane

None

CARTOGRA Low
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EVIDENCE

Undated
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MDV109887

Field Name, Stone
Barrow, East
Budleigh

CARTOGRA Negligible
PHIC
EVIDENCE

Prehistoric
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MDV109888

Field Name, Cross Plot 473 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 is recorded as 'Cross Park' within the Tithe Apportionment. The field name may indicate the presence of a cross within the vicinity, or may indicate land either belonging to, or situated close to, a church [1].
Park, East Budleigh

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
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EVIDENCE

Undated
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MDV22504

Railway at Budleigh Railway in budleigh salterton parish [1].
Salterton

None

DOCUMENT Low
ARY
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval
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MDV106379

Field Boundary,
A former field boundary of potential medieval date is visible as a cropmark bank on aerial photographs of 1996, at Budleigh Salterton. The plough-spread former field boundary is northeast to southwest aligned and closely respects the historic field patterns based on medieval strip None
Budleigh Salterton fields, although appears to have passed out of use by the time of the East Budleigh parish tithe map of approximately 1838-48. Other similar cropmark banks of former field boundaries were also visible on aerial photographs of 1996, although since they are depicted on historic
mapping were not transcribed as part of this survey. The cropmark bank was not clearly visible on other aerial photographs or digital images made available to the survey [1].

CROPMARK Negligible
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MDV29633

Terrace to the
Terracing noted in 19th century in orchards on south side of Kersbrook.
South of Kersbrook
Brook, Budleigh
Salterton, East
Budleigh

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
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EVIDENCE

Early
Medieval;
Medieval;
PostMedieval
Undated
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MDV10403

ARTEFACT SCATTER Kersbrook. Part of the carter collection. One plastic bag containing worked flint, flint flakes, and one large piece of worked chert [1].
in the Parish of
Budleigh Salterton,
East Budleigh

None

ARTEFACT
SCATTER
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MDV39971

Mill Leat, East
Budleigh

None
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y

MDV18740

Kersbrook Mill, East Kersbrook, or Parkers, East Budleigh, the site of a former water-powered grist mill. Earliest documentary reference to mill is in 1781, and it was out of operation by early 20th century. There was a small dam above the mill supplying water for overshot wheel that has now gone [1]. None
Budleigh
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37 flints including scraper and fragment probable leaf shaped arrowhead [1].
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Plot 472 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 is recorded as 'Stone Barrow' within the Tithe Apportionment. The field name may indicate the presence of a barrow or cairn within the plot, although no features are depicted on either the Tithe Map or the later First Edition 25 inch None
Ordnance Survey map [1].
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A watercourse is shown on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 and is shown running from a pond within plot 640 towards the south-east. This corresponds with the location of the 'Old Mill Leat' which is illustrated and labelled on the First and Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance
Survey maps. The leat is not illustrated on the Ordnance Survey Master Map [1].
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MDV107257

Kersbrook Farm,
Farmstead partly remodelled by Rolle Estate in 1882
Budleigh Salterton

None
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MDV29632

COTTAGE NON
SPECIFIC in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE
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MDV109883

Field Name, Pit
Plot 1086 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 is recorded as 'Pit Park' within the Tithe Apportionment. The field name may indicate the presence of a pit within the vicinity, although no features are depicted within or adjacent to this plot on either the Tithe Map or the later
Park, East Budleigh First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map [1].
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MDV117600

Field Names,
Stanbury, East
Budleigh

3 fields called Stanbury on Tithe Map/Tithe Apportionment (Tithe Apportionment No. 1043, 1048a, 1049). 'Bury' element may denote earthwork of early date [1].

None

PLACENAM Negligible
E EVIDENCE
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MDV21732

Findspot of Hand
Axe Near Tidwell
Mount, East
Budleigh

Tidwell mount, east budleigh. Findspot of late acheulian type handaxe of chert (os citing tda). Vis=10/7/1953 (os) found c1950 in the gateway of the then ploughed field opposite tidwell mount. This field is now under grass (osa). Vis=examined at bm. Identified as a local chert
rather than broom chert. Currently in exeter museum.

None
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MDV111502

Field Name, Higher The field name 'Higher Lime Pit Park' within plot 1026 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 may indicate the presence of a lime pit within the vicinity. This is labelled as plot 24 on an earlier estate map of East Budleigh dating to 1797. The plot is recorded on this map as 'Lime Pitt None
Lime Pit Park, East Brake' and a lime pit is located and labelled near the southern boundary of this plot [1].
Budleigh

PLACENAM Negligible
E EVIDENCE
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MDV111504

Gravel Pit to the
East of Tidwell
Mount, East
Budleigh

A gravel pit is labelled and depicted to the east of Tidwell Mount on the First and Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey maps. The gravel pit is not marked on the Ordnance Survey Master Map [1].

None
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MDV109949

Field Name, Cross
Park, Budleigh
Salterton

Plots 1072 and 1196 are recorded as 'Cross Park' within the East Budleigh Tithe Apportionment. The field names may indicate the location of a cross, or may relate to land either beloinging to, or situated close to, a church. It is, however, also possible that these field names relate to None
the crossroad situated a little further to the south [1].
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MDV106145

Field Boundary to
the south of East
Budleigh

A former field boundary of potential medieval date is visible as a linear cropmark ditch on aerial photographs of 1946, to the south of East Budleigh. The former boundary is northnortheast to southsouthwest aligned and closely respects the historic field patterns based on
medieval strip fields, although appears to have passed out of use by the time of the parish tithe map of approximately 1838-48. The cropmark ditch was not clearly visible on other aerial photographs or digital images made available to the survey [1].

None
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MDV117025

Butts Field Names, Group of 8 small fields with 'Butts' names on Tithe Map/Tithe Apportionment lay to east and west of Tidwell Lane (Tithe Apportionment Nos 1188, 1190-91, 1208, 1212, 1217, 1220-21). Name often associated with boundary of medieval open field system. East Budleigh Tithe
East Budleigh
Map/Tithe Apportionment c. 1845/1842 [1].

None
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E EVIDENCE
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MDV54123

Cropmarks to the
south of East
Budleigh

The cropmarks referred to in this record as representing a possible enclosure appear to more likely relate to geological variations in the ground than being of archaeological origin. The cropmarks are fairly poorly defined and diffuse in nature and closely respect the contours of the None
ground and as such are more likely the result of by natural banding. The cropmarks were not mapped as part of this survey [1].
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MDV109878

Field Name, Beacon Plot 1186 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 is recorded as 'Beacon Park' within the Tithe Apportionment. The field name may indicate the presence of a beacon within the vicinity, although no features are depicted within or adjacent to this plot on either the Tithe Map or the None
Park, East Budleigh later First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map [1].
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MDV107250

1 and 2 Middle
Street, East
Budleigh

Cartographic. Ordnance Survey, 2014, MasterMap 'Brick Cottages' marked [1].

None
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MDV107249

3 and 4 Middle
Street, East
Budleigh

Cartographic. Ordnance Survey, 2014, MasterMap 'Brick Cottages' marked [1].

None
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MDV107272

Wynards Farm, East Cartographic. Ordnance Survey, 1880 - 1899, First Edition Ordnance Survey 25 inch map 'Wynard's Farm' marked.Characteristic Rolle Estate datestone visible on Wynhay, on north side of road [1].
Budleigh

None

CARTOGRA Low
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EVIDENCE
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MDV109922

Buildings to the
North of
Hayeswood Lane,
East Budleigh

Three buildings are illustrated within plots 1237 and 1238 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843, and are recorded as 'House and Garden' within the Tithe Apportionment. A single building is shown against the southern boundary of the plot on the First and Second Edition 25 inch None
Ordnance Survey maps indicating that the earlier buildings and associated boundaries had been removed prior to 1899. No buildings are present on the Ordnance Survey Master Map, and the area is shown to have remained undeveloped [1].
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MDV39969

Field System to the A group of seven plots (plots 1351-1357) to the east of Lillage Lane are shown on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 and represent the remains of a medieval strip field system . The plots are on a roughly east-west orientation and their layout remains unchanged on both the First None
East of Lillage Lane, and Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey maps. By the time of the Ordnance Survey Master Map internal boundaries have been removed from all but one of the plots to create a single larger field; the plot to the north still retains its original layout [1].
East Budleigh

DOCUMENT Negligible
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MDV117030

Field Name,
Loveditch, East
Budleigh

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE
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MDV109915

Buildings to the
A complex of buildings are illustrated within plots 1504 and 1505 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843. These plots are recorded as a 'House, Barn and Courtlage' and a 'House &c' within the Tithe Apportionment. The buildings are not present on the First Edition 25 inch
South of Russell
Ordnance Survey map indicating that they had been demolished prior to 1899 [1].
Close, East Budleigh

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE
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MDV10405

Poorhouse, East
Budleigh

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE
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MDV79403

Brookside Cottages Brookside Cottages, a group of six plain late 19th century cottages in brick and slate, provide a pleasant contrast at the southern end of the conservation area. It has so far managed to retain all its attractive white painted casement windows [1].

None

Extant
Building

Low
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MDV79418

24-30 High Street,
East Budleigh

East Devon Conservation Area Appraisals: East Budleigh Maps show a group of four houses, either brick or painted render with slate roofs, which retain largely unspoilt frontages and make a significant contribution to the townscape. Row of three cottages (previously four), middle None
one brick, those either side painted render. [1].

Extant
Building

Low
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Old farmhouse of a. R. Scott's demolished and two cottages built dated "1868" on site [1].
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Field called Loveditch on Tithe Map/Tithe Apportionment (Tithe Apportionment No. 1352). East Budleigh Tithe Map/Tithe Apportionment c. 1845/1842 [1].
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Lower Budleigh. The poor house is mentioned in the overseer's accounts for 1702. The parish oven formed part of the structure. It was an ordinary thatched cottage of cob. In 1821 a new poor house was built adjoining the old one which was no longer big enough. The site was
close to the bridge carrying the main road over the brook in lower budleigh. It was sold in 1840 after the incorporation of the parish into the st thomas union [1].
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Site visited 8/3/17: Brick cottages on P45
the High Street to the south-west of
the Drake's Infant School. The
buildings are in good condition and
are most likely of early 20th century
Site visited 8/3/17: Brick cottages on P45
the High Street to the south-west of
the Drake's Infant School. The
buildings are in good condition and
are most likely of early 20th century
Site visited 8/3/17: The asset is still P43
extant and in good condition. The
casement windows, roof and
chimmney stacks seem to be
replacements of the original features,

Site visited 8/3/17: This asset stands P4 and P6
out from the rest of the conservation
area because of it's unplastered,
brick exterior. Provides a pleasant
contrast to the cob and thatch
Site visited 8/3/17: This asset stands P10
out from the rest of the conservation
area because of their rendered or
brick exteriors and roof tiles.
Provides a pleasant contrast to the
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MDV79450

Cobbled Paving,
High Street, East
Budleigh

In High Street there are some especially good areas of round cobbles, particularly on the west side, some forming decorative patterns. It is likely these date from the time that classical detail was added (early 19th century). There is a similar extent on the east side, but this is
narrower, less well maintained and somewhat covered over with tarmacadam in places. Nevertheless, overall this is a remarkable survival which needs to be carefully conserved [1].

None

STRUCTURE Low

PostMedieval
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MDV38071

Manor of East
Budleigh

East Budleigh appears in Domesday as 'Bodeleia'. The royal manor of Budleigh, mostly ancient demesne land in 1086, was bounded to north by parish boundaries of Withycombe Raleigh and East Budleigh.

None
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PostMedieval
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MDV10398

Churchwarden's
House, East
Budleigh

The churchwarden's house was situated close to the south entrance to the churchyard. Parish meetings were held here from 1815-1832 when the old vestry had been taken down. The house was demolished soon afterwards [1].

None
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EVIDENCE
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MDV79433

Cottages, 1-4
Church Lane, East
Budleigh

A row of four cottages on the west side of Church Lane, painted render and slate, with largely unspoilt frontages. Much of the rest of this part of the conservation area has been compromised with new housing and poor quality car park walls, however the attractive grassed and
cobbled path leading past the cottages to the church has been retained [1].

None

Extant
Building

Low

PostMedieval
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MDV79449

Cobbled Path,
Church Lane

Church Lane, a grassed and cobbled path to a small cottage group, remains as an attractive and unusual feature, despite this part of the conservation area being compromised by the adjacent carpark with concrete block walls. Probably early 19th century [1].

None

STRUCTURE Low

PostMedieval
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MDV109898

Smith's Shop, East
Budleigh

Plot 1384 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 is recorded as a 'House, Smith's Shop, &c' within the Tithe Apportionment.
The building is labelled as a smithy on both the First and Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey maps [1].

None
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MDV79447

Former Tithe Barn, Site of large L-shaped barn shown on East Budleigh Tithe Map now occupied by car park [1].
Hayes Lane

None
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MDV107260

Hill Farm, Hayes
Farmstead remodelled by Rolle Estate in 1890. Now converted to residential use.1880 - 1899, First Edition Ordnance Survey 25 inch map
Lane, East Budleigh Buildings shown. Appear to be associated with 'Higher Mill (Corn)' [1].

None

DOCUMENT Low
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EVIDENCE

PostMedieval
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MDV79440

Group of Farm
Plot 1343 is described as 'Barns and Courtlege' in the East Budleigh Tithe Apportionment. The Tithe Map shows the buildings on the west, north and east sides, but not those on the south side. The buildings on the north side of the group have been removed. Most of the remaining None
Buildings, Hill Farm buildings appear to have been converted to residential use [1].

CARTOGRA Low
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EVIDENCE

PostMedieval
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MDV69664

Mill Leat, East
Budleigh

A watercourse is shown on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843. This corresponds with the location of the 'Mill Leat' which is illustrated and labelled on the First and Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey maps [1].

None
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MDV10362

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. A bell and a silver cross were sold in 1553 for the making of the haven and a piece of ordnance called a slynger was bought with the residue. The church plate would have been similar to that of woodbury. Some stolen or sold. At close of reign of edward vi only one chalice None
remained. Between 1663 and 1837 the accounts only record the purchase of these articles for the communion services out of the ordinary parish funds: 1669 a flagon, 1674 a paten, 1762 another dish, 1814 another alms dish. The church now possesses five pieces of communion
plate: two chalices, one alms dish, a paten and a flagon. The missing paten was found in 1893. It is the original cover to the chalice, of silver. The projecting boss has a tudor rose engraved on it. The ornamentation of the border is similar to that on the chalice. The inside of the boss
is stamped 'i. Ions' [1].
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MDV10364

STOCKS in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. The parish stocks were permanently fixed in the churchyard under the shade of the smaller yew tree. Nearly opposite to it, on the west end of the south aisle, a staple still remains that used to have a ring attached to it [1].

None

DOCUMENT Low
ARY
EVIDENCE

Undated
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MDV10361

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. Book chains in the bible, believed to have rested by itself on a small stand in front of the chancel screen on the north side [1].

None

FINDSPOT

Low

Undated
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MDV10363

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. One bell was sold for the making of the harbour of ottermouth in 1552. The sanctus was a small one that occupied a bell-cot on the north side of the gable. Remains of iron supports between some of the coping stones show where it was fixed. The rope passed through a None
hole in the roof and hung behind the chancel pier. The bells mentioned in the inventory of 1547 remained in the belfry until 1755. There were three bells at that time. A new set of five bells was cast by the bilbies in 1755. Inscriptions: a. Thomas bilbie cullompton cast us all 1755 b.
Mr iohn teed and mr iohn cran churchwardens t:b:f c.
I:t:&:i:c:c:w:t:b:fecit 1755 d. T:bilbie fecit 1755 e. Mr iohn teed and mr iohn cran churchwardens t:b: fecit 1755 the peal was rehung in 1870 and a sixth bell was added in 1872. The bell cage was fitted at the same time. The bells were probably originally rung from the ground level
of the tower, the formation of a ringing loft not taking place until the 16th or 17th century [1].

FINDSPOT

Negligible

Early
Medieval;
Medieval;
PostMedieval
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MDV10370

COMMEMORATIVE All saints. A marble slab in the chancel commemorates rev. Ambrose Stapleton and is inscribed: 'sacred to the memory of revd ambrose stapleton, 58 years vicar of this parish, died novemb.10th 1852, aged 84 years. Also of mary stapleton, widow of the above, died february 10th
MONUMENT in the 1869 aged 80 years'. The deaths of three of his sons are recorded on another tablet. A stained glass window at the east end of the south aisle is in memory of himself, his wife and their fourth son [1].
Parish of East
Budleigh

None

COMMEMO Medium
RATIVE
MONUMEN
T

PostMedieval
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MDV10372

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. The church tower contained a clock at the commencement of the churchwardens' accounts. It is not known when it was first fixed there. The woodbury accounts record a visit from the budleigh clockmaker in 1563-1564, so budleigh church probably had a clock then. In
the 17th century the village had lost its clockmaker, for a sidmouth clockmaker mended the clock in 1665-1666. A new clock was supplied in 1828-1829 [1].

None

FINDSPOT

Negligible

Medieval;
PostMedieval
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MDV10379

GALLERY NON
SPECIFIC in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. Gallery erected in 1772 was called the west or organ gallery. It extended to the walls of the aisles, and was supported in front by pillars. Another gallery built along the entire length of the north aisle in 1819. Both were removed during the restoration of 1884.

None
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MDV10381

STOUP in the Parish All saints. Holy water stoup in south porch torn out in time of elizabeth and hole hastily filled in [1].
of East Budleigh

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval
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MDV10386

BENCH END in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. The church has a series of 16th century carved bench ends, which include that bearing the raleigh arms and a date, 1537; also the arms of the st clere family. Originally alongside the tomb of joan raleigh [1].

None

BENCH END High

PostMedieval
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MDV10392

CHURCHYARD in
the Parish of East
Budleigh

Churchyard. All saints. Covers same area as when first enclosed. It was enlarged in 1861. At the beginning of the century a bank of earth separated it from the adjoining ground. It was surrounded by a high wall on the southern and eastern sides representing the height of the
ground inside. As late as 1825 according to a drawing of the north and east sides of the church there was a low wall on the north side, having a small wicket gate at its northeast angle, the ground being low there, and the eastern wall far less in height than at present. Neglected
during the commonwealth. Parish accounts of 1663 show that the boundary walls were repaired. In 1633 there were two main entrances to the churchyard, the principal one being on the south side. This was the site of the lych gate. The second entrance was on the north side. It
consisted of a single hatch. The market and fairs were held in the churchyard. Stalls built of planks and trestles were erected alongside the churchyard
wall and down the main roadway. After the fair the timbers were stored in the Shambles. These were situated adjoining the
west side of the present entrance gates, one pillar forming the boundary of that side still remaining. They consisted of several
fixed stalls, separated by pillars and closed by doors when not in use. They were taken down about 40 years ago. The churchyard forms an important open space to the north of the conservation area, and contains important tree groups. It is
largely bounded by a stone retaining wall showing signs of deterioration. Several tombs and headstones are listed [1].

None

CHURCHYA High
RD

Undated
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MDV10395

COAT OF ARMS in
the Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. A large framed painting on the board of the royal arms is affixed to the wall immediately above the centre of the chancel arch. Occupies and covers the spot against which rested the upper part of the great rood. '1734-5 to john wood ward making ye frames and painting None
ye kings arms and ten commandments $14.0.0. ' the old painting was replaced by a new one in the early part of the 18th century [1].
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MDV10382

SUNDIAL in the
Parish of East
Budleigh
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MDV10393
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All saints. Blank wall over the south porch may have been filled by a sundial which disappeared during the 18th century when
the walls were roughcast. An item in the churchwardens' accounts seems to refer to it: '1722. Paid mr john searell for worke
about ye diall $0 5s 6d' [1].
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DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
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PostMedieval

CHURCH HOUSE in Old tenement known as the tithe barn and used as such stands in the vicinity of the churchyard. It may have been used as the parish brew- house as it has a very large fireplace and a corresponding chimney. Tenement known as The Tithe Barn stood in vicinity of the churchyard.
the Parish of East May have been used as parish brewhouse as had large fireplace and chimney [1].
Budleigh

None

DOCUMENT Negligible
ARY
EVIDENCE

PostMedieval

MDV10384

COMMEMORATIVE All saints. Three purbeck marble slabs are in the floor of the church, one underneath the gallery and partly covered by the steps of the font; one at the west end of the north aisle; and a third at the east end of the south aisle, bearing the name 'roger fowler' incised in old english
MONUMENT in the characters. The first two have rough surfaces and probably contain sepulchral inscriptions on the other side [1].
Parish of East
Budleigh

None

COMMEMO Low
RATIVE
MONUMEN
T

PostMedieval
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MDV10394

BUILDING in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. Sentry:box provided for priest reading burial service on a rainy day. Has long been disused [1].

None

Extant
Building

Low

PostMedieval
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MDV10388

PISCINA in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. Near the east wall is a plain trefoiled piscina with chamfered edges. The shallow bowl with its central aperture is in perfect condition. There is a 15th century trefoil-headed piscina marking the position of the altar before the chancel was lengthened [1].

None

FINDSPOT

Low

Medieval
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MDV10358

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. Sandglass. The parish accounts for 1689-1690 record, 'pd for an hours glasse 9d'. It stood on the pulpit or was suspended near it [1].

None

FINDSPOT

Negligible

PostMedieval
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MDV10359

PULPIT in the Parish All saints. The parish accounts for 1735-1736 record the making of a pulpit. Replaced an older pulpit mentioned in the injunctions of edward vi (1547). The pulpit of 1736 was a plain panelled structure of hexagonal form, situated in front of the centre of the chancel screen and on
of East Budleigh
the top of framework, supported by four wooden pillars resting on the chancel step. The passage into the chancel was underneath the pulpit, of the same height and width as the doorway in the screen. Over the pulpit, and suspended from the ceiling of the nave (the suspending
hook still remains), was a massive hexagonal soundingboard of yew. It was removed later from the church and made into a handsome table for a private house. The upper part rose, by ogee mouldings, to an apex, on which stood the figure of an angel blowing a trumpet, both of
gilt. Access to the pulpit was
by means of a staircase direct from the minister's reading-desk placed on the south side. In 1866 the pulpit and reading-desk were removed to the north side of the nave. The pulpit was lowered to its present position during the recent alterations [1].

None

PULPIT

Low

PostMedieval
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MDV10360

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

BENCH END High

PostMedieval
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MDV10374

ALTAR in the Parish All saints. The high altar was probably more elevated than the present communion table, otherwise it would not have been seen through the hagioscopes. It consisted of a thick stone slab enclosing certain relics and bearing upon its upper surface five incised crosses. This was
of East Budleigh
supported either by a mass of masonry or by stone shafts. It has long since disappeared owing to the construction of graves [1].
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MDV10375

TOMB in the Parish All saints. Within the altar rails are five gravestones:- a. Rev. Philip westcote of pulhayes circa 1711, with coat of arms partly obliterated. 'he desired yt this stone might never be taken up'. B. Mary, wife of rev. Philip westcote, fourth daughter of henry arscott of tidwell. Died august None
of East Budleigh
29th 1741, aged 72. Also hannah arscott, fifth daughter of philip westcote. Died may 14th 1758 aged 84. C. Rev. Thomas hearne, vicar of the parish. Died november 10th 1631. D. Thomas hooke. Died may 10th 1664. E. 'body of thomas hooke, stvdent in oxford, who departed this
life and was buried ye 10 of september 1. '. All the mural memorial slabs are of the 19th century. One records the death of the rev. A. Stapleton, vicar of the parish, who died on 10th november 1852, aged 84, and of his wife and children [1].

TOMB

PostMedieval
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MDV10376

SEDILIA in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. There are no indications of the sedilia left, though the piscina remains intact. They were probably of wood and unfixed to the wall. No aumbry was found either [1].

None
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PostMedieval
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MDV109971

Buildings to the
East of Granary
Lane

Two buildings are first depicted within the south-east corner of a field to the east of Granary Lane on the First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map. Buildings are also present in this location on the Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map, but not the Ordnance Survey Master None
Map indicating that they had been demolished prior to 2015 and replaced with a housing development [1].
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MDV10373

FINDSPOT in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. A vane in the form of a cock surmounts the turret of the belfry staircase at the northeast angle of the tower. It was repaired and supplied with a new pole in 1667-1668. In 1675-1676 8/- was laid out on another weather cock 'with a spill of iron for him to stand on'. In
1785 another new cock was purchased. Brass weather cock mentioned in church warden's accounts of 1785. Restored in the 20th century [1].

None

FINDSPOT

Low

PostMedieval
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MDV10378

VESTRY in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

All saints. The original vestry was on the north side of the chancel communicating therewith by an internal doorway but with no external door. Foundation courses and doorway discovered during restoration in 1884. The jambs and pointed arch of plain beerstone of the doorway
remained in situ. Uncertain when the vestry was removed, may have been dangerous owing to fissures caused by the settling outwards of the east wall of the chancel. Another vestry was built at the west end of the south aisle, date unknown. Taken down about 1815. In 1832 a
new vestry was formed in the tower. The ringing loft floor was taken
down and re-erected at a higher level, below it the vestry room was constructed. Removed during restoration of 1884 [1].

None

VESTRY

Negligible
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MDV10380

WALL PAINTING in All saints. During the recent alterations in the church traces of bright coloured fresco paintings were discovered over the chancel arch and on the north wall. Three separate layers of fresco distemper were found. The first layer was apparently on the wall itself or on a thin coating of None
the Parish of East whitewash. It seemed to have been roughly executed, without figures, and bands of a purple colour were predominant. The last layer was similar to the first in showing no traces of figures. It contained broad areas of a pink colour and yellow bands. The upper part of the wall
Budleigh
exhibited no traces of fresco work, the entire coat of plastering having been apparently renewed at the time the north gallery was constructed. Sufficient portions of the middle layer remained to show a richer colouring with traces of gilding. The remains of two lines of a gothic
inscription were found between the two windows of the north wall. 'worship' and 'for' in the upper line, and 'and' in the lower line were decipherable. To the west of this were representations of columns in rude perspective, outlined in black with yellow shading. A figure like a
cherub with closed wings was depicted near the upper, and east of the right-hand, window, and below the level of the sill was an object like a boat, coloured red, and containing two figures, surrounded by pale green distemper. It is impossible to preserve these frescos [1].
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MDV10387

ROOD SCREEN in
the Parish of East
Budleigh
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MDV10389

ALTAR in the Parish All saints. A remarkable communion table of oak. It is closed in on all sides, but on removing the front piece a set of three drawers is revealed. It may originally have been intended for a vestment chest. Its age is doubtful as it bears no ornament. Over, and on the other side of the
of East Budleigh
table are four stone frames, decorated and canopied, containing the ten commandments, the creed and the lord's prayer. The communion rails are of plain spindle form and are modern [1].

None

ALTAR

Low

Undated
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MDV10365

LYCH GATE in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

The lychgate was on the south side of the churchyard close to the south angle, situated within the line of the present entrance gates. It consisted of a central double hatch-door over- hung by a penthouse roofed with oak shingle, and was known as the great church hatch. Kept
locked except on occasion of funerals, weddings etc. On either side of it were single hatch doors, by which access to the churchyard was obtainable at any time. In 1835 owing to the rise in the ground of
the churchyard due to interments, the lychgate was removed and the present entrance gates erected [1].

None
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MDV10366

STILE in the Parish
of East Budleigh

A stile joined the northeast angle of the churchyard. It had to be given up in the 18th century as the interments had raised the ground level. It was replaced by an iron gate. According to the parish accounts the stile was fitted in 1663 [1].

None
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MDV10367

TOMB in the Parish On the left side of the pathway to the south porch is a raised tomb inscribed: 'sacred to the memory of james lackington who died at budleigh salterton november 25th 1815. Aged 70 years'. James lackington was a famous london bookseller and publisher [1].
of East Budleigh

None

TOMB

PostMedieval
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MDV10368

TOMBSTONE in the Gravestone. Vis=estimated -/-/1713(risdon, t. ) a gravestone inscribed 'orate pro anima radulphi node', traditionally the grave of one who flew from the tower with artificial wings and broke his neck. Vis=estimated -/-/1796(polwhele, r. ) the gravestone was a flat stone, near the
Parish of East
south gate, of a conical shape and without inscription. Vis=estimated -/-/1891(brushfield, t. N. ) some years ago the stone was buried by a churchwarden in the vicinity of its original site, on the east side of the pathway leading to the south porch. Its site is now unknown [1].
Budleigh

None
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All saints. Pews as a whole in original position and condition. Some of the ends have been shifted from other parts of the church. Over 350 years old. The pews are divided into separate blocks by three separate alleys or passages, one in either aisle, and a central one, much wider, None
extending from the tower to the chancel. These are crossed at right angles by two others, one opposite the south door, the other near the east end of the nave and aisles. Early pews simply a row of benches with backs. Of oak, mostly. The backs are very slightly inclined, and except
for the pew ends, there is a continuous moulded capping. The bench-ends are square-ended and of the same height as the rest of the woodwork. They vary in width.63 of the bench-ends are carved. The date 1537 is recorded on one of the bench ends. Coat of arms of the raleigh
family on some. All are slightly different giving rise to the impression that they were acquired over a period rather than being a single scheme. Most of the bench ends have a frame of wreathed foliage with small urn stops around a carved panel [1].
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280

281

All saints. There is a rood screen of slender construction. The openwork tracery in the side bays is similar to that of the west tower window. The embattled crest is fairly modern. There are faint traces of colour below the present paint. Deal panels have replaced the old oak ones in None
the lower part of the screen. It is unknown whether these had been adorned with figures as have other examples in devon. The beam of the rood loft was built into the chancel wall on either side, and on this the loft or gallery was constructed. The spandrils have perforated tracery.
The buttress was examined thoroughly for the rood staircase. The removal of a roughcast lead covering held in place by some old window mullions laid across the opening revealed the circular staircase. A large hagioscope was found in the upper part of the doorway. A second
hagioscope was found in the south aisle. The upper limb of the rood cross had rested against and been fixed to the wall, immediately above the chancel arch. The rood screen and its images were removed at the reformation. It is a screen of five bays [1].
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MDV10369

TOMB in the Parish Miss gibbons, author of the 'we donkeys' books is buried with her mother in the churchyard at east budleigh. The tombstone is inscribed: 'susannah, widow of the late john gibbons esq. Of stanwell, middlesex, born nov.22nd 1810, died feb.22nd 1890, also maria susannah gibbons, None
of East Budleigh
daughter of the above, died 24th february 1900, aged 58'. She resided first at the vicarage 'brooklands' in east budleigh, and later at wallingford, budleigh salterton, where she died [2].
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PostMedieval
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MDV10371

TOMB in the Parish Thomas hearne, vicar, died 10th november 1631 and was interred within the altar rails. His tombstone occupies the centre of the space, and bears this inscription: 'here lieth the. Of mr thomas hearne, who was vicker of this parish who dyed the 10 day of november anno do 1631'
of East Budleigh
[1].

None
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MDV59858

Prehistoric Flints
During fieldwalking scatter of 21 pieces of flint collected including 2 cores and 4+ scrapers, probably neolithic/early bronze age.1 piece pebble flint with white cortex [1].
from northeast of
Budleigh Salterton

None
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MDV109884

Field Names, Barns Plots 556 and 558 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 are recorded as 'Barns Park' within the Tithe Apportionment. The field names indicate the presence of a barn within the vicinity, although no buildings are depicted within either of these fields on the Tithe Map. It is
Park, East Budleigh possible that the field names relate to the group of buildings within plot 560 to the north-west which are recorded as a 'House, Barn, and Courtlage' within the Tithe Apportionment [1].

None
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Sleap Cottage and
Adjoining Barn

None

Extant
Building

PostMedieval
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MDV10406

London Inn, East
Budleigh

None
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D BUILDING

PostMedieval
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MDV79436

1-7 Vicarage Road, Two rows of three small cottages each, some retaining wood casement or sash windows. At the east end of the west row a larger house adjoins it, with a corner bay window above a recessed opening [1].
East Budleigh

None

Extant
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PostMedieval
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MDV10562

A stone axe-hammer was removed from the river bank at otterton. Bronze age. It is made from picrite from cwm mawr, corndon, shropshire [1].

None
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FINDSPOT in the
Parish of Bicton,
Colaton Raleigh,
East Budleigh,
Otterton
CHAPEL in the
Parish of East
Budleigh

frogmore' is shown on os 25" (1880s) map as a settlement of three farmsteads to the west of the road & a rectangular building in the southwest corner of a field to the east of the road at sy07308486 [1].

None
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Railway Milepost to Milepost' shown on Ordnance Survey 1:10560 map of 1903 but not of 1963 [1].
the Northeast of
Thorn Mill Farm,
East Budleigh

None
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PHIC
EVIDENCE
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MDV10396

Manorial Mill, East Budleigh syon, site of 13th century manorial mill. Visestimated -/-/1889(brushfield) according to the lease book a water-grist mill called thorn mill, disused during the last ten years. The wheel was supplied with water from above. Mill mentioned in 1260, and from its rent must have None
been very valuable. Frequently alluded to in 17th and 18th century parish accounts. All traces gone, name locally unknown [1].
Budleigh
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Second World War A small temporary camp of Second World War date is visible on aerial photographs of 1945 to the south east of the junction of Frogmore Road and Budleigh Hill, East Budleigh. The site comprises 9 rectangular structures arranged in three rows connected by paths, to the south of
Military Camp, East Frogmore Road. Immediately south and east of the structures 9 pale cropmarks or parchmarks, each measuring approximately 4.5 metres square, are visible in a row. It is probable the parchmarks are evidence of tented accommodation. The camp might have provided
Budleigh
Accommodation for the personnel manning the searchlight battery to the south. The camp is not visible on later images available to the survey [1].
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MDV107223

1 and 2 Oakhill
Cottages, East
Budleigh

Extensively remodelled by Rolle Estate in 1878. Original cob walls retained with new brick quoins and window/door surrounds. Re-roofed and raised in height [1].

None

Extant
Building

Low

PostMedieval
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MDV107222

1 and 2 Frogmore Extensively remodelled by Rolle Estate in 1879. Original cob walls retained with new brick quoins and window/door surrounds. Re-roofed and raised in height [1].
Road, East Budleigh

None

Extant
Building

Low

PostMedieval
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MDV18741

Town Mill, East
Budleigh

Town mill, a former water-powered grist and flour mills at East Budleigh. The building does not survive. Overshot wheel in bad condition. Water supplied by leat from East Budleigh stream. Earliest documentary reference 1781. Still in operation in 1908 [1].

None
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MDV79452

Rolle Cottages,
Budleigh Hill, East
Budleigh

A row of four Rolle Estate cottages, of patterned brick, dated 1877 [1].

None
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Building

PostMedieval
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MDV106144

Former Field
Boundary to the
south of East
Budleigh

A former field boundary of potential medieval date is visible as a cropmark ditch on aerial photographs of 1965, to the south of East Budleigh. The single boundary is gently curvilinear in form, is broadly north to south aligned and closely respects the historic field patterns based on None
medieval strip fields. The southern extent of the former boundary ditch appears to correspond to a boundary first depicted on the East Budleigh parish tithe map of 1838-48, although the northern extent had clearly passed out of use by this time. By the time of the First Edition
Ordnance Survey map of between the 1880's-90's, the southern extent of this boundary also appears to have been partly removed and the boundary realigned. The cropmark ditch was not clearly visible on other aerial photographs or digital images made available to the survey
[1].
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MDV10422

Flint scatter found at Pulhayes Farm [1].
Flint Scatter,
Pulhayes Farm, East
Budleigh
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MDV10421

Prehistoric
Occupation Site at
Colliver

297

n

MDV117033

Pond to the North
of Otterton Park,
Otterton

288

289

290

291

292

Cartographic. Ordnance Survey, 1880 - 1899, First Edition Ordnance Survey 25 inch map
'Sleap' and associated buildings are visible.
List of Blds of Arch or Historic Interest. Department of Environment, 1987, Bicton
Sleap Cottage, former farmhouse and adjoining barn. Late 16th-early 17th century, altered and barns added in the late 17th
century. Plastered cob on stone rubble footings, small section of barn rebuilt with concrete blocks; stone rubble stack topped
with 19th century brick; thatch roof, interlocking tile roof to rear, (further description in DOE listing).
Correspondence. Mason, N., 1998, Sleap Cottage, Otterton, Bicton Parish - Repairs following Thatch Fire
Sleap Cottage is a farmhouse with adjoining barn, constructed of rendered cob under a thatched roof, which is believed to
date from the late 16th-early 17th century. The house suffered a thatch fire in January, however, the fire was contained in
one section of the roof only. The new roof structure should be designed to accommodate the remaining historic roof structure
within it.
Correspondence. English Heritage, 2011, Sleap Cottage and Adjoing Barn, Bicton
Following a fire in 2001, Sleap Cottage was demolished with Listed Building Consent and subsequently replaced by a modern
building on the same site. As the original late 16th-early 17th century building has been demolished and the modern building
is not itself of special interest, Sleap Cottage no longer meets the criteria for listing [1].
The five bells inn stood opposite the northeast angle of the churchyard, but was taken down a few years ago, and the space thrown into the grounds of the new vicarage [1].
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Prehistoric

Bronze age occupation site. Largest site known to carter. Thousands of worked flints. Just north of otterton park gates at colliver, about 2km south of otterton. No arrowheads found. This implies that colliver was a fishing, not a hunting, community. The site is on the east bank of
the otter where there was a ford at the highest point reached by the tides [1].

None
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Pond shown on Tithe Map to east of river and listed as 'Pond' in Tithe Apportionment (Tithe Apportionment No. 1378). Not shown on modern map [1].

None
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Site Visit 8/9/17: These assets are
P31, P32
locate to the west of the church and
may be of Georgian or Victorian date
judging by the windows which are
casements. The middle section of
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MDV64356

Otterton Park

In the 18th century 'Otterton Park' covered 7000 acres, extending from 'Otterton Priory' to 'Peak Cliff' and to the sea, two miles south of the mansion. According to Swete, writing in the 18th century, the park had every convenience including 'dove house, warren, park for 150 head None
of deer, carp ponds and ponds for sea fish'. The proximity to 'Bicton' caused feuds in former times [1].
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MDV15331

Stone Axe,
Otterton Park,
Otterton

Greenstone axe found in otterton park. Petrologically assigned to group 2, the suggested origin of the stone is somewhere between lay point and st. Ives, cornwall [1].

None
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Prehistoric
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MDV63206

Tree Ring, Otterton Circular enclosure c75m diameter on high ground overlooking Otterton. Described on the 1844 Tithe Map Apportionment as 'coppice and furs' belonging to Lord Rolle Estate [1].
Park

None
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MDV73390

Drainage ditches in Series of drainage ditches within area of embanked low lying land shown on 1880s-1890s 25 inch Ordnance Survey map, to the west of the River Otter [1].
embanked land,
west of River Otter

None
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Otterton/East
Budleigh Parish
Boundary Stone

None
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MDV73275;
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MDV78521

Searchlight Battery The site of a searchlight battery of Second World War date is visible on aerial photographs of 1945 as evidence of earthwork mounds earthworks and structures or demolished structures on the east facing combe slopes to the south of Pulhayes Farm, East Budleigh. The former
EX1 24, Pulhayes
locations of nine Nissen Hut type structures are visible as footings or platforms along the hedge line to the south-west of the farm and a possible searchlight emplacement can be seen as a mound roughly 8 metres in diameter at approximately SY 0710 8393. The site of a second
Farm, East Budleigh possible searchlight emplacement is visible as a possible levelled earthwork some 45 metres to the north-east. Possible evidence of a further single structure can be seen 100 metres to the south-east of the searchlight emplacement, abutting the eastern hedge line. It is probable
the searchlight battery is associated with a second temporary camp comprised of Nissen huts and tents at East Budleigh, circa 450 metres to the north. The site of the searchlight battery is not visible on later aerial photographs available to the survey [1].
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Field Name, Pit
Plot 1073 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 is recorded as 'Pit Close' within the Tithe Apportionment. The field name may indicate the presence of a pit within the vicinity, although no features are depicted within or adjacent to this plot on either the Tithe Map or the later
Close, East Budleigh First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map [1].
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MDV81095

Flint, Pulhayes
Two flint artefacts were recovered from the topsoil in trench 1. One is identified as a small round end scraper of late Neolithic/early Bronze Age date, produced from a flake with neat regular deep retouching, and an undiagnostic primary flake [1].
Farm, East Budleigh

None
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MDV117024

Building to the
Building shown to east of trackway on Ordnance Survey 1801-4 surveyors' drawing. Not shown on modern map. Field called
West of East
Bankley Four Acres on Tithe Map/Tithe Apportionment (Tithe Apportionment No. 1075) [1].
Budleigh Road, East
Budleigh

None
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MDV74326

Cropmark north of Site of a circular feature shown as a cropmark on aerial photograph to the north of Kersbrook. There are three tracks leading from the edge to the centre of the feature. The enclosure may be Prehistoric or of modern agricultural significance [1].
Kersbrook

None
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MDV10413

Stone Axe from The Part of the Carter Collection at Otterton Park. One stone axe. It is a polished celt with its surface corroded, a dark stone, now rough like very fine sandpaper. It was a surface find on the edge of the road which winds its way along the edge of the sandstone bluff southwards from
Warren, Otterton Colliver and south of the park gates near the hill called the warren [1].

None
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MDV14478

Findspot, Flint Axe Flint axe from East Budleigh 133mm long, maximum width 34mm. Axe is of greyish white flint, of slender form with a narrow cutting edge [1].

None
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MDV109900

Field System, East
Budleigh

Thirteen narrow and elongated fields are illustrated on the western bank of the River Otter on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843. The fields include plots 1098-1110 and are likely to represent the remains of a medieval strip field system. The boundaries of these fields have been None
removed by the First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map (1880-1899) leaving little evidence of the former field system. A number of the fields to the west of this group retain a regular rectangular layout between the roads in this area, and although larger in size, hint at postmedieval enlargement of a former medieval field
system [1].
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MDV109881

Burys Field Names, Tithe Map depicts group of 14 small plots each of c.0.25-0.5 acres on floodplain to west of River Otter extending for approx. 200m N/S (central NGR given). All described as arable (Tithe Apportionment Nos 1106-1115a) and called 'Burys'. Name suggests possible earthwork in
None
East Budleigh
vicinity. Term 'bury' known also to be used (although not necessarily in Devon) for pillow mounds, or artificial rabbit warrens. Although if this is origin of the name here, they were presumably disused by 1840s as plots described as arable on Tithe Apportionment. There is a warren
site to east of parish boundary. The name 'bury' can refer to earthworks of early origin [1].
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MDV109924

Buildings to the
East of East
Budleigh Road

None
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MDV109893

Buildings to the
Three buildings are illustrated within plot 560 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843, and are recorded as 'House, Barn, and Courtlage' within the accompanying Tithe Apportionment. The buildings are not present on the later First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map indicating
south of Kersbrook that they were demolished prior to 1899. A pumping station is labelled in this area on the Ordnance Survey Master Map, but the rest of the land has remained undeveloped [1].
House, East
Budleigh

None
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MDV109925

Buildings to the
West of East
Budleigh Road

None
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MDV10423

None
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MDV59667

Flint Scatter, South Migrated Record. MUSEUM,
Farm, Otterton
Total of 9518 pieces, of which 9378 are flint, 130 chert, 10 portland chert. Includes flint: 328 cores, 694 blades, 432 scrapers,
5 notched, 7 twin bulbs, 10 awls, 28 notched flakes, 10 notched blades, 1 janus flake, 2 polished axe fragments, 1 multi bulb
flake, 2 knives, 3 arrowheads, 2 crested blades, 1 strike a light, 1 triple bulb; chert: 3 cores, 2 scrapers, 10 blades, 1 knife;
portland chert: 2 scrapers, 1 blade, 1 flake, 1 awl. Also 1 roman bbi sherd (mus).
Worksheet. Tutt, T., 1977, Flints
Vis=estimated -/-/1976(tutt) approximately 10,000 artifacts. Archive - Survey. Exeter Archaeology, 2003-2004, East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Archaeological Survey
Collection of over 9500 pieces of flint/chert from South Farm. Includes cores, blades, scrapers, flakes, awls, polished axe,
arrowheads. Also single sherd of Roman pottery [1].
ARTEFACT SCATTER Flint scatter found. Total 447 pieces of which 445 are flint, 2 portland chert. Includes flint: 28 scrapers, 3 notched flakes, 12 cores, 33 blades; portland chert: 1 blade, 1 core (mus) [1].
in the Parish of
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MDV59670

Flint Scatter North Flint scatter n of south farm. Total of 121 pieces of which 119 are flint, 1 chert, 1 possible portland chert. Includes, flint: 8
of South Farm,
scrapers, 1 core, 7 blades. Portland chert(?) 1 scraper (mus).121 pieces of flint/chert found to north of South Farm. Includes scrapers, core, blades [1].
Otterton

None
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MDV59670

Flint Scatter North Flint scatter n of south farm. Total of 121 pieces of which 119 are flint, 1 chert, 1 possible portland chert. Includes, flint: 8
of South Farm,
scrapers, 1 core, 7 blades. Portland chert(?) 1 scraper (mus). 121 pieces of flint/chert found to north of South Farm. Includes scrapers, core, blades [1].
Otterton

None
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Sites of boundary stones shown as 'B.S.' on 1880s-1890s 25 inch Ordnance Survey map, on the boundary between Otterton and East Budleigh parishes [1].
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A group of buildings set around a courtyard are illustrated within plot 1097 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843, and are recorded as 'House, Buildings &c' within the Tithe Apportionment. No buildings are present on the later First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map
indicating that the buildings had been demolished prior to 1899 [1].
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Two buildings are illustrated within plot 1091 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843, and are recorded as a 'House and Courtlage' within the Tithe Apportionment. No buildings are present on the later First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map indicating that the buildings had
been demolished prior to 1899 [1].
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Site visited 8/3/17: The drainage
ditches are still visible north of the
Lime Kiln carpark and seem to be
maintained.
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All saints. The only specimens of stained glass are the arms of bishop lacy in the head of the window of the north aisle, east
end; and those of the courtney family in the head of the chancel southwest window. The crucifixion (centre), christ rising from
the tomb (left), christ ascending into heaven (right). Southeast: emblems of the four evangelists. South aisle, east: coats of
arms of the stapleton family. South aisle, southeast: christ walking on the sea (centre), christ with child in his arms (left), christ
bearing his cross (right). South aisle, southwest: four scenes of christian virtues. West: alpha and omega and monograms in
upper lights. Four scenes from the life of jesus. All other windows and lights have pattern glass, except that of the tower which
has ordinary plain quarrel glass [1].
Prehistoric Flints
Scatter collected from otterton park. Total of 28 pieces - 24 flint, 4 chert. Includes flint: 1 core, 1 scraper, 1 blade; chert: 1 core
from Otterton Park (mus). 28 flint/chert pieces collected from Otterton Park include cores, scraper and blade [1].
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None

FIND

Negligible

Prehistoric

Budleigh Salterton Budleigh salterton railway. Opened 15/5/1897, it was taken over by the lswr in 1912. After the extension to exmouth had been
Railway, East
built in 1903 much of the through london to exmouth traffic was diverted to the new line. Freight ceased in 1964 and
Budleigh
passengers on 6/3/1967.(thomas). Budleigh Salterton Railway opened 1897. Closed to freight in 1964 and to passengers in 1967 [1].
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Roman Coins,
A find of two Faustina II Roman coins (155 AD) [1].
North-West of
South Farm
Cottages, Budleigh
Salterton
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Toll House to the
South of Otterton
Bridge, Bicton,
Otterton

None
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MDV10400

Higher Mill, East
Budleigh

None
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Parish of East
Budleigh
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Negligible
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A small house, probably a tollhouse, stands near east budleigh bridge and may have been built when the bridge replaced the
ford. Unlike any other example of a tollhouse and very different to the village houses. It is square with walls battered inwards
from ground to eaves. Corners are chamfered and decorated with a simple effective design in plaster work (sheldon).Probable tollhouse of unusual design near East Budleigh bridge, possibly built when bridge replaced the ford [1].
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None

Extant
Building

PostMedieval

Former Toll House, Probably erected when the bridge replaced the ford. Square, slightly tapering from ground to eaves, corners chamfered and
High Street, East
adorned with simple design in plaster-work. East Budleigh, Bridge Toll house. Round House, East Budleigh is an 18th or early 19th century, two storey, stucco building,
Budleigh
with a pointed slate roof, and six sides narrowing towards the top. The corners are rusticated quoins narrowing towards the
bottom. The two front sides have pilasters with roundels in the centre.No 5 High Street. Cottage, formerly 2 cottages. High up on the wall at the left end there is a small plaque which records the
demolition in 1977 of a toll house with unusually fine architectural detail which formerly stood in front here [1].
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Cropmark
Enclosure South of
The Warren,
Otterton
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Syon House

None
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MDV107224

1 - 3 South Farm
Cottages built by Rolle Estate in 1905 [1].
Road, East Budleigh

None
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Building
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PostMedieval
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MDV107261

Thorn Mill Farm,
Frogmore Road,
East Budleigh

None

Extant
Building

Low

PostMedieval
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Building to the East A building is illustrated against the south-eastern boundary of plot 1182 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843. The building is not present on the later First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map indicating that it had been demolished prior to 1899 [1].
of Tidwell Lane,
East Budleigh

None
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MDV109917

Oakhill, East
Budleigh

A building is shown within plot 1495 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843 and is recorded as a 'Home and Garden' within
the Tithe Apportionment. A building is present in this location on both the First and Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey
maps, where it is labelled as 'Oakhill.' A building of a similar layout is also present on the Ordnance Survey Master Map,
although additional buildings have been added to the north and west [1].
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None
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MDV109932

Buildings at Pound A group of buildings are shown within plots 1180 and 1181 on the East Budleigh Tithe Map of 1843. These plots are recorded
Farm, East Budleigh as 'Barn and Courtlage,' and 'House and Garden' within the accompanying Tithe Apportionment. The buildings within the
former plot 1181, and two of the buildings at the north-western end of plot 1180, are not present on First Edition 25 inch
Ordnance Survey map indicating that they had been demolished prior to 1899. The remaining buildings have been made into
a single range, and are labelled as 'Pound Farm' on the First Edition 25 inch map. These buildings retain a similar layout on
the Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map and the Ordnance Survey Master Map [1].
Sand Pit to the
A sand pit is first labelled and illustrated to the north of Kersbrook Lodge on the First Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map.
North of Kersbrook The sand pit is not present on the Second Edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey map [1].
Lodge
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Farm buildings at
Colliver Cross,
Otterton

None
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Linear Feature East A narrow and irregularly shaped ditched earthwork bank is visible as an earthwork on aerial photographs of 1946 to the east
None
of The Warren,
of The Warren, Otterton. It is possibly associated with three shorter shallow earthwork ditches that are on a similar alignment
Otterton
but situated approximately thirty metres to the north and distributed over a distance of roughly 220 metres to the east. The
date and function of these earthworks are also unknown. This complex of earthwork banks and ditches is not visibly
associated with any Second World War military activity. All the earthworks now appear to have been levelled [1].
Circular cropmark The cropmark is most visible on oblique photographs taken in 1992, though is shown to be under plough in several earlier photographs and in the earliest photographs, taken in June 1945, the field it is present in is subdivied into two. May represent a prehistoric feature (ring ditch, None
south of Lower
ploughed bowl barrow?) or be a more modern feature [1].
Budleigh

CROPMARK Negligible

Undated
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Higher budleighvisestimated -/-/1889(brushfield, t. N. ) medieval manorial mill. The site is adjacent to the southwest angle of
the churchyard, and is apparently in the oldest part of the village. The leat carrying water to it has been formed by a deep
cutting. The wheel is undershot by water.
Vis10/7/1953(os) the site is traceable by a piece of walling and the iron wheel of the building which existed in 1890. These
remains are probably 19th century. The mill race and stream still exist.
'Higher Mill (Corn)' shown.
Three water mills were mentioned at east budleigh in 1578. 'town mills' was mentioned in 1850 and 'polslo's mill' in 1983. The
1842 tithe map shows a pond. The mill was still working in 1904 but later the mill building had gone and the overshot
waterwheel was in a bad condition (bodman).
A corn mill once known as Higher Mill once occupied a site about 50 metres west of the village hall.
Site of medieval manorial mill. Adjacent to southwest angle of churchyard in apparently the oldest part of the village. Section
of wall and iron wheel (probably 19th century date) remained in 1953. Building shown on Tithe Map (c. SY 0650 8493) and
listed as 'Town Mills, House etc' in Tithe Apportionment (Tithe Apportionment No. 1342; owned and occupied by Joseph
Tedbury).
Plot 1342, described as 'Town Mills, house, &c' in the East Budleigh Tithe Apportionment [1].
The Old Vicarage, The plots of land that became the vicarage and its associated grounds are recorded as plots 1423-7 on the Tithe Map and
Vicarage Road, East Apportinment, including the site of the London Inn, all owned and occupied by John Teed. Vicarage marked with laid out gardens. A new vicarage was built in 1856, on a plot of land to the north-east of the church, the gift of the late Lady Rolle. The total
Budleigh
cost of the building was £1500 of which £700 was paid by a grant from Queen Anne's Bounty Fund and partly by private
subscription.The New Vicarage, erected 1856 to northeast of church.
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A possible rectilinear ditched enclosure of unknown date and function is visible on aerial photographs of 1988 as a faint
cropmark near the tip of spur overlooking the Otter valley to the west. The linear cropmarks are up to three metres wide which
might support the interpretation of substantial buried enclosure ditches. If complete, the possible ditches would enclose an
area measuring approximately 60 metres square, or roughly 3400 square metres. The cropmarks might continue northwards
down the combe slope. The cropmarks are not visible on other aerial photographs available to the survey. Further work such
as geophysical survey could potentially confirm the nature of the cropmark [1].
Syon House was the home of the Rolle Estate's stewards. Possibly purpose built, probably 1840s. They had previously lived
at Tidwell House. Outbuildings are later [1].
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Built by Rolle Estate in 1893.'Thorn Mill Farm' and 'Syon Barn' marked. Now in residential use. Characteristic Rolle Estate datestone visible [1].
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Site of two buildings recorded on the first edition Ordnance Survey map. The buildings appear to have stood until the later
20th century [1].
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In the embanked land adjacent to the River Otter agricultural marks and field boundaries are clearly visible as late as 1968, providing an insight intio the layout of the embanked land while it was still under agricultural use [1].
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Photographs

The cropmarks take the form of two parrallel lines with smaller marks that may be natural features. It is uncertain what these features could represent [1].
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Trackway visible on historic aerial photographs, but no longer extant.
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[1] Noted via
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Photographs

Trackway visible on historic aerial photographs, but no longer extant.
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[1] Noted via
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Photographs

Former Railway
Bridge

A bridge west of Otterton over the line of the former Railway Line. There are two plaques located on the inside piers of the bridge, but access to the bridge to read these was limited during the site visit (8/3/17).
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Weir south of
Otterton Mill

Weir south of Otterton Mill noted in 1888 Ordnance Survey mapping of the area. The weir is not recorded in current mapping and seems to have been a short-lived feature, with no records of it past 1888 [1].
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Barton Fields

These relatively large, regular enclosures seem likely to have been laid out between C15th-C18th. Some curving boundaries may be following earlier divisions in the pre-existing medieval fields. In Cornwall these are sometimes called Barton fields [1]
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Former Orchard

This area was once an orchard planted with fruit trees, but these have been lost in the C20th [1].
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Medieval
enclosures

Fields probably first enclosed with hedge-banks during the middle ages [1].

None
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Medieval
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Modern enclosures These modern fields have been created out of probable medieval enclosures. The sinuous medieval boundaries survive in places. Modern enclosures that have been created by adapting earlier fields of probable post-medieval date. Modern enclosures have probably replaced
medieval watermeadows on the valley bottom [1].
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Modern Settlement This is an area of modern settlement that was developed during the C20th [1].
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Park/garden
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Post-medieval
These enclosures are probably based on medieval fields, but the many straight field boundaries suggest they were substantially re-organised in the post-medieval period [1].
enclosures with
medieval elements
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Recreation

Areas set aside for recreation including sports fields and stadiums, golf courses, fishing lakes, campsites [1].

None
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Orchard

Orchards planted with fruit trees [1]
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Medieval
enclosures based
on strip fields

This area was probably first enclosed with hedge-banks during the later middle ages. The curving form of the hedge-banks suggests that earlier it may have been farmed as open strip-fields [1].
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Woodland with old Broad-leaved plantations, re-planted ancient woodland or secondary woodland that has grown up from scrub, incorporating the remains of earlier field boundaries [1].
field boundaries
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Historic
settlements

The core area of a historic settlement, based on the late C19th 1st edition (25inch) Ordnance Survey maps [1].
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Rough ground

Rough grazing ground, heathland or moorland [1].
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Other woodland

Broad-leaved plantations, re-planted ancient woodland or secondary woodland that has grown up from scrub [1].
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A park planted with ornamental trees or a garden round a house [1].
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Industrial complex Industrial complex (e.g. factory, mill, warehouses, retail centre, rail terminal) [1].
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Post-medieval
enclosures

Enclosures of post-medieval date. Fields laid out in the C18th and C19th commonly have many surveyed dead-straight field boundaries [1].

None
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Low

PostMedieval

River Otter
Valley
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Marsh

Marshes, mires and bogs, either coastal or freshwater [1].

None
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Conifers

Conifer Plantation [1].

None
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The Site of Stony
Wall Pond

Site of a pond feature prior to the Admiralty report in the mid-19th century. The line of the feature is still visible on current satellite imagery, but now resembles a stream. Located at SY 07493 84088 [1].
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Site of Clamor
Bridge

Considering wording of this map feature, it may not have been extant at the time of the Admiralty report [1]. The road it sat on (still extant) was not accessible during the survey and therefore the site not visited to see if it was still intact [2].
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Railings on the
River Otter

The railings stretched from the northern tip of an island in the river to the west bank of the river at approximately SY 07447 82794. The channel the railings sat within has now silted up completely.
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Disused Lime Kiln

Lime Kiln located west of South Farm on the River Otter’s east bank. Considering it was already in disuse by the 19th century, it may not have survived to the present day [1]. The east river bank in this area was visited during the walkover survey and no asset resembling a lime kiln
was uncovered [2].

None
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White's Bridge

A bridge located over the River Otter at SY 07502 83033. The bridge is one of several that have been located at this position. Two previous iterations have been noted photographs present in the East Devon Archives, dating to the late 19th century and early 20th century [1]. The
bridge is present on the 1844 Otterton Parish Tithe Map [2].

None
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Low

PostMedieval
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South Cottages

Semi-detached House to the east of White's Bridge. Dated to 1874 by a painted date on the front face of the building, along with intials M.R. Considering the association with the Rolle Estate by assets in this area, it also be connection [1]. Noted as South Cottages on 1888 O.S. Map None
[2].
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War Memorial East A cross memorial within a small garden on High Street, near the town store. In very good condition with a well-maintained lawn surounding. The arms of the cross are small in size on a very long base tapering to the top. The surface of the cross has a rough appearence. It sits on
Budleigh
two platforms; The top one has the names of those lost in the First and Second World Wars noted on it, the bottom one has the same rough appearence as the cross [1].
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East Budleigh
Conservation Area covering the East Budleigh High Street from Wynard's House to The Church of All Saint's as well as Hays Lane up to Vicarsmead. The conservation area contains the main concentration of Cob and Thatch style assets in the study area, all of which have a high level Conservation
Conservation Area of preservation. Other assets include a thatched topped wall, non-Cob and Thatch historic buildings and numerous mortuary monuments in the church graveyard, including some of the town's most prominent figures (such as the poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge). The town has a
Area
close association with Sir Walter Raleigh whose family were prominent within the town and the family pew is still present within the church [1].
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Medieval;
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Otterton
The Otterton Conservation Area covers the earliest parts of the town, mostly focused on the Fore Street, but streching back to incorporate the area around the Church of St Michael. The area contains 55 listed buildings, including cob and thatch cottages that are an esstential part
Conservation Area of the historic character of Devon. Other assets include the church, which originated in the 11th century when monks from St Mont Micheal were given land to form a monestery at Otterton. A mill was set up at Otterton by the Otter and still is a promeninet feature on the town's
west side [1].

Conservatio Negligible
n Area

Medieval;
PostMedieval

SY 08224
85283

Area visited 8/3/17: The
Conservation Area consists of the
historic core of East Budleigh,
including most of the towns historic
assets. The street is predominantly
characterised by the cob and thatch
cottages that line the High Street, all
of which have been maintained to a
high standard. The High Street forms
an impressive vista when viewed
from the bottom of the hill, with the
Church of All Saint's towering over
Area visited 8/3/17: The eastern half
of the Conservation Area intersects
with the study area. Fore Street is an
attractive throughfare through the
town with the green surrounded by
histroic and some modern buildings
with cob and thacth cottages on The
Green opposite to it. Otterton Mill
and associated buildings now form a
farm shop and tourist centre within
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EDV5709

Archaeological
Trench Evaluation
on Land at
Pulhayes Farm

An archaeological trench evaluation was carried out on land at Pulhayes Farm prior to the proposed erection of two poultry units. No archaeological features or deposits were exposed, and two prehistoric flints were recovered from the topsoil. An archaeological trench evaluation None
was carried out on land at Pulhayes Farm prior to the proposed erection of two poultry units. The site is located immediately to the north of a cropmark which may represent a possible prehistoric enclosure. The evaluation comprised two machine excavated trenches totalling 80
metres in length. The investigations did not identify any physical evidence for archaeological activity. Two flint artefacts were recovered from the topsoil in trench 1, a small round end scraper of late Neolithic/Bronze Age date and an undiagnostic primary flake [1].
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Prehistoric
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EDV5731

Old Budley Court,
East Budligh

Superficial survey of south gable wall at Old Budley Court. The south gable wall of Old Budley Court has been of some concern for the last few years. It was last reported on in 1994 but no remedial work has been carried out. The cracking in the south-east corner has become more
severe and some movement has occurred on the first floor in the area of the fireplace. Rather than replacing the wall with modern materials it was suggested to carefully remove the render in order to analyse the causes of the structural failure.
Buttresses or inserting steel tie-rods were suggested in order to repair the wall [1].

None
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EDV2871

SY08NE22

Site visit by OSA (Ordnance Survey); asset visited was Bicton Cross [1].

None
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EDV5710

Archaeological
Watching Brief at
Otterton Bridge

Watching brief undertaken during groundworks associated with construction of a concrete invert slab and sheet piling at Otterton Bridge. No remains of earlier bridges were recorded, but a 19th century timber revetment was exposed and unstratified timber stakes recovered [1].

None
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EDV5623

Dendrochronologic Assessment of 37 buildings for dendrochronological potential followed by sampling and analysis of 19 of these. Building recording was carried out in conjunction with the sampling [1].
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A preliminary survey of 22 farmsteads.Linear farmstead, the core of which comprises a house with two small lofted shippons at the east end and a barn (rebuilt in the late 19th century) at the west
end. The barn is cobbled and lofted at one end, probably because it incorporated a stable [1].
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Excavation at
Excavation of Terrace 2 with Palaeolithic deposits at Budleigh Salterton Cricket Field. Trench excavated at Budleigh Salteron Cricket Field to expose Terrace 2 of the Palaeolithic river deposits.
Budleigh Salterton
Cricket Field
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(FAB) Link
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An environmental Risk Assessment Report prepared by RPS on behalf of FAB LinkLtd. This document reports on the findings of the environmental risk assessment of the UK cable
route, which forms part of the FAB Link Interconnector. The cable passes through Bicton, Otterton Fore Street, through the River Otter east of East Budleigh and to Budleigh Salterton. Chapter 4 details the potential for the risk to cultural heritage resources. The summary of the
cultural heritage chapter is as follows: "The cable route corridor passes through the edge of a Grade I Registered Park and Garden at Bicton and also through the corner of a locally registered historic park and garden at Farringdon House. It is close to several listed buildings,
including a Grade II* entrance lodge at Bicton, and
one route option at Budleigh Salterton is adjacent to the edge of a Conservation Area.
With regard to archaeological remains, the cable route corridor passes through several areas
where records suggest the presence of features related to former land management and
agricultural activities including orchards, catch meadows and water meadows. It crosses the line
of a Roman road and also a number of hedgerows that are classed as ‘Important’ under the
current regulations.
The route is also close to several locations where buildings are known to have been formerly
present, whilst features of potential archaeological interest are recorded within work areas
(compounds) as well as within and directly adjacent to the cable route corridor.
A programme of archaeological investigation will be undertaken ahead of construction. This work
will be carried out following consultation with the Historic Environment Team at Devon County
Council. Measures taken to avoid or reduce impacts on archaeological sites could include route
realignment or adjustments to construction methodologies.
There could be impacts on a small number of designated heritage assets as a result of noise and
visual change within their settings during construction but such impacts would be short-term and
fully reversible" [1].
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Site of a sluice shown as 'Sl' on 19th century map at the 'Highest Point to which Ordinary Tides flow' to the southeast of Pulhayes Farm [1].
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Southfield Lodge, Bicton. Visible on Ordnance Survey 1880s-1890s First Edtion 25 inch map [1].
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Weir, South-East of Weir, south-east of Bicton Farm. Visible on Ordnance Survey 1880s-1890s First Edition 25 inch map [1].
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Sluice, North-West Site of sluice, north-west of Otterton Bridge. Visible on Ordnance Survey 1880s-1890s First Edition 25 inch map [1].
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Industrial Building, Building north-west of Otterton Bridge, visible on Ordnance Survey 1904-1906 25 inch map. Possibly associated with railway [1].
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Site visit to 92 Granary Lane, observed that the front garden wall is constructed of what appears to be pieces of iron slag [1].
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Drawing a to f Cultural Heritage Assets in the Lower Otter Area
Drawing g Cultural Heritage Assets in the Lower Otter Area - Inset A
Drawing h Cultural Heritage Assets in the Lower Otter Area - Inset B
Drawing i Cultural Heritage Assets in the Lower Otter Area - Inset B2
Drawing j Cultural Heritage Assets in the Lower Otter Area - Inset C
Drawing 2 Historic Landscape Characterisation in the Lower Otter Area
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This document is a report on an archaeological watching brief undertaken by RSK
Environment Ltd during geotechnical ground investigations in the lower Otter Valley as
part of the wider Exe Estuary Habitat Delivery Project. The ground investigation was
carried out by Structural Soils Ltd (the Contractor) for CH2M Hill on behalf of the
Environment Agency.

1.2

The site comprises an area of approximately 1.5 km2 oriented along the valley and
floodplain of the River Otter in the East Devon AONB, between Otterton (NGR
307913,85276) and Budleigh Salterton (NGR 307384,81962) (Figure 1).

1.3

The floodplain of the River Otter is approximately 0.5km wide and is the subject of
proposals to increase the amount of local intertidal habitat, compensating for the loss of
internationally designated intertidal habitat within the wider River Exe Estuary identified
as part of the Exe Estuary Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Strategy.
Proposals for the Otter Valley include lowering of sections of the river bank and flood
defences, breaching of the existing banks in two locations, raising or relocation of South
Farm Road, excavation of a proto-creek network and works to existing footpaths and
creation of new footbridges.

1.4

The ground investigation was undertaken to determine the geotechnical and
geoenvironmental conditions within the Habitat Delivery Project area, and included the
excavation of 6 hand-dug observation pits and 29 machine excavated trial pits,
alongside other borehole and sampling investigations.

1.5

The works specification for the ground investigation1 stated:
Archaeological remains may be encountered during the ground investigation and an
archaeological watching brief of the trial pits (excluding those within the landfill) and
hand dug observation pits should be implemented. The Supplier shall employ an
archaeologist registered with the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) to be in
attendance during excavation of all hand dug observation pits and trial pits (excluding
those within the landfill). The archaeologist is not required to attend the boring and
drilling operations.
The archaeologist shall record the:


Stratigraphic sequence of deposits from natural subsoil through to topsoil.



Artefacts recovered from this stratigraphic sequence of soil horizons.



Evidence for archaeological remains.



Evidence for disturbance by modern activities such as quarrying.

If significant archaeological remains are found, the excavation of the trial pit shall cease
and the Investigation Supervisor notified. The archaeologist shall record the remains in
accordance with archaeological practice (the pit shall also be logged and photographed
for geotechnical purposes and relevant geotechnical samples taken from the recovered
1

CH2M 2017, ENVIMSW002045 Exe Estuary Habitat Delivery Project Ground Investigation ITT
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spoil). The pit shall then be backfilled. The Investigation Supervisor shall confirm
whether an additional trial pit will be required.
1.6

A Written scheme of Investigation (WSI) was prepared for the works specifying scope,
methodology and standards for the watching brief (RSK 2017). This was approved by
the County Archaeologist for Devon County Council prior to the commencement of
works.

Ordnance Survey mapping reproduced under Licence number 100014807

Figure 1: Site location
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3

2

GROUND INVESTIGATION IMPACTS

2.1

The ground investigation works were considered unlikely to cause extensive impacts to
previously unrecorded archaeological remains, however it was noted that all
investigation areas requiring observation fall within undeveloped, previously farmed
land. There was therefore a potential that unrecorded archaeological remains may be
encountered.

2.2

The proposed depth of trial pits was sufficient to completely remove any archaeological
deposits surviving at the interface between the base of the current soils and underlying
natural geology, and potentially to encounter deposits of palaeoenvironmental
significance at depth.

2.3

Heritage baseline data was gathered and mapped by CH2M, comprising historic
landscape characterisation data and records of designated and non designated
heritage assets recorded on the National Heritage List for England and Devon Historic
Environment Record.

2.4

The location of the trial pits and observation pits requiring watching brief was mapped
against the known heritage resource to identify the potential for encountering
archaeological remains. The results are summarised in Table 1 below and indicated in
Figure 2.

2.5

The Otter Valley Association has undertaken research into various aspects of the
heritage of the lower Otter Valley, including historic shipbuilding with the potential for
presence of wharf structures2. These are notable in the areas adjacent to Trial Pits 1
and 4.
Table 1: Potential archaeological remains in proximity to trial pits

Trial
Pit

2

Proximity
of pit to
known
assets
125m south
of assets

Description of assets

Potential impact

TP1

Heritage
Asset
Gazetteer
Nos
302, 379

302- site of boundary stones marked on OS.
379- Site of a sluice southeast of Pulhayes Farm
Unlocated potential early post medieval slipways.

TP2

None

-

-

Known assets not physically
extensive. No impact.
Potential for timber or masonry
slipway structures to be
encountered
-

TP3

309

34m north
east of asset

309- Findspot of a flint axe, greyish white flint.

TP4

301

53m south
west of
asset

301- Drainage ditches within area of embanked low
lying land west of the River Otter.
Unlocated potential early post medieval slipways.

TP5

338,340

50m east of
two assets

338- post medieval agricultural marks on embanked
land adjacent to River Otter.
340- undated trackway visible on aerial photographs

Asset not physically extensive.
No impact, however
heightened potential for
recovery of stray artefacts
No impact on drainage ditches.
Potential for timber or masonry
slipway structures to be
encountered
Possibility that former
agricultural features may be
encountered

http://www.ova.org.uk/article/ship-building-otter-estuary-tudor-stuart-times
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Trial
Pit

Proximity
of pit to
known
assets
-

Description of assets

Potential impact

TP6

Heritage
Asset
Gazetteer
Nos
None

-

-

TP7

None

-

-

-

TP8

None

-

-

-

TP9

None

-

-

-

HOP1

191

Within
polygon

191- 1810-15 embankments of the River Otter

HOP2

191

Within
polygon

191- 1810-15 embankments of the River Otter

HOP3

191

Within
polygon

191- 1810-15 embankments of the River Otter

HOP4

366
191

366- Bridge over the River Otter
191- 1810-15 embankments of the River Otter

HOP5

191

75m north of
asset 366.
Within
polygon of
asset 191
Within
polygon

Potential for encountering
deposits associated with
embankment formation
Potential for encountering
deposits associated with
embankment formation
Potential for encountering
deposits associated with
embankment formation
No impact on bridge. Potential
for encountering deposits
associated with embankment
formation

HOP6

191

Within
polygon

191- 1810-15 embankments of the River Otter

191- 1810-15 embankments of the River Otter

Potential for encountering
deposits associated with
embankment formation
Potential for encountering
deposits associated with
embankment formation

2.6

This review indicated that the trial pits are unlikely to impact upon discrete ‘point’
features such as bridges and sluices, but had the potential to encounter more extensive
features such as former agricultural workings, waterfront activities or background
scatters of stray artefacts. The hand pits were located within the alignment of the early
19th century River Otter embankments and may therefore have encountered deposits
associated with their formation.

2.7

In the wider area the known heritage resource includes prehistoric funerary monuments
and frequent/extensive scatters of flintwork. Stray artefacts of Iron Age and Roman date
have been found in the local area.
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Ordnance Survey mapping reproduced under Licence number 100014807

Figure 2: Location of trial pits, observation pits, boreholes and heritage assets
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3

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

3.1

The aim of the archaeological watching brief was to secure the recording of any
archaeological features exposed during the ground investigation, to advise on the
relocation of any trial pits in the event that significant archaeological remains are
encountered and to inform consideration of archaeological impacts arising from the
project.

3.2

The Chartered Institute for Archaeologists defines a watching brief as ‘a formal
programme of observation and investigation conducted during any operation carried out
for non-archaeological reasons. This will be within a specified area or site […] where
there is a possibility that archaeological deposits may be disturbed or destroyed. The
programme will result in the preparation of a report and ordered archive’ (CIfA 2014)

3.3

The key objectives of the watching brief were as follows:


Establish the presence/absence, character and preservation state of any
archaeological remains exposed during the intrusive ground investigation (hand
dug and machine excavated trial pits outside the area of landfill only);



Make a competent descriptive, drawn and photographic record of the location
and character of any such remains;



Recover any archaeologically significant artefacts disturbed during the works
for specialist examination and reporting;



to recover and assess palaeoenvironmental samples of deposits considered to
be of archaeological potential;



to prepare a report on the watching brief, including an assessment of any finds
and palaeoenvironmental samples retained and an assessment of the heritage
significance of the results; and



to submit an ordered archive to the nominated recipient organisation.
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4

METHODOLOGY

4.1

The methodology described in the WSI (RSK 2017) was adhered to throughout the
fieldwork, and consisted of the archaeological monitoring and recording of 12 machine
excavated test-pits and 6 hand-dug observation pits. Ground investigation works
undertaken in areas of former landfill were not observed.

4.2

The archaeological monitoring in the field was undertaken by Thomas Wellicome
between 9 and 23 August 2017.

4.3

The final positions of all observed test pits and observation pits are summarised in
Table 2.

4.4

Test pit 1 was excavated prior to the arrival of the archaeologist on site- the records of
the ground investigation engineer were obtained and used to confirm the deposit
sequence in this location.

4.5

The sides of the machine excavations were very unstable and prone to collapse and
flooding, severely limiting the recording strategy which was confined to photography
and the production of measured sketch profiles.

4.6

No finds were recovered during the works.

4.7

Following completion of the site works, the borehole logs for the ground investigation
were obtained from Structural Soils and reviewed. The results of observations on these
are included in the results section.
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5

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPOSITS

5.1

The deposits encountered are described in stratigraphic sequence beginning with the
earliest deposit and ending with the latest to accumulate. Numbers in brackets are
context numbers assigned in the field.

5.2

The hand-dug observation pits (prefixed HOP) were located to investigate the make-up
of the River Otter embankments. They are described first in numerical order, followed
by the machine excavated test-pits (prefixed TP) and then by an assessment of
borehole logs.

5.3

The locations of all investigations are indicated on Figure 2 and summarised in Table 2.

5.4

Sketch sections for the test-pits from field notes are given in Appendix 1.

5.5

Photographs of each of the investigation locations are given in Appendix 2.
Table 2: Ground investigation locations
Name

Easting

Northing

Height

HOP1

307651

84197.2

3.698

HOP2

307662

84140.01

3.697

HOP3

307471.519

83153.156

-

HOP4

307473.4

83091.28

3.106

HOP5

307378.7

82210.65

3.572

HOP6

307354.7

82177.01

3.605

TP1

307384.6

83896.2

1.146

TP2

307406.5

83711.27

1.214

TP3

307399.4

83543.83

1.223

TP4

307191

82909.05

1.306

TP5

307278.8

82797.74

1.189

TP6

307310.2

82681.97

1.245

TP7

307342.4

82556.33

1.07

TP8

307353.2

82462.68

0.992

TP9

307341.7

82343.64

0.859

TP10

307050.4

82991.55

2.907

TP11

307283.6

83037.29

0.947

TP12

307392.3

83037.3

1.129

Hand-dug Observation Pits
HOP1 (Plate 1)
5.6

This pit was 0.39 m in diameter and 1.20 m deep. The earliest deposit was a loosely
compacted brownish orange mottled sand with flint pebbles (1503) which was
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excavated to the base of the pit. It was sealed by a compact brownish yellow sand with
occasional flint pebbles (1502) which contained a single fragment of late 19th o0r 20th
century glass. This deposit was 0.15 m thick. The uppermost deposit consisted of 0.15
m of loosely compacted mid-brown clayey silty sand with occasional fragments of
unworked flint (1501).

HOP2 (Plate 2)
5.7

This pit was 0.35 m in diameter and 1.20m deep. The earliest deposit was a light
orange brown silty clay sand with flint gravel at least 0.80m deep. The uppermost
deposit was a loosely compacted mid-brown silty sandy clay with moderate inclusions
of flint gravel and was 0.40m thick.

HOP3 (Plate 3)
5.8

This pit was 0.36 m in diameter and 1.20m deep. The earliest deposit was a midbrownish orange, moderately compacted clayey sand at least 0.60 m thick This was
sealed by a loosely compacted mid-brown silty sand with occasional inclusions of flint
gravel (1401). This deposit was 0.60 m thick.

HOP4 (Plate 4)
5.9

This pit was 0.32 m in diameter and 1.20m deep. The earliest deposit was a midbrownish orange, moderately compacted sandy clay with occasional flint pebbles at
least 1.05 m thick (1302). The uppermost deposit (1301) was a loosely compacted midbrown sandy silt. This deposit was 0.15 m thick.

HOP5 (Plate 5)
5.10

This pit was 0.32 m in diameter and 1.20m deep. The earliest deposit was a light
orange, loosely compacted sand at least 0.95 m thick. The uppermost deposit (1801)
was a loosely compacted light brown silty sand 0.25 m thick.

HOP6 (Plate 6)
5.11

This pit was 0.30 m in diameter and 1.20m deep. The earliest deposit was a light
orange, loosely compacted sand at least 0.96 m thick. The uppermost deposit (1701)
was a loosely compacted light brown silty sand. This deposit was 0.24 m thick.

Machine Excavated Test Pits
TP1 (Plate 7)
5.12

Excavation of this Trial Pit was not observed, but photographs supplied by geotechnical
contractor suggests that the stratigraphy was identical to TP2.

TP2 (Plate 8)
5.13

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 1.70 m to 2.00 m and measured 2.60x 0.70m
in plan. The earliest deposit was (203) a compacted grey clay with flints and pebbles at
least 1.30 m thick. This was sealed by (202) a very compact grey silty clay with
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occasional flint and other pebbles 0.20-0.30 m thick. The uppermost deposit (201) was
a 0.3-0.4 m thick loosely compacted orangey brown clay silt with occasional angular
flint pebbles.

TP3 (Plate 9)
5.14

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 0.90 m and measured 2.70 x 0.65 m in plan.
The earliest deposit was a loosely compacted brown silty clay with flint gravels at least
0.40 m thick (303). This was sealed by a 0.40 m thick layer of moderately compacted
flint gravels in an orange brown silty clay matrix (302). At the base of this deposit was a
grey silty clay 0.05 to 0.05 m thick which graded into 303. The latest deposit was a
0.30 m thick, moderately compacted, orange brown silty clay with grey silty clay
streaks.

TP4 (Plate 10)
5.15

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 3.10 m and measured 2.60 x 0.65 m in plan.
The earliest deposit (404) was a loosely compacted grey silty sand with sea shell
inclusions, the layer was at least 0.20 m thick. This was sealed by a 2.20 m thick
moderately compacted brownish grey sandy silty clay (403) with inclusions of sea
and/or fresh water shells. Above this was a loosely compacted pink sandy clay (402)
which was 0.30-0.40m thick and interpreted on site as sub-soil. The uppermost deposit
was a dark brown loosely compacted sandy silt which was 0.23 m thick (401).

TP5 (Plate 11)
5.16

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 3.00 m and measured 2.70 x 0.72 m in plan.
The earliest deposit (504) was a loosely compacted grey silty sand at least 0.40 m
thick. Above this was a brownish grey silty sand with very occasional shells (503)
which was 1.60-1.70m thick. Deposit 503 was sealed by a 0.70m thick, loosely
compacted, orangy pink sandy silt clay (502). The uppermost deposit was top soil
consisting of a loosely compacted sandy silt 0.25 m thick (501).

TP6 (Plate 12)
5.17

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 2.80 m and measured 3.10 x 0.70 m in plan.
The earliest deposit was a brownish grey loosely compacted silty sand with occasional
inclusions of shell and pebbles (605) at least 0.40 m thick. This was sealed by a loosely
compacted grey silty sand (604) with similar inclusions to 605 and 1.30 m thick. Above
604 was a brownish grey loosely compacted clayey silty sand with shells 0.40 m thick
(603). This was sealed by an orange pink loosely compacted sandy silty clay (602)
which was 0.70 m thick. The latest and uppermost deposit was top soil consisting of a
loosely compacted sandy silt 0.20 m thick (601).

TP7 (Plate 13)
5.18

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 2.30 m and measured 2.60 x 0.60 m in plan.
The thickness and sequence of deposits excavated was identical to those encountered
in TP 6, contexts 604-601.
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TP8 (Plate 14)
5.19

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 2.60 m and measured 2.85 x 0.70 m in plan.
The earliest and lowest deposit was a 1.75 m thick loosely compacted grey silty sand
with occasional sea shells (804). This was sealed by a light orange brown loosely
compacted clayey silty sand with occasional sea shells (803) considered to be an
estuarine deposit. Top soil and subsoil (801 and 802) were identical to those in TP 6.

TP9 (Plate 15)
5.20

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 1.90 m and measured 2.70 x 0.70 m in plan.
The earliest and lowest deposit was a grey loosely compacted silty sand with sea shells
at least 1.32 m thick (904). This was sealed by a light brown moderately compacted
clayey silty sand with occasional shells 0.20m thick (903). Top soil and subsoil (901 and
902) were identical to those in TP 6.

TP10 (Plate 16)
5.21

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 2.60 m and measured 2.90 x 0.75 m in plan.
The earliest and lowest deposit was a compacted light greyish brown sandy silty clay
with pebbles at least 0.50 m thick (1004). This was sealed by a moderately compacted
dark brown sandy silt with occasional rounded pebbles, fragments of glass and organic
inclusions (1003). Above 1003 was a brownish orange moderately compacted sand
0.80 m thick which was interpreted as redeposited geological deposits (1002). The
uppermost deposit (1001) was a 0.5-0.8 m thick layer of orange brown loosely
compacted silty sand with fragments of post-medieval pottery, frogged brick, stone
slabs and flint pebbles (1001) deposited as surfacing for the access track.

TP11 (Plate 17)
5.22

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 2.00 m and measured 2.50 x 0.60 m in plan.
The earliest deposit was a layer of loosely compacted yellow sand at least 0.60m thick
(1104). This was sealed by a layer of well compacted grey silty sandy clay 0.60m thick
(1103). Sealing this was a mottled brown grey well compacted sandy silty clay 0.20 m
thick (1102). Top soil was a loosely compacted orange brown sandy silty clay 0.30m
thick (1101).

TP12 (Plate 18)
5.23

This Trial Pit was excavated to a depth of 2.50 m and measured 2.40 x 0.65 m in plan.
The earliest deposit was a well compacted orange brown sandy silt at least 0.60 m thick
(1205). This was sealed by a dark grey silty sand with frequent shells which was 0.50 m
thick (1204) which was 0.50 m thick. Above 1204 was a grey silty sand 0.40 m thick
(1203) which was in turn sealed by a moderately compacted orangey brown silty sandy
clay 0.60 m thick (1202). Top soil was a 0.40m thick loosely compacted brown sandy
clay silt with occasional flint pebbles (1201).
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Borehole Logs
5.24

Four Rotary Boreholes (BH1-4) and 11 Cable Percussive boreholes (CP1-11) were
taken from across the site (Figure 2).

5.25

The borehole logs suggest that all areas of the site are underlain by deposits of
estuarine sands, silts, gravels and clays. A 0.80 m thick deposit of peat was present in
BH1 and was sealed by 2.20 m of made-ground, though the date at which the latter was
deposited could not be determined. ‘Pockets’ of peat were also noted in deposits of silty
sand in CP11 where they were sealed by made-ground likely to relate to the river
embankment constructed in 1810-15.

Summary of the Excavated Deposits
5.26

None of the excavations described above encountered archaeological deposits.
However, all of the test-pits flooded upon excavation which suggests that the potential
for organic preservation is high.

5.27

Geological deposits at the northern end of the site consisted of gravels which became
increasingly flinty between TP2 and 3. Flint pebbles were also in one of the boreholes
near TP 11 and 12 but at a much lower depth (they were not encountered in the
observed trial pits).

5.28

To the south (i.e. around TP11 and 12) the gravels are replaced by estuarine silts which
become more sandy and less silty with depth. The contexts were largely distinguished
by changes in colour, which probably result from oxidising conditions close to the
surface. It was noted that grey soils started turning browner after exposure following
excavation.

5.29

TP 10 was the only deviation from this pattern, with made ground in the upper contexts
and detritus from the nearby houses, including glass in the lower layers which the
excavator suggests may have been upcast from a ditch.

5.30

The HOPs (hand dug pits) were of very limited archaeological value being too small to
make any observations of anything other than the broad nature of the deposits and their
stratigraphic relationships. They suggest that the upper levels of the deposits become
very sandy near to the seaward side of the area, and in general the embankment
erected in 1810-15 (Heritage Asset 191) seems to have been constructed using
materials derived from estuarine deposits.

5.31

The borehole data suggests that the estuarine deposits of sands gravels and silts are
10-12 m deep across the site and underlain by solid geology consisting of sandstones,
mudstones and conglomerates. Deposits of peat were noted in Borehole BH1 and
CP11, the latter occurring as ‘pockets’ in sands and gravels at a depth of c. 5 m. The
peat in borehole BH1 was overlain by c. 4 m of made-ground of uncertain date, but
probably the same material noted in TP10 situated 45 m to its east. No peat was noted
in TP 10 though any present may have been located beyond the excavated depth.
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6

FINDS

6.1

No finds were retained from the fieldwork.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1

The watching brief found no evidence for in situ archaeological deposits within any of
the excavated test-pits.

7.2

Deposits generally consist of top soil and sub-soil 0.5-1 m thick. These sealed layers of
estuarine sands, silts and clays which generally became sandier with depth.

7.3

The only exception is TP 10 which contained 20th century made ground in the upper
contexts and detritus from the nearby houses, including glass, in the lower layers. This
made ground is probably the same material noted in BH1 where it sealed deposits of
peat (see below).

7.4

No evidence was found for the post medieval shipyard and wharfs mentioned in historic
documents, though this is as likely to be a consequence of the limited extent of the
trenching as it is of the absence of surviving structures.

7.5

The water table is locally high (observations of some trenches were severely hampered
by flooding) which suggests that the potential for the preservation of organic materials
such as timber is high in many areas of the site. However, only one borehole (BH1)
found evidence of deposits of peat which was overlain by c. 2.20 m of made-ground,
likely to be the same material encountered in TP10 45 m to the east of BH1. The date
at which the made-ground was deposited could not be determined but is likely to be the
same as that in TP10 (i.e. 20th century). Further evidence for localised peat deposits
was found at a depth of c. 5m in CP11 situated at the southern end of the embankment.

7.6

The borehole data suggests that the estuarine silts, sands and gravels are 10-12 m
thick across the site.
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8

ARCHIVE

8.1

An archive reference number was obtained at the outset of the project from the Royal
Albert Memorial Museum (Archive Ref No RAMM:17/48). No artefacts were recovered
during the works however, and as such a physical archive will not be required in respect
of these works.

8.2

The site archive will be digitised, including all original site records, photographs and
reports relating to the archaeological works, and will be deposited with the
Archaeological Data Service and online OASIS report library.
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Figure A1: Sketch plan and section for TP2
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Figure A2: Sketch plan and section for TP3
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Figure A3: Sketch plan and section for TP4
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Figure A4:Sketch plan and section for TP5
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Figure A5:Sketch plan and section for TP6
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Figure A6:Sketch plan and section for TP7
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Figure A7:Sketch plan and section for TP8
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Figure A8:Sketch plan and section for TP9
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Figure A9:Sketch plan and section for TP10
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Figure A10:Sketch plan and section for TP11
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Figure A11:Sketch plan and section for TP11
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Plate 1: HOP1

Plate 2: HOP2
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Plate 3: HOP3

Plate 4: HOP4
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Plate 5: HOP5

Plate 6: HOP6
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Plate 7: TP1 view to north

Plate 8: TP2 view to north
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Plate 9: TP3 view to north

Plate 10: TP4 view to west
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Plate 11: TP5 view to north east

Plate 12: TP6 view to west
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Plate 13: TP7 view to south

Plate 14: TP8 view to south
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Plate 15: TP9 view to south

Plate 16: TP10 view to south
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Plate 17:¨TP11 view to north east

Plate 18: TP12 view to south east
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SUMMARY
A geoarchaeological desk-based assessment of geotechnical
records and British Geological Survey (BGS) records in the
Lower Otter Valley, Devon, was carried out as part of the
proposed Restoration Project. Lithological data were taken
from these records and transferred to a RockWorks 15
database for interpretation and analysis of lithostratigraphic
cross sections.
The Triassic bedrock, Helsby Sandstone Formation, is found
between +0.20m OD (3m bgl) and -8.69m OD (9.7m bgl) in
BH1 and CP9, respectively. It is unconformably overlain by
Devensian river sands and gravels that are found between
+0.48m OD (0.37m bgl) and -6.03m OD (9.7m bgl) in TP3 and
CP11, respectively; the former is located in the north of the
study area and the latter in the south on the estuary.
Intertidal and alluvial aggradation has laid down fine grained
deposits that include peat and organic strata. They are found
between +1.25m OD in TP6 where they outcrop and -0.33m
OD in CP11. In the latter they attain a thickness of 5.7m.
Made Ground tops the stratigraphic sequence.
Peat deposits of high palaeoenvironmental potential
are found in BH1 and below the historic landfill site.
The deposits lie between +0.82m OD in BH1 and +1.43m OD
TPE13. The thickness of the peat in TPE13 is at least 1.20m,
and in BH1 it is 0.80m. The proposed road bridge for
South Farm Road and associated section of the tidal
creek is located between these peat deposits and it is
considered likely that they will be affected by the
Restoration Project works.
Organic strata of moderate palaeoenvironmental
potential (1.70m thick) that may represent in situ
saltmarsh is found in CP11 at -4.53m OD within the
vicinity of the proposed pedestrian footbridge and it is
considered likely that they will be affected by the
works.
There is no evidence that the proposed tidal creek will
affect high potential strata except in the vicinity of the
road bridge.
No other proposed interventions are expected to affect
the moderate or high potential deposits.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Project background

1.1.1 This report is a geoarchaeological desk-based assessment (DBA) of
a proposed Restoration Project for the Lower Otter Valley in Devon
(henceforth 'the project'), carried out on behalf of Jacobs
Engineering Group Inc. and their clients the Environment Agency.
The present report has been compiled using geological data held by
the British Geological Survey (BGS) and from a prior geotechnical
examination of the study area carried out by Structural Soils Ltd
(Freshwater and O’Farrell 2017). The research leading to the
production of the present report was undertaken between 6th and
17th June 2019.
1.1.2 The sections of the report are arranged as follows: Section 1
provides essential background to the project, i.e. the geographic
and geological situation of the site, and the aims of the present
work. Section 2 outlines the methodology employed in collecting
and utilising the geological data. The lithostratigraphy of the study
area is presented and interpreted in Section 3, while Section
4 assesses the significance of the lithological data recovered
in relation to the aims that have been set. A bibliography
and appendices providing the locations and stratigraphy of
the geological records that were used complete the report.

1.1.3 The study area (Figure 1 and Figure 2) has been defined as
a rectangular area that extends from borehole SY08SE7 located
on the sandstone hillside just east of the River Otter and south
of Otterton, to the coastline and mouth of the River Otter in the
south (a distance of c. 3km); and from the B3178 trunk road in
the west to the hillside where South Farm, Otterton Park and
Catson Hill are located, c. 0.7km to the east.
1.1.4 The Project proposes to increase the area occupied by an intertidal
habitat on the lower floodplain of the River Otter. This will
compensate for the loss of similar habitat on the River Exe Estuary
because of new flood defences there. Work is designed to reinstate
a tidal creek and intertidal environment via realignment of
Budleigh Brook and the excavation of a new tidal channel. Various
infrastructure works will also be necessary including the breaching
of old flood defences (Little and Big Banks); the building of a road
bridge and a pedestrian bridge; and the widening of the connecting
channel to the sea (Lower Otter Restoration Project 2019).
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1.1.5 The Project comprises the following works that may affect the
valley sediments (pers. comm. Nathan Thomas, Senior
Archaeologist at Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. 12/06/19:1)
•

Create a 200m wide breach in Little Bank with trackway and
drains c.200m x 4m x 0.3m.

•

Create a 150m wide breach in Big Bank with trackway and drains
c.150m x 4m x 0.3m.

•

Realign Budleigh Brook removing it from a raised aqueduct.

•

Rechannelling Budleigh Brook in the north of the study area to
create a tidal creek network down the valley.

•

Access bridge over the realigned Budleigh Brook to remain with
modification of existing concrete.

•

Realign South Farm Road on an embankment with a bridged
opening: 30m span with abutments and two concrete piers 5m x
2m x undefined depth.

•

Create a breach through the River Otter estuary embankment with
a pedestrian bridge (c. 70m in length) over the breach: 4 x 400mm
diameter steel sleeved reinforced concrete augered piles to depth of
-10m OD.

•

Existing tidal approach channel to be widened and deepened.

•

Excavate the Tidal Creek from its junction with the realigned
Budleigh Brook in the north of the study area to its confluence
with the River Otter and egress to the English Channel at Lyme
Bay: to a maximum of 70m wide and to a depth of -0.5m OD.

•

Removal of the eastern extent shingle bar spit and widening of the
estuary mouth by 30m.

1.2

Location, topography and geology
1.2.1 The study area occupies the flood plain of the River Otter from
NGR SY 07619 84902 south of Otterton and opposite Catson Hill
in the north, to the coastline at NGR SY 07472 81972, a distance
of c. 3km and an area of c. 1.2km2 (Figure 1 and Figure 2). The
elevation varies from +0.7m OD to +3.6m OD on Made Ground

1

A list of plan and section drawings consulted can be found in Appendix 1
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(Freshwater and O’Farrell 2017, 2), otherwise the flood plain
surface has very little elevation rising to c. +1.1m in the region of
Big Bank. As a consequence, drainage ditches are a frequent
feature which enables agricultural pasture of the land. The
Otter Estuary Nature Reserve (a Site of Special Scientific
Interest) is located on the river in the east of the valley. The coast
at Budleigh Salterton is part of the designated World Heritage Site
(WHS), the Jurassic Coast (Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site
Partnership 2014). The significance of the WHS and the
relationship to the Restoration Project for the Lower Otter Valley is
discussed in Chapter 13 of the Environmental Statement prepared
in support of the Project (Jacobs 2019).
1.2.2 RSK Environment Ltd carried out an archaeological watching brief
on machine and hand-dug Trial Pits (TP1 – TP9; and HOP1 –
HOP6) in 2017 and concluded that there was no evidence for in situ
archaeological deposits. Nor was evidence found for post- medieval
shipyard and wharfs for which there is documentary reference
(Adams 2017, 15). A search of the archaeological literature (OASIS
and PastScape) revealed no significant archaeology within the
study area. However, it should be noted that the trial pitting
exercise provided an extremely narrow window of opportunity
across the landscape in which to identify archaeological activity
and there does remain the potential for the presence of previously
unrecorded archaeological remains across portions of the study
area.
1.2.3 The British Geological Survey (BGS) map the bedrock of the study
area as Helsby Sandstone Formation, dated to the Anisian Age
(242 – 247Ma) of the Middle Triassic Period (BGS 2005; 2016;
2013). The lithology is a fine- to medium-grained sandstone which
weathers to sand close to the surface. Overlying the bedrock on the
low hills either side of the valley are River Terrace Deposits located
from c. 5m OD to c. 60m OD. Minor deposits of Head are recorded
in subsidiary valleys (BGS 2019a).
1.2.4 The bedrock in the Lower Otter Valley is unconformably overlain by
a number of superficial deposits that date to the Quaternary Period
(2.6Ma to the present). At the mouth of the River Otter and along
the coastline Marine Beach and Storm Beach Deposits are
mapped. These are chaotically bedded, coarse grained sands and
pebbles associated with a high energy environment. Immediately
north finer grained sediments are present: Saltmarsh Deposits and
Tidal River Or Creek Deposits. Their lithology is clay, silt and sand
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with intercalated organic matter which may include peat. These
sediments are typically deposited in a low energy environment
characterised by a dendritic planform of creeks draining tidal flats.
Tidal River Or Creek Deposits are mapped on the Otter Estuary
and trace the narrow confines of the River Otter north to Big Bank.
The Saltmarsh Deposits occupy the wide valley floor adjacent to
the river and are also mapped to Big Bank. Further north Alluvium
is mapped and most likely underlies the other superficial deposits.
This is indicative of freshwater deposition and a suite of deposits
from Devensian gravels to sand, silt and clay, generally laid down
in an upward fining sequence within which intercalated peats may
also occur.2
1.2.5 Made Ground (Undivided) is mapped in the study area as: the Little
and Big Banks; berms on the west bank (the SW coastal path) of
the River Otter; along the west of the valley; and a triangular parcel
of land (c. 3.8ha of historic landfill (Figure 2)) adjoining South
Farm Road. The land surface has been raised in all these areas.
1.3

Aims
The aims of the DBA are to:
1.3.1 Determine the extent, nature and genesis of Quaternary
sedimentation within the study area;
1.3.2 Assess the archaeological and palaeoenvironmental potential
of Quaternary strata present within the study area;
1.3.3 Assess the likely impact of the development on strata of
high-moderate archaeological and palaeoenvironmental
potential; and
1.3.4 Make recommendations for further geoarchaeological works
necessary to further test Aims 1.3.1 – 1.3.3 above.

2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Data for the geoarchaeological DBA have been derived from the
following sources:

•

The BGS 1:50,000 and 1:10,000 maps (BGS 2005; 2013, 2016;
2019a);

2

The Quaternary Period has two epochs: the Pleistocene (2.6 million years ago to
11,700 years ago) and the Holocene (11,700 to present day). The Devensian is the last
glaciation to affect the British Isles, c. 70,000 – 11,700 years ago with one effect being
the deposition of fluvial gravels.
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•

The BGS borehole record (BGS 2019b);

•

A search of Historic England’s Intertidal and Coastal Peat
database, PastScape, and OASIS;

•

Geotechnical work carried out by Structural Soils Ltd. This
comprised of four cable percussion with rotary follow-on boreholes
BH1 – BH4; 11 cable percussion boreholes CP1 – CP11; six hand
dug Trial Pits HOP1 – HOP6; 35 machine dug trial pits TP1 – TP12
and TPE1 – TPE23; and three window sample boreholes WS1, WS2
and WS4.

2.2

Eight published borehole records are available in the BGS borehole
database, however, this includes three wells, two of which have no
lithological data. None of these boreholes were located on the flood
plain and all, except for two (SY08SF20 and SY08SF21), record the
sandstone bedrock at ground level. In total there are 20 borehole
and 41 trial pit records.

2.3

Lithological descriptions and positional data from the geotechnical
investigations and the BGS borehole database were combined
within a RockWorks database (RockWare 2013). The lithological
unit descriptions of the geotechnical and BGS records were then
interpreted in an informal terminology that attempts to highlight
the organic preservation, although not at a loss of geological
information, while at the same time remaining succinct. The
RockWorks software package was then used to plot the cross
sections and elevation map of the peat (7 Figures). Location data
for all records utilised in the compilation of this report are
presented in Appendix 2, while lithological interpretations are
given in Appendix 3.

2.4

The keys to the lithostratigraphic section drawings are designed to
highlight the state of oxidation of the strata and hence the
likelihood of the preservation of organic matter: an orangish brown
colour denoting oxidation and poor or no preservation, whereas
reduced strata is greyish blue and preservation can be expected to
be good. Since the primary data are drillers’ logs, which are highly
detailed, it is deemed appropriate that the original lithological
descriptions be quoted in the text (3 Results). All interpretations
have been made by the author of this DBA.

3

RESULTS
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3.0.1 In the following discussion the lithology and stratigraphy of the
study area are described. Brief interpretations of the deposits are
presented throughout prior to an overarching assessment in
Section 4.
3.0.2 The borehole lithologies from the study area were classified into
formal and informal units for the purpose of stratigraphic
description. The stratigraphic units identified from youngest to
oldest are:
1. Modern Made Ground
2. Fine grained mineral and organic deposits (Holocene alluvium
and intertidal deposits including saltmarsh and peat)
3. Sand and gravel deposits (Late Pleistocene river deposits)
4. Triassic Bedrock (weathered Helsby Sandstone Formation)
These units are described in stratigraphic order from the oldest to
the youngest in the following Section (see Figure 1 and Figure 2 for
borehole and trial pit locations).
3.1

Helsby Sandstone Formation

3.1.1 The Helsby Sandstone Formation is recorded in 14 boreholes (out
of 20): BH1 – BH4; and CP1, CP2, CP4 – CP11 (Figure 3, Figure 4
and Figure 5). It is found between +0.20m OD (3m bgl) and -8.69m
OD (9.7m bgl) in BH1 and CP9 respectively. BH1 is located c. 100
m west of the proposed road bridge on South Farm Road on the
western limit of the floodplain and CP9 is located further south on
the floodplain.
3.1.2 The lithology is described as very dense, dark reddish brown
slightly sandy, sub-angular fine to coarse sandstone gravel; sand is
fine to coarse. It is classified by Freshwater and O’Farrell (2017) as
residual Helsby Sandstone Formation, that is to say the weathered
top of the formation and overlies cemented strata.
3.1.3 The Helsby Sandstone Formation is unconformably overlain by
superficial gravels and sands in all the boreholes except in BH1
where peat is recorded.
3.2

Sands and Gravels
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3.2.1 Superficial deposits of sands and gravels are recorded in 15
boreholes and three trial pits: BH2 – BH4; CP1 – CP11; WS1 and
TP1 – T3 (Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5). The deposits sub-crop
against the bedrock and are found between +0.48m OD (0.37m bgl)
and -6.03m OD (9.7m bgl) in TP3 and CP11 respectively. TP3 is
located in the north of the floodplain c. 440m south of Big Bank,
and CP11 is located c. 50m west of the proposed pedestrian bridge.
3.2.2 The lithology of the deposits is varied. The strata are
unconsolidated and can be loose to very densely packed. It is
generally brown or brownish grey to brownish red or orangish
brown in colour as a result of the oxidised sand fraction. Where
sand is lacking the clasts are described as multi-coloured. Flint
and sandstone including black sandstone lithologies are recorded.
The clasts exhibit a sub-angular to well-rounded morphology and
range in size from fine to cobble grade (4 – 256mm). The generic
description of ‘mixed lithologies’ is used on occasion. The sand can
be fine to coarse grade (0.125 – 2mm) and there are rare occasions
where it is mottled white. The strata grade from sand with
occasional gravel clasts to sandy gravels where the gravel
component is primary. The thickness of the deposit is between
1.60m (CP5) and 6.20m (CP9) and on average is 2.83m.
3.2.3 The sand and gravel deposits are overlain by fine grained intertidal
deposits.
3.3

Fine grained mineral and organic deposits

3.3.0.1 The fine grained deposits are defined here as composed of clay and
silt grade particles with occasional fine sand and shell fragments.
Material composed of decaying plants can be present within the
strata and is described in the logs as either ‘peat’, where the
fibrous or pseudo fibrous texture typical of the material is noted;
or ‘organic matter’ in which case the adjective ‘decaying’ is
amended and no textural descriptive given. Where roots or wood
are recorded they are classified here as organic matter. Considering
the importance of in situ peat beds for the interpretation of past
vegetation histories the deposits of peat and organic matter will be
discussed separately below.
3.3.0.2 Fine grained deposits are present in all the boreholes and 30 trial
pits (TP1 – TP12, TPE2 – TPE5, TPE8 – TPE16, TP18, and TP20 –
TPE23) (Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5). The deposits are found
between +1.25m OD in TP6 where they outcrop and -0.33m OD in
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CP11 where they lie at 4m bgl buried by deposits of Made Ground.3
TP6 is located c. 300m south of South Farm Road in the middle of
the floodplain. CP11 lies c. 50m west of the proposed pedestrian
bridge in the south of the study area. Except where overlain by
Made Ground, the fine grained deposits outcrop across the
floodplain. They range in thickness from 0.37m in TP3 to 5.7m in
CP11. Of 12 borehole locations where fine grained deposits
outcrop, and the thickness of the deposit is delimitated by the
presence of underlying gravels, the average thickness is 3.86m.
3.3.0.3 The deposits are often but not always oxidised in the top fraction to
a depth of c. 0.90 – 1.70m, and coloured brown to orangish brown.
Below the water table in the anoxic zone, grey and greyish blue
coloured deposits are found.

3.3.1 Peat
Peat is recorded in two boreholes and six trial pits: BH1 and CP9;
TPE12, TPE13, TPE15, TPE16, TPE18 and TP23 (Figure 4, Figure 5
and Figure 6). The locations of the trial pits are restricted to the
area adjoining the southern side of South Farm Road (the historic
landfill site), and in the case of BH1 c. 100m west of the proposed
road bridge. The deposit is found between +0.72m OD (2.00m bgl)
in TPE12 and +1.43m OD (1.00m bgl) in TPE13. It varies in
thickness from 0.10m in both TPE16 and TPE23, and 1.20m in
TPE13. At only two locations the peat is thicker than 0.20m: BH1
where it is 0.80m thick with a sub-crop elevation of +0.82m OD
and lies on sand; and TPE13 where it is at least 1.20m thick with a
sub-crop elevation of +1.43m OD (the trail pit was terminated at
+0.33m OD (2.10m bgl)). In TPE13 the description of the peat is:
‘Soft greyish brown sandy fibrous PEAT. Sand is fine to medium.
Strong organic odour.’
At BH1 the description is:
‘Dark blackish grey slightly sandy amorphous PEAT. Sand is fine to
coarse. . . . from 2.20m to 2.40m peat is pseudo-fibrous.’
CP9, located in the southwest of the floodplain c. 500m from the
coastline, has an ambiguous record of amorphous peat that subcrops at -0.49m OD: the material graphic legend on the log sheet

3

Boreholes SY08SE22 and 21 lie further south but are in a marginal location as
regards the project interventions and therefore CP11 is described instead.
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does not record peat but rather the silty sand matrix of the deposit.
It is described as:
‘Very loose dark brown mottled dark grey slightly silty fine SAND
with rare white shell fragments (<5mm diameter) and black
amorphous peat.’
Pockets of peat are also recorded at a deeper level. An in situ peat
bed is not believed to be present in CP9.

3.3.2 Organic matter
Organic matter is recorded in eight boreholes and 15 trial pits:
BH2, BH3, CP6, CP10 – CP11, WS1, SY8SE20, SY8SE21; and TP8,
TP9, TP12, TPE2 – TP5, TP8 – TPE11, TPE14, TPE20 – TPE22
(Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5). It is recorded as part of the
stratum in the following manner, for example in TPE2:
‘Soft brownish grey slightly sandy organic CLAY with abundant
black decomposed vegetation. Sand is fine to coarse with coarse
sand sized shell fragments. Organic odour noted.’
The strata containing organic matter lie between +1.42m OD (1.4m
bgl) in WS1 and -0.17m OD (1.30m bgl) in TP12. WS1 is located on
the eastern edge of the floodplain immediately north of South Farm
Road, and TP12 is located c. 150m further west. The organic
matter is very varied in the amount found within the strata. In
TPE21, for example, it is rare:
‘Soft grey silty CLAY with rare black decomposing vegetation and an
organic odour.’
In comparison to the peat, strata with organic matter is recorded
not only where peat is also found, but also across the southern
half of the floodplain from the location of CP10 c. 360m north of
South Farm Road to the BGS borehole SY08SF20 located c. 150m
from the coastline. Only two records of wood were made: as
fragments (3 x 5mm) in TP9 and SY8SE21. There are rare records
of pockets of peat or peat inclusions within mineral strata, for
example, in sand in CP9 at -0.49m OD, and in oxidised sandy silt
in CP10 at +0.32m OD. These peat particles are not in situ but
derived from elsewhere on the floodplain. Roots are recorded in
TP12, WS1 and TPE20 which may imply an erosion of earlier peat
deposits. There is a record from CP11 in the vicinity of the
proposed pedestrian footbridge of possible saltmarsh deposits that
are described as follows:
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‘Soft locally thinly laminated dark grey sandy CLAY with occasional
pseudo-fibrous peat and black laminations. Sand is fine.’
The stratum sub-crops at -4.53m OD and is 1.70m thick.

3.4

Made Ground

3.4.1 Made Ground deposits occur in five boreholes and 29 trial pits:
BH1, CP11, WS1 – WS4; HOP1 – HOP6 and TPE1 – TPE23 (Figure
3, Figure 4 and Figure 5). It outcrops above the geological strata
and is between 1.0m and 4.0m thick in TPE13 and CP11
respectively. A variety of mineral clasts are recorded including coal,
flint, sandstone, slate and quartz. Man-made materials include
brick, glass, metal and plastics. A concentration of the deposit is
found on the historic landfill site adjoining South Farm Road. At
the borehole locations Made Ground is described variously as
gravel, sand, silt or clay in which artefacts are rare or absent.

4

ASSESSMENT

4.1

Extent, nature and genesis of Quaternary sediments

4.1.1 Within the study area Triassic sandstone forms a heavily weathered
basement to the Quaternary sediments of the ancient River Otter
Valley. The sandstone bedrock (Helsby Sandstone Formation)
outcrops at BGS boreholes SY08SE7 and SY08SE49. The former is
located on the hillside east of the River Otter and the latter further
south, also on the hillside in the east.
4.1.2 The Triassic bedrock is unconformably overlain by basal river
gravels (sand and gravels) aggraded by the action of braided
channels of the ancient River Otter in a periglacial environment
most probably during the Late Devensian (Marine Isotope Stage 2,
15–10ka) and in part reworked by marine processes.4 The lithology
of the deposit is primarily flint and sandstone gravels with
subordinate sand and is in the order of 3m thick.
4.1.3 At the end of the Pleistocene, climatic amelioration brought about a
stabilisation of the land surface and an end to channel gravel
aggradation. Colonisation by plants reduced the supply of
4

In the Structural Soils geotechnical report the sands and gravels are classified as
Beach Deposits: true beach deposits are located only on the valley coastline.
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sediment and stream flow energy fell as a result of milder winters
and the shift from surface to ground water drainage succeeding the
melting of the permafrost. A high water table and propensity to
flood promoted the eventual formation of fresh water marshes and
peat accumulation. Before the building of sea defences the rising
sea level would subject the Otter meander floodplain to daily tidal
flooding inland as far as Otterton and the subsequent formation of
salt marsh. Transgressing storm beach sands would probably lead
at times to the damming of the river and the formation of brackish
lagoons. Fine grained intertidal deposits would therefore develop
over the earlier alluvium.
4.1.4 Peat beds are found at seven locations of which there are two
locations where thickness may be judged: BH1 c. 100m west of the
proposed road bridge where the peat is 0.8m thick; and TPE13 in
the west of the historic landfill site, where it is at least 1.20m thick
(Figure 5 and Figure 6). All the peat locations are concentrated just
south of South Farm Road and in the general vicinity of the
proposed road bridge and the associated section of the proposed
tidal creek. The peat sub-crops below Made Ground at +0.72m OD.
The occurrence of roots in three localities possibly indicates that
peat beds have in the past been eroded away. The rare occurrence
of peat particles within mineral strata is the result of the
meandering river reworking the flood plain deposits. It is notable
that gravels occur very close to the ground surface in TP3 in the
north of the study area that implies a lack of stratigraphic space in
this area to accommodate peat beds. However, there are
insufficient data to affirm that peat does not occur north of the
South Farm Road.
4.1.5 Salt marsh is by its nature an ephemeral ecosystem and is rarely
preserved in the geological record. The organic matter recorded in
fine grained strata may indicate the preservation of saltmarsh or,
on the other hand, it is redeposited allochthonous material derived
from earlier peat beds further upstream. Sets of fine bands of black
organic mud characteristic of salt marsh would be expected to be
reported and this is the case in CP11 in the vicinity of the proposed
pedestrian footbridge where black laminae are preserved at -4.53m
OD (Figure 4).
4.2 Archaeological and palaeoenvironmental potential of the study area
4.2.1 The sand and gravel deposits, although undated, are deeply buried
in the south of the study area and were probably laid down in cold
conditions inhospitable to the presence of man. Human groups
were intermittently present during Devensian interstadials (White
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and Pettitt 2012; Pettitt et al. 2012) and the exploitation of river
gravel is a possibility. Nonetheless, since the sampling of these
deposits can only be achieved by borehole coring the potential to
recover archaeological or palaeoenvironmental information must be
LOW.
4.2.2 The floodplain fine grained deposits date to the Holocene and have
a LOW archaeological potential on account of the propensity for
flooding and the fact that there is no archaeological evidence to
suggest permanent occupation. Even though late prehistoric sites
and worked flints have been identified on the elevated land on the
valley sides (for example, flint scatter at between 10 and 15m OD
on the western side (Devon and Dartmoor HER, record
MDV59858), and a polished Neolithic axe found at 40m OD on The
Warren, to the east (PastScape monument number 448650)), the
potential for evidence of activity in the valley remains low based on
the current geoarchaeological results.
4.2.3 The palaeoenvironmental potential of the peat deposits are HIGH.
Other deposits that contain organic matter have a MODERATE
palaeoenvironmental potential.
4.3

Impact of the Project

4.3.1 The following are the proposed interventions of the Project as listed
in Section 1.1.5 with the potential effect they will have on the valley
sediments, with particular emphasis on high potential peat
deposits.
4.3.2 Create a 200m wide breach in Little Bank. No effect on the valley
sediments. Trackway and bordering drains c. 200m x4m x0.3m will
affect topsoil and underlying oxidised sediments only.
4.3.3 Create a 150m wide breach in Big Bank. No effect on the valley
sediments. Trackway and bordering drains c.150m x4m x0.3m
will affect topsoil and underlying oxidised sediments only.
4.3.4 Realign Budleigh Brook removing it from a raised aqueduct. No
effect on the valley sediments.
4.3.5 Rechannelling Budleigh Brook to create a tidal creek network down
the valley. In the north of the study area (Little Bank and Big
Bank) there is no evidence of the presence of organic sediments,
however, this assessment is based on the data recovered from only
five trial pits. The presence of sand and gravel high in the
stratigraphy suggests that fine grained strata are limited in
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thickness. Organic sediments may be preserved in ancient
meander cut offs and back swamp environments on the valley
floor; none have been identified. Therefore, the effect of excavating
a new channel on significant organic sediments in the north is low.
4.3.6 Access bridge over the realigned Budleigh Brook to remain with
modification of existing concrete. No effect on the valley sediments.
4.3.7 South Farm Road to be realigned on an embankment with a bridged
opening: 30m span with abutments and two concrete piers 5m x 2m
x undefined depth. The proposed bridge is located between two
significant deposits of peat: BH1 c. 100m west and TP13 a similar
distance to the southeast on the historic landfill site. The
relationship between the two peat deposits is unclear, however
there is evidence to suggest that they are independent; TP10 c.
50m to the east of BH1 has no peat (base is +0.31m OD) and no
organic sediments were recovered in CP3, located between BH1
and TP13, immediately south of the proposed bridge and within the
course of the proposed tidal creek. These borehole and trial pits are
not sufficient reason to ignore the likelihood of encountering peat
at the location of the proposed works. It is possible that peat
associated with TP13 to the east of the proposed road bridge,
rather than that found at BH1, does impinge on the location of the
bridge. The depth of the proposed tidal creek channel below the
bridge is +0.10m OD; the depth of the piers is presumed to be
deeper. BH1 has 0.8m of peat sub-cropping at +0.82m OD and
TP13 has 1.20m of peat with a sub-crop elevation of +1.43m OD.
These elevations
suggest that
peat deposits of high
palaeoenvironmental potential are likely to be affected by intrusive
work excavating the proposed channel and constructing bridge
supports.
4.3.8 Create a breach through the River Otter estuary embankment with a
pedestrian bridge (c. 70m in length) over the breach: 4 x 400mm
diameter steel sleeved reinforced concrete augered piles to depth of 10m OD. No significant peat deposits are recorded in the nearest
borehole (CP11) to the proposed bridge, however, salt marsh
deposits exist at -4.53m OD. This deposit has a moderate
palaeoenvironmental potential and is likely to be affected by the
deep piles of the footbridge.
4.3.9 Existing tidal approach channel to be widened and deepened. There
is no borehole data for the tidal approach channel. Evidence from
CP11 located c. 75m southwest of the head of the channel records
salt marsh deposits at -4.53m. Deposits at this depth will not be
affected by the proposed work.
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4.3.10 Excavate the tidal creek from its junction with the realigned Budleigh
Brook in the north of the study area to its confluence with the River
Otter and egress to the English Channel at Lyme Bay; to a maximum
of 70m wide and to -0.5m OD. The effect of the work in the north of
the study area has been discussed in Section 4.3.5; and in the
location of the proposed road bridge in Section 4.3.7.
South of South Farm Road beyond the area of the historic landfill
site there are no high potential organic deposits recorded. The
excavation of the channel will affect the oxidised superficial
stratigraphy and may impinge on deposits of organic matter (e.g.
CP4 and CP9) of moderate palaeoenvironmental potential.
4.4

Recommendations
The conclusion of this report is that there are moderate to high
potential deposits that could be affected by the proposed project
and the following mitigation work is therefore recommended: the
recovery of sealed, intact, core samples using a rotary drilling rig
from locations in the vicinity of the proposed road bridge and the
proposed pedestrian footbridge.

5
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Location map of the north of the study area.
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Figure 2. Location map of the south of the study area.
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Figure 3. North to south lithostratigraphic cross section in the north of the study area. Vertical exaggeration
x50.
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Figure 4. North to south lithostratigraphic cross section in the south of the study area. Vertical exaggeration
x50. Note: the location of BH1 is on the west margin of the valley where the bedrock rises compared to CP10
which is on the valley floor.
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Figure 5. West to east lithostratigraphic cross section. Vertical exaggeration x30. Note: proposed channel depth
does not include thickness of riprap erosion protection.
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Figure 6. Map of the elevation of the peat deposits. Thickness is noted in BH1 and TPE13.
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APPENDIX 2 BOREHOLE AND TRIAL PIT LOCATIONS

Borehole
BH1
BH2
BH3
BH4
CP1
CP2
CP3
CP4
CP5
CP6
CP7
CP8
CP9
CP10
CP11
TP1
TP2
TP3
TP4
TP5
TP6
TP7
TP8
TP9
TP10
TP11
TP12
TPE1
TPE2
TPE3
TPE4
TPE5
TPE6
TPE7
TPE8
TPE9
TPE10
TPE11
TPE12
TPE13
TPE14

Easting
307003.8
307224.2
307333
307463.4
307449.4
307397.5
307122.2
307187.5
307273.6
307314.4
307099.5
307170.6
307200.8
307211
307300.8
307384.6
307406.5
307399.4
307191
307278.8
307310.2
307342.4
307353.2
307341.7
307050.4
307283.6
307392.3
307386.1
307362.9
307332.2
307299.5
307271.8
307246.1
307213.5
307380.4
307353.7
307330.5
307276.5
307255.3
307225.5
307364

Northing
82986.2
83032.7
83038.8
83047
83144.9
82309.4
82974.7
82912
82810.2
82775.3
82894.4
82574.3
82356.5
83379.7
82155.7
83896.2
83711.3
83543.8
82909.1
82797.7
82682
82556.3
82462.7
82343.6
82991.5
83037.3
83037.3
83003.6
83003.1
82999.2
82999.1
82992.8
82987.6
82984.9
82964.5
82964.9
82963.9
82957.6
82957.1
82951.8
82926.2
28

Elevation
3.02
0.75
1.19
0.96
0.99
1.12
0.99
1.29
1.19
1.12
0.95
1.3
1.010
1.020
3.670
1.150
1.210
1.220
1.310
1.190
1.250
1.070
0.990
0.860
2.910
0.950
1.130
3.100
3.040
2.800
2.500
2.290
2.100
2.150
3.610
3.740
3.490
2.750
2.720
2.430
3.480

TD
3.00
6.50
7.80
7.00
8.47
8.20
7.15
8.50
8.50
10.30
7.45
9.66
10.15
6.70
12.80
2.20
2.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
2.80
2.30
2.60
1.90
2.60
2.30
2.50
2.00
2.30
2.40
1.60
1.50
1.50
2.00
3.00
3.20
3.20
3.00
2.20
2.10
2.60
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TPE15
TPE16
TPE17
TPE18
TPE19
TPE20
TPE21
TPE22
TPE23
HOP1
HOP2
HOP3
HOP4
HOP5
HOP6
WS1
WS2
WS4
SY08SE7
SY08SE1
SY08SE32
SY08SE46
SY08SE49
SY08SE21
SY08SE20
SY08SE4
and TH3

307332.5
307290.7
307261.6
307337.6
307322.9
307324
307425.8
307410
307419.8
307651
307662
307471.5
307473.4
307378.7
307354.7
307537
307484.3
307442.1
307840
307330
well 307160
well 307900
well 307800
307240
307250
TH1 307200

82925.3
82925.1
82924.3
82895.5
82896.6
82862.3
82998.6
82926.7
82964.4
84197.2
84140
83153.2
83091.3
82210.6
82177
83047.5
82903.3
82782.7
84800
84700
84170
83900
82800
82060
82080
82000

29

3.480
2.670
2.690
3.060
2.970
2.790
3.430
3.800
3.670
3.700
3.700
3.150
3.110
3.570
3.610
2.820
3.050
3.620
22.500
4.000
12.000
No data
8.910
3.74
3.620
15

2.80
2.30
1.20
2.60
2.60
2.30
2.40
3.10
3.10
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
7.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
8.00
No data
No data
1.00
13.00
13.00
8.38
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APPENDIX 3 BOREHOLE AND TRIAL PIT STRATIGRAPHY
Structural Soils 2017 and BGS 2019 (comments in italics are the author’s)

Bore
BH1
BH1

Top
0.00
2.20

Base
2.20
3.00

Lithology
Made Ground
Peat

Comments
Made Ground.
Dark blackish grey slightly sandy
amorphous PEAT. Sand is fine to
coarse.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
. . . from 2.20m to 2.40m peat is
pseudo-fibrous.
Weathered Helsby Sandstone
Formation. (Weathering persistent at
great depth). End of BH at 24.6m

BH1

3.00

3.50

Fine sand

BH2
BH2

0.00
0.45

0.30
0.70

Topsoil
Oxidised sand

BH2

0.70

1.20

Sand with organic clay

30

Dark greyish brown to brown silty
fine to medium SAND.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Dark brownish grey to brown silty
fine to medium SAND with
pockets of organic clay.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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BH2

1.20

2.00

Oxidised sand

BH2

2.00

3.50

Oxidised sand

BH2

3.50

6.00

Gravel

BH2

6.00

6.50

Sandstone

BH3

0.00

0.40

Topsoil

Loose orangish brown to greyish
brown slightly gravelly fine to
medium SAND. Gravel is
subrounded to subangular fine
mixed lithologies.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Loose orangish brown gravelly
fine to coarse SAND with rare
clayey/silty pockets. Gravel is
angular to subrounded fine to
medium sandstone, flint and
mixed lithologies.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
. . . from 3.00m very gravelly.
Mottled orangish brown sandy
angular to subangular fine to
coarse GRAVEL of sandstone,
flint and mixed lithologies. Sand is
medium to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)

Weathered Helsby Sandstone
Formation. (Weathering persistent at
great depth). End of BH at 20.7m
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BH3

0.40

0.70

Organic sandy silt/clay

BH3

0.70

1.10

Organic sandy silt/clay

BH3

1.10

1.50

Sand with organics

BH3

1.50

3.60

Sand with organics

32

Firm dark brown to brown slightly
sandy organic clayey SILT. Sand
is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Firm greyish brown sandy slightly
gravelly organic clayey SILT.
Sand is fine to medium. Gravel is
subangular to subrounded fine to
medium of mixed lithologies.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Very loose brownish grey silty fine
to medium SAND with a low to
medium content of decomposed
plant material.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Very loose brownish grey slightly
gravelly silty fine to medium
SAND with a low content of
decomposed vegetation. Gravel is
subangular to subrounded fine to
coarse flint.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS) ...from
2.50m to 3.50m
becomes very silty.
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BH3

3.60

4.30

Gravelly
organics

sand

with Brownish grey silty very gravelly
fine to medium SAND with a low
content of decomposed
vegetation. Gravel is subangular
to subrounded fine to coarse flint.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Medium dense reddish brown
sandy subangular to subrounded
fine to coarse GRAVEL of flint,
with a low cobble content. Sand is
medium to coarse. Cobbles are
subangular to subrounded flint.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Weathered Helsby Sandstone
Formation. (Weathering persistent at
great depth). End of BH at 25.0m

BH3

4.30

7.30

Gravel

BH3

7.3

7.8

Sandstone

BH4
BH4

0.00
0.10

0.10
0.40

Topsoil
Organic sandy silt/clay

BH4

0.40

0.70

Oxidised sandy silt/clay

BH4

0.70

1.20

Oxidised sandy silt/clay

33

Firm dark brown to brown slightly
sandy CLAY with occasional
roots. Sand is fine to medium.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS
Firm brown slightly sandy CLAY.
Sand is fine to medium.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Reddish brown to brown sandy
clayey SILT. Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS
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BH4

1.20

1.70

Oxidised sandy silt/clay

BH4

1.70

3.60

Reduced sandy silt/clay

BH4

3.60

4.00

Reduced sand

BH4

4.00

4.50

Sandy gravel

BH4

4.50

6.20

Sandy gravel

34

Firm reddish brown slightly sandy
silty CLAY. Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Firm grey sandy SILT with
occasional shell fragments. Sand
is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Firm grey sandy slightly gravelly
SILT. Sand is fine to coarse.
Gravel is angular to subangular
fine to medium of mixed
lithologies.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Medium dense grey sandy slightly
silty angular to subrounded fine to
coarse GRAVEL of mixed
lithologies (predominantly black
sandstone). Sand is fine to
coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Medium dense reddish brown to
brown sandy slightly clayey
angular to subrounded fine to
coarse GRAVEL of mixed
lithologies. Sand is medium to
coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
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BH4

6.20

6.50

Oxidised sandy gravel

BH4

6.50

7.00

Sandstone

CP1
CP1

0.00
0.40

0.40
0.70

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP1

0.70

1.20

Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP1

1.20

3.00

Reduced sandy silt/clay

CP1

3.00

4.00

Sandy gravel

CP1

4.00

4.90

Sandy gravel

35

Dense reddish brown very sandy
angular to subrounded fine to
coarse GRAVEL of mixed
lithologies. Sand is medium to
coarse. (Reworked HELSBY
SANDSTONE FORMATION)
Weathered Helsby Sandstone
Formation. (Weathering persistent at
great depth). End of BH at 21.0m
Firm light brown sandy SILT. Sand is
fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Firm reddish brown slightly sandy silty
CLAY. Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Firm locally soft brownish grey slightly
sandy silty CLAY with
frequent shells. Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Loose dark grey sandy silty subangular
to rounded medium to
coarse GRAVEL of flint. Sand is fine to
coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Dense dark grey sandy subangular to
rounded fine to coarse
GRAVEL of flint. Sand is medium to
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coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT
CP1

4.90

6.80

Sandy gravel

CP1

6.80

8.47

Oxidised gravelly sand

CP2
CP2

0.00
0.70

0.70
3.50

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP2

3.50

5.70

Reduced sandy silt/clay

36

Medium dense dark grey and locally
reddish brown sandy
subangular to rounded fine to coarse
GRAVEL of flint. Sand is
medium to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
. . . from 4.90m becoming locally
reddish brown.
Very dense reddish brown gravelly fine
to medium SAND.
Gravel is subangular fine to coarse
sandstone.
(Residual HELSBY SANDSTONE
FORMATION)
Very loose dark reddish brown slightly
silty SAND. Sand is
fine.
(ALLUVIUM)
Dark brownish grey sandy SILT, with
rare shell fragments
(<3mm dia). Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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CP2

5.70

6.80

Sandy gravel

CP2

6.80

8.20

Oxidised sandy gravel

CP3
CP3

0.00
0.50

0.50
1.00

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP3

1.00

1.50

Oxidised sandy silt/clay

37

Medium dense dark greyish brown
sandy slightly silty
subangular to subrounded medium to
coarse GRAVEL of
siltstone and mudstone, with a low
cobble content. Sand is
fine to coarse. Cobbles are subangular
siltstone and
mudstone.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Medium dense dark brownish grey
very sandy subangular to
subrounded fine to coarse GRAVEL of
sandstone with
medium cobble content. Sand is
medium to coarse. Cobbles
are subrounded sandstone.
(Residual HELSBY SANDSTONE
FORMATION) End of BH at 14.33
Firm to stiff reddish brown slightly
sandy silty CLAY. Sand is
fine to medium.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Firm reddish brown slightly sandy silty
CLAY. Sand is fine to
medium.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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CP3

1.50

3.60

Reduced sandy silt/clay

CP3

3.60

4.50

Sandy gravel

CP3

4.50

7.15

Oxidised sandy gravel

CP4
CP4

0.00
0.30

0.30
1.50

Topsoil
Oxidised sand

CP4

1.50

2.00

Oxidised sand

Firm dark greyish brown mottled white
slightly sandy silty
CLAY. Sand is fine. Occasional fine to
medium white shell
fragments.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Medium dense greyish brown sandy
silty subrounded to
rounded fine to coarse GRAVEL of
mixed lithologies. Sand is
medium to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Medium dense reddish brown sandy
slightly silty subrounded
to rounded fine to coarse GRAVEL of
mixed lithologies. Sand
is medium to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
. . . from 5.50m depth medium cobble
content. Cobbles are
subrounded of mixed lithologies. End
of BH.
Reddish brown silty fine SAND.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Very loose reddish brown silty fine to
coarse SAND.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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CP4

2.00

3.60

Reduced sandy silt/clay

CP4

3.60

4.00

Reduced sand

CP4

4.00

4.40

Reduced sand

CP4

4.40

7.00

Sandy gravel

CP4

7.00

7.80

Sandy gravel

39

Soft to firm dark grey and reddish
brown very sandy SILT.
Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Very loose dark grey silty fine to coarse
SAND with some
shell fragments.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Grey very silty fine SAND.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Medium dense grey very sandy angular
to subrounded fine to
coarse GRAVEL of flint, sandstone and
siltstone, with a low cobble content.
Sand is fine to coarse. Cobbles are
subangular to subrounded sandstone
and siltstone.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Very dense grey sandy angular to
subrounded fine to coarse
GRAVEL of flint, sandstone and
siltstone, with a low to
medium cobble content. Sand is
coarse. Cobbles are
subangular to subrounded flint and
sandstone.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
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CP4

7.80

8.50

Oxidised sand

Very dense reddish brown silty fine to
medium SAND.
(Residual HELSBY SANDSTONE
FORMATION). End of BH at 8.95m.

CP5
CP5

0.00
0.10

0.10
1.10

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP5

1.10

1.50

Reduced sandy silt/clay

CP5

1.50

3.60

Reduced sandy silt/clay

CP5

3.60

4.00

Reduced sandy silt/clay

CP5

4.00

5.40

Reduced sandy silt/clay

CP5

5.40

7.00

Sandy gravel

40

Firm reddish brown sandy clayey SILT.
Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Firm dark grey sandy SILT with some
shell fragments. Sand is
fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Very soft dark grey sandy SILT with
some shell fragments.
Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Loose dark grey silty fine to medium
SAND with some shell
fragments.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft grey slightly sandy silty CLAY.
Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Medium dense brown sandy
subangular to rounded fine to
coarse GRAVEL of quartz, sandstone
and flint, with a low to
medium cobble content. Sand is fine to
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coarse. Cobbles are
subrounded flint and sandstone.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)

CP5

7.00

8.50

Oxidised sandy gravel

CP6
CP6

0.00
0.30

0.30
0.90

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP6

0.90

3.60

Sand with organics

41

Very dense brown very sandy
subangular to rounded fine to
coarse GRAVEL of quartz, sandstone
and flint, with a low to
medium cobble content. Sand is
medium to coarse. Cobbles
are subrounded flint and sandstone.
(Reworked HELSBY SANDSTONE
FORMATION). End of BH at 10.45m,
Soft brown very silty fine SAND.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft grey very silty fine SAND with
occasional black
decomposing vegetation and shells and
occasional clayey
pockets.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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CP6

3.60

5.50

Sandy gravel

CP6

5.50

10.30

Oxidised sandy gravel

CP7
CP7

0.00
0.30

0.30
1.50

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP7

1.50

2.50

Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP7

2.50

3.30

Reduced sandy silt/clay
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Medium dense becoming dense grey
very sandy silty
subangular to rounded fine to coarse
GRAVEL of flint, quartz
and sandstone, with low cobble
content. Sand is medium to
coarse. Cobbles are subangular to
rounded flint and
sandstone.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Very dense reddish brown very sandy
subangular to
subrounded fine to coarse GRAVEL of
sandstone. Sand is
medium to coarse.
(Residual HELSBY SANDSTONE
FORMATION). End of BH at 10.5m.
Soft reddish brown sandy silty CLAY.
Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Very soft reddish brown slightly sandy
silty CLAY. Sand is
fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Grey very silty fine SAND with
occasional shell fragments.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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CP7

3.30

4.90

Reduced sandy silt/clay

CP7

4.90

5.50

Sandy gravel

CP7

5.50

6.85

Sandy gravel

CP7

6.85

7.45

Oxidised sand

CP8
CP8

0.00
0.40

0.40
2.00

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP8

2.00

3.40

Reduced sandy silt/clay
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Soft grey slightly sandy SILT. Sand is
fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Loose brown sandy angular to
subrounded fine to coarse
GRAVEL of flint. Sand is fine to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
. . . at 5.30m water recovered was
black in colour.
Dense brown sandy angular to
subrounded fine to coarse
GRAVEL of flint. Sand is fine to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Very dense reddish brown slightly
clayey medium SAND.
(Residual HELSBY SANDSTONE
FORMATION). End of BH at 7.45m.
Soft reddish brown sandy SILT with
rare shells and roots (up
to 5mm diameter). Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft brownish grey slightly sandy SILT
with frequent shells
and decomposing vegetation. Sand is
fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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CP8

3.40

4.30

Sand

CP8

4.30

7.30

Sandy gravel

CP8

7.30

9.66

Oxidised sandy gravel

CP9
CP9

0.00
0.40

0.40
1.50

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay
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Medium dense brownish grey very
gravelly medium to coarse
SAND. Gravel is subangular to
subrounded fine to medium
sandstone.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Medium dense becoming dense brown
sandy rounded to
subangular fine to coarse GRAVEL of
flint, quartz and
sandstone, with a low cobble content.
Sand is medium to
coarse. Cobbles are subrounded to
subangular sandstone
and flint.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Very dense reddish brown slightly
gravelly fine to medium
SAND with a low cobble content.
Gravel is subrounded fine to
coarse sandstone. Cobbles are
subrounded sandstone.
(Residual HELSBY SANDSTONE
FORMATION). End of BH.
Dark orangish brown very silty fine
SAND.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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CP9

1.50

2.30

Sand with organics

CP9

2.30

3.50

Sand with organics

CP9

3.50

4.50

Sand

CP9

4.50

6.00

Sand
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Very loose dark brown mottled dark
grey slightly silty fine
SAND with rare white shell fragments
(<5mm diameter) and
black amorphous peat.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Medium dense dark brown to greyish
black slightly silty fine
SAND with pockets of fine sand
(<20mm diameter) and
pockets of black plastic amorphous
peat.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Medium dense light reddish brown to
dark brown mottled
white slightly gravelly fine to coarse
SAND. Gravel is
subangular fine sandstone.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Dense light reddish brown to dark
brown mottled white slightly
gravelly fine to coarse SAND. Gravel is
subangular fine
sandstone.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
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CP9

6.00

7.00

Sand

CP9

7.00

9.70

Sandy gravel

CP9

9.70

10.15

Oxidised sandy gravel

CP10
CP10

0.00
0.30

0.30
0.70

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay

CP10

0.70

1.60

Organic sandy silt/clay
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Light brown slightly gravelly slightly
silty fine to coarse SAND
with rare pockets of soft light grey clay.
Gravel is subangular
to rounded fine to medium flint.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Very dense dark grey sandy
subangular to subrounded
medum to coarse GRAVEL of flint.
Sand is fine to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Very dense dark reddish brown slightly
sandy subangular fine
to coarse GRAVEL of sandstone. Sand
is fine to coarse.
(Residual HELSBY SANDSTONE
FORMATION)
Soft dark brown sandy clayey SILT
with rare white shell
fragments (<4mm diameter). Sand is
fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft dark reddish brown mottled dark
grey sandy SILT with
frequent pseudofibrous peat
inclusions. Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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CP10

1.60

2.70

Oxidised sand

CP10

2.70

4.00

Reduced sand

CP10

4.00

4.90

Sandy gravel

CP10

4.90

5.60

Sandy gravel

CP10

5.60

6.20

Sand

Very loose light to dark brown gravelly
fine to coarse SAND.
Gravel is subangular fine flint.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Dark grey very gravelly silty fine to
medium SAND. Gravel is
subangular to subrounded fine to
medium flint.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Loose multicoloured (white, brown,
grey, orange) sandy
subangular to subrounded fine to
medium GRAVEL of flint.
Sand is medium to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
. . . becoming very sandy from 4.6m.
Very dense multicoloured COBBLES of
subangular flint and
sandstone, with much sandy
subangular to subrounded fine to
coarse GRAVEL of flint. Sand is
medium to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Reddish brown very gravelly fine to
coarse SAND. Gravel is
subangular fine flint and sandstone.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
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CP10

6.20

6.70

Oxidised sand

CP11

0.00

2.00

Made Ground

CP11

2.00

4.00

Made Ground

CP11

4.00

6.00

Sand with organics

CP11

6.00

7.60

Reduced sand
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Dense brownish red fine to coarse
SAND.
(Residual HELSBY SANDSTONE
FORMATION). End of BH at 7.8m.
MADE GROUND: Grass over slightly
gravelly silty fine to
medium SAND with occasional
rootlets. Gravel is subangular
to subrounded fine to medium flint
and sandstone.
POSSIBLE MADE GROUND: Dark
brown slightly gravelly
silty fine to medium SAND with
occasional pockets of chalky
sand (25mm in diameter). Gravel is
subangular to subrounded
fine to medium flint.
Loose dark greyish brown slightly silty
fine to medium SAND
with rare subangular fine to medium
gravel sized shell
fragments.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
. . . at 5.00m rare pocket <10mm of
pseudo fibrous peat.
Loose dark grey very silty fine to
medium SAND with rare
white shell fragments (<4mm in
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diameter).
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
CP11

7.60

8.20

Sandy silt/clay

CP11

8.20

9.70

Silt/clay with organics

CP11

9.70

10.20

Sandy gravel

CP11

10.20

12.20

Sandy gravel

CP11

12.20

12.80

Oxidised sand
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Very soft dark brown slightly sandy
clayey SILT. Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft locally thinly laminated dark grey
sandy CLAY with
occasional pseudo-fibrous peat and
black laminations. Sand
is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Dark brownish grey to white silty
sandy subangular to
subrounded fine to coarse GRAVEL of
flint. Sand is fine to
coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Medium dense dark to light grey very
sandy subangular to
rounded fine to coarse GRAVEL of
flint. Sand is fine to
coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Orangish brown gravelly fine to
medium SAND. Gravel is
subrounded fine to coarse flint.
(Reworked HELSBY SANDSTONE
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FORMATION). End of BH at 14.72m.

TP1
TP1
TP1
TP1
TP2
TP2
TP2
TP3
TP3
TP3
TP3
TP4
TP4
TP4
TP4
TP4
TP5
TP5
TP5
TP5
TP6
TP6
TP6
TP6

0.00
0.20
0.55
1.10
0.00
0.35
0.55
0.00
0.37
0.74
1.70
0.00
0.20
0.50
0.90
2.80
0.00
0.25
1.70
2.60
0.00
0.20
0.70
1.10

0.20
0.55
1.10
2.20
0.35
0.55
2.00
0.37
0.74
1.70
2.00
0.20
0.50
0.90
2.80
3.00
0.25
1.70
2.60
3.00
0.20
0.70
1.10
2.80

Topsoil
Reduced sandy silt/clay
Sand
Sandy gravel
Topsoil
Reduced sandy silt/clay
Sandy gravel
Topsoil
Sandy gravel
Sandy gravel
Sand
Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay
Reduced sandy silt/clay
Fine sand
Topsoil
Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay
Fine sand
Reduced sand
Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay
Fine sand
Reduced sand
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TP7
TP7
TP7
TP7
TP8
TP8

0.00
0.30
0.60
1.10
0.00
0.20

0.30
0.60
1.10
2.30
0.20
0.40

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay
Oxidised sand
Reduced sand
Topsoil
Silt/clay with organics

TP8
TP8
TP8
TP9
TP9
TP9

0.40
0.90
1.90
0.00
0.30
0.55

0.90
1.90
2.60
0.30
0.55
0.90

Oxidised sand
Oxidised sand
Reduced sand
Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay
Silt/clay with organics

TP9

0.90

1.90

Sand with organics

TP10

0.00

0.30

Topsoil

51

Dark brownish black sandy SILT with
a high organic content.
Sand is fine. Occasional pockets of
black amorphous peat
(~3mm length).
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)

Dark brownish grey slightly sandy
SILT. Sand is fine to
medium. Frequent shell fragments and
frequent organic
matter, possible black rootlets (~5mm
in length).
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Dark grey fine to medium SAND.
Fragments of decomposing
wood (3x5mm).
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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TP10

0.30

2.10

Made Ground

MADE GROUND with sandy gravel
clasts include brick and glass. (see
Structural Soils)
Firm brownish grey mottled reddish
brown and greyish brown
slightly sandy gravelly SILT. Sand is
fine to coarse. Gravel is
angular to subangular fine to coarse
mixed lithologies.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)

TP10

2.10

2.60

Sandy silt/clay

TP11
TP11
TP11
TP11

0.00
0.30
1.30
1.60

0.30
1.30
1.60
2.30

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay
Reduced sand
Oxidised sand

TP12
TP12
TP12
TP12

0.00
0.30
0.90
1.30

0.30
0.90
1.30
2.00

Topsoil
Oxidised sandy silt/clay
Oxidised sand
Sand with organics

TP12
TPE1
TPE2

2.00
0.00
0.00

2.50
2.00
2.20

Reduced sand
Made Ground
Made Ground
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Orangish and greyish brown medium
to coarse SAND.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)

Dark grey to grey very silty fine to
medium SAND. Occasional
to frequent roots and rootlets.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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TPE2

2.20

2.30

Silt/clay with organics

TPE3
TPE3

0.00
0.30

0.30
2.25

Topsoil
Made Ground

TPE3

2.25

2.40

Organic sandy silt/clay

TPE4
TPE4

0.00
1.55

1.55
1.60

Made Ground
Organic sandy silt/clay
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Soft brownish grey slightly sandy
organic CLAY with abundant
black decomposed vegetation. Sand is
fine to coarse with
coarse sand sized shell fragments.
Organic odour noted.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
MADE GROUND: Brown gravelly
clayey fine to coarse SAND
with a low cobble and boulder content.
Gravel is subrounded
to angular fine to coarse brick,
concrete and broken pottery.
Cobbles and boulders are angular
concrete and brick (up to
600x500mm).
Soft brownish grey slightly sandy
organic CLAY with abundant
decomposing vegetation. Sand is fine
to medium.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Trial pit terminated at 2.40m depth.
Soft dark greyish brown sandy peaty
SILT with abundant
decomposing vegetation. Sand is fine
to coarse.
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(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)

TPE5
TPE5

0.00
1.35

1.35
1.50

Made Ground
Silt/clay with organics

TPE6
TPE7
TPE8
TPE8

0.00
0.00
0.00
2.80

1.50
2.00
2.80
3.00

Made Ground
Made Ground
Made Ground
Organic sandy silt/clay

TPE9
TPE9

0.00
3.00

3.00
3.20

Made Ground
Organic sandy silt/clay

TPE10
TPE10

0.00
2.90

2.90
3.20

Made Ground
Sand with organics
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Soft dark brown organic CLAY with
abundant decomposing
vegetation.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)

Soft grey slightly sandy silty CLAY with
rare shells and
frequent black decomposing
vegetation.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Trial pit terminated at 3.00m
Dark grey slightly sandy organic clayey
SILT with frequent
black decomposing vegetation. Slight
organic odour.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft dark grey silty fine SAND with
frequent semi
decomposed plant remains.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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TPE11
TPE11

0.00
2.20

2.20
3.00

Made Ground
Sand with organics

TPE12
TPE12

0.00
2.00

2.00
2.20

Made Ground
Peat

TPE13
TPE13

0.00
1.00

1.00
2.10

Made Ground
Peat

TPE14
TPE14

0.00
2.50

2.50
2.60

Made Ground
Silt/clay with organics

TP15
TPE15

0.00
2.50

2.50
2.65

Made Ground
Peat

TPE15
TPE16
TPE16

2.65
0.00
1.90

2.80
1.90
2.00

Reduced sand
Made Ground
Peat

Dark bluish grey silty fine SAND with
rare pockets of
amorphous peat.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft dark brown fibrous PEAT. Strong
organic odour.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft greyish brown sandy fibrous
PEAT. Sand is fine to
medium. Strong organic odour.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft brown peaty CLAY with abundant
organic matter.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Brownish black slightly sandy fibrous
PEAT. Sand is fine to
medium.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)

Soft blackish brown pseudo-fibrous
PEAT. Strong organic
odour.
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(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)

TPE16
TPE17
TPE18
TPE18

2.00
0.00
0.00
2.20

2.30
1.20
2.20
2.40

Reduced sand
Made Ground
Made Ground
Peat

TPE18
TPE19
TPE20
TPE20

2.40
0.00
0.00
2.00

2.60
2.60
2.00
2.30

Reduced sand
Made Ground
Made Ground
Sand with organics

TPE21
TPE21

0.00
2.20

2.20
2.40

Made Ground
Silt/clay with organics

TPE22
TPE22

0.00
2.00

2.00
3.10

Made Ground
Sand with organics

TPE23

0.00

2.80

Made Ground

Soft blackish brown clayey fibrous
PEAT.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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Grey silty fine to medium SAND with
rare shells and black
decomposing roots.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Soft grey silty CLAY with rare black
decomposing vegetation
and an organic odour.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Grey silty fine SAND with frequent
black decomposed
vegetation.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
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TPE23

2.80

2.90

Peat

TPE23

2.90

3.10

Sand with organics

HOP1
HOP2
HOP3
HOP4
HOP5
HOP6
WS1
WS1

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.40

1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.40
2.00

Made Ground
Made Ground
Made Ground
Made Ground
Made Ground
Made Ground
Made Ground
Silt/clay with organics

WS1

2.00

2.40

Reduced sandy silt/clay

WS1

2.40

3.20

Sand
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Soft dark brown clayey PEAT.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Firm brown SILT with frequent shells
and decomposing
vegetation.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)

Soft dark grey to bluish grey slightly
sandy
CLAY with occasional subvertical
decayig roots.
Sand is fine to medium.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Very soft light bluish grey slightly
sandy silty
CLAY. Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Medium dense dark brown slightly
silty fine to
coarse SAND with frequent shell
fragments and
ripple marks (cross bedding).
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(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)

WS1

3.20

4.00

Reduced sandy silt/clay

WS1

4.00

4.70

Reduced sandy silt/clay

WS1

4.70

5.20

Reduced sand

WS1

5.20

6.50

Sandy gravel
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Firm dark greyish brown sandy clayey
SILT with
frequent white shell fragments. Sand is
fine to
coarse.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Very soft dark grey slightly sandy silty
CLAY
with rare shell fragments. Sand is fine.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Medium dense dark grey gravelly very
silty fine
to medium SAND. Gravel is
subangular to
subrounded fine to medium flint.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
Medium dense becoming dense white,
brown,
yellow, blue and grey very sandy
subangular to
subrounded fine to medium GRAVEL
of flint.
Sand is fine to medium.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)
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WS1

6.50

7.00

Sandy gravel

Light brown slightly sandy subangular
to
subrounded fine to coarse GRAVEL of
flint.
Sand is fine to coarse.
(BEACH DEPOSIT)

WS2

0.00
2.80

2.80
3.50

Made Ground
Reduced sandy silt/clay

WS2

3.50

5.00

Reduced sand

WS4
WS4

0.00
1.90

1.90
3.00

Made Ground
Oxidised sand

WS4

3.00

5.00

Reduced sand

Soft dark greyish brown to grey sandy
SILT with
occasional white shell fragments. Sand
is fine to
medium.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Dark grey to brownish grey silty fine to
medium
SAND.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Dark brown to light brown very silty
fine to
medium SAND with occasional white
shell
fragments (<4mm diameter) and rare
stratification.
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
Dark grey very silty fine to coarse
SAND with
rare white shell fragments (<3mm
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diameter).
(SALTMARSH DEPOSITS)
SY08SE7
SY08SE7

0.00
0.40

0.40
1.00

Topsoil
Sandstone

SY08SE1
SY08SE1

0.00
7.10

7.10
8.00

No recovery
Sandstone

SY08SE32
SY08SE46
SY08SE49
SY08SE21
SY08SE21

0.00
0.00
4.00

1.00
4.00
5.00

Sandstone
Made Ground
Sand with organics

SY08SE21

5.00

8.60

Sand with organics

SY08SE21
SY08SE21

8.60
9.80

9.80
10.20

Reduced sand
Silt/clay with organics

SY08SE21
SY08SE21

10.20
11.70

11.70
12.40

Sandy gravel
Oxidised sand
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elevation estimated at 22.5m OD
Weathered sandstone at top. End of
BH at 100m.
Superficial strata not recorded.
Weathered sandstone at top. End of
BH at 103m.
Well. No data
Well. No data
Sandstone. BH ends at 91m. Well.
Loose pale brown to medium grey silty
fine to medium sand with occasional
gravel and cobbles and with occasional
fine gravel sized black organic matter.
Loose medium grey silty fine to
medium sand with occasional white
shell fragments and occasional black
organic matter.
Very soft pale grey some brown slightly
sandy very clayey silt with occasional
decomposed black organic matter and
small fragments of wood. Alluvium.
Alluvium
Head (weathered bedrock?).
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SY08SE21
SY08SE20
SY08SE20
SY08SE20
SY08SE20

12.40
0.00
2.90
3.90
5.00

13.00
2.90
3.90
5.00
6.80

Sandstone
Made Ground
Reduced sandy silt/clay
Sand
Sand with organics

SY08SE20
SY08SE20
SY08SE20
SY08SE20
SY08SE4 TH1
and TH3

6.80
10.60
11.60
12.60
0.00

10.60
11.60
12.60
13.00
1.00

Reduced sand
Sandy gravel
Oxidised sand
Sandstone
Made Ground

8.38

Sandy gravel

SY08SE4
and TH3

TH1 1.00

BH ends at 23m.

Loose grey brown, becoming orangey
brown below 6m silty fine to medium
sand with occasional gravel below 6m
and occasional fine gravel sized white
shell fragments and decomposed
organic matter.

Head (weathered bedrock?).
BH ends at 21.5m.
Fill. (1963: 3 BHs two with
understandable data: Test Hole 1 and
Test Hole 3. No elevations; estimated at
15m.)
(In TH3 this is divided into red sand
1.2 to 4.6m bgl and red sandy clay with
some gravel.)
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Appendix I4 – Geophysical Survey
Results
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SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a geophysical survey carried out by South West Archaeology Ltd. (SWARCH) as part
of the Lower Otter Restoration Project (Plot A) on land at South Farm, Budleigh Salterton, East Devon, Devon. The
site is located on the north-east side of Budleigh Salterton, west of the River Otter across a field classified as Medieval
Enclosure. A flint scatter has been recovered during field walking on the site.

The survey identified nine groups of anomalies; a historic field boundary, a modern service pipe, four
groups of geological variation, possible pits, tree-throws or natural features, possible linear features,
modern ground disturbance associated with a track, evidence of probable modern ferrous debris/objects
on the site, and evidence of modern ploughing activity. Ploughing may have resulted in some degree of
truncation of any buried archaeological resource.
The survey has not identified obviously significant archaeological remains; however, a relatively frequent
number of vague potential features are identifiable. Furthermore, the potential for discrete prehistoric
features remains. These could equate to anomalies identified in the survey as possible pits, tree-throws
and geological features. This possibility is enhanced by the presence of a struck flint scatter on the site.
Further archaeological mitigation, perhaps in the form of Targeted evaluation trenching would validate
and clarify the results of the geophysical survey and aid to confirm the presence or absence of prehistoric
archaeology on the site.

May 2020
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
LOCATION:
PARISH:
COUNTY:
NGR:
SWARCH REF.

LAND AT SOUTH FARM (PLOT A)
BUDLEIGH SALTERTON
DEVON
SY 07000 82840
BSSF20

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND
South West Archaeology Ltd. (SWARCH) was commissioned by Jacobs (The Client) to undertake a
geophysical survey on land at South Farm, Budleigh Salterton, East Devon, Devon, as part of
archaeological assessment works for the Lower Otter Restoration Project (LORP). This report
addresses Plot A of a series of potential survey areas. This work was undertaken in accordance with
a Project Design (PD) (Boyd 2020) drawn up in consultation with the Devon County Historic
Environment Team (DCHET) and in accordance with best practice and CIfA guidance.

1.2 TOPOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Plot A (also referred to as ‘the site’) lies on the north-east side of Budleigh Salterton; broadly
between the River Otter and the B3178 (East Budleigh Road). It is a single field with Granary
Lane/South Farm Road along its west boundary, a flood defence based canal/drain along its east
boundary, and a brook that runs from Kersbrook in the north-west to the south-east defining its
north boundary. To its south-west is the extent of Budleigh Salterton’s modern housing expanse;
with relatively large fields extending to its north and east, along the banks of the River Otter. The
field of Plot A undulates, with steep north and south slopes and a near vertical drop on its east
boundary to the floodplain of the River Otter below. Plot A is at an approximate height of between
c.10m and 15m AOD (Figure 1).
The soils on the site are the well-drained reddish coarse loamy soils mainly over soft sandstone of
the Bromsgrove Association (SSEW 1983), which overlie the sandstone of the Helsby Sandstone
Formation (BGS 2020).

1.3 HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
The site is located on the north-east side of Budleigh Salterton: a small town and modern parish;
formerly in the parish of East Budleigh, hundred of East Budleigh and deanery of Aylesbeare (Lysons
1822). East Budleigh was a Domesday settlement and manor held by the King Edward in 1066 and
King William in 1086 (Morris 1992). It had c.50 households and was worth c. 10 pounds (Morris
1992).
The nearest settlement to the site on the Ordnance Survey (OS) Surveyor’s Draft map of 1801 (see
Appendix 2) was at Kersbrook c.200m to the north-west, which includes a documented 18th century
mill and Listed 18th century properties (HER Monuments ID: MDV18740, MDV83790). Devon’s
Historic Landscape Character (HLC) depicts the site as within Medieval Enclosure, with Barton Fields
and Medieval Strip Fields to the west and north-west and post-medieval enclosure to the north.
Budleigh Salterton is named for the salt production industry that occurred at the mouth of the River
Otter and the parish name; itself derived from a personal name, Budda or Old English bōthl and
Lēah meaning ‘dwelling in the clearing/wood’ or ‘Budda’s clearing/wood’ (Watts 2004).
Mapping from 1801 shows the settlement at Kersbrook was established and that some enclosure
may have already occurred on the site with some east-west orientated boundaries running off the
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main road to Budleigh Salterton (see Section 2.4/Group 1 for a possible anomaly equating to these
boundaries). In this early mapping Budleigh Salterton has not yet expanded as far as the site. The
1842 tithe mapping shows the wider field-scape as predominantly based on strip-fields and it shows
the site as split between two or three fields (plots 526, 556 and 557). The modern/current road
layout having not yet been established. The 1842 tithe apportionment shows the area, including
the site, as belonging to representatives of Lord Rolle. The approximate site (plots 526 and 556)
were occupied by a John Pile and were named Honey Park and Barn Park; and they were under
arable cultivation. John Pile also occupied the slope on the east of the site (plot 555), which was
named Cliff and used for coppice. Plot 557, which may partially encroach on the current site was
occupied by a Thomas Cotton. This plot was named Braddicks and was under arable cultivation.
Braddicks is probably a personal name; although it is derived from the Old English brad and ac
meaning ‘broad oak’ (Watts 2004). The extensive division of land depicted in the area is mirrored
by the large number of lessees and occupants listed in the apportionment.
The 1889 Ordnance Survey (OS) mapping shows that the boundaries on the site depicted in 1842
have been removed and by 1905 the Budleigh Salterton branch railway line has been built to the
west of the site, resulting in an altered road layout to the north-west. 1946 aerial photography
shows that Budleigh Salterton had finally expanded as far as the south-west/west boundary of the
site and a property/terrace of housing has been built to the north of the site off South Farm Road.
Subsequent changes include a changed road layout defining the north end of the west boundary to
the site and further expansion of Budleigh Salterton to the west. Supporting cartographic-, aerial
photography- and LiDAR imagery sources for this section can be seen in Appendix 2.
The site has been subject to a desk-based assessment in 2018 (CH2M) and a WSI by AOC in 2020
(Teale). The Devon Historic Environment Record (HER) records prehistoric flint findspots on the site
(MDV59858), comprised of 21 pieces including x2 cores and 4 scrapers of a possible Neolithic/Early
Bronze Age date. Field-walking produced a series of further findspots and scatters in the
surrounding area including prehistoric ‘sling stones’, flint flakes, worked flints, scrapers, cores,
blades and hand axes (e.g. MDV10413, MDV59675, MDV74342). Roman pottery has also been
recorded in the area, indicative of an occupation site on the east side of the River Otter
(MDV41873); a villa is located further to the south-east (MDV36156). Saltings at the edges of the
River Otter/estuary (MDV109895) are also present near to the site and the industry probably has
its origins in the Roman period. The HER also lists cropmark and field name evidence of enclosures
and features including ring-ditches and barrows; notably a circular cropmark to the north-west of
the site (MDV74362); although current LiDAR imagery and 1946 aerial photography does not show
any conclusive evidence of such a feature. The HER includes examples of medieval field system, as
acknowledged on Devon’s HLC, e.g. to the north of the site (MDV109900). Post-medieval quarrying
activity in the landscape is also alluded to by a large number of lime pits, pits and gravel pits as
labelled/depicted on historic mapping (e.g. MDV109874, MDV111502). AOC record that Bill Horner
(DCHET) commented that the site may be associated with a medieval quay.

1.4 METHODOLOGY
This work was undertaken in accordance with current best practice, CIfA guidance and a PD drawn
up in consultation with DCHET (Boyd 2020). Any desk-based assessment aspect of this report
follows the guidance as outlined in: Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Desk-Based
Assessment (CIfA 2014a) and Understanding Place: historic area assessments in a planning and
development context (English Heritage 2012). The geophysical (gradiometer) survey follows the
general guidance as outlined in: EAC Guidelines for the use of geophysics in Archaeology: Questions
to Ask and Points to Consider (Europae Archaeologiae Consilium/European Archaeological Council
2016) and Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Geophysical Survey (CIfA 2014b).
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FIGURE 1: SITE LOCATION (THE SITE (PLOT A) IS INDICATED).
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2.0 GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY
2.1

INTRODUCTION
An area of c.2.5ha was the subject of a magnetometry (gradiometer) survey. The purpose of this
survey was to identify and record magnetic anomalies within the proposed site. While identified
anomalies may relate to archaeological deposits and structures the dimensions of recorded
anomalies may not correspond directly with any associated features. The following discussion
attempts to clarify and characterise the identified anomalies. The survey was undertaken on the
14th and 15th of April 2020 by J. Bampton; the survey data was processed by J. Bampton.

2.2

SITE INSPECTION
The site was located across a single large field that had been ploughed and tilled, leaving a soft and
very stony surface under foot. Very few finds were visible in the surface of the topsoil; very
occasional sherds of white refined earthenware; near the top of the slope of a ridge at the south
end of the site was a piece of struck flint, although a large amount of plough struck pebble flint was
noted on the site; a single sherd of medieval or earlier pottery was noticed at the north end of the
site. The site undulated with steep slopes on its north and south sides, a gentle undulating coomb
running down to the east near its middle, and a near vertical to very steep wooded drop along its
east boundary to the large drain/canal. The north boundary and most of the west boundary were
defined by a wooden fence with hedgerows. The south end of the west boundary became an earth
bank with a hedgerow. Beyond the north boundary was a meadow with a brook. South Farm Road
and Granary Lane ran beyond and parallel to the west boundary. The south boundary was a high
ridge at its west end and as the ground fell away to the east and the River Otter, it became a bank
and then a drop. It was lined with relatively mature trees, scrub and hedgerows. The east boundary
was lined with post and wire fencing and coppiced trees and overgrown hedgerows. Supporting
photographs for the site inspection can be seen in Appendix 3.

2.3

METHODOLOGY
The gradiometer survey follows the general guidance as outlined in: EAC Guidelines for the use of
geophysics in Archaeology: Questions to Ask and Points to Consider (Europae Archaeologiae
Consilium/European Archaeological Council 2016) and Standard and Guidance for Archaeological
Geophysical Survey (CIfA 2014b).
The survey was carried out using a twin-sensor fluxgate gradiometer (Bartington Grad601). These
machines are sensitive to depths of up to 1.50m. The survey parameters were: sample intervals of
0.25m, traverse intervals of 1m, a zigzag traverse pattern, traverse orientation was circumstantial,
grid squares of 30×30m. The gradiometer was adjusted (‘zeroed’) every 0.5-1ha. The survey grid
was tied into the Ordnance Survey National Grid- and set out using a Leica CS15 GNSS Rover GPS.
The data was downloaded onto Grad601 Version 3.16 and processed using TerraSurveyor Version
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3.0.36.0. The primary data plots and analytical tools used in this analysis were Shade and Metadata.
The details of the data processing are as follows:
Processes:
Clip +/- 0.5SD; removes extreme data point values.
DeStripe all traverses, median; used to equalise underlying differences between grids (potentially
caused by instrument drift or orientation, directional effects inherent in magnetic instrument, or
differences in instrument set up during survey e.g. using two gradiometers).
DeStagger all traverses out- and inbound by 0.50m; reduces staggering effects within data derived
from zig-zag collection method.
Details:
2.4283ha surveyed
Stats unadjusted; Max. 109.35nT, Min. -105.04nT; Standard Deviation11.42nT, mean
0.01nT, median 0.00nT.
Stats threshold adjusted/post processing; Max. 5.72nT, Min. -5.71nT; Standard Deviation 2.03nT,
mean -0.11nT, median 0.00nT.

2.4

RESULTS
Table 1 with the accompanying Figures 2 and 3 show the analyses and interpretation of the
geophysical survey data. Additional graphic images of the survey data and numbered grid locations
can be found in Appendix 1.
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TABLE 1: INTERPRETATION OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA.
Anomaly
Group
1

Class and
Certainty
Weak positive
and negative,
probable

Form
Linear

Archaeological
Characterisation
Historic Boundary

2

Very Strong
dipolar, probable

Linear

Modern Service

3

Very weak
positive, probable

Amorphous

Geological
anomaly

4

Very weak
positive, probable

Amorphous

Geological
anomaly

5

Very weak
positive, possible

IntermittentAmorphous

Geological
anomaly

6

Very weak
negative,
probable
Weak positive,
possible

Diffuse
curvi-linear

Geological/
Topographic
anomaly
Pits, tree-throws,
natural features

8

Very weak
positive, possible

Linear

Agricultural
activity/
ploughing

9

Very weak
negative/ mixed,
probable

Linear

Track/ recent
tractor marks

-

Strong dipolar,
probable

Point/ ovoid

-

Weak

Linear

7
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Sub-ovoid

Comments
Indicative of a ditch with a possible bank on its north side.
Aligned approximately east-west. Possibly an example of
similarly orientated boundaries on mapping in 1801.
Equates to a boundary present on 1842 mapping and
absent from 1889 mapping. Response of c.+/-1.50nT.
Indicative of modern metallic service such as a water main
or gas main. Enters the site at the site entrance and runs
south, parallel to the west boundary and turns east to run
parallel with the south boundary. Response of c.+/-100nT.
Indicative of geological variation localised on the steep
north slope of the site. Corresponded to a reddish hue
subsoil visible within the topsoil during survey. Response
of <+2.50nT.
Indicative of geological variation that corresponds with
the topographic feature of a slight coomb that runs down
from west to east across the higher ground of the site.
Responses of c.+0.70nT.
Irregular shaped/intermittent amorphous anomalies
indicative of geological variation predominantly within the
upper parts of the ‘coomb’ across the middle/higher part
of the site. Response of <+1.5nT.
Indicative of geological variation that corresponds to
steeper breaks of slope on the site; typically the upper
breaks of slope. Response of <c.-1nT.
Indicative of cut and in-filled features such as pits or treethrows. Weak responses are typically indicative of natural
features; however, all responses on this site are generally
weak. Similar responses have been ignored due to their
extremely weak nature, spread across the site and respect
of positive linear anomalies associated with ploughing,
which all indicate probably natural/geological origins.
Response of between c.2nT and 4nT.
Indicative of possible ditches. In this instance they are
probably associated with responses relative to negative
anomalies indicative of ploughing. Response of between
0.5nT and 2nT.
Indicative of probable shallow ground disturbance that
corresponds to tractor tracks observed at the time of the
survey leading from the site entrance in the west of the
site towards the high-point in the sites south-east area.
Response of <1nT.

Other anomalies
Ferrous
Black crosses in Figure 3. The site has a large number of
objects/debris
dipolar responses. These strongest examples are
indicative of ferrous objects that are typically presumed to
be modern, such as farm machinery fragments. Similar
and weaker responses can be indicative of geological
features/anomalies. Trends and groups of these
responses equate to magnetic disturbance and although
present across the site are distinctly present at the south
end of the site and north of the historic field boundary.
These probably represent shallow geological variation
within a disturbed topsoil. No examples indicative of a
thermoremannent debris are apparent on the site. Some
examples are ignored in the interpretation (figure 3) due
to the high probability of their non-archaeological nature.
Ploughing
Examples/sample displayed as green lines in Figure 3.
activity
Indicative of ploughing activity that runs parallel to the
extant site boundary, including the one established
between 1889 and 1905 in the north-west corner of the
site. Dealing with the slope while ploughing and possible
field drainage probably accounts for occasional examples
in alternate directions. Ploughing is evident in multiple
directions in aerial and LiDAR imagery. Some Group 5 and
Group 8 anomalies may be associated with this activity.
Responses of <c.1nT.
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2.5

DISCUSSION
The survey identified nine groups of anomalies; a historic field boundary, a modern service pipe,
four groups of geological variation, possible pits, tree-throws or natural features, possible linear
features, modern ground disturbance/track, evidence of probable modern ferrous debris/objects
on the site, and evidence of modern ploughing activity.
The general ‘noise’ (inherent geological variation) of the site was relatively quiet <c.+/-1nT with
relatively frequent spikes/points of up to between +5nT and -3nT. Gravel/sand based subsoil,
potentially from a weathered sandstone and/or river gravel geology can produce diffuse
geophysical responses. Although the survey responses strengths are generally weak they do clearly
show both probable historic features and subtle, probable geological features. Cartographic and
additional sources that support the following discussion and interpretation can be seen in Appendix
2.
Ploughing is evident across the site in the geophysical survey data, visibly on the ground and in
LiDAR imagery. This was predominantly length ways and parallel to the site boundary with
occasional striations (ploughing) and field drains visible on the ground at c.45° to the predominant
ploughing direction and occasional the steepest slopes. Plough based farming practices may
account for the amount of stone within the topsoil. This stone is mostly pebbles and may be
indicative of a relict river bed or raised river terrace. Although there were no clearly significant
probable archaeological anomalies identified in the survey, a struck flint was identified near the
middle of the southern half of the site. It is possible artefacts may have washed into the area along
a former watercourse, or that prehistoric and other features on the site have been truncated,
perhaps fully, by ploughing and erosion. The Group 7 anomalies and south-east examples of Group
5 anomalies are on more level ridges/higher ground on the site that may have been suitable for
activity due to better drainage and/or at a time when the ‘coomb’ may have been a potentially
active watercourse.
Strong dipolar anomalies scattered across the site are usually interpreted as modern; often
indicative of discarded, buried or broken and lost fragments of farm machinery or some other
debris. A particularly large example just south-west of the middle of the site is probably a
substantial dump of buried modern ferrous material or a relatively large modern ferrous object.
Spreads of weak dipolar responses and a general wide distribution of similar responses across the
site equate to magnetic disturbance that could be associated with disturbed ground and geological
variation within that ground. Spreading of green waste, soil creep and disturbed geology (perhaps
by ploughing) could attribute for these types of response. Concentrations of these spreads on the
site are at its south end and associated with the lower and upper parts of the slope; on the north
side of the historic field boundary (Group 1) near to the ridge/break of slope that runs down to the
north; with occasional instances across the site.
Group 1 probably represent a historic field boundary, but its earliest date is speculatively medieval,
based on the enclosure of the wider field-scape. Boundaries on this orientation and in the location
of the site are alluded to on historic mapping in 1801. This anomaly corresponds to a boundary on
the 1842 tithe map that is absent by the time of the 1889 OS 1st edition map. A boundary shown on
historic mapping running north off the west end of this feature was not visible on the survey data.
The approximately north-south aligned historic boundary at the west end of this Group 1 anomaly
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was probably destroyed/became redundant at the same time as Group 1 and partially corresponds
to the remodelled north end of the west boundary, which was altered after 1946.
Group 2 equates to a modern, metallic, service pipe.
Group 3 equates to geological variation. This instance was noticeable on the ground during the
survey as a possible sandy subsoil with a reddish hue on a very steep part of a slope. This is indicative
of a spread of material associated with 20th century works to the road-layout beside the site; or a
very shallow topsoil on the steep slope resulting in subsoil being ploughed to the surface.
Group 4 equates to geological variation in the lower end/trough of the slight ‘coomb’ that runs
approximately east-west across the high ground of the site. The slight increased positive response
across this area is indicative of a slight increase in sediment that would accumulate in this
topographic feature.
Group 5 equates to a series of probable geological features. These are predominantly within the
upper part of the natural ‘coombe’ across the middle high ground of the site. The irregular pattern
of these anomalies is indicative of natural features. The most south-easterly example is on the top
of the ridge/slope across the south end of the site and on the south side of the slight ‘coomb’. It
probably equates to a natural drainage channel. These anomalies have been highlighted due to the
known flint scatter from the site (MDV59858) and the struck flint find noted during the survey,
slightly west of the south-east example of Group 5. These are some of the only visible anomalies on
the survey potentially associated with archaeological features. It is likely if the flint scatters present
on site represent occupation that the archaeological features may have been severely or fully
truncated. This hypothesis may need tested via further archaeological works.
Group 6 equates to geological variation that helps defines the topography of the site. These weak
negative responses are relative to the less steep aspects of the slopes of the site and are situated
along the more steep breaks of the slopes; particularly upper breaks. Where these anomalies
sandwich Group 4 it defines the approximate slopes of the thus far described ‘coomb’. Some of the
sites ploughing and possible drainage activity respect and appear to alter at these approximate
breaks.
Group 7 probably represents a series of possible pits, tree-throws or other natural
features/anomalies. The nine examples on Figure 3 are more prominent than weaker examples on
the site that are more likely to be of natural origin. Furthermore these examples exist near an
edge/break of slope, but still on the higher ridges of ground that are less steep and practicable for
archaeological activity. The site contains a large number of very weak positive and dipolar
responses and it is probable that they are geological/natural; however, if they equate to genuine
non geological features their spread may allude to an anciently wooded landscape. Tree-throws
have the potential to contain archaeological artefacts or may have been utilized in the past. As with
Group 5, these anomalies have been highlighted primarily due to the known flint scatter from the
site (MDV59858) and the struck flint find noted during the survey, slightly west of the south-east
example of Group 5. These are some of the only visible anomalies on the survey potentially
associated with archaeological features. It is likely if the flint scatters present on site represent
occupation that the archaeological features may have been severely or fully truncated.
Group 8 probably represents agricultural activity, such as ploughing, as a relative response to the
predominantly identifiable negative linear anomalies associated with ploughing. The more easterly
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of the three examples is extremely weak, but has been highlighted due to its direction being less
common (although still present) in the ploughing evidence on the site.
Group 9 equates to a track that was subtly identifiable as ground disturbance in the data. This track
was visible during the survey as a relatively fresh tractor rut line from the site entrance to the high
point I the south-east of the site. The visibility of such shallow ground disturbance may be indicative
of the validity of visible anomalies on the site. However, the generally weak responses, even of
identifiable anomalies/features makes a confident analysis difficult and may be used to argue that
some buried resources may not be visible.
Further processing, other than adjustment of thresholds of the survey data, to clarify areas of
response obscured/diminished by extremely strong responses or excessive ‘slope’ were undertaken
but revealed no further anomalies or pertinent data. These process can alter images and data and
were not included in the final produced interpretation. These processes included:
DeSlope: Polynomial Best Fit applied; ‘compensates for excessive ‘slopes’ in source data caused by
non-archaeological influences such as pipelines or fences within or close to the survey area.’ (DW
Consulting 2016).
Wallis: various tests; ‘Applies a locally adaptive contrast enhancement filter to the survey or
selection.’ To produce ‘…good local contrast throughout the image, while reducing the overall
contrast between bright and dark areas.’ (DW Consulting 2016).
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FIGURE 2: SHADE PLOT OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA; MINIMAL PROCESSING.
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FIGURE 3: INTERPRETATION OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA.
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3.0 CONCLUSION
The site (Plot A) is located on the north-east side of Budleigh Salterton, west of the River Otter. It is
across a field classified by the HLC as Medieval Enclosure. Cartographic evidence shows field boundaries
have been removed from the site in the 19th century, Budleigh Salterton has expanded to the south
and west boundaries of the site through the 20th century, and changes to the north-west side of the
site boundary occurred after 1946. The HER records a flint scatter recovered during field walking from
the site (MDV59858). Other flint scatters, possible Roman pottery findspots, former salt works, quarry
pits and medieval field boundaries are also listed on the HER, near to the site, in the wider landscape.
The survey identified nine groups of anomalies; a historic field boundary, a modern service pipe, four
groups of geological variation, possible pits, tree-throws or natural features, possible linear features,
modern ground disturbance associated with a track, evidence of probable modern ferrous
debris/objects on the site, and evidence of modern ploughing activity. Ploughing may have resulted in
some degree of truncation of any buried archaeological resource. During the survey the stony topsoil
and possible sandy subsoil may partially account for weak/diffuse geophysical responses and also
alluded to patches of shallow soil beneath which sever plough truncation may have occurred.
The survey has not identified obviously significant archaeological remains; however, a relatively
frequent number of vague potential features are identifiable. Furthermore, the potential for discrete
prehistoric features remains. These could equate to anomalies identified in the survey as possible pits,
tree-throws and geological features. This possibility is enhanced by the presence of a struck flint scatter
on the site. These finds may have washed in via former watercourses leading to the River Otter; or
have been ploughed to the surface from buried archaeological features.
Further archaeological mitigation, perhaps in the form of Targeted evaluation trenching would validate
and clarify the results of the geophysical survey and aid to confirm the presence or absence of
prehistoric archaeology on the site.
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APPENDIX 1: ADDITIONAL GRAPHICAL IMAGES OF THE GRADIOMETER SURVEY

FIGURE 4: GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY GRID LOCATION AND NUMBERING.
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FIGURE 5: RED-GREY-BLUE SHADE PLOT OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA; BAND WEIGHT EQUALISED; GRADIATED SHADING; DISPLAY SETTING CLIPPED BUT PRE-CLIPPING OF DATA.
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FIGURE 6: SHADE PLOT OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA; BAND WEIGHT EQUALISED; GRADIATED SHADING.
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FIGURE 7: RED-GREEN-BLUE SHADE PLOT OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA; GRADIATED SHADING.
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FIGURE 8: SIMPLIFIED INTERPRETATION DISPLAYING ANOMALIES OF HIGHER ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL/INTEREST (LABELLED WITH INITIAL GROUP NUMBERS; SEE TABLE 1).
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APPENDIX 2: SUPPORTING SOURCES

FIGURE 9: EXTRACT FROM THE SURVEYOR'S DRAFT MAP, C.1801; THE APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF THE SITE IS INDICATED (DHC).

FIGURE 10: EXTRACT FROM THE EAST BUDLEIGH TITHE MAP, 1842; THE SITE IS OUTLINED IN RED (DHC).
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FIGURE 11: EXTRACT FROM THE ORDNANCE SURVEY 1ST EDITION, 25 INCH SERIES, PUBLISHED 1889; THE SITE IS OUTLINED IN RED (DHC).

FIGURE 12: EXTRACT FROM THE ORDNANCE SURVEY 2ND EDITION, 25 INCH SERIES, PUBLISHED 1905; THE SITE IS OUTLINED IN RED (DHC).
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FIGURE 13: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE SITE, 1946; THE SITE IS OUTLINED IN RED (KYP).

FIGURE 14: IMAGE DERIVED FROM LIDAR DATA; THE SITE IS OUTLINED IN RED (PROCESSED USING QGIS VER2.18.4, TERRAIN
ANALYSIS/SLOPE, VERTICAL EXAGGERATION 3.0). DATA: CONTAINS FREELY AVAILABLE DATA SUPPLIED BY NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL (CENTRE FOR ECOLOGY & HYDROLOGY; BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY; BRITISH
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY); ©NERC.
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APPENDIX 3: SUPPORTING PHOTOGRAPHS

1.

SITE ENTRANCE FROM GRANARY LANE; VIEWED FROM THE WEST.

2.

SITE SHOT FROM THE SITE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH.
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3.

SITE SHOT FROM THE SITE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE WEST-SOUTH-WEST.

4.

SITE SHOT FROM THE SITE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH-WEST.
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5.

SITE SHOT FROM THE SITE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH.

6.

SITE SHOT FROM NEAR THE MIDDLE OF THE SITE; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH.
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7.

SITE SHOT FROM NEAR THE MIDDLE OF THE SITE, LOOKING TOWARDS THE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH-EAST.

8.

SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-WEST CORNER, LOOKING ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH.
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9.

SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-WEST CORNER; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH-WEST.

10. SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-WEST CORNER, LOOKING ALONG THE SOUTH BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE WEST.
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11. SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-EAST CORNER, LOOKING ALONG THE SOUTH BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE EAST.

12. SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-EAST CORNER; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH-EAST.
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13. SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-EAST CORNER, LOOKING ALONG THE EAST BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH.

14. VIEW ALONG CURVY EAST BOUNDARY ON TOP OF SLOPE; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH-SOUTH-EAST.
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15. VIEW ACROSS THE HIGH PART OF THE SITE (TOP OF SOUTHERN RIDGE); VIEWED FROM THE EAST.

16. VIEW TOWARDS HOUSING TO SOUTH OF SITE FROM TOP OF SOUTHERN RIDGE/HIGH POINT; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH-NORTH-EAST.
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17. VIEW OF WOODED CLIFF EDGE OF EAST BOUNDARY AT LOW POINT IN ‘COOMB’; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH.

18. DRAIN/CANAL AND FOOTPATH BELOW CLIFF ALONG EAST BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE WEST.
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19. VIEW ALONG ‘COOMB’ ACROSS SITE; VIEWED FROM THE EAST.

20. VIEW FROM THE BASE/LOW POINT OF THE ‘COOMB’ ON THE SITE LOOKING SOUTH; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH.
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SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a geophysical survey carried out by South West Archaeology Ltd. (SWARCH) as part
of the Lower Otter Restoration Project (Plot B) on land at South Farm, Budleigh Salterton, East Devon, Devon. The
site is located c.875m north-east of Budleigh Salterton, beside the east bank of the River Otter in a field classified as
Barton Fields; i.e. medieval-post-medieval enclosure. A large number of flint scatters have been recovered during
field walking across fields adjacent to the site.
The survey identified eleven groups of anomalies, including; a historical field boundary, an undated enclosure or
boundary ditch, an undated ditch, a series of geological anomalies or undated ditches, approximately ten possible
pits or treethrows, and two possible hollows or sunken structures. Most of these anomalies were concentrated in the
north-west part of the site and may be contemporaries of each other. During the survey a relatively large flint scatter
was noted and recovered from across the site, particularly its north-west half. This flint scatter included awl/piercers,
scrapers, blades and flakes. It seems likely that prehistoric, possibly Bronze Age settlement activity is present on the
site, particularly in its north-west quadrant. Ploughing may have resulted in some degree of truncation of any buried
archaeological resource.
The survey has identified probable and potentially significant archaeological anomalies on the site interpreted to
represent Prehistoric (possible Bronze Age) settlement activity.

August 2020
South West Archaeology Ltd. shall retain the copyright of any commissioned reports, tender documents or other project
documents, under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 with all rights reserved, excepting that it hereby provides an
exclusive licence to the client for the use of such documents by the client in all matters directly relating to the project. The views
and recommendations expressed in this report are those of South West Archaeology Ltd. and are presented in good faith on the
basis of professional judgement and on information available at the time of production.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
LOCATION:
PARISH:
COUNTY:
NGR:
SWARCH REF.

LAND AT SOUTH FARM (PLOT B)
BUDLEIGH SALTERTON
DEVON
SY 07718 83159
BSSF20A

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND
South West Archaeology Ltd. (SWARCH) was commissioned by Jacobs (The Client) to undertake a
geophysical survey on land at South Farm, Budleigh Salterton, East Devon, Devon, as part of
archaeological assessment works for the Lower Otter Restoration Project (LORP). This report
addresses Plot B of a series of potential survey areas. This work was undertaken in accordance with
a Project Design (PD) (Boyd 2020) drawn up in consultation with the Devon County Historic
Environment Team (DCHET) and in accordance with best practice and CIfA guidance.

1.2 TOPOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Plot B (also referred to as ‘the site’) lies c.875m north-east of Budleigh Salterton, adjacent to the
east bank of the River Otter and the junction of South Farm Road and Park Lane. It is a single large
sub-rectangular field with Park Lane and the banks of the River Otter along its west boundary; and
hedge banks along its north-east and south boundaries that open out to agricultural land and fields,
with a house beyond its south-boundary and near to the site entrance off of South Farm Road. The
site has a coombe/valley running across it from approximately the north-east down to the southwest corners. This valley has steep slopes running up to the north-north-west, although with
occasional and slight plateaus/undulations including slight north-south aligned ridges; and very
steep slopes running up, towards the south-south-east to a slight plateau in the site’s south-east
corner. Rolling hills continue to extend beyond the site to the south and east, but immediately north
of the site is a very steep hill defining the adjacent northerly field known as ‘The Warrens’. Plot B is
at an approximate height of between c.8m and 30m AOD (Figure 1).
The soils on the site are the well-drained reddish coarse loamy soils mainly over soft sandstone of
the Bromsgrove Association (SSEW 1983), which overlie the sandstone of the Helsby Sandstone
Formation (BGS 2020).

1.3 HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
The site is located c.875m north-east side of Budleigh Salterton and c.2km south of Otterton in the
parish of Otterton. Otterton is in the hundred of East Budleigh and deanery of Aylesbeare (Lysons
1822). In Domesday, Otterton (Otritone) is listed as a very large manor with 103 households,
including 33 salt-workers and a large amount, 150 acres of woodland. Prior to the conquest it was
held by Countess Gytha and worth £10; and by 1086 the King had granted the manor to abbey of
Mont-Saint-Michel and it was worth £18 (Morris 1992). In the late 12th/early 13th century a priory
was founded at Otterton and the manor, along with Sidmouth and East Budleigh, was granted to it.
In the late 14th-early 15th century the priory became a parcel of Syon Abbey. After the Dissolution
the manor passed to a Richard Duke Esq., part of a prominent local family. The Rolle family
purchased the manor c.1777 and continued to hold it in 1822 (Lysons 1822).
The place-name of Otterton is simply derived from the name of the river and the Old English tῡn
meaning ‘settlement, estate on the River Otter’ (Watts 2004).
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Devon’s Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) depicts the site as within Barton Fields:
‘relatively large, regular enclosures seem likely to have been laid out between the C15th-C18th.
Some curving boundaries may be following earlier divisions in the pre-existing medieval fields’.
Mapping from c.1806 shows the site as within an established field system, possibly split between
two fields, at the edge of the River Otter. The 1843 tithe mapping shows the site as divided across
two fields/plots: 1411, Little Warren; and 1412, Austins, both under arable cultivation. These and
the surrounding fields were listed on the tithe apportionment as belonging to South Farm, which
was owned by representatives of Lord Rolle and occupied by Agnes Bastin. The surrounding fields
had generally prosaic names, describing size, use or personal names and were under arable,
pastoral, orchard and coppice use; although predominantly arable on the presumably dryer and
workable ground. To the south of the site was plot 1433, which was named Lime Pit, which may
indicate some industrial process (MDV109874). The north, west and most of the east site
boundaries are depicted in 1843 as they exist today. By the time of the 1889 published Ordnance
Survey (OS) 1st edition the east boundary has been rectified to its extant state and the south
boundary has been established along with the construction of South Cottages immediately south
of the site. The boundary that divided the site in to two fields in 1843 is also now absent, presenting
the site as a single large field. From this mapping onwards the site is ostensibly relatively
unchanged, at least regarding its boundaries. On aerial photography from 1946 undulations,
including slight ridges, slopes and plateaus can be discerned on the site, and potentially the
cropmark of the approximate east-west length of the boundary removed between 1843 and 1889.
More recent LiDAR imagery of the site further makes clear the approximate locations of the valley,
slopes and plateaus across the site, as well as the directions in which the ground has been ploughed
and worked: all of approximately north-south, east-west and north-west-south-east. Supporting
cartographic-, aerial photography- and LiDAR imagery sources for this section can be seen in
Appendix 2.
The site has been subject to a desk-based assessment in 2018 (CH2M) and a WSI by AOC in 2020
(Teale). The Devon Historic Environment Record (HER) records no entries on the site; however, an
extremely large amount of flint scatters have been identified during field-walking across fields to
the north and east of South Farm (MDV74342). These include: roughly north of the site prehistoric,
Neolithic and Bronze Age flint scatters (MDV10404, MDV10423, MDV59675), stone axes including
two greenstone axes (MDV10413, MDV14478, MDV15331, MDV120175), and an instance of 1000’s
of Bronze Age worked flint excluding any arrowheads that may indicate a fishing over hunting
community (MDV10421); to the east of the site, Mesolithic to late-Neolithic flint and chert scatters
ranging from 24 to 702 pieces in size (MDV59668-MDV59674, MDV122855); and to the south of
the site, prehistoric, early-Neolithic to Late Bronze Age flint scatters and findspots including two
possible sling-stones (MDV10412, MDV10418, MDV58837, MDV59667, MDV59676, MDV59677,
MDV106796, MDV114524). Possible Roman pottery was also recovered south of the site
(MDV41873). Much of this assemblage is part of the Carter Collection, which is held at Otterton
Park. Due to the nature of the landscape, it has been suggested that some of these flint finds may
have been ‘out-washed’ from further up their respective valleys or slopes. Other potentially
significant assets listed on the HER near to the site include references to cropmarks, identified in
aerial photography of a potential ring-ditch (MDV105808), rectilinear enclosure overlooking the
Otter Valley (MDV105806) and former medieval boundaries (MDV105809), all approximately
north-north-east of the site; and a ‘U’-shaped ditch near the coast (MDV117703) to the south of
the site.
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1.4 METHODOLOGY
This work was undertaken in accordance with current best practice, CIfA guidance and a PD drawn
up in consultation with DCHET (Boyd 2020). Any desk-based assessment aspect of this report
follows the guidance as outlined in: Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Desk-Based
Assessment (CIfA 2014a) and Understanding Place: historic area assessments in a planning and
development context (English Heritage 2012). The geophysical (gradiometer) survey follows the
general guidance as outlined in: EAC Guidelines for the use of geophysics in Archaeology: Questions
to Ask and Points to Consider (Europae Archaeologiae Consilium/European Archaeological Council
2016) and Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Geophysical Survey (CIfA 2014b).

FIGURE 1: SITE LOCATION (THE SITE (PLOT B) IS INDICATED).
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2.0 GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY
2.1

INTRODUCTION
An area of c.6.6ha was the subject of a magnetometry (gradiometer) survey. The purpose of this
survey was to identify and record magnetic anomalies within the proposed site. While identified
anomalies may relate to archaeological deposits and structures the dimensions of recorded
anomalies may not correspond directly with any associated features. The following discussion
attempts to clarify and characterise the identified anomalies. The survey was undertaken on the
23rd and 28th of July 2020 by J. Bampton; the survey data was processed by J. Bampton.

2.2

SITE INSPECTION
The site was located across a single large field that had been ploughed, leaving irregular and
intermittent areas of very soft and very hard ground with large and deep ridges across which to
survey. The site undulated with a valley running approximately north-east down to the south-west
across it with steep to very steep slopes. The north-west slope had slight stepped ridges/plateaus,
while the south-east slope was extremely steep with a slight plateau at its top in the south-east
corner of the site. Some approximately north-south ridges also ran across the north half of the site,
leading into the valley and along parts of these the varying subsoil/natural was visible in the
ploughsoil. This may indicate a severe depth of truncation, but also geological variation that may
account for certain undulations and ridges in the topography. Only very occasional finds of modern
material, such as white refined earthenware, ceramic building material or glass were present across
the site indicating that very little if any material had been brought onto the site from elsewhere.
However, an extremely large amount of flint was noted across the site, largely plough-struck and
undiagnostic, but some blades, flakes, possible cores and tools were noted and recovered. This
assemblage/scatter was predominantly across the less steep slopes of the north-west half of the
site and within the lower half of the valley that ran across the site. The spread of this material may
be indicative of settlement activity on the site, particularly in the north-west quarter; or north and
west sides of the site. The north and south boundaries of the site were over-grown hedge and tree
lined banks that bordered fields on higher ground on the other side of these boundaries with
ditches running along the bottom edge of the banks. The site had two access points along its south
boundary and one at the south end of its east boundary. A water pipe/main was exposed in the
south boundary in the south-east corner of the site. The east boundary was an overgrown hedgebank with occasional trees and the west boundary was a hedge-bank that fell away sharply on its
outer side to Park Lane; trees and scrub shielded most of Park Lane from the site. Supporting
photographs for the site inspection can be seen in Appendix 3.

2.3

METHODOLOGY
The gradiometer survey follows the general guidance as outlined in: EAC Guidelines for the use of
geophysics in Archaeology: Questions to Ask and Points to Consider (Europae Archaeologiae
Consilium/European Archaeological Council 2016) and Standard and Guidance for Archaeological
Geophysical Survey (CIfA 2014b).
The survey was carried out using a twin-sensor fluxgate gradiometer (Bartington Grad601). These
machines are sensitive to depths of up to 1.50m. The survey parameters were: sample intervals of
0.25m, traverse intervals of 1m, a zigzag traverse pattern, traverse orientation was circumstantial,
grid squares of 30×30m. The gradiometer was adjusted (‘zeroed’) every 0.5-1ha. The survey grid
was tied into the Ordnance Survey National Grid- and set out using a Leica CS15 GNSS Rover GPS.
The data was downloaded onto Grad601 Version 3.16 and processed using TerraSurveyor Version
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3.0.36.0. The primary data plots and analytical tools used in this analysis were Shade and Metadata.
The details of the data processing are as follows:
Processes:
Clip +/- 2.5SD; removes extreme data point values.
DeStripe all traverses, median; used to equalise underlying differences between grids (potentially
caused by instrument drift or orientation, directional effects inherent in magnetic instrument, or
differences in instrument set up during survey e.g. using two gradiometers).
DeStagger all traverses out- and inbound by 0.50m; reduces staggering effects within data derived
from zig-zag collection method.
Details:
6.5699ha surveyed
Stats unadjusted/prior to data clipping; Max. 99.93nT, Min. -102.45nT; Standard Deviation 3.06nT,
mean 0.03nT, median 0.00nT.
Stats threshold adjusted/post processing; Max. 7.73nT, Min. -7.67nT; Standard Deviation 1.48nT,
mean 0.04nT, median 0.00nT.

2.4

RESULTS
Table 1 with the accompanying Figures 2 and 3 show the analyses and interpretation of the
geophysical survey data. Additional graphic images of the survey data and numbered grid locations
can be found in Appendix 1.
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Anomaly
Group
1

Class and
Certainty
Very weak
positive, probable

Form

2

Very weak
positive, probable

ovoid

Large pit,
treethrow,
hollow; or sunken
structure

3

Very weak
positive, possible

Ovoid

Pits, treethrows,
natural features

4

Very weak
positive, probable

Linear

Ditch, enclosure
or boundary

5

Very weak
positive, possible

Linear

Ditch

6

Very weak
negative, possible

Linear

Ditch or
geological
anomaly

7

Very weak
positive, possible

Linear

Ditch, geological
anomaly or
agricultural
activity

8

Very weak
positive, probable

Linear

Historical
Boundary

SOUTH WEST ARCHAEOLOGY LTD.

Ovoid/
Circular

Archaeological
Characterisation
Sunken structure
or large
pits/hollows

Comments
Indicative of relatively broad in-filled hollows such as
sunken/terraced in structures. On the very small side of
such structures, c.4m-5m across (note caution that
dimensions when interpreting geophysical survey are not
accurate). The northern example may equate to two
features, possibly intercutting. Based on surface finds and
if these are structural, these are possibly associated with
prehistoric/Bronze Age activity on the site.
Sunken/terraced, post-ring structures from the Bronze
Age are not uncommon in the south-west (see Discussion).
Response of <c.+4nT to +6nT.
Indicative of a discrete cut and in-filled feature such as a
large pit, tree-throw or sunken structure. As above this
may equate to a small structure (c.3m-4m across) or a
hollow or pit-type feature of natural or man-made origin.
Proximity to other anomalies of high archaeological
potential/probability may indicate a relationship to them.
Undated although possible prehistoric/Bronze Age origin.
Personal experience of smaller possible storage or
working huts near to domestic structures in prehistory has
been identified in the south-west (see Discussion).
Response of c.+5nT.
Indicative of discrete cut and in-filled features such as pits
or treethrows. Although similar very weak responses may
often equate to natural features, the response strength of
anomalies more likely indicative of features across this site
implies that archaeological responses could have low
responses. Some of these examples are near to a former
boundary and may be indicative of treethrows associated
with a tree-lined boundary. Response of <c.4nTnT.
Indicative of a ditch with a right angled bend indicative of
an undated enclosure or former field boundary.
Occasional intermittent response and response strength
may be indicative of severe truncation by ploughing.
Possibly associated with Groups 1, 5 and 6. Probably
predates the historical boundary Group 8. Possibly
associated with a prehistoric landscape associated with
flint scatter on site. Responses of <c.+3nT.
Indicative of a ditch or shallow ground disturbance such as
a wheel rut. Its alignment off of the bend in Group 4 may
indicate that is part of the same field system/enclosure.
However, this is an extremely ephemeral response and it
may be shallow ground disturbance in a coincidental
location. Response of <c.+1nT.
Indicative of geological variation/striation; however,
extrapolation to the linear anomaly of Group 4 may allude
to a truncated section of associated ditch/boundary. If
representative of a feature this may be near fully
truncated; it is more likely natural variation in the geology
that defines a break in the slope of the sites valley.
Response of <c.+/-1nT.
Indicative of geological variation, shallow ground
disturbance or ditches. The approximate east-west
example of this group defines the top edge of clear
geological variation on the slope (Group 11) of the site and
it is probably associated with this geological variation. The
approximate north-south example is most likely
associated with other examples of slight curving geological
anomalies (Group 11) that lead into the sites valley.
However given the probable truncation by ploughing, and
some shallow ground disturbance visible on site these
examples have been highlighted in case some similar
examples prove to be features. Response of <c.+2nT.
Indicative of a ditch that equates to a boundary depicted
on mapping from 1843. This anomaly has a weak,
relatively diffuse and intermittent response indicative of
poor survival. It has probably been severely truncated by
ploughing. Possibly some diffuse negative responses
indicative of former bank material, but not clearly
definable from the natural variation. Response of <c.2nT.
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Anomaly
Group
9

Class and
Certainty
Very weak
negative, possible

Form

10

Very Weak,
positive, probable

Linear

11

Very weak
positive and
negative

Diffuse
amorphous
linears/ curvilinears

-

Strong dipolar,
probable

Point/ ovoid

-

Weak positive and
negative

Linear

-

Magnetic
disturbance,
probable

-

Linear

Archaeological
Characterisation
Drain

Comments

Indicative of a line of compact/stony material. Aligned off
of the bend in the historical boundary (Group 8) and
possibly indicative of a land drain (perhaps stone filled or
lined). Associated with Group 8, probably post-medieval.
Extremely weak response may indicate a redeposited
natural fill. Response of <-1nT.
Ditch
Indicative of a ditch. Near to the southern boundary and
entrance of the site; it may be associated with postmedieval agricultural activity. Undated. Although still a
weak response the anomaly has relatively clear edges
indicative of a true feature. Response of <+2nT.
Geological
Indicative of geological variation that define the
anomaly
approximate location of the sites undulations, including:
the valley aligned approximately north-east by southwest; a slight plateau in the south-east corner of the site;
possible channels funnelling into the valley; and ridges
aligned approximately north-south across the north-west
slope of the valley/side of the site. These ridges in
particular corresponded to an orangey-red hue in the soil
compared to the majority of the site, alluding to
underlying subsoil/natural being brought to the sites
surface. Response of <c.+/-1.5nT.
Other anomalies
Ferrous
Black crosses in Figure 3. The site has a large number of
objects/debris
dipolar responses. These strongest examples are
indicative of ferrous objects that are typically presumed to
be modern, such as farm machinery fragments. Similar
and weaker responses can be indicative of geological
features/anomalies. No examples indicative of a
thermoremanent debris are apparent on the site. Some of
these examples may form approximate lines and could
represent some form of modern investigation such as dipwells or geotechnical investigation. These are highly
probable to be non-archaeological in nature.
Ploughing
Examples/samples displayed as green lines in Figure 3.
activity
Indicative of ploughing activity that runs predominantly
north-south across the site and parallel to the boundary
around the edges of the field. LiDAR and satellite imagery
indicate that ploughing and works have occurred eastwest across the site and north-west by south-east at
various times; parallel to either the north, east or south
site boundaries. The varied slopes of the site mean the
effect of agricultural works on soil-creep/hill-wash can be
better managed through varied ploughing practices.
During the survey some ploughing at the west end of the
site had occurred to presumable form catchment/barriers
to soil degradation; one example was clear in the survey
data and depicted in the south-west corner of the site in
Figure 3. Responses of <c.+/1nT.
Magnetic
Near the edges of the site magnetic disturbance from
disturbance
fence lines, debris and a service pipe is apparent. In the
south-west of the site this response is associated with a
metallic water pipe, the main service for which
presumably runs alongside the site boundary or an
adjacent boundary. In the south-west part of the site was
part of a fence-line associated with the adjacent property
was present and some ground disturbance had occurred.
A sandy material had been spread across part of this
corner of the site and this made-ground may account for
this response in part.

TABLE 1: INTERPRETATION OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA.
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2.5

COMMENT ON THE FLINT ASSEMBLAGE (BY P. WEBB)
A total of 30 flint artefacts (428g) were recovered from topsoil contexts across the survey area;
particularly its north-west half and its valley area. These were picked up as noticed and were not
recovered during a systematic fieldwalking, but emphasise the potential for a more extensive flint
assemblage to exist.
The recovered flint assembladge was predominantly derived from a nodular source, likely from the
deposits associated with Beer Head (c.15km to the north-east); with only one piece (2g) derived
from a probable gravel source. The assemblage contains a range of piece types, including: debitage
(19 pieces, 195g); objective pieces (one piece, 92g); retouched tools (nine pieces, 134g); and utilised
tools (one piece, 7g) demonstrating the full scope of lithic production, from initial core reduction
to the production and use of finished tools.
The retouched tools show a range of types including: two awl/piercers (20g); one backed blade
(14g); one backed flake (6g); one edge-trimmed blade (4g); two edge-trimmed flakes (19g); and two
scrapers (71g) suggesting a range of tasks including hide and food preparation. The poor quality of
much of the retouch and presence of a utilised flake (7g) suggest that many of the pieces were
produced with expediency in mind.
Many of the pieces are of a type produced throughout prehistory, though the mix of blades, bladelike flakes and flakes, along with the presence of a crested blade suggests earlier Neolithic activity,
though the presence of larger and squat flakes could indicate that this activity extended into the
Bronze Age.
These flints are currently stored in the offices of South West Archaeology Ltd. And it is anticipated
that they will be archived to the Royal Albert Memorial Museum (RAMM) once a transfer of title
has been agreed, etc.

2.6

DISCUSSION
The geophysical survey identified eleven groups of anomalies, these include; a historical field
boundary, an undated enclosure or boundary ditch, an undated ditch, a series of geological
anomalies or undated ditches, approximately ten possible pits or treethrows, and two possible
hollows or sunken structures. Also evident in the survey data was a frequent amount of geological
variation indicative of the sites topography, and evidence of agricultural activity and modern debris.
The general ‘noise’ (inherent geological variation) of the site was relatively quiet <c.+/-1nT with
relatively frequent spikes/points of up to between +4nT and -7nT. Gravel/sand based subsoil,
potentially from a weathered sandstone and/or river gravel geology can produce diffuse
geophysical responses. This may account for the general weak responses of the identified
anomalies. Despite the survey responses strengths being generally weak they do clearly show both
probable historical features, anomalies of possible archaeological origin and subtle, probable
geological features. Cartographic and additional sources that support the following discussion and
interpretation can be seen in Appendix 2.
The possible hollows/sunken structure anomalies (Group 1) are possibly indicative of truncated
archaeological features. However, while it should be noted that no firm conclusions can be
reached on the geophysical data alone, these ovoid anomalies have comparable examples from
the South West and have been proven to often represent Middle Bronze Age structures (Bampton
2015; Bampton 2016; Bampton 2017; Bampton and Morris 2015). Many of these proven examples
are distinctive regional examples from Cornwall and South Devon; however, the geophysical
response of Group 1 is comparable. Although these examples (Group 1) are ostensibly very
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small/smaller than a typical Middle Bronze Age roundhouse (typically 6-15m in diameter), examples
seen at Budock near Falmouth (Bampton 2016) were revealed that were under 4m in diameter and
flanked a more typical domestic structure. There has been discussion regarding this general
structure type in Cornwall and possible ritual closure at the end of their life-use (Jones and Quinnell
2011). It is not typical for these settlements to be enclosed, however, the presence and proximity
of a probable ditch (Group 4) that does not correspond to the current or historical field system may
be indicative of a contemporary field system or enclosure. Groups 1, 2, 4, 5 and parts of Group 3 all
exist across a relative plateau that is visible on the ground, perhaps having been utilised in the same
period. When in the approximate location of these anomalies one has a view into the Otter Valley
along to the coast, as well as some shelter and potential further vantage points from the high, steep
hill on the north side if the site. Although it is probably a geological or ephemeral/shallow anomaly
indicative of a break in slope parallel to the sites valley, Group 6, may equate to a truncated
extension of Group 4. Furthermore, Group 5, may also be associated with Group 4, as part of a
possible prehistoric field system/enclosure; or it may represent modern ground disturbance.
Ten possible pits or treethrows (Groups 2 and 3) could be of man-made or natural origin. The large
quantity of struck flint on the site, although perhaps washed-in, may be indicative of a large amount
of archaeological deposits/features that have been ploughed into the topsoil across the site. The
assemblage of flint from the site may have originated from any manner of archaeological feature
or layer. Some of these pit anomalies are ostensibly along the line of the historical field boundary
(Group 8) and may represent former tree-lines or activity at the edge of the former field. The
presence of a potential former lime pit (based on field name evidence) in a field to the south of the
site (MDV109874) may also allude to the existence of prospection pits along this part of the Otter
valley.
The historical boundary (Group 8) is mostly represented by an ephemeral and intermittent
response and probably does not survive to any great degree. A section near to the possible
prehistoric assets (Groups 1 and 4) appears to survive more clearly. It may be that soil depth in this
section of slight plateau has afforded slightly more protection for any buried archaeological
resource compared to on the slopes of the site. The very straight probable land drain (Group 9) is
probably associated with this historical boundary.
The undated probable ditch (Group 10), near the sites southern edge and entrance, is probably also
associated with agricultural activity/drainage after the establishment of the extant field system;
and/or predating the sites current southern boundary as established/rectified in the second half of
the 19th century. The ground-/surface level of the field immediately south of the site, adjacent to
this anomaly is set higher than on the site and it seems unlikely that this anomaly would extend as
part of a single feature into the field to the south.
Geological variation was evident in the survey data and it largely corresponded to the topography
of the site and visible variation in the ploughsoil on the site. This is described in Table 1. One of the
linear anomalies of Group 7 essentially defines the upper break of slope to one such broad diffuse
geological area of variation that defines the valley that runs across the site. The other,
approximately north-south example of Group 7 linear anomaly is almost certainly geological or
shallow ground disturbance. However, these two anomalies (Group 7) form identifiable
patterns/trends; and given the potential of the site to yield a severely truncated buried
archaeological resource of potential prehistoric date, these anomalies have been highlighted as
having potential, although extremely low.
There is no evidence in the geophysical data for the right-angled kink in the sites east
boundary/south-east corner that was removed in the 19th century. This may allude to the boundary
as present on the 1843 mapping as being a simple hedge- or fence-line or only being a shallow or
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insubstantial boundary; or may be indicative of the severe truncation through ploughing of any
buried archaeological resource.
The evidence of agricultural activity, such as ploughing and presence of strong dipolars, probable
ferrous, anomalies and areas of magnetic disturbance on the site is explained in the ‘other
anomalies’ section of Table 1.
In summary the site appears to contain a flint scatter and geophysical anomalies that together could
be interpreted as indicative of a prehistoric, perhaps Neolithic and/or Bronze Age settlement of two
or more structures and potentially an associated enclosure/ditch/field system. It also contains
possible pits or treethrows that could be contemporary with any prehistoric- or later activity on the
site. Any groundworks across the north-west half of the site could have the potential to disturb any
buried archaeological resource; although it is probable that any buried archaeological resource will
have been severely truncated by ploughing and areas devoid of potential archaeological anomalies
may have already been subject to full truncation by agricultural activity.
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FIGURE 2: SHADE PLOT OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA; MINIMAL PROCESSING.
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FIGURE 3: INTERPRETATION OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA.
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3.0 CONCLUSION
The site (Plot B) is located c.875m north-east of Budleigh Salterton, beside the east bank of the River
Otter. It is across a field classified by the HLC as 15th-18h century Barton Fields. Cartographic evidence
shows field boundaries have been removed from the site and that the south and east boundaries were
altered in the 19th century to their approximate state at the time of the survey. The HER records
extensive flint scatters across the fields to the north, east and south of the site (e.g. MDV74342). Roman
pottery findspots and a possible lime pit have also identified to the south of the site and cropmarks
including medieval field systems and possible enclosures overlooking the site and Otter valley have
been identified to the north of the site.
The survey identified eleven groups of anomalies, including; a historical field boundary, an undated
enclosure or boundary ditch, a further undated ditch, a series of geological anomalies or undated
ditches, approximately ten possible pits or treethrows, and two possible hollows or sunken structures.
Also evident in the survey data was a frequent amount of geological variation indicative of the sites
topography, and evidence of agricultural activity and modern debris. During the survey a relatively
large flint scatter was noted and recovered from across the site, particularly its north-west half. This
flint scatter included scrapers, blades, flakes and a awl/peircers. These finds may have washed in via
former watercourses leading to the River Otter; or have been ploughed to the surface from buried
archaeological features.
Of significance are the anomalies interpreted to represent two large pits/treethrows or potentially
sunken structures along with an associated probable (enclosure/field-system?) ditch. Along with the
flint finds across the site, these may indicate the presence of a prehistoric (probable Bronze Age)
settlement on a slight plateau in the north-west quadrant of the site. The strength of the surveys
geophysical responses may be partially explained by the nature of the underlying, weathered
sandstone geology, but given the intermittence of many responses probably also alludes to a relatively
large amount of truncation of the site, probably from ploughing.
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APPENDIX 1: ADDITIONAL GRAPHICAL IMAGES OF THE GRADIOMETER SURVEY

FIGURE 4: GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY GRID LOCATION AND NUMBERING.
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FIGURE 5: RED-GREY-BLUE SHADE PLOT OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA; BAND WEIGHT EQUALISED; GRADIATED SHADING; CLIPPED BY 2.5SD (STANDARD DEVIATION).
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FIGURE 6: SHADE PLOT OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA; MINIMAL PROCESSING; DATA NOT CLIPPED, BUT IMAGE CLIPPED TO 2.5SD.
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FIGURE 7: RED-GREEN-BLUE SHADE PLOT OF GRADIOMETER SURVEY DATA; BAND WEIGHT EQUALISED; GRADIATED SHADING; DATA NOT CLIPPED, BUT IMAGE EQUIVALENT TO 2.5SD CLIPPING.
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APPENDIX 2: SUPPORTING SOURCES

FIGURE 8: EXTRACT FROM THE SURVEYOR'S DRAFT MAP, C.1806; THE APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF THE SITE IS INDICATED (DHC).

FIGURE 9: EXTRACT FROM THE OTTERTON TITHE MAP, 1843; THE SITE IS OUTLINED IN RED (DHC).
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FIGURE 10: EXTRACT FROM THE ORDNANCE SURVEY 1ST EDITION, 25 INCH SERIES, PUBLISHED 1889; THE SITE IS OUTLINED IN RED (DHC).

FIGURE 11: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE SITE, 1946; THE SITE IS OUTLINED IN RED (KYP).
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FIGURE 12: IMAGE DERIVED FROM LIDAR DATA; THE SITE IS OUTLINED IN RED (PROCESSED USING QGIS VER2.18.4, TERRAIN
ANALYSIS/SLOPE, VERTICAL EXAGGERATION 3.0). DATA: CONTAINS FREELY AVAILABLE DATA SUPPLIED BY NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH
COUNCIL (CENTRE FOR ECOLOGY & HYDROLOGY; BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY; BRITISH GEOLOGICAL SURVEY); ©NERC.
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APPENDIX 3: SUPPORTING PHOTOGRAPHS

1.

SITE ENTRANCE IN SOUTH BOUNDARY OFF OF SOUTH FARM ROAD; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH (NO SCALE).
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2.

SOUTH BOUNDARY AT SITE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE WEST (NO SCALE).

3.

SITE SHOT, FROM THE SITE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE EAST (NO SCALE).
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4.

SITE SHOT, FROM THE SITE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH-SOUTH-EAST (NO SCALE).

5.

SITE SHOT, FROM THE SITE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH-SOUTH-WEST (NO SCALE).

6.
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SITE SHOT, FROM THE SITE ENTRANCE; VIEWED FROM THE WEST (NO SCALE).
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7.

SITE SHOT FROM ALONG SOUTH BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH-EAST (NO SCALE).

8.

SITE SHOT FROM ALONG THE SOUTH BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH (NO SCALE).

9.

SITE SHOT, FROM ALONG THE SOUTH BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE WEST (NO SCALE).
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LOWER OTTER RESTORATION PROJECT (PLOT B), BUDLEIGH SALTERTON, EAST DEVON, DEVON

10. SITE SHOT, FROM THE SOUTH-EAST CORNER; VIEWED FROM THE EAST (NO SCALE).

11. SITE SHOT, FROM THE SOUTH-EAST CORNER; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH (NO SCALE).

12. EAST BOUNDARY FROM ACCESS IN SOUTH END OF BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH (NO SCALE).
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LOWER OTTER RESTORATION PROJECT (PLOT B), BUDLEIGH SALTERTON, EAST DEVON, DEVON

13. SITE SHOT FROM ALONG EAST BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE EAST (NO SCALE).

14. SITE SHOT FROM NORTH-EAST CORNER; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH (NO SCALE).

15. SITE SHOT FROM THE NORTH-EAST CORNER; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH-EAST (NO SCALE).
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LOWER OTTER RESTORATION PROJECT (PLOT B), BUDLEIGH SALTERTON, EAST DEVON, DEVON

16. SITE SHOT FROM THE NORTH-EAST CORNER; VIEWED FROM THE EAST (NO SCALE).

17. SITE SHOT FROM ATOP A RIDGE ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE EAST (NO SCALE).

18. SITE SHOT FROM ATOP A RIDGE ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH-WEST (NO SCALE).
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LOWER OTTER RESTORATION PROJECT (PLOT B), BUDLEIGH SALTERTON, EAST DEVON, DEVON

19. SITE SHOT FROM ATOP A RIDGE ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH (NO SCALE).

20. SITE SHOT FROM ATOP A RIDGE ALONG THE NORTH BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE EAST (NO SCALE).

21. SITE SHOT FROM THE NORTH-WEST CORNER; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH-WEST (NO SCALE).
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LOWER OTTER RESTORATION PROJECT (PLOT B), BUDLEIGH SALTERTON, EAST DEVON, DEVON

22. SITE SHOT FROM ABOVE THE SLIGHT PLATEAU ON THE NORTH-WEST SLOPE LOOKING ALONG THE OTTER VALLEY; VIEWED FROM THE
NORTH (NO SCALE).

23. SITE SHOT FROM ABOVE THE SLIGHT PLATEAU ON THE NORTH-WEST SLOPE; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH-WEST (NO SCALE).

24. SITE SHOT FROM ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH (NO SCALE).
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LOWER OTTER RESTORATION PROJECT (PLOT B), BUDLEIGH SALTERTON, EAST DEVON, DEVON

25. SITE SHOT FROM ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY LOOKING TOWARDS SLIGHT PLATEAU IN NORTH-WEST SLOPE; VIEWED
FROM THE SOUTH-WEST (NO SCALE).

26. SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-WEST CORNER; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH (NO SCALE).

27. SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-WEST CORNER ALONG VALLEY; VIEWED FROM THE SOUTH-WEST (NO SCALE).
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LOWER OTTER RESTORATION PROJECT (PLOT B), BUDLEIGH SALTERTON, EAST DEVON, DEVON

28. SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-WEST CORNER LOOKING ALONG THE OTTER VALLEY; VIEWED FROM THE NORTH (NO SCALE).

29. SITE SHOT FROM THE SOUTH-WEST CORNER LOOKING TOWARDS SOUTH FARM ROAD BRIDGE ACROSS OTTER VALLEY; VIEWED FROM
THE EAST (NO SCALE).
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LOWER OTTER VALLEY RESTORATION PROJECT:
GEOARCHAEOLOGICAL BOREHOLE SURVEY
WRITTEN SCHEME OF INVESTIGATION
Nick Watson
2nd July 2019
1. Introduction
1.1

This Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) outlines the methodology
proposed for a geoarchaeological borehole survey on the Lower Otter Valley
as part of the Lower Otter Valley Restoration Project. It has been produced at
the request of Nathan Thomas, Principal Archaeologist, Jacobs Engineering
Group Inc. following the completion of a Desk Based Assessment (DBA) of
the potential for the preservation of significant palaeoenvironmental remains
in the project area (Watson 2019). The conclusion of the DBA was that high
potential deposits of peat exist, which will probably be affected by proposed
project works, in particular the proposed road bridge at South Farm Road and
the excavation of the associated tidal creek (

Figure 1).
1.2

This WSI has been prepared in accordance with relevant Historic England
guidance, namely in geoarchaeology (Historic England 2015) and
environmental archaeology (Campbell et al. 2011).

1.3

The Lower Otter Valley Restoration Project area occupies the flood plain of
the River Otter from NGR SY 07619 84902 south of Otterton and opposite
Catson Hill in the north, to the coastline at NGR SY 07472 81972, a distance
of c. 3km and an area of c. 1.2km2. The elevation varies from +0.7m OD to
+3.6m OD on Made Ground (Freshwater and O’Farrell 2017, 2), otherwise the
flood plain surface has very little elevation rising to c. +1.1m in the region of
Big Bank. As a consequence drainage ditches are a frequent feature which
enables agricultural pasture of the land. The Otter Estuary Nature Reserve (a
Site of Special Scientific Interest) is located on the river in the east of the
valley.

1.4

The project proposes to increase the area occupied by an intertidal habitat on
the lower floodplain of the River Otter. This will compensate for the loss of
similar habitat on the River Exe Estuary because of new flood defences there.
Work is designed to reinstate a tidal creek and intertidal environment via
realignment of Budleigh Brook and the excavation of a new tidal channel.
Various infrastructure works will also be necessary including the breaching of
old flood defences (Little and Big Banks); the building of a road bridge and a
pedestrian bridge; and the widening of the connecting channel to the sea
(Lower Otter Restoration Project 2019; Watson 2019).

1.5

RSK Environment Ltd carried out an archaeological watching brief on
machine and hand-dug Trial Pits (TP1 – TP9; and HOP1 – HOP6) in 2017
and concluded that there was no evidence for in situ archaeological deposits.
Nor was evidence found for post- medieval shipyard and wharfs for which
there is documentary reference (Adams 2017, 15). A search of the
archaeological literature (OASIS and PastScape) in the DBA revealed no
significant archaeology within the project area.

1.6

The British Geological Survey (BGS) map the bedrock of the project area as
Helsby Sandstone Formation, dated to the Anisian Age (242 – 247Ma) of the
Middle Triassic Period (BGS 2005; 2016; 2013). The lithology is a fine- to
medium-grained sandstone which weathers to sand close to the surface.
Overlying the bedrock on the low hills either side of the valley are River
Terrace Deposits located from c. 5m OD to c. 60m OD. Minor deposits of
Head are recorded in subsidiary valleys (BGS 2019a).

1.7

The bedrock in the Lower Otter Valley is unconformably overlain by a number
of superficial deposits that date to the Quaternary Period (2.6Ma to the
present). At the mouth of the River Otter and along the coastline Marine
Beach and Storm Beach Deposits are mapped. These are chaotically bedded,
coarse grained sands and pebbles associated with a high energy
environment. Immediately north finer grained sediments are present:
Saltmarsh Deposits and Tidal River Or Creek Deposits. Their lithology is clay,
silt and sand with intercalated organic matter which may include peat. These
sediments are typically deposited in a low energy environment characterised
by a dendritic planform of creeks draining tidal flats. Tidal River Or Creek
Deposits are mapped on the Otter Estuary and trace the narrow confines of
the River Otter north to Big Bank. The Saltmarsh Deposits occupy the wide
valley floor adjacent to the river and are also mapped to Big Bank. Further
north Alluvium is mapped and most likely underlies the other superficial
deposits. This is indicative of freshwater deposition and a suite of deposits
from Devensian gravels to sand, silt and clay, generally laid down in an
upward fining sequence within which intercalated peats may also occur (none
were found in the DBA).

1.8

Made Ground (Undivided) is mapped in the project area as: the Little and Big
Banks; berms on the west bank (the SW coastal path) of the River Otter;
along the west of the valley; and a triangular parcel of land (c. 3.8ha of
historic landfill (
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Figure 1)) adjoining South Farm Road. The land surface has been raised in all these
areas.
1.9

The aims of the geoarchaeological works are to:
1.9.1
1.9.2
1.9.4

1.10

Determine the date, status of preservation, survival and extent of the
biological remains within the survey area;
Determine the depositional environments for all Quaternary deposits
sub-cropping within the survey area;
Assess the archaeological and palaeoenvironmental importance of
deposits within the survey area;

These aims will be addressed by meeting the following objectives:
1.10.1 Drill three geoarchaeological boreholes and recover sealed cores of
the Quaternary stratigraphy and log the cores;
1.10.2 Select one core as a representative sample and describe and subsample it for palaeoenvironmental proxies;
1.10.3 Date organic strata from the selected core (and by inference
interbedded mineralogical strata) by AMS 14C radiocarbon;
1.10.4 Integrate the lithological record from the boreholes with previous
geotechnical work, to produce composite lithostratigraphic cross
sections and, where appropriate, deposit models; and
1.10.5 Report on the above 1.10.1 – 1.10.4.

2. Methodology
2.1

Field methodology

2.1.1

Boreholes will be drilled within the vicinity of the Historic Landfill Site () to
target high potential peat deposits known to exist there (TPE13 has >1.2m of
peat). Borehole locations will be surveyed by ARCA to the Ordnance Survey
grid and Ordnance Datum using either a RTK GPS or total station to a
minimum accuracy ±0.015m.

2.1.2

Prior to drilling, an inspection pit, 1.2m in depth, will be excavated by hand at
each borehole locality by the drilling crew. Such pits are required by the
geotechnical contractor to check for the presence of unmapped services, and
for the presence of near surface obstacles and contamination. Made ground
is believed to be at least 1m thick.

2.1.3

Drilling will commence from the base of the inspection pit and will continue
until the base of the Quaternary sequence is reached (an estimated depth of
10m). The equipment used will be a Pioneer 2 drilling rig which is capable of
both rotary and percussion drilling (see Geotechnical Engineering (2019) for
details). Continuous cores of 100mm diameter will be collected in Perspex
tubes from the cased boreholes. The Perspex tubes containing the cores will
be labelled and sealed on site and transported to the geotechnical
contractor’s warehouse: Geotechnical Engineering, Centurion House,
Olympus Park, Quedgeley, Gloucester, GL2 4NF.
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2.2

Laboratory description and analysis

2.2.1

At the warehouse of Geotechnical Engineering, sediment retained in the core
tubes will be carefully hand-cleaned using a sharp scalpel to expose a fresh
surface for photography and description. Cores will be photographed and the
data saved in both RAW/uncompressed TIFF and JPG format. The lithology
will then be described using standard geological criteria (Jones et al 1999;
Munsell Color 2000; Tucker 2011).

2.2.2

Descriptive data from the cores will be combined with positional data within
the RockWorks 15 geological utilities program (RockWare 2013) database set
up in the DBA.

2.2.3

Sub-samples for AMS 14C dating will be taken from selected organic strata
(four sub-samples). Ten millimetre thick slices of sediment will be removed
from the top and bottom of the strata and each processed (in ARCA's
Winchester laboratory) by disaggregating the sediment in distilled water and
then passing the resultant mixture through a 0.25mm mesh. Terrestrial
waterlogged plant remains >0.25mm will be removed, identified and those
most suitable submitted to SUERC Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory, Scottish
Enterprise Technology Park, East Kilbride for AMS 14C measurement. Should
terrestrial macrofossils be absent, bulk samples of organics will be sent for
AMS 14C measurement of the humic fractions (there will be too little material
for radiometric 14C dating). Although only organic strata can be so dated, ages
of mineral deposits can be reconstructed by reference to organic strata for
which there is a chronology.

2.2.4

The selection of sub-samples for palynological and plant macrofossil
assessment will be on the basis of the thickness and preservation of organic
strata. Diatom and foraminiferal assessment will be targeted towards the main
minerogenic units in order to establish their depositional setting in relation to
the tidal frame, but will also examine transitions between mineral and organic
strata. On the basis of the known thickness of the peat deposits it is proposed
to assess 16 sub-samples of each proxy: pollen, diatom and foraminifera; at
least 2 plant macrofossil sub-samples; and at least 2 mollusc sub-samples.

2.2.5

Core sub-sampling and processing methods for each of these biological
proxies will be as described by Lowe and Walker (2015, 183-244) and the
Historic England environmental archaeology guidelines (Campbell et al 2011).

2.2.6

The palaeoenvironmental sub-samples will be sent to Quaternary Scientific
(Quest), School of Archaeology, Geography and Environmental Science,
Whiteknights, University of Reading, RG6 6AB for assessment by Drs C.R.
Batchelor, T. Hill and D.S. Young.

2.3

Desktop methodology

2.3.1

Lithological data from the geoarchaeological core recording will be added to
the DBA database acquired from previous geotechnical boreholes and trial
pits (Freshwater and O’Farrell 2017; Watson 2019). The RockWorks 15
geological utilities program will be used to plot lithostratigraphic cross
sections and, if appropriate, the surface elevation and thickness of the peat
deposit will be modelled.
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3. Reporting
3.1

An integrated report will be produced upon receipt of the biostratigraphic
assessment reports, and the AMS 14C dates. The report will outline the results
of the lithostratigraphic, chronometric and palaeobiological studies. It will also
assess the archaeological and palaeoenvironmental potential of the strata
encountered in the boreholes, and thereby directly address the aims set out in
Section 1.9 above.

3.2

The integrated reports will be co-authored by the ARCA (Nick Watson) and
Quest specialists (e.g. Drs Rob Batchelor and Dan Young).

3.3

An OASIS form will be completed in accordance with Historic England and
Archaeology Data Service guidelines for the geoarchaeological investigation
on its completion.

4. Archive
4.1

Following core recording two of the three borehole cores will be disposed of.
The third core, selected for dating and palaeoenvironmental sub-sampling,
will remain in store at the ARCA laboratory, University of Winchester for one
year only after which it will be disposed of without further notice.

4.2

Palynological and diatom slides, bottled residues of plant macro remains and
dried residues examined for foraminifera will be stored at the University of
Reading.

4.3

The remaining archive will be entirely digital. It will consist of the RockWorks
database (in Microsoft Access format), ESRI shape files containing borehole
locations, structural elevation and stratigraphic thickness models,
photographs (in RAW/TIF and JPG formats) and Excel spreadsheets
containing lithological data. The digital archive will be constituted according to
Archaeology Data Service (ADS) guidelines (ADS 2015).

4.4

The digital archive will be stored both on the University of Winchester server
(backed up to tape on a weekly basis, with a duplicate server in Germany)
and on an external hard drive stored outside the University of Winchester.
The assessment report will be made available to the wider community via the
Archaeology Data Service portal.

5. ARCA
5.1

ARCA is the consultancy arm of the Department of Archaeology, University of
Winchester. It was founded in 2004 as a formalisation of previous ad-hoc
arrangement. ARCA was formally launched at the Institute of Field
Archaeologists conference in March 2005 and is a Registered Organisation
(RO) of the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA).

5.2

ARCA specialises in geoarchaeology, geophysics and geomatics. In respect
of the former, ARCA has a particular expertise in the carrying out borehole
surveys and using stratigraphic data to produce deposit models. ARCA
possesses both manual and mechanical drilling equipment and has working
relationships with a number of geotechnical companies who operate larger
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drilling equipment. Since its launch it has worked for most of the larger
archaeological contractors in southern Britain as well as a number of utility
and construction companies, charities and local authorities.
5.3

ARCA is directed by Dr Keith Wilkinson (MCIfA). Fieldwork on the current
project will be undertaken by Nick Watson, Keith Wilkinson (both
geoarchaeologists), Dr Phil Marter and David Ashby. Further information can
be accessed from http://www.ARCAuk.com.

6. Health and Safety
6.1

A risk assessment of the geoarchaeological evaluation at the Quayside site
will be produced/issued following agreement of this WSI.

6.2

Health and safety protocols applied in the laboratory are outlined in the
University of Winchester Health and Safety Policy.

7. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists
7.1

ARCA is a Registered Organisation (RO) of the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists (CIfA) and as such it adheres to all codes and guidance of the
CIfA (CIfA 2015). The present project will be managed by a Member of the
Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (MCIfA).

8. Insurance
8.1

Through the University of Winchester, ARCA holds Public Liability Insurance
to a maximum of £20 million and professional indemnity insurance to
£1million.

8.2

All ARCA personnel have current CSCS cards.
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Figure 1. South Farm Road and the Historic Landfill Site on the Lower Otter Valley
floodplain showing the location of high potential peat deposits in relation to the
proposed road bridge and tidal creek. Thickness of peat is marked at the
geotechnical trial pit TPE13 and the borehole BH1.
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Figure 2. Lithostratigraphic cross section from west to east in the vicinity of South
Farm Road. Geoarchaeological boreholes are proposed in the location of TPE13.
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